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Abstract

CHURCH IN THE APOSTOLIC SPIRIT: A STRATEGY FOR BUILDING

INDIGENOUS APOSTOLIC CONGREGATIONS IN THE CULTURAL CONTEXT

OF EASTERN ORTHODOX AND POST-COMMUNIST ROMANL\

Since the fall ofCommunism in 1989, religious freedom and openness toward

Occident have been originating new spiritual and cultural dynamics for the Romanian

Churches and new opportunities for their mission but also have been raising serious

challenges about how to successfully fulfill their mission. The wave of great

responsiveness toward the gospel lasted for about seven years. Today, churches have to

compete with several social and spiritual factors in order to get people's attention.

The supremacy of the Orthodox Church and the presence of a significant

Evangelical movement in Romania make this country unique within the European Union.

However, the competition between Orthodoxy and Evangelicalism creates unhealthy

attitudes from both sides. Thus the Orthodox Church considers that the Evangelical

churches as well as their "proselytism" constitute a real threat toward the spirituality,

unity, and ethnical identity of the Romanian people. Evangelicals on the other hand

consider that all Orthodox believers are spiritually lost and that there is nothing beneficial

to learn from the history, theology, and life of their church.

Next, secularism, materialism, the New Age movement, Eastern mysticism, and

other religions are gaining ground on the Romanian soil, while religious traditionalism

and a survival mentality impede Romanian churches from significantly reaching the

young generations. At the same time mission models and innovations from abroad are

imported without judicious evaluation and proper contextualization.



In light of such a context, this study tries to address several issues that churches in

Romania are facing today. First, this study provides a more objective view of the local

historical development in order to demythologize certain historical claims which in turn

lead to parochialistic, nationalistic, and traditionalist attitudes and which feeds the

perpetuation ofChristian nominality.

Next, it provides an analysis of the Romanian culture and worldview in order to

help Evangelical churches avoid an "undercontextuahzation" of their message, ministry,

and mission and properly contextualize church growth principles and models that other

churches around the world are practicing. This missiological analysis might also help the

local Orthodox churches avoid an "overcontextualization" of the Christian message and

mission which as one can see leads to religious syncretism.

This dissertation also describes the local religious context and points out how our

churches can find a clear vision and direction in this time of transition toward democracy,

pluralism, and postmodernism. Also, the apostolic spirit of early Christianity should

inspire our churches in order to have a significant impact on the Romanian people.

Lastly, the study delineates several theological, ecclesiological, and missiological

principles and insights that can help a church function as a genuine community of

believers in the spirit of apostolic Christianity. It also describes and exemplifies the

practical apphcation and results of such insights as seen in the case ofGood-News

Baptist Church of Bucharest and explains how these insights if applied on a larger scale

can produce a revitalization movement among our Evangelical churches and other

interested Christian congregations.
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Chapter 1 - Introduction

This study attempts to identify how the Church in Romania can be more efficient

in turning nominal Christians and secular people into devoted followers of Jesus Christ in

the new social, political, economical and cultural context. To accomplish this task, the

study starts with an analysis of the Romanian historical development (Chapter 2), cultural

context (Chapter 3) and religious background (Chapter 4). Next, in order to establish a

theoretical framework the study reviews and acknowledges major principles and insights

from the field of church growth and contextualization (Chapter 5). It also presents the

findings of field research based on interviews and personal observations (Chapter 6 and

7). Finally, the study proposes a twofold church-growth concept, biblical and indigenous,

as an alternative to both the traditional Evangelical way of doing church and the church-

growth models imported from the West (Chapter 8-10).

First Glimpses at the Romanian Paradox

At large, Romania represents a secular society while Romanians
consider themselves religious people, specifically Christians.

The Romanian people are proud of their "two-thousand-year-old" Christian

traditions; yet most of them do not attend church regularly, show no daily personal

commitment to Jesus Christ, and often embrace beliefs from different religious

worldviews. "I am an atheist and an Orthodox Chrisfian," a politician claimed on the

national television network. "I believe in Church and UFOs but not in God," another one

professed. As a Romanian artist emphatically confessed on a TV show recently, "I am a

committed Orthodox Christian, but also believe in karma and reincarnation and practice

1
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transcendental meditation. However, I see no significant contradiction between my

Christianity and Eastern beliefs."

Some time ago I engaged in a conversation on religious matters with two

intellectual Orthodox Christians. In discussing the moral deterioration of Romanian

society, I asked them: "What should the Church do to foster real change in people's lives?"

They looked puzzled and answered: "The Church! What in the world can the Church do to

change people? We go to church twice a year. We confess our sins to the priest before

Easter and attend the liturgy. That's all! Actually the church has nothing to do with our

every-day lives!"

Next, I told them how Jesus gathered a group of ordinary people, discipled them,

and how after his resurrection, they formed the first Christian church. As the New

Testament describes this was a community of faith were people really loved, accepted,

encouraged, and affirmed one another as well as shared in each others' joys, sorrows, and

material possessions. I simply concluded: "This is what God wants us to be!" One of

them promptly exclaimed: "Sir, you don't hve in the real world! Today people and

churches are not like that!"

The Romanian paradox consists of the fact that while Romanians consider

themselves religious and claim to be Christians', their society is more and more

secularized. They show an outward piety toward the Church and an attachment to their

"tradition" according to which they "were bom Christians" and yet when it comes to real

life issues, most Romanians do not see the Church as a relevant source of help and

support^.
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As Daniel Barbu, a Romanian political analyst asserts, "the Romanian Orthodox

Christianity represents more a tradition without faith than a tradition of faith" (2000:121).

One may paraphrase him and say that most Romanian people have a faith in traditions

rather than a tradition of genuine faith.

The Easter Season in Bucharest offers one of the best illustrations of the

Romanian spiritual paradox. During the night before Easter, hundreds and thousands of

people gather around Orthodox Church buildings. At midnight, the priests perform a

wonderful candlehght ceremony. First, the priest comes out from behind the altar and

hghts the candles of those near him, who then light the candles of the people behind

them, and so forth. In the night, waves of light cross the horizon, while people sing an

old Easter song. Then the crowds leave for their houses carefully holding the lighted

candles, carrying with them the light of Resurrection.

A few days later. Orthodox Christians celebrate Saint George, the Conqueror.

Romanians name their children after Christian saints and martyrs, and they organize

parties to celebrate their friends and family members who have these saints' names. For

the whole night, they drink, dance, sing out, yell, and shout dirty words just for fun.

These are the same people who during the night before Easter carried the light of

Resurrection to their homes.

in the poorest rural areas especially, the locals are totally ignorant of the gospel

and fanatic about their syncretistic traditions. In 2004, in a village in the south-eastern

part ofRomania, the family members of a recently deceased local became ill. As a result,

the locals believed the deceased was a vampire and they decided to exhume his body.

They burned his heart in order to make sure the deceased was really dead and then mixed
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the ashes with water and gave it to the sick family members to drink. After this, they

claimed they were healed.

In 2005, in Tanacu village of Vaslui County, a monastery priest and four nuns

tied a 23 year old nun to a cross in order to exorcise her. After three days, the young nun

died. When the archbishop and leaders of the Orthodox Church condemned this crime,

the villagers revolted saying that the priest was a saint while the nun was the devil's

instrument.

The Romanian paradox involves several major dimensions: historical,

geographical, cultural, rehgious, social and political each pertaining to its unique

paradox. If successful evangelization and church renewal is desired then it is essential

for all churches and mission agencies to understand these dimensions and how they have

been influencing the local Romanian culture, worldview, and religious development.

The Historical Dimension.

The Romanians represent an enigma, and "a historical miracle," because no

written historical sources mention their ethno-genesis in the present territory ofRomania,

or south of the Danube River, or in the Balkans; and yet they exist (Boia 2002:46). Thus,

historically the mere existence of the Romanians seems to be a paradox. Also there is no

historical document to certify a migration of the Romanians to the territory they presently

inhabit.

This historical paradox based on the silence of the historical sources on one hand

and the presence of the Romanians on the territory between the Carpathian Alps, the

th
Danube River and the Black Sea, as an established nation at the beginning of the 14

century, on the other hand, encouraged the appearance of certain myths concerning the
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ethno-genesis and the continuity of the Romanian people. These founding myths ~ as

Boia calls them - contributed "to create a real national obsession," which has been

maintained through an ideological and political game (1997: 123). Even today, the

founding myths exert a strong influence on the Romanians' national conscience and

social behavior. The next chapter provides more detailed description of this

phenomenon.

The Geographical Dimension.

The geographical position of Romania in the vicinity of three great empires:

Habsburg, Ottoman, and Russian, turned Romania into a borderland ofEurope. "The

Romanian space appears as a space of the margin" (Boia 2002:12). In order to survive

from an ethnical point of view, the Romanians isolated themselves in a sort of enclave

characterized by "a mitigated reception of various models, the perpetuation of the

traditional structures and a mentality very much indebted to the local values" (Boia

2002: 13). Romanians however paradoxically benefited from "an extraordinary

combination of ethnical and cultural infusions coming from all directions. . . Lying at the

crossroads of routes and civilizations, the Romanian space is pre-eminently open; it was

characterized by a permanent instability and a continuous movement of people and

values" (Boia 2002:13).

Due to this paradox, the Romanian society has shown two opposite tendencies:

Europeanism and autochthonism. Its opening toward Europe, on one hand and its

isolation, on the other hand, have been part of the process ofRomania's modemization

since the 19* century. Consequently, the Romanians dramatize more than other nations,

their relations with foreigners, "admiring or rejecting, taking over without nuances or
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refusing on principle. This is the contradictory result of a contradictory history" (Boia

2002:13).

The Cultural Dimension.

The most obvious cultural paradox shows that, although ethnically and

linguistically Romanians belong to the Romance nations ofWestern Europe, the

Orthodox Christianity brought them under the influence of the Slavonic culture of

Eastern Europe. In the middle Ages, the Romanian principalities resembled more the

Slavic countries of the area than the Catholic countries of the Occident. As Boia points

out, "the Poles, although a Slavonic people, belonged to the Latin space, due to the

Catholic faith. The Romanians, although they spoke a Romance language, belonged to

the Slavic space because of their Orthodoxy" (2002:26). Today, the Republic of

Moldova shows a high degree of the Slavonic cultural and religious influence while

Transylvania, which for one thousand years was part ofHungary and of the Habsburg

Empire, shows a high degree ofWestern influence.

The Political Dimension.

Undoubtedly, Communism was the strangest paradox in the Romanians' history.

Before WWII, Romania had been a country with strong religious traditions, based on

community solidarity at the village level. An important aspect of this paradox was

constituted by the relation between the church and the atheistic Communist state,

established "by the will ofGod." This is how Ion Bria, a distinguished Orthodox

theologian, explains the adjustment of the Byzantine traditions to the social and political

conditions of Communism: "The church represents a social majority. At the moral level,

it cannot be separated from the people. This is why, even in the new political structure of
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the country, the church is not wilHng to abandon the old socio-political symphony that

unites it to the nation" (Gillet 2001:266). "The Orthodox Church" - Gillet concludes -

"allowed the Communist state to become officially recognized in a country originally

hostile to Bolshevism, and to present itself as reconcilable with Romanian national

traditions" (2001:268).

At the same time, the Orthodox Church ensured a theological, ideological and

institutional continuity, by means of "an unbalanced symphony." The Communist state

interfered in the internal life of the Church, strengthening the role of the hierarchy and of

the clergymen, in the detriment of the laymen's involvement. According to Barbu,

"Paradoxically, Communism ensured the clerical hegemony over the church, the price

being paid by the Christian matters which were expelled from the intellectual domain"

(1999:252). Some Orthodox authors consider that the Orthodox Church of the

Communist age became a "non-victorious church" (Gillet 2001:258).

On the other hand. Communism wanted to build cohesion around the party, the

whole society, and the collective destiny of the nation. By promoting equality and

collectivism, Communism leveled all the social strata. The interest of the individual was

denied in favor of the collective one. Personal initiative was discouraged in order to

promote the social reflexes of joining, unanimity and political concord. The ideological

experiment by means ofwhich they tried to create 'the new man" of the Communist

society led to "a leveled, standardized mentality, to a coUectivist spirit, to a gregarious

behavior, to inaptness for the values of liberalism" (Barbu 1999:64).

Paradoxically however, these features appeared as public manifestations only,

while in private life, people became more and more estranged. As Boia asserts, "by
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gathering all the members of the society in an undifferentiated mass, all that Communism

did was to divide them. While playing the coUectivist game, every one minded his or her

own interests. Collectivism therefore, generated individualism and a lack of concern for

everything that is of common interest" (2002:134). As Barbu explains, the individualism

bom in the totalitarian society is incapable of discovering a sense of fulfillment outside

the collective destiny of the nation. This is so, because in Communism, "one's individual

destiny was not fulfilled in the search ofmeaning for oneself, rather it was consumed by

the absence of any meaning; better said, in the coercive presence of a meaning provided

by the social practice of irresponsibility toward one's own fate" (Barbu 1999:69).

The Present Social Dimension.

The post-Communist period shows another paradox similar to the 19"^ century

context, namely, preferring the Westem model of democratic society and market

economy, while preserving or even reviving political and religious ethnocentrism. One

important aspect of the 19 century paradox deals with the importation ofWestem

democratic formulas and the preservation of an almost unaltered traditional Romanian

undemocratic background. In a short time, all the Westem stmctures were adopted: the

constitution, the laws, the political institutions, the administration, the army, the

education, etc. The opening toward Europe was nevertheless the effort of a rather limited

number of Romanians. The majority of the people remained faithful to traditional values.

The Romanians' sudden passage from an Eastem civilization to a Westem one, by

adopting 'the forms without the contents
'

generated, "a strong inclination toward

formalism. Many Romanians, including political and cultural leaders, considered (and
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they still do) that the formal adjustments are a sufficient substitute for the deep actions

really needed" (Boia 2002:78).

Today, Romanians are aware that their only chance of economic development and

a better life is by European integration. In the new international fight against terrorism,

Romania was integrated in the Euro-Atlandc structures ofNATO. In January 2007

Romania became a member of the European Union. Thus, Romania must line up the

whole legislation to the Western-European norms. In the last few years, the Romanian

Government and Parliament promoted and adopted most of the laws requested by the EU.

Nevertheless, it is hard to say how long it will take for the Romanian traditional

background to be aligned to the European democratic forms, and to what extent this

might become a reality.

According to the general mentality of the Romanians, the basis of the Romanian

traditional background is represented by two institutions: the national state and the

national Church. For them, "the state must be sovereign and ethnical, that is, in

ecclesiological terms, in the image and after the likeness of the autocephaly, and within

the framework of the European nations, it must 'synodically' participate in the European

culture" (Gillet 2001:272).

In Romania, one can see a centralized, authoritarian and bureaucratic state similar

to the 19**^ century French Jacobean model, namely "a centralized system,

administratively divided in counties (corresponding to the French departments), ruled by

prefects, and appointed by the Govemmenf (Boia 2002: 159). As Barbu asserted, "for

the Romanians, the state has never represented the manner in which the power is

organized and fiinctions within a political community, but the Messianic, unitary.
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indivisible ideal of a national community" (2000:106). Thus for the ethnic Romanians,

the county, the prefect and the Orthodox bishoprics (organized similarly to the counties)

represent the unique reliable guarantees of the unity and national character of the state

(Barbu 1999:256). Speaking about the European integration, the same author asks

rhetorically:

Who would dare to conceive in Romania a state that governs without

administering, an articulate state, in which the families, the professional
corps, the minority groups, the local communities, the churches and the

regions be administered according to a solidarity contract and to a

subsidiary principle, a state whose right of unwarrantable interfering be

strictly delegated and permanently controlled by the families, the
professional corps, the local communities, the churches and the regions, a
state prepared to get integrated in the EU, through the systematic exercise
of subsidiary? (1999:256-257)

The Religious Dimension.

Today, the Orthodox Church is considered an institution of the state, and while

the Communist ideology has been replaced by the national religious ideology of the

Orthodox Church, this present ideology "is rather vaguely defined" (Boia 2002:160).

Alongside the Latin language, the Church represents the second symbol of the

ethnic identity for the Romanians. According to Nae lonescu, a notorious scholar of

inter-war Romania, "We are Orthodox because we are Romanians and we are Romanians

because we are Orthodox" (Gillet 2001 :235). Thus, by culdvating the traditions inherited

from a patriarchal society and by promoting "the ecclesiological equation, state-nation-

religion," the Orthodox Church opposes the democratic Westem pluralism. The link

between religion and ethnicity therefore leads to the exclusion of those who have other

religious affiliation than Orthodox and of those who belong to other ethnic minorities.

Trying to defend the Romanian soul, which "was bom Orthodox 2000 years ago,"
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Orthodoxy opposes any Westem religious influence and labels as a sect any religious

group that does not belong to the National Church" (Gillet 2001 :235) ^. This view is

promoted especially by the Romanian Orthodox monks. For a specific example see

endnotes"*, where I provide an excerpt from archimandrite Cleopa Ilie's article entitled

"Father Cleopa Is Talking to Us" (Cleopa 1996:vol.3).

The fear of the ominous influence of the Occident is only partially justified. It is

tme that the secularism and relativism of the Westem post-modemism exert an ever

increasing influence on Romanian intellectuals and youth. We must however look for the

roots of secularism in the nominal Christianity of the previous centuries and in the period

of the aggressive atheistic propaganda exercised by the Communist regime. The way,

however, in which Orthodox theologians and hierarchy pmdently avoid the evidences of

the secular character of Romanian society, as Barbu points out, surely does not solve the

paradox. Barbu argues that the Orthodox hierarchy and the Romanian elite explicitly tied

to Orthodoxy ignored the problem which for many decades concemed the Occidental

churches, "namely to measure church attendance and involvement of those who declare

themselves Christians." As he continues,

the Orthodox hierarchy seems to be totally self-content with the fact
that about 86 percent of the Romanian population declared themselves

Orthodox, and this, without showing any real interest in finding how many
of them participate in the life of the church. This is due to the fact that
Romanian Orthodoxy has never tried to count on the personal and
responsible commitment of each who had been baptized, but relied only
on the collective and implicit agreement to an organic form of national

identity according to which every Romanian is bom (Orthodox) Christian.
(1999:253-254)

In Romania, therefore authentic Christianity is threatened by religious formalism,

by the spiritual void created by Communist atheism, by postmodem secularism and

relativism and not by Evangelical churches or by the Greek Catholic mission, as
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Orthodoxy is inclined to believe. Since the fall of Communism, 1 have been increasingly

concemed about how Romanian churches should act in a time of religious freedom in

order to more effectively reach and disciple lost people.

Description of Research

While studying at Asbury Theological Seminary, I gained the ability to reflect

more profoundly on the issues ofmission and church growth in my country. As a leader

ofmy denomination, I now have a better understanding of several church dynamics at the

national level in this time of transition. Due to the political changes and the end of the

atheistic propaganda, a significant wave of responsiveness has been created among

Romanians, yet our churches have not been ready to take full advantage of it. In the last

sixteen years, two major trends have prevailed among the Romanian churches. First,

most churches have tried to preserve traditions, and it is my assumption that these

churches need to tum from tradition to mission. Second, several Romanian churches

have tried to import models from the West uncritically, without knowing how to

contextualize the gospel and develop indigenous forms of church life and mission.

In this study I will present an adaptable strategy for building indigenous apostolic

congregations in Romania. My assumption is that there are barriers both in people's

worldview and religious attitudes and in the churches' attitudes and their ways of

approaching the unchurched that prevent them from following Jesus Christ. I believe

however that there are assets, or positive aspects in people's religious experiences,

beliefs, and attitudes that churches need to discover and use in order to bring them to

genuine faith. Coming out from a constraining political system, most of the Romanian

churches have a survival mentality. It is my assumption that a renewing process is
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necessary within the Romanian churches, including their philosophy ofministry and

church structures. They must tum from tradition to mission and overcome these barriers

as well as use the existing religious assets to reach and disciple nominal Christians and

secular people.

The rise of apostolic communities of Christian faith, hope, and love in Romania

will bring about a real change in people's lives and will impact the Romanian society.

Therefore, this study attempts to help Romanians view Christianity in terms of persons

and communities, not in terms of a nation, or religious programs, and mere social

activism.

Statement of the Problem

The pvirpose of this study is to develop a strategy for building indigenous

apostolic congregations as life-changing communities in the country of Romania in order

to tum nominal Christians and secular people into genuine and mature disciples of Jesus

Christ. In doing this, the research aims to identify the cultural issues and church related

factors in Romania that normally hinder churches from reaching nominal Christians and

secular people, as well as the religious experiences, beliefs, and attitudes that represent

assets for them in coming to deeper faith. Also, the study investigates several church

attempts to overcome barriers of cultural issues and church related factors and use the

assets of religious experiences, beliefs, and attitudes in reaching and discipling nominal

Christians and secular people.

Research Questions

The following questions guide the research for this study:

1 . What cultural issues and religious attitudes exist among nominal Christians
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and secular persons in Romania today that prevent them from becoming genuine

followers of Christ?

2. What religious experiences, beliefs, and attitudes in these persons represent

assets for coming to deeper faith?

3. What barriers exist in the Romanian churches today that hinder their ability to

reach and to disciple effectively nominal Christians and secular people?

4. Which are some of the evangelical churches identified as attempting to

overcome these barriers and use these assets?

5. What are the common characteristics and philosophies ofministry that enable

these churches to be successfiil?

6. What strategy emerges from the study that Romanian evangelical churches

could adapt in order to tum effectively unchurched nominal Christians and secular

people into devoted followers of Jesus Christ?

Definition of Terms

The study requires the clarification of several terms that are important to this

research. These include the following terms:

Apostolic congregations represent churches, regardless of their tradition, which

understand they are called and sent by God to reach unchurched people. Also, these are

churches that focus on the gospel of early apostolic Christianity, and adapt to the

language and the culture of their target population in order to communicate the meaning

of the ancient message (Hunter 1996:28).

ATS stands for Advanced Theological Training, the second stage ofBEE, an

underground biblical training program in Communist Romania for church leaders.
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BEE stands for Bible Education by Extension, an underground biblical training program

in Communist Romania, led from Vienna, Austria for Romanian pastors and lay leaders.

Evangelical churches, in the Romanian current context, refers to those churches that

have formed the Romanian Evangelical Alliance. Romanian Evangelical Alliance

(started in 1990) brings together in cooperation Baptist, Pentecostal, Brethren and some

of Lord's Army congregations. However, the traditional Evangelical Lutheran Church

was not included in the Romanian Evangelical Alliance.

Genuine Christian refers to one who regardless of his or her Christian tradition has a

personal relationship with God through Jesus Christ leading to a new life transformed by

the power of the Holy Spirit, and one who practices and shares the faith within a context

of a community of faith.

Local church represents a gathered and organized community of followers of Jesus Christ

converted and baptized in the name of the Father, the Son, and the Holy Spirit. It is a

worshiping congregation that proclaims and shares the gospel through word and deed,

disciples and equips its members, reaches lost people, and ministers to the world.

Neo-Protestant churches, in the Romanian context, refers to Baptist, Pentecostal, Brethren

(open and closed branches) and Seventh Day Adventist churches.

Nominality refers to "people who want to identify themselves with a cause or a movement,

but without becoming actively involved." The root meaning of nominality is "in name

only" (Gibbs 1994: 13). Referring to Christianity, nominality describes "a condition where

there is no reality behind the name Christian" (Copland 1989:9).

Nominal Christian refers to one who considers himself or herself a Christian while he or

she has lost contact with the church, does not understand or believe the basics of
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Christianity, and does not live a lifestyle congruent with the values of the kingdom of God

(Gibbs 1994:33). Also the term refers to one who does not share his or her faith through

deed and word, as St. John Chrysostom says: "I do not believe in the salvation of anyone

who does not try to save others" (Bria 1992:220).

Secularization can be defined as "the withdrawal of whole areas of life and thought fi-om

the Church's influence" (Hunterl996:20). Arnold Loen defines it as "the historical process

by which the world is de-divinized as far as human consciousness is concemed" (1967:7).

Secular people refer to persons who share a worldview, according to which this world is a

closed, self-sustaining system and humans are autonomous beings, answerable to no higher

authority (Gibbs 1994: 166). Secular people are essentially ignorant of basic Christianity

(Hunter 1992:44).

Seekers are those asking ultimate questions due to the ennui of modem and postmodem

life. They may be churched or unchurched (Duffet 1995: XV).

Limitations

This study focuses mainly on Baptist churches from cities, especially from

Bucharest. However, it will analyze and describe a Pentecostal church which attempts new

ways of reaching people. The study does not research Orthodox and Catholic churches, or

charismatic communities that try new ways of doing church. Also, this study does not

analyze the ethnic minority cultural traditions and worldview. Since the Romanians

represent almost 90 % of the population^, the study focuses on ethnic Romanians. In

addition, one may see that this study does not represent an updated ethnological research

about Romanian young generations and cultural influences coming from the West, after the

fall of Communism. Further studies are necessary in this regard.
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Missiological Assumptions

This study presupposes the following five basic assumptions:

The first assumption is that nominal Christians and secular people are lost people,

and lost people matter to God.

The second assumption is that all churches should be intentional in their attempt to

tum nominal Christians and secular people into fully devoted followers of Jesus Christ.

The third assumption is that the Church is not only a historical reality but an

eschatological one too; the kingdom of God is larger than any church or denomination.

The fourth assumption is that the gospel should be contextualized in order to avoid

S)aicretism and spht-level Christianity.

The fifth assumption is that churches need to be culturally relevant, while remaining

faithful to the gospel.

Importance of the Study

The study represents an essential undertaking for the Evangelical churches in my

country. To the best ofmy knowledge, there have been no indigenous and contextualized

attempts to delineate a strategy for building apostolic congregations in Romania and no

ethno-historical studies fi-om an evangelical Christian point of view. This study, besides

being a comprehensive description will also engage in a holistic critical evaluation of the

findings, and suggest possible solutions to the issue. The findings could especially help

Evangelical churches in Romania to be more efficient in turning nominal Christians and

secular people into genuine and mature disciples of Jesus Christ.

A practical application of this study is already at work in the new constitution of

the Romanian Baptist Denomination. Another practical application will be a generic
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church growth manual for Evangelical churches in Romania. This will help students in

our theological seminaries, church leaders, planters, pastors and missionaries to better

understand the Romanian worldview, deal more successfully with religious traditionalism

and master and apply vital principles of contextualization, church growth, and leadership

formation. This study will help Westem missionaries and volunteers coming into

Romania to understand Romanian culture and mentality in order to approach more

sensitively and efficiently the Romanian people.

Research Methodology

The study takes a qualitative approach which, according to Rudestam and Newton

is especially useful for "understanding human phenomena and the investigation of the

interpretation and meaning that people give to events they experience" (1992:3 1). As

they explain, the qualitative method implies that "data are in the form ofwords" and they

are "reduced to themes or categories and evaluated subjectively. There is more emphasis

on description and discovery and less emphasis on hypothesis testing and verification"

(1992:31). This study follows an inductive approach and is guided by the theoretical

framework. It begins with specific observations and moves toward the development of

general pattems and principles that emerge from the library research, interviews and case

studies.

The study used library research to describe features of Romanian culture and

worldview and interviews to find out the religious attitudes of nominal Christians and

secular persons which prevent them from becoming genuine Christians. It also

investigated barriers that exist in Romanian churches today that hinder their ability to

reach and to disciple successfully nominal Christians and secular people.
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Data Collection.

First, my library research consisted in collecting data from Romanian books

related to the Romanian history and culture. I accessed these books in two main libraries

from Bucharest: The Library of the Romanian Academy and the Library of the State

University of Bucharest. I also borrowed and bought some of the newest books that deal

with Romanian culture and worldview.

Second, related to the field research, I gathered data through interviewing 60

nominal Christians and secular people, 30 new converts, several pastors and church

leaders. Making use of interviews and through participant observations, I evaluated four

churches that attempt to overcome religious traditionalism and develop a relevant and

successful mission to reach and disciple nominal Christians and secular people. I

selected churches that have experienced a significant increase in their membership and

attendance, that target unchurched people, have a visible impact on the society around,

and successfully disciple and employ their members in ministries. I also had the

opportunity to observe, ask questions, interview, talk, and interact with church leaders

during seminars and church conferences.^

Third, the peculiarity of this project consists in the fact that several major

principles from the theoretical framework have been applied in a practical way in

planting and developing a new church that I envision to function as an apostolic

community in Bucharest. The process of building an apostolic church offered me the

opportunity to collect data on how people respond, believe, and feel about applying new

ways of growing a church.
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Regarding the objectivity of this study, first, I paid attention to the sources ofmy

Ubrary research. I avoided ideological, political, nationalistic and religious bias by

consulting secular sources regarding Romanian history and culture. It became obvious

that Communists, in the past, and nationalists along with religious fundamentalists, in the

present, have partially achieved a brainwashing of the Romanian people. After the fall of

Communism, however, several Romanian scholars have searched for objectivity in

understanding Romanian worldview, history and culture.

Second, in my field research I checked multiple opinions regarding the churches

examined in this study by interviewing different people from the same church. In my

interviews, I asked them questions coming from different directions about the same

subject in order to find their real opinion.

Regarding the validity and reliability, Rudestam and Newton assert that (1)

reliability concerns the replication of the study under similar circumstances, (2) internal

validity or credibility is ascertained through structural corroboration as persistent

observation, checking multiple sources, peer debriefing, and (3) external validity refers to

the generality of the findings (1992:38-39).

The validity and reliability of the findings of the study can be already observed

through the results and impact of Good-News Baptist Church as well as through the

confirmation of other pastors and leaders who have started to adopt similar strategies and

approaches ofministry.

Data Interpretation.

The qualitative study deals with words and ideas that need to be organized and

analyzed in order to communicate meaningfully in a dissertadon. According to
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Rudestam and Newton, the constant comparative method helps in analyzing the data. As

they explain.

Data are systematically coded into as many themes and meaning
categories as possible. As the categories emerge and are refined, the
researcher begins to consider how they relate to one another and what the
theoretical implications are. Gradually the theoretical properties of the
meaning categories crystallize and form a pattem (1992:36). As the
number of categories reaches a saturation point the researcher attempts to

write mles that define which units of information may be included or

excluded from the category. (1992:114)

The research questions provided me with the basis for the main categories in

collecting, analyzing, and interpreting the data. Consequently, the main categories and

themes helped me to create the profile of the Romanian nominal Christians and secular

persons. Having this profile in mind, knowing the main church growth theories and

methods, being familiar with the general situation of the Romanian Baptist churches, as

well as studying three other innovative churches and experimenting practically through

planting and growing Good-News church, I will suggest ways ofbuilding indigenous

apostolic congregations in Romania.
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In January 1992, a national census pointed out that 99.8 percent of the whole population of Romania
declared themselves to belong to different religious traditions and only 0.2 percent declared themselves
without religion. A total of 99.3 percent of the whole population claimed to be Christian (National
Commission for Statistics 1992:7). According to a 2002, Romanian Orthodox Church represents 86, 7

percent; Roman Catholics, 4, 7 percent; Greek Catholics, 0.9 percent; Reformed Church, 3, 2 percent;
Evangelicals, 2, 4 percent.

^ A sociological study regarding the abandormient of children in Romania reveals that only 4.6 percent of
interviewed families would seek help or counsel from a priest or church minister if faced with thoughts of
abandoning their children. About 32.3 percent of these families would seek assistance from governmental
institutions, 20 percent from their relatives, and 6.5 percent from their family doctor (Alexandrescu
1997:23).

^ As seen in many publications originated at Mount Athos, translated in Romanian, and distributed in
monasteries and churches (without the official permission of the Romanian Orthodox Church) the bishops
and the priests are urged to defend their flock from the ravenous wolves that come in sheep's clothing, to
open the eyes of their minds, to break the silence and to expose the traitors and the enemies of the
Church. . . . What point is there in the Orthodox Church being recognized as the religion of the majority in
Romania, if the Government aUies us with the European Community which is pagan?" (Gillet 2001:237).

^ Father Cleopa Is Talking to Us

You must know that the root and the life of the Romanian people, before God, is the right faith in Christ,
and that is Orthodoxy. We became Christians almost 2000 years ago, in the time of the Holy Apostle
Andrew. When the Greek and Roman colonists, to whom the Holy Apostles Peter and Paul preached in

Rome, came here with the Roman legions, they brought the Orthodox faith. We were Dacians at that time;
our ancestors were Dacians and Romans, from whom the Romanian people was formed. From the time
when we received the right faith in God, our people had the life. Before that, it had been dead; only the
body was alive, but the soul was dead. The life of the Romanian people is the right faith in Jesus Christ. Be
careftil! As a Christian people for 2000 years, we have had all the holy administration and tradition. Let us
hold fast onto the Orthodox faith.

As you all know, since the first Christian landlords of the Romanians, since the foundation of the three
Romanian countries, Moldavia, Wallachia and Transylvania, they have all been Orthodox Christians. Take
for example, Michael the Brave. His mother was a nun. If you go to Cozia Monastery, you will find, near
Mircea the Old, who foimded this monastery and is buried there, a tombstone on which it is written: "Here
rests nun Teofana, the mother ofMichael the Brave". Have you heard well? He was the ruler of three

principalities and his mother, a nun! Then, think about Stephen the Great and Saint. If you go to Probota

Monastery, where Petru Rares is buried and who built this monastery, you will see an inscription close to
his tombstone: "Here lies the nun Maria Oltea, the mother of Stephen the Great". They were rulers and
their mothers were nuns! Can you see what unity was between faith and leadership in those times? This is
how we should die!

Stephen the Great was not a Baptist! Mircea the Old was not an Evangelist or an Adventist!
Alexandru the Good was not Jehova's witness; these lunatics are recent. In those times, there was no

sect in our country. They are coming from overseas; they are paid by the freemasons, in order to destroy
our right faith and our origins and roots as an Orthodox people.

What does Saint Efrem Sirul say? "You should not talk to the heretic, you should not receive him in your
house, you should not sit at the table with him or greet him.

"

These are antichrist's predecessors. The
Saviour said in Ephesians through Apostle Paul: The church is the Body ofChrist, and the head of the
Church is Christ. Every sectarian that separated himself from the Chruch, separated himself from Christ.

Every sectarian belongs to Satan.
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The Gospel says: in the last days... there shall arise false Christs andfalse prophets (...) insomuch that, if it
were possible, they shall deceive the very elect. Beware of sectarians, who give booklets in trains, in train
stations and in the mail boxes. Wherever they see people, they offer their poison for free. Whenever you
see a book that does not have the approval of the Holy Synod and does not have a cross on it, burn it, even
if it is a Bible! If it belongs to sectarians and it says not to worship icons, burn it! You do not commit

any sin! This is the poison sown by antichrist's predecessors. They are all poison.

Keep tlie faith you sucked from your mothers' breasts! Keep the faith we have had for 2000 years!
Do not follow Satan's servants who come from the West with millions of dollars. They buy the stupid ones

and those who are not clear in their faith, in order to destroy the unity in the soul of the Romanian people
and want to do the biggest heresies and lunacies in this country.

Beware of them! They have houses ofprayer, but they are Satan's home. Wherever there are no priests
and bishops, Christ is not present. Because this is what the Savior told to the Apostles: Receive ye the Holy
Ghost! Whose soever sins ye remit, they are remitted unto them; and whose soever sins ye retain, they are
retained. He did not say this to sectarians, but to the Apostles, to bishops and priests. By laying hands and

passing the apostolic succession, the Apostles gave the gift of the Holy Ghost to all the priests in the world.

Therefore beware, because the sectarians do not have canonical hierarchy, do not have the seven Holy
Mysteries, do not honor Virgin Mary and the Holy Cross and do not have salvation. This is why you must

beware of the sectarians. . .. Therefore, the Church ofChrist has canonical hierarchy, the Holy Ghost is in
the Church and the head of the Church is Christ. All sectarians that left Christ and do not go to Church,
they are Satan's children and antichrist's predecessors. Do not follow them! Do not tell then that I did not

show you the truth!

Let us keep our faith that was also kept by our landlords and our forefathers and all true Romanians. If you
want to be a real child of Christ and a son or a daughter of the Romanian country, keep the right
faith, the Orthodox faith, which has been kept by us for 2000 years. If not, you are not the son of
Christ and of the Church and you are a foreigner to the Romanian people. You cannot be a Christian and a

Romanian citizen, if you do not have the right faith in Christ. You are a foreigner. You are not a son of
this country. The real son of Romania is Orthodox, because the Orthodox Church has been prevalent in our

coimtry for 2000 years. Let us not receive sectarians in our homes.... They are false prophets who want to

destroy your faith and lead to perdition our mild people. Keep the right faith and do not obey them!

Romania has always been Orthodox and must continue in the line ofOrthodoxy. We were bom Orthodox,
at our origins, at the colonization ofDacia, we have lived like Orthodox for 2000 years and we must remain
Orthodox until we die. This is the real Orthodox faith of Romania. Do not receive anything from
abroad, because they all want to destroy the unity of our people, of our faith and of our Church.

They are all enemies of Christ's cross. (Excerpts from Archimandrite Cleopa Hie: 1996)

^ Romanians represent 89.4%; Hungarians, 7.1%, and others, 3.5%. In the South and South East,
Romanians represent over 97%, and in several counties over 99%.

* I have served as a Baptists pastor since 1969 until now. In addition, between 1991 and 2003, 1 served 8

years as president of Romanian Baptist Union and 4 years as Vice-president of the Romanian Baptist Union
in charge with Baptist missions.



Chapter 2 - Dimensions of Romanian Historical Development

Through centuries, Romanian people learned how to survive.

They are meek butproud of their mysterious survival.

The purpose of this chapter is to show how an incomplete and subjective

interpretation ofRomanian historical development influences Romanian mentality today,

and how this in tum creates barriers toward evangelism, church renewal, and church

ecumenical cooperation. As Boia asserts, what we usually call history is rather "the

inevitably incomplete, simplified and distorted image of the past that the present creates

ceaselessly" (1997:5). In other words, the historical past is analyzed and interpreted in

hght of the present. Romanian historiography being influenced by reductionisfic

nationalist and religious theories imposed on the conscience ofmost Romanians the

conviction that we have been Eastern Orthodox Christians for two thousandyears and

that the basic institutions of the State and of the Church were hardly modified at all

during the last two millenniums.

Furthermore the Romanians were guided during these last two millenniums of

history by the idea of the Roman origin, of nadonal unity, of our forefathers' law and

even that of the social class stmggle. Romanian historiography, as Gillet says, "hi some

cases, seems very close to 'ethno-historical' purification" (2001:22). This situation is not

specific to Romanians only. According to the same author's remark, starting with the

19'^ century, "the religion and the nation have become corollary; in the Balkans, they are

still fiindamental components of the society" (2001:143). Therefore, only a correct

interpretation of the past can help us as a nation, local communities or individuals to be

free for the future.

24
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Romanian Ethnogenesis

Speaking a Latin language and claiming descent from the Romans, Romanians
are unique in Eastern Europe and have a strong sense of their uniqueness.

Romania, has a population of about 22 million, is located in the Carpatho-

Danubian and Black Sea area and is the size of the state ofOregon'. As Yale Richmond

explains, "speaking a Latin language and claiming descent from the Romans, Romanians

are unique in Eastem Europe and have a strong sense of their uniqueness" (1995:129).

Although differentiated by the Latin language they spoke, the Romanian people

belonged geographically to the Greek and Slavonic Oriental cultural space. Until the 19*

century, "the Romanians did not feel the need to clearly delimit themselves from the

Slavs around. They were Orthodox, just hke their neighbors, and the religion and

corresponding culture were more important than the ethnical origin" (Boia 2002:30).

Nevertheless, starting as early as the 17* century, there were some attempts at clarifying

the Romanians' origin, particularly in Transylvania and in Moldavia^ to some extent, but

the Slavonic language which, so far, had been used in Church, official documents,

chronicles and even in business, was gradually replaced by the Romanian language.

The Roman Dimension

As Boia observes, in a period when Rome represented a genuine mythological

reference point, by means of two major components of the European civilization:

Christianity and imperialism, while the Romanians were occupying a modest position in

the history of that period, the discovery of the ethnic and linguistic origin had the mission

to compensate for the lack of significance of the present. "This nation, which is now in a

precarious condition, used to be, through its Roman forefathers, the mler of the world!
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And presumably, a new glorious history lies in wait for it" (2002:28). In this context,

they developed the conviction that Romanians are a pure Roman lineage. According to

this theory, during the wars with the Romans, between 101 A.D. and 106 A.D., the

Dacians were either exterminated or driven away beyond the borders of Dacia .

The Dacian Dimension

At the end of the 19* century and the beginning of the 20* century, a new thesis

was imposed on the Romanians' conscience as far as their origin was concemed. This

time, the native element, namely Dacians, became the protagonists of the Romanian

people's ethnogenesis. Thus, the Romanians' history begins with a millennia-old culture

(from 6,000 to 10,000 years old) which is supposed to have developed in the Carpathians

(Bucegi) and the Danube Delta. Consequently, Romanians are the offspring of the

Thracian-Getae-Dacians, whose descendants are the Romans and many other peoples of

Europe. Boia shows how far the imagination of some Romanian writers went in this

respect, when he quotes statements such as: "Latin was the literary form of the Geto-

Dacians' language"^.

The old Dacians' monotheist rehgion, respectively their belief in one god,

Zalmoxis, represents another aspect of the founding myth, as Boia affirms. Mircea Eliade

himself, the same author assures us, groundlessly ventured to affirm that "when the first

Chrisfian missionaries came to spread the new faith, the Dacians immediately adopted

Christianity, so much earlier than many other peoples: Zalmoxis had paved the way

centuries before" (2002:32).

According to Boia, "first, the mythological identification with the Romans and

then the even more mythological amplification of the Dacian civilization were ways of
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compensating in the imaginary the marginahty of the Romanian history. Romania was

moving from the periphery to the centre" (2002:35). Finally, the idea of the Dacian-

Roman synthesis was triumphant. Some consider the Roman element to be prevalent,

others the Dacian one. Those opened to the West prefer the Romans, while the

nationalists prefer the Dacians (Boia 2002:33). One should notice that both the right

exfreme in the inter-war period and the ideology of the nationalist Communism during

Ceausescu's period, preferred the "Dacianism" which gave the opportunity of isolation

from the Occident and of retreat into autochthonism. "The Latin isle became a Dacian

isle (the former isolated itself only from non-Latin neighbors, the latter from the whole

world)" (Boia 2002:36). Thus, it is understandable why in 1980 Ceausescu organized the

celebration of 2050 years since the founding of the first Dacian state, ruled by Burebista.

The Official Version

The official historical interpretation asserts that when the Romans withdrew in

271 A.D., they left behind a mixed Dacian-Roman population, a Romance language and

an island of Latinity in a sea of "barbarians" (Richmond 1995:129). Starting with the 6*

century, Slavs invaded Dacia and lived with the native people for several centuries.

Thus, it is believed that "starting with the 9*- 10* centuries, we can speak of a definitively

constituted Romanian people" (Georgescu 1992:23). In short, the Romanian ethno

genesis includes "three basic components: Geto-Dacian substratum, Roman stratum and

Slavic add-stratum" (Constantiniu 1997:49).

A More Objective Approach

In reality, the formation of the Romanian people represents a much more complex

and fluid synthesis. As Boia remarks, "the map of the Romanization does not correspond
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to the map of present day Romania. It includes half of Romania and half of the Balkan

Peninsula across the Danube" (2002:44). Walachia, Moldavia and Maramures were not

under Roman rule, only Oltenia, Banat and Transylvania were. While Roman occupation

of Dacia lasted 165 years, south of the Danube, the Romanization process lasted eight

centuries. In the meantime, the Eastem part of present day Romania and especially

Dobrogea were invaded by Scythians, a people of Iranian origin^. Celts and, later on,

Baestamaens and Sarmatians came from the West. The Aurelian retreat was followed by

successive waves ofmigratory populations for a thousand years. Immediately after 271

A.D., the Goths and the Gepidae came. Goths remained on the present territory of

Romania until mid-5* century, when the Huns, mled by Atilla, and the Avars attacked.

Starting with the 6* century, the whole Carpathian-Danubian area was colonized

by the Slavs, who crossed present day Moldavia and the Pannonian Plane. After the

collapse of the defense wall of the Byzantine Empire in 602 A.D., the Slavs went to the

South of the Danube and assimilated the Romanized population and this is how the

Bulgarians and the Serbs were bom. The Romanized population. South of the Danube

disappeared in the Slavic mass and there remained only a small ethnical islands such as

the A-Romanians, while North of the Danube, the Romanized population became

prevalent (Armbmster 1993:31).

hi the 10*- 13* centuries, waves ofmigratory peoples continued with the

Petchenegs, Cumans and Tartars. The Cumans, a people of Turk origin, gave birth to the

first families of the future Romanian nobility. The name "Basarab" of the founding

dynasty of the first feudal Romanian state is of Cuman origin and it means "authoritarian

father" (Constantiniu 1997:61). The Tartars' great invasion in 1241 A.D. represents the
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last migratory wave before the foundation of the Romanian statal entities. We may even

say that the present territory of Romania was the melting pot where proto-Romanian

natives blended with migratory peoples^.

The Ethnical Names

The Romanians are mentioned in foreign historical sources first with the name of

'vlah". The name of vlah, voloh, olah, blach represents variants of a term used first by

the Germans, then by the Slavs and Byzantines to refer to the Romanics (Armbmster

1993:19-20). Historical sources speak about vlah both South and North of the Danube

(Constantiniu, 1997:50). According to some historians, the term "Romanian" comes

fi-om "Roman", respectively from the fact that - as Nicolae lorga said - "we could not

separate ourselves from the memory ofRome" (Armbmster 1993:5). According to other

authors, this name may derive fi-om the word "mman", which, in the feudal epoch, had

two meanings: Romanian, but also independentpeasant. It is known that the term

''boier" which means local lord is of Slav origin. Hence, some historians' conclusion that

"this was the Romanians' status: peasants mled by Slav aristocracy" (Boia 2002:55).

Significance for the Present

The problem of the Romanian people's continuity in the territory north of the

Danube represents a controversial topic with a strong ideological and political stake. As

already noted, the Hungarian historiography, via Roesler's theory, supports the idea of

the Romanians' migration fi-om South of the Danube, as nomad shepherds. According to

these theories, Hungarians and not the Romanians were said to have settled in

Transylvania first. On the other hand, Romanian historians have tried to perpetuate the
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idea of the Romanians' continuity north of the Danube during the whole period between

271 A.D. and 1330 A.D., the year when Walachia was constituted.

The Romanians feel the need to perpetuate not only the ethnical continuity, but

also the political and religious one. "The mere perpetuity of a homogenous Romanian

element subject to various foreign rules does not seem a convenient solution" (Boia

1997:138)^. Boia is right when he affirms that the problem of the founding myths should

be first not dramatized and second depoliticized in the whole Central and Southern

European space. Reverence and love for the past should not degenerate into ethnical and

political intolerance. Because, as the same author affirms, "the responsibility of today is

ours, not of our ancestors; the future cannot be built looking back to the past" (Boia

1997:144).

In regard to building apostolic communities of Christian believers, to reach out to

and disciple the unchurched and the nominal as well as experience renewal and growth,

Churches in Romania should avoid adopting subjective views and interpretations of

history. For us as Christian believers, analyzing history should lead toward our spiritual

growth by understanding how God was involved in our past as a nation, how the Church

kept the faith, or failed, and how we can apply practically the lessons of the past in our

present life and context.
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The Historical Destiny of the Romanians

Although the Romanian principalities were not assimlated in the
Ottoman Empire, the muslim religion and culture as well as the Greek
culture had a visible influence on the Romanian culture.

In the Carpathian-Danubian-Pontic territory during the 10*- 13* centuries, there

th th
were pre-states formations called principahties. During the 10 -11 centuries, the

Hungarians who had settled in the Pannonian Plane also spread to the West. Gesta

Hunganorum ox Anonymous speaks about a Romanian-Slavonic native population in

Transylvania, which means "the country beyond the forest" (Constantiniu, 1997:56). At

the end of the 11* century, Transylvania was organized as a province of the Hungarian

kingdom. During the 12*- 13* centuries, the Hungarian rulers brought German families

(Saxons) to Transylvania, who had an important role in the appearance of urban life. At

the beginning of the 13* century, the Hungarian kings brought the Teutonic knights (a

monastic military order) to the South-Eastem part of Transylvania to defend the kingdom

against the Tartars' invasions and against the Bulgarian-Vlah Empire. The Romanian

historiography considers that the Teutonic knights' role was also that of expanding the

Catholic mission among the schismatic Cumans and Vlahs, South and East of the

Carpathians (Constantiniu 1997:64).

The Formation of the Romanian Principalities

During the first half of the 14* century, the existing Romanian formations at the

South and East of the Carpathians underwent a process ofpolifical unification. During

this period, the Romanian principalities were under the Hungarian kings' suzerainty. In

the context of the Mongolian invasions which threatened the mere existence of the

Hungarian kingdom, Basarab I managed to unite under his authority all political
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formations between the Danube and the Carpathians and this is how Walachia or

"Ungrovlachia" came into being. In the autumn of 1330, Basarab I defeated the army of

the Hungarian king, Carol Robert, in the battle of Posada, and for the time being, put an

end to the Hungarian suzerainty.

The second Romanian state, Moldavia, came into being through the same process

of "separation" from the Hungarian crown. Bogdan, the prince ofMaramures, unified the

pohtical formations east of the Carpathians and obtained in the winter of 1364-1365, a

crucial military victory against the king ofHungary. Thus, Moldavia extended and

included the whole region along the Carpathian Alps, the Nistru and the Danube Rivers

and the Black Sea.

As Boia asserts, the Romanians were confronted from the very beginning with a

considerable handicap which they tried and still try to retrieve: the historical lag. "The

Middle Ages actually starts in the Romanian principalities in the 14* century, when it

was drawing to an end in the West, while the Renaissance was drawing near" (Boia

2002:56). Walachia remained in the Hungarian sphere of influence, while Moldavia

entered Poland's sphere of influence. The succession to the throne, according to a

specific 'hereditary-elective' system represented another handicap which the Romanians

had to face. Thus, the number of claims to the throne increased and this generated a

climate of instability. As Boia continues "The Romanians' history has a strong

anarchical note. . ." and "this is the source of the disbelief in history, in any long-term

project."

One can see therefore that "a dose of fatalism was instilled in the Romanian

culture," as a result. And in quoting the unforgettable words of the chronicler Miron
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Costin, Boia concludes that for the Romanians, "It is not time which man rules, but the

poor man under the rule of time" (Boia 2002:58).

The Ottoman Dominion

According to the official interpretation or discourse, for the next five centuries,

Walachia and Moldavia would be buffeted between the imperial ambitions of the

Ottoman, Russian and Austro-Hungarian empires, but the Romanians would survive due

to their heroic fight. The Romanians would especially stand as a wall against the

Ottomans, defending the Christian Europe^. Boia believes that the historical discourse

according to which "the voluntary sacrifice in the service of Christian Europe, ending in

the exhaustion of a remarkable nation," (1997:36) represents nothing else but "an alibi"

or "a permanent excuse for failures" (1997: 183). As Constantiniu notices, the

confrontation between Romanian principalities and the Ottoman colossus can be

integrated - in today's terminology - in "lop-sided conflicts" from the point of view of

war typology(1997:80-81)^. The Romanian princes won some battles with the Ottoman

Empire, but not the war.

Historiographers have repeatedly asked why the Turks did not occupy the

Romanian principalities, as they did with Hungary in 1541, which was a much stronger

kingdom. Some historians answer that "the Turks' route toward the heart ofEurope did

not cross the Romanian principalities. The Romanian theatre was somehow peripheral

for them. The Turks advanced on the Belgrade-Buda-Vienna line" (Boia 2002:61).

Others answer that the Turks actually occupied the Romanian principalities and

integrated them in their economical and political system'^. In the beginning, the

Romanian principalities had internal autonomy, but the external policy got more and
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more limited up to the point that Romanian troops had to accompany the Ottoman army

in military campaigns. The capitals of the Romanian principalities were moved from

Targoviste to Bucharest and firom Suceava to lassi in order to be more easily controlled.

For a while, the princes of the two Romanian principalities continued to be elected in the

country and confirmed by the sultan, then he appointed them directly and changed them

according to his wish. The Turks also introduced the monopoly on the foreign trade of

the Romanian principalities and collected various fees: the tribute which got bigger and

bigger, the 'pe�che� ', or favor buying gifts for the sultan and for various Turkish

officials, etc. (Georgescu 1992:61-64). As Boia notices, "the battles with the Turks - no

matter how great they still are in the Romanians' memories" - had less important

consequences than the integration of the Romanian principalities in the Ottoman system

for centuries. It was more than a prolonged conflict; a collision of cultures took place"

(2002:62).

The Greek Influence

The 18* century, known in the Romanian historiography as the "Phanariot"

century, marked the acme of the integration of the Romanian principalities in the Oriental

world. The Turks did not trust the local princes any longer and appointed governors or

princes selected fi-om Greek aristocratic families fi-om the Phanar district of

Constantinople. Many Greeks came to Romanian principalities with the Phanariot

princes, especially aristocratic families, who mixed with the Romanian ones later on. In

this period, "a Romanian-Greek cultural symbiosis took place. The Greek became the

language of culture, as Slavonic had been several centuries before. The boyars dressed

according to the Oriental fashion. The children learned Greek in school. The city
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came to the point where it was a question ofwhether the Old Kingdom would be

completely Hellenized" (1943:7). In this period, Moldavia and Walachia had the same

political regime. Princes were moved by the Turks from one principality to the other.

For example, Nicolae Mavrocordat reigned six times in Walachia and four times in

Moldavia. The two Romanian principalities got closer and closer. "The intensification

of this process which will lead to the creation of the Romanian nation and ofRomania

itself, takes place in a period when the two provinces seem to merge with the Oriental

and Greek world of the Balkans" (Boia, 2002:67).

The Myth ofNational Unitv

The national unity is mistaken on purpose with religious confessional uniformity.

December 1 st represents the National Day ofRomania, the day when complete

unification of all territories inhabited by Romanians is celebrated. The process of

unification started around the middle of the 19* century with the unification ofMoldavia

and Walachia. However, as one can see in the chronicles of the Moldavian historians,

the awareness about the ethnical unity and the relatedness and the common origin of all

Romanians be they in Moldavia, Walachia or Transylvania can go back as far as the 1 7*

century. Yet, as Lucian Boia considers there was no national ideal prior to 1800's when

it comes to the territorial unity of the Romanian provinces. Thus, in the middle Ages,

Moldavia and Walachia were "either together or one against the other. . ." Transylvania,

however, even though in majority it had a Romanian population was Hungarian in terms

of government, institutions, and leaders" (Boia, 2002:64-65). Boia proposes a simple
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explanation for this, namely "the medieval states did not form according to linguistic or

national principles" (2002:65).

How the Mvth was Bom

Following the French Revolution, Napoleon's wars, and mid-nineteenth century

revolutions, Europe was shattered by national movements and by the idea of the

formation of national states. Beginning with this century, Boia believes, "the idea of the

nation-state imposes itself as a fundamental historical myth" in the conscience of all

Europe and "it becomes one of the great secularized religions of the past two centuries"

(1997: 145). The 19* century, named "the age of the nations" can be considered the

century of the Romanians' national awakening. Starting with this century, the nation has

been considered "as the key and purpose of the entire historical process" (Boia,

1997: 145). The national feelings and behefs of that period were and still are extrapolated

to the previous centuries. Thus, in addition to the idea of continuity and historical

destiny (that of a defender ofChristian Europe), the ideal of national unity as a

motivating factor in history represents the third myth ofwhich the Romanians are fond.

As Boia explains, "the unification of the Romanian territories in the modem epoch also

generated the tendency to treat the previous history 'unitarily'" (2002:64).

The formation of the European national states, as well as the unification of some

states such as Italy and Germany, constituted the European reference point for the

Romanians. As Boia explains, there were two models of national state: the French

model, based on a "contractual" agreement of the nation, and the German model, which

insisted "on ethnicity and history, on blood and culture" (1997:15). According to the

French model, the important aspect is citizenship and not the ethnic element, as in the
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case of the German model. Like all the other peoples from Eastem Europe, the

Romanians followed the German model. Therefore, Romanians are defined by the

common Dacian-Roman origin, the Romance language and Christian-Orthodox

spirituality. In this situation, ethnic and religious minorities are regarded with suspicion

and considered a potential threat to the Romanians' national unity. This is why it is

important to approach the myth of national unity distinctively from the historical

realization of the Romanian principalities' unification in 1859 A.D. and the proclamation

ofGreat Romania in 1918 A.D.

The myth of national unity was first woven around the figure of the Walachian

prince, Michael the Brave, who, from 1559 to 1600, conquered Transylvania and

Moldavia and for a few months, reigned over the three provinces inhabited by

Romanians. As Boia points out, "when the Revolution of 1848 and the Unification took

place, Michael the Brave underwent a transfiguration process, which tumed him from a

Christian hero and a warrior, into a symbol ofRomanian unity" (1997:26). Due to

Nicolae Balcescu's work. The History of the Romanians under the Reign ofMichael the

Brave,
" written between 1847- 1852, Michael the Brave was decisively and incontestably

acknowledged as the founder ofmodem Romania" (Boia 1997:26). In the view of the

Great Revolutionists of 1848, Michael the Brave was supposed to have been motivated

by the desire "to create a country as large as the Romanian territory", thus fulfilling "the

cherished dream of the Romanians' greatest princes". And this happened because, as

historian Balcescu thought, "in every Romanian's heart, there was the vivid memory of

the tradition of living together and the desire to have it restored" (Boia, 1997:25). "In

fact" Boia continues, "the real Romania, foreshadowed in the consciences, is projected on
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the historical past. This political, historical and national orientation essentially belongs to

a single generation, which made the Revolution of 1848 and after that, the union of the

provinces and modem Romania" and not in the least does it belong to the previous

generations (1997:26).

The short lived union, followed by a disaster for Michael, was to be invoked as a

national ideal in the 19* and 20* centuries. But as Boia affirms, "the union project must

be seen as a process, not as an originally and invariable datum" (1997: 146). Even during

the Revolution of 1848, Romanians did not act unitarily and did not pursue unification of

all three principalities. Such a project was not possible, at least as far as Transylvania

was concemed. Around 1848 and in 1918 as well, there was a popular idea, that of union

in a reversed sense than it had happened in history, "by Romania's adhesion to a 'Big

Austria. The unification on the federal basis of Central Europe meant a sensible and

promising solution (foreshadowing the present day European project)" (Boia 1997: 147) .

Significance for the Present

One can affirm with certainty that the Great Union of 1918 corresponded to "the

consummate formula of national ideal, but the event accomplished in this way must not

lead to the abusive simplificafion of previous history, by reducing it to the permanent

manifestafion of the stmggle for unity" (Boia 1997:47). The myth of national unity was

used and is still used, by, both right-wing and left-wing nationalist movements, for

political and ideological manipulations'^.

The myth of unity or uniformity has been so strong in the Romanian culture that

even today the historical or sociological experts are often taking in consideration the

regional stmctures of the studied phenomena (Boia 1997:163). During this post-
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Communism period, the Romanian Orthodox Church and pro-Orthodoxy intellectuals

make an issue of "the problem of national unity, religious unity, the guarantee of the

unity of the people, and subsequently, of the inviolability of the frontiers" in their attempt

to stop the Catholic and Neo-Protestant Westem proselytism (Gillet 2001 :242). Thus,

National unity is mistakenly, on purpose, confused with religious confessional

uniformity.

In order for Churches in Romania to bring genuine change on the local culture,

which is highly secularized anyway, and help Romanians become tme followers of Christ

they should overcome the barrier of religious nationalism. A first step in this direction

would be to interpret our history objectively, second to be willing to cooperate one with

another, and third to learn from one another and from the historical contribution that each

had in helping Romanians become a nation.

Modem Romania - The Option for the Occident

This unfortunate country which has always been under the hardest yoke, has
found itself going, without any transition, from a despotic regime to such a

liberal constitution that none of the European peoples have.

Starting with the 19* century, the Ottoman Empire began to wane. After the

Russian-Turkish war of 1806-1812, Russia annexed the territory between the Pmt and

Nistra rivers trying to extend its mle over to the Danube. In the same period, in the

Balkans, there took place a movement of liberation from the Turkish mle of South-

Eastem European peoples'"*. The Balkan peoples hoped to receive the help ofOrthodox

Russia, which "benefited of the credit of an uninterested fight for the liberation of the

Orthodox brothers" (Constantiniu 1997:198). The revolt broke out in Walachia in 1821,
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but the Russians did not support the anti-Ottoman revoh. Nevertheless, the Turks gave

up the Phanariot princes and starting with 1822, they appointed native princes in the two

Danubian principalities. According to Romanian historians' opinion, this event marks

the beginning of "the national rebirth" (Constantiniu 1997:206).

Early Attempts ofModemization

The Adrianopol Treaty (1829 A.D.) concluded after the Russian-Turkish war of

1828-1829, consolidated the administrative independence of the Romanian principalities

and abolished the Ottoman monopoly on the trade of the two principalities. Some

historians consider that a genuine "economical revolution began by including Walachia

and Moldavia in European trade and by allowing the English capitalism to pervade the

Low Danube" (Constantiniu 1997:210). The Romanian principalities were still under

Turkish suzerainty but, after the war, they were occupied by the Russian and this lasted

until 1834. The govemor of the Romanian principalities, the Russian general Kisseleff,

promoted a policy of reformation which contributed to the modemization ofRomanian

society. As Constantiniu remarks, "the Romanian principalities were to become an

attracting 'window', which would show to the other Balkan Christian peoples how

beneficial the Russian protectorate was" (1997:21 1).

During this period, the first Romanian constitution was issued and called The

Organic Rules. Next, through the Russian and Austrian officers who were present in the

principalities, a phenomenon of acculturation took place at the Romanian elite level. The

officers who were ofRussian noble descent "impregnated" with French culture, were the

agents propagating the French language and culture in the principalities. As Neagu

Djuvara writes.
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Nowhere in Europe, has the French influence been so deep and of such a

long standing than in the Romanian principalities. We can say, without

exaggerating, that for a whole century, from the beginning of the 19*
century and after the First World War, the Romanians had literally been
"colonized" by the French - in the absence of the colonizer. This is

probably the most beautifiil success of cultural influence in modem

history. (Constantiniu 1997:215-216)

The revolutionary events in Paris and Vienna in 1 848 motivated the young

Romanian intellectuals to organize an "upheaval" in their countries too. "The integration

of the Romanian space in the great revolutionary wave of 1848 - called 'The Spring of

the Peoples
'

meant the first synchronization of the Romanian phenomenon to the

European one, even if the promoter of the Romanian revolution was a minority group"

(Constantiniu 1997:220-221). The Revolution of 1848 involved the three principahfies

inhabited by Romanians. The main claims of the Moldavian and Walachian

revolutionaries were: fight against cormption, the person's security, administrative and

legislative autonomy, equal civil and political rights, the endorsement of a constitution, a

public representative assembly (parliament), the prince's election for a period of five

years, income-based fiscal taxation, the peasants' emancipation and the land reform by

compensating the population, the secularization of the monastery properties, the

liberafion of the gypsy slaves, etc.

The union ofMoldavia with Walachia was considered by the authors of the

Moldavian program, "the key of the arch without which the whole national edifice would

cmmble" (Constantiniu 1997:222)'^. hi Transylvania, the Romanians were claiming

equal rights with the Hungarians, the Szekler and the Saxons. According to Boia, "What

the Romanians wanted was an independent Transylvania in a federalized Austria and a

treatment similar to that of the other free nations" (2002:69).
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The election of Alexandru loan Cuza as the ruler ofMoldavia on the 5* of

January 1859 and then ofWalachia on the 24* of January 1859, confronted the Great

Powers with a reality they could not change as well as laid the foundations ofmodem

Romania'^ (Constantiniu 1997:231). Several months later, with the support of France,

the Romanians obtained intemational recognition. Cuza mled the two principalities for

three years, commuting between Bucharest and lasi. On the 24 of January 1862, Cuza

convoked a unique assembly which appointed a unique govemment in Bucharest. "From

this moment," Boia asserts, "Romania really comes into being and Bucharest becomes its

capital" (2002:71). During his short reign (1859-1866), Cuza infroduced a few reforms

for the modemization of the Romanian society, among which were the secularization of

the properties of the monasteries (1863), the electoral law, and the land reform (1864).

One fourth of the country's territory belonged to the Orthodox monasteries, and named as

domains "dedicated" (donated) to the monasteries ofMt. Athos and to the patriarchs and

the Orthodox establishments of the Orient.

By returning them to the locals, Cuza is remembered by the Romanian peasants as

the great benefactor (Constantiniu 1997:233-234). As Ruth Benedict observes,

Romanians interpret their history in the sense that all bad conditions are due to foreigners

and have improved under the national Romanian State. "Romanian peasants are

submissive 'hke sheep,' and all the benefits they have been given by the State were given

out of goodness of heart" (Benedict 1943: 10)'^. During Cuza's reign, the army,

administration, justice and education were also organized on European principles.

As Boia writes, in the first half of the 19* century, the Romanians "decided to

break the Eastem chain and oriented themselves towards the Occident. In a short period
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of time, the Romanian society adopted, by and large, the Westem cultural and political

model" (2002:12). In this context, the nation becomes more important even than the

religion itself. The Orthodox Greeks and Russians were regarded with suspicion by the

Romanians. "The Romanian elite, the same author asserts, makes its option for the

Westem values of civilization so unexpectedly, but equally radically and rapidly"

(2002:73).

The Modemization ofRomania under Monarchy

The process ofwestemization was to be concluded on the 10* ofMay 1866, with

the nomination to the throne ofRomania, of Prince Carol (Charles) of Hohenzollem-

Sigmatringen, a distant relative of the Pmssian kings.

Carol reigned, first as a prince from 1866, then as a king from 1881 until 1914,

and was known as Carol the First. Carol's 48-year-old reign represented the longest

reign in Romanians' entire history. This was also the longest period of peace and

unintermpted progress for the Romanian people. Although at his arrival in Romania,

Carol declared: "once I stepped on this land, I became Romanian," he did not fit into the

Oriental-Byzantine customs (Constantiniu 1997:237). I.G. Duca, one of the greatest

politicians ofRomania, wrote the following about King Carol:

In a country which did not have the notion of time, king Karl brought the
sense ofmathematical precision [...]. In a country of approximation in
everything, he brought the imposed scmpulousness verging from the
German punctiliousness. In a country ofpulsation, of violent enthusiasm
and hasty discouragement or at least rapid boredom, he brought an
unshakable, calm and steady perseverance, like the beats of the numerous

clocks, which filled his apartments. In a country of impatience and

fretting, he brought the patience that knows to prepare and the quiet that
knows to maintain serenity [. . . J, in a country with an Oriental mentality,
he brought an Occidental spirit in an age when that country was making
efforts to plunge in the big whirl of the Occidental civilization [...], in a

country which, because of its historical hardships, was not accustomed to
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pre-established and final plans, he came with a precise purpose, made a

program and fulfilled it with accuracy. (Constantiniu 1997:238)

His platform included the modemization ofRomania, polifical stability in a

constitutional regime and dynastic confinuity. Romania was aiming at becoming "the

Belgium of the Orient", prosperous and protected from foreign threats. The Belgian

constitution offered the model to the Romanian constitution of 1 866. The Romanians

chose the most modem and democratic constitution of their times, even if, unlike

Belgium, which was one of the most industrialized countries of the time, Romania was an

agricultural coimtry (Boia 2002:77). In 1870, King Karol himselfwrote:

This unfortunate country which has always been under the hardest yoke, has
found itself going, without any transition, fi-om a despotic regime to such a

liberal constitution that none of the European peoples have. After this
experiment, I consider this an even greater misfortune since the Romanians
can boast with none of the civil virtues characteristic to this type of
constitution of the quasi-republican states. (Constantiniu 1997:240)

The political class represented by conservatives and liberals was concemed more with

getting power than fulfilling the political platform. Unfortunately, the image of the

political class, as it was described by Constantiniu, perfectly suits the present day:

Customers hungry of advantages are looking forward to take part in the

govemment to increase their income by exploiting their position in the
state hierarchy (mayor, prefect, etc.). The common supporters of the

parties do not exert political activity in the national interest, but as a means

of personal profit. "Tip and favor", the coordinates of the public life,
established in the Phanariot age, proved to be ever-lasting. (1997:239)

The Russian-Turkish war of 1877-1878, in which the Romanian army played an

important role, sanctioned the independence ofRomania. However, after the war,

Romania lost the South of Bassarabia, but got Dobrogea in exchange. In the following

decades, Romania economically developed in an impressive rhythm. Foreign financial

capital, American, British, German and Dutch, was an ever-present reality on the
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Romanian market. From a social point of view, Romania was "a country of contrasts:

refined luxury of the Occidental type for the elite, a way of living with an Oriental

inheritance for the middle classes, and poverty, of the present-day 3'^'' world type, in the

village world" (Constantiniu 1997:256). Two worlds were living together on the

Romanian territory, the Oriental world of the masses and the Occidental world of the

elite. Between the two worlds, there was an insurmountable gap and a total lack of

communication. This situation led to the Peasants Revolt of 1907, which was brutally

repressed. If compared with the 48 years before 1866 and the 48 years after 1914, Carol

the First's reign can be considered "the only really balanced period in the Romanian

history" (Boia 2002:84).

Greater Romania�The Historical Climax

The outbreak ofWorld War I placed Romania in the uncomfortable position of

choosing between Germany and Russia. With the Allies, Romania could have hoped to

recover Bassarabia, where the process ofRussification was very strong. At the

beginning, Romania declared itself neutral, but in 1916, having secured the concessions it

could, Romania joined the Allies. For the Romanians, the outbreak ofwar meant a real

disaster. The Germans, Hungarians and Bulgarians occupied the major part of the

country. Due to the battles ofMarasti and Marasesti won by the Romanians against the

Germans, Moldavia was saved. In 1918, after WorldWar I, Romania obtained much

more than it had hoped for. The Bolshevik Revolution in Russia and the disintegration of

the Habsburg Empire provided the opportunity for unification by a referendum of all the

provinces inhabited by the Romanians. The political leaders of the three provinces made

their terms clear to the govemment of Bucharest, conceming social, ethnical and religious
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rights. As Constantiniu asserts, "The Great Union of 1918 was - and still is - the most

sublime page of Romanian history" (1997:301). And after the fall ofCommunism,

December 1^' was declared the National Day ofRomania.

Greater Romania was fundamentally different from the homogeneous kingdom it

used to be before 1914. The Romanian territory increased from 137 000 km^ to 295 049

km . The population increased from approx. 7 million (1912 A.D.) to over 18 milhons

(1939 A.D.). According to the census in 1930, Romanians represented 71.9% and the

national minorities 29. 1%. Romania became a multi-ethnical and multi-religious

country, made up of ten distinct geographical and cultural units, grouped in three big

provinces: Walachia, Moldavia and Transylvania. The Romanian state was organized

after the French model, as a unitary, centralized state. The agricultural reform

implemented in 1918-1921 abohshed the big property and tumed Romania into a country

of small properties. They adopted the universal vote. The constitution of 1923 sanctioned

liberalism and democracy'^.

Religious Nationalism Reinvigorated

Between the two World Wars, Greater Romania crossed a process of relentless

intensification of nationalism, in the form of "Romanianism." As Gallagher points out,

"nationalism became the new policy of a new Romania" (1999:23). In their desire to

consolidate Greater Romania as a unified national state, the govemments, especially

those led by the national liberals, excessively centralized the power and neglected the

th
rights of the national minorities. Unlike the nationalism of the 19 century, which

harmonized with Europeanism, Romanianism was oriented toward tradifionalism and

autochthonism. Some of the most famous scholars of the epoch militated for defending
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and promoting the Romanian national values and the Romanian spirit. They rejected the

Occidental modernism and made efforts to orient the Romanian culture toward its

traditional Christian origins. Nae lonescu, a remarkable journalist and brilliant scholar,

considered Orthodoxy as the essence of the Romanian soul. Nichifor Crainic, the most

famous extoller of Romanianism "preached an authoritarian, anti -Occidental, militant

Orthodox mysticism, making an appeal to create an ethnocratical and corporational

society, based on presupposed traditional values" (Georgescu 1992:220). If for centuries,

Hungarians considered themselves a superior nation, it was the Romanians' tum now to

consider themselves superior from a cultural and political point of view.

Many intellectuals shared the conviction that "the Romanians' Dacian-Roman

origin and their ancient Orthodox faith ensured them a cultural inheritance which had

made them unique and which would be a guarantee for their survival" (Gallagher

199:46)'^. As Boia notices, Romanianism "pushed to the exfreme, constitutes the

ideological basis for the national-extremist orientations whose number increases in the

30's and especially that of the fron Guard" (2002:96).

Orthodoxy has played an important role in fueling nationalism in Eastem Europe.

As Donald Fairbaim explains, "the nationalist attitude of the locals is usually fiaeled by

well known myths and legends which have a significant impact on the national and

regional ethos" (2005:212). The people ofGeorgia, Ukraine, as well as the Romanians

claim that Apostle Andrew is their national saint and Jesus' disciple who planted the

Christian faith in their lands. The Romanian Orthodox believers claim that Andrew's

tomb is in a cave from the southem province of Dobrogea known in antiquity as Scythia

Minor, and that Andrew is Romanian's saint protector. At the same time in Kiev,
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Ukraine one for the largest Orthodox churches is St. Andrew cathedral and the locals

beheve that Kiev city was founded as a result of a direct prophecy by St. Andrew.

Also the people ofGeorgia claim that their national saint is Virgin Mary and the

Romanian people claim that their country is considered Virgin Mary's Garden. As

Donald Fairbaim continues,

Such "founding religious myths" serves to strengthen the conscience of
the locals from a certain region by reassuring them of the special status of
that region in God's eyes as compared to the other surrounding nations.
As a result these myths lead the locals believe that every member of their
nation is automatically a Christian believer as a result of their nation being
favored by God. (2005:215)

As the author concludes "such nationalistic folk views and beliefs about saints,

icons, and the Church disfracts one's attention from Christ" (Fairbaim 2005:216). At the

same time the religious nationalism discriminates the members of other churches and

Christian denomination even though they are bom in and part of the same ethnical group

or nation.

The Military Dictatorship Period

Until 1938, Greater Romania was a parliamentary monarchy. The political power

was divided between the king and parliament. Political parties were governing the

country^^. In 1938, King Karl II established the royal dictatorship by a coup d'etat. The

"historical" parties were eliminated and in their place, the king set up the Front of

National Rebirth, the first "mass" party in Romanian history, as Georgescu calls it

(1992:224). After the uhimatum of the Soviet Union and the Treaty of Vienna in 1940,

Greater Romania disintegrated and without being able to protest, lost Bassarabia,

Northem Bucovina, the Quadrilateral and Northem Transylvania. Under these
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conditions, the king abdicated and on the 13 of September 1940, Romania was

proclaimed "a national Iron Guard state" (Georgescu 1992:227).

After a short period of Iron Guard terror, general Ion Antonescu proclaimed a

military dictatorship. Romania entered the war, siding with Germany. The Romanian

army liberated Bassarabia and conquered Tranistria, including Odessa. In the context of

the allied armies' victories and of the Soviet troops' advance on the present day territory

ofRomania, King Michael, assisted by the political parties, organized the coup de palais

on the 23'^'' ofAugust 1944. Marshal Antonescu was arrested and the Romanians tumed

their guns against Germany. The end ofWorldWar II placed Romania in the control

sphere of the Soviet Union.

The Communist Totalitarianism

The Communist period started in Romania, in a Stalinist context imposed by and

directed from Moscow. In the following years, Romanian Communists, an insignificant

minority until then, took control of Romania with the help of the Soviet armies. Thus, a

Communist controlled govemment was imposed on March 5*' 1946. The Communists

embezzled the democratic elections and very soon, they outlawed all the other political

parties. In December, 1949, they forced the Romanian king Michael to abdicate,

abolished the monarchy and declared Romania "a people's republic". The first period of

Communism in Romania was characterized by terror. First, they eliminated all political

opponents. The agricultural reform of 1945 was used by the Communists to gain the

sympathy ofpoor peasants and to impose the ideological antithesis reformists -

reactionaries^'; "the founding antithesis of the totalitarian political ideology" (Barbu,

1999:81).
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The intensification of the class struggle and the molding of the new man and the

new social system represented the thesis used by the Communists to "exterminate

through secret police terror the former political and cultural elite, as well as any

opposition, including that inside the party" (Georgescu 1992:258). In the same

oppressive manner, the Communist leaders practiced an anti-national policy of

russificating Romania, which they tried to motivate through the thesis of "the proletarian

intemationahsm". It has been appreciated that during the period 1948-1964, under

president Dej, the Stalinist regime made hundreds of thousands of victims. The political

prisoners were subject to an exterminating regime in prisons and forced labor camps.

Approximately 200,000 persons died in the Communist prisons prior to 1964, when the

political prisoners were liberated.

They also arrested the families ofpolitical prisoners and of peasants who were in

prison because they had resisted collectivization. After the anti-Communist revolution in

Hungary (1956), thousands of intellectuals were arrested and sent to prisons or to forced

labor camps. Through the practice of keeping files on those who were admitted in

schools or were promoted career wise, they marginalized the family members ofpolitical

prisoners, former capitalists, landlords and kulaks, as well as the Greek-Catholics who

did not become Orthodox, the members of the Neo-Protestant denominations and of the

lay movement named the Lord's Army^^.

Of course, the Communist terror did not excel in the number of victims, but in the

intimidating methods they used. Thus, many people bore the consequences of crimes

they did not commit. The Securitate (secret police) practiced spying and denouncement

on a national scale even among the members of the same family. The repression "did not
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function similarly to a predictable consequence of the violation of a justice norm, be it

socialist justice, but as an effect of denouncement, as a result of the individuals'

reciprocal supervision, of the appeal made to everyone to be vigilant and take action"

(Barbu 1999:91). Some people were arrested only so their properties could be

confiscated while others, in order to provide a gratuitous labor force for the country's

building sites. In 1968, even Ceausescu, who was close to Dej, denounced the former

Communist leader saying: "Gheorghe Gheorghiu-Dej and other beloved leaders can be

unhesitatingly placed in the assassins' gallery" (Deletant 2002:223).

The Stalinist type of terror introduced by Dej, the police supervision, synthesized

by George Orwell's formula "Big Brother is watching you!" and the removal of the

pohtical opponents, even of those belonging to the same political party, "impoverished

the pohtical scenery, perverted the Romanian society. . . and created the premises for the

appearance and continuity of 'the biggest nullity', Ceausescu, in the position of

Romania's leader" (Deletant 2001:225).

Although in Romania, Communism was imposed through manipulation, force and

terror, it attempted to become legitimate and to maintain its position by means of a

declarative democracy and of social and economical programs. Communist constitutions

and laws asserted rights and freedoms which, in practice, were used only to obtain the

individual's loyalty to the ruler. The individuals were "working people" who participated

in the construction of "a more just and better society," and not "citizens" who are in a

contractual position or representation with the pohtical power.

Next, because of the forced industrialization of the country, the Romanians'

dependence on the state increased. The Communist state became the "providential -
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state" which provided the individual with protection in a kind of "social maternity"

(Barbu 1999:90). The Communists developed a production society and not a consumerist

one. By means of an economy centralized and planned by the party, the state managed to

provide jobs for everyone. The state also provided programs of social protection and

ensured a fair proportion between wages and prices, as well as almost fictitious costs for

energy, rent and services for the population^^. This increase was mainly for the working

class, which was bom as a resuh of the transfer of the labor force from the agricultural

domain to the industrial one. The program of liquidating the illiteracy and the

exponential growth of the number of high-school pupils and students brought about a

positive change in the lives ofmany people. It has been estimated that approx. 45% of

the counfry's population benefited of improved life conditions (Barbu 1999:88)^''.

The Nationalistic Communism

After 1964, while continuing its Communist policy at home, Romania defied the

Soviet Union by pursuing an independent policy abroad. The Communist dictator,

Ceausescu, initiated a nationalistic Communism and developed a dynastic sort of

Communism'^. Demographic policy imposed by force produced a real national tragedy.

Ceausescu wanted the increase of the population by all means. Thus, without any

preliminary preparation and without altemative programs, families and especially the

women had to endure a degrading treatment. The undesirable and abandoned children

were institutionalized in conditions that horrified the whole world after 1990. The

churches did not have access to the institutions of social protection because of ideological

reasons. The children were to be brought up in an atheist revolutionary spirit. Charity

itselfwas considered a state monopoly. In his desire to demonstrate the superiority of the
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Communist society and to consolidate the independence of the country, Ceausescu

decided to pay the whole external debt of Romania. From that moment on, the

Romanians began to suffer from cold and hunger. Electric power and car fuel were

rationed. The TV program was reduced to two hours a day. The working hours extended

to Sundays and pupils, college students and the military were required to take part in the

agricultural activities. The systematization of the villages or better said their destruction

stirred the reaction of the Occident. In the cities, many churches were demolished or

moved and hidden behind apartment buildings. Traveling abroad was drastically reduced

and controlled by the Securitate. The ideological and political control of the society and

economy hardened especially after 1980. As Gallagher acknowledges, "Romania became

a closed society subjected to an intense repression, to intemational isolation and to the

degradation of culture" (1999:81).

One of the greatest lessons Romanian churches can leam today from this period

of totalitarianism and persecution is that of the willingness ofmany church leaders and

members ofpaying the supreme sacrifice. When confronted with choosing between

paying supreme allegiance to Cesar or to Christ, they chose Christ in spite of the

hardships that followed. Also during this period those imprisoned for their faith

considered themselves as part of the same Christian community or family ofGod. They

were not Orthodox, Catholic, Evangelical, and so on, but simply Christian believers

serving God and following Christ in a time ofpersecution. This period can therefore

offer us significant insights into how to originate ecumenical cooperation.
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Toward an Original Democracy

The Romanians have not learned the truth about the so-called Revolution of 1989

even 1 8 years later . Some political analysts consider that it actually was a popular

revolt. According to Barbu, "Communism did not fall, it was not abolished, but simply,

in a Leninist term, it 'rotted', and it decomposed" (1999:185). Other pohtical analysts

assert that a reformed Communism replaced the nationalist Communism. However, the

revolution or popular revolt from December 1989 has plunged Romania into a process

toward democracy. Romania is engaged now in a transition period from a centralized

economy toward a free market economy. Several factors, however, have held Romania

back for almost 15 years, including the lack ofpolitical determination to engage in a real

process of economical, social and political reforms. With extreme caution, the new

leaders tried to avoid the shock therapy and resorted to limited reforms in order to

respond to the people's practical and immediate needs. The slogan of those days was:

"We don't sell our country!" As a result, the foreign investors were discouraged and

most of the state property was not affected by privatization'^^.

Nevertheless, after December 1989, Romania is no longer Romania of the

totalitarian Communism. The Romanians' best asset is freedom. But, as it has been

repeatedly said, Romanians do not know very well what to do with this freedom. "The

original democracy", as it has been defined from the beginning, was confronted and still

is with widespread corruption and extensive bureaucracy. The sacking of the banks by

granting non-performable credits, the appearance and development of "tick" enterprises

by means ofwhich the nation's wealth was taken over by the "privileged", as well as

making a public debt out of the unprofitable production expenses etc. . . made a small
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segment of the population extremely rich and the major part extremely poor. The

alternation at governing of the opposition parties did not provide solutions to these

problems Romanian society can be symbolically associated with a pear, which at the

top has a minority group of newly enriched people, at the middle, a thin class of small

enterprises, and at the basis, the large mass of the population who survives from one day

to the next .

The most difficult problems Romania has to face however are: corruption,

bureaucracy, and delinquency. In Romania, there is a great disorder which a few take

advantage of and which disorients the majority of people, as Boia rightfully asserts. "The

laws contradict each other, the people make incredible efforts to solve the easiest jobs,

the public clerks treat them as if the citizens exist for their sake, and not they for the

citizens' sake... regular people feel abandoned" (2002:152). Furthermore, the judicial

system has not been profoundly reformed, a fact which permits corruption to perpetuate.

Corruption seems to have engulfed the media as well. There are more and more debates

about dubious agreements among businessmen, politicians and journalists. Instead of

being "the spokesperson" of the society, the media advances opinions and thus "funcfions

as a substitute for public opinion" (Barbu 199:31).

On January 1 , 2007 Romania was admitted into the European Union along with

Bulgaria. Under the pressure of the European Union, Romania has implemented a series

of reforms and privatization The most recent events however support the Romanian

political paradox, which is the old practice of importing forms without content from the

Occident. Romanian Govemment and Parliament adopt European standard laws but they
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are not enforced. The European Union insists on these reforms being accomphshed as

they are aware of the corruption which runs rampant at all political levels.

Significance for the Present

From a cultural and religious point of view there are two major tendencies that

can be seen in Romania. First, that Romania should not change but should be accepted in

the E.U. as it is, with its own national-Orthodox character. This position is supported by

the Romanian Orthodox Church, nationalist and socialist political parties, and the

intellectuals who have affihations to the Orthodox Church. They believe that Romania

could follow the model ofGreece where the Orthodox Church is considered the national

church. Second, that Romania is experiencing change in the sense of secularization as its

people are exposed more and more to the Westem culture. Thus, many Romanians are

already experiencing the influence ofwestem culture first hand as they go to work in

other countries. Presently, there are three million Romanians working in countries like

Spain, Italy, Austria, Germany, Greece, Ireland, England, and France. These people

bring not only an economic contribution to the development of Romania but also a

cultural one. As they live in these westem countries their mentality changes and this

leads to a change in the mentality of all Romanians.

As one may see, in Romania there still persists today the reductionistic approach

according to which we have been Eastern Orthodox Christians for two thousandyears,

the basic institutions of the State and of the Church were hardly modified from our origin

up to today, and that the Romanians were guided during these two millenniums of history

by the idea of the Roman origin, of national unity, of our forefathers' law and even that

of the social class stmggle. Such a view originates serious barriers for both unchurched
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persons and nominal Christians to discover the truth of the gospel according to which a

person is saved and goes to heaven not because he or she has been bom in a certain

nation and in a certain Church, but because of the love and grace of God made available

to us through faith in Jesus Christ. It also impedes the local churches from building

themselves up as tme communities of love and faith, and puts barriers toward ecumenical

understanding and cooperation.

Romanian Churches therefore should avoid reductionistic and nationalistic views

and adopt the more complete and objective interpretations presented by diverse renowned

historians, some of which I have described here. According to these views our history is

more complex and involves different periods and stages of appearance and disappearance

as a distinct ethnical group, intemal division, extemal dominion and cultural influence,

periods of Church apostasy, secularization, and so on. Essential for us as Christians is

not how much we maintained national identity per se, but how much we served God as a

distinct people and how much we are willing now to help our nation experience the

transforming power ofGod's love and grace.
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' As Ruth Benedict noticed in 1943, "Rumania is without question potentially the richest country in
Southeastern Europe. Even with her present inadequate means of exploiting her resources, she is the
second largest maize exporting country in the world and the fifth largest oil exporting country. Her vast

deposits of pure salt are famous and spectacular. In the black-earth areas on the plains the top soil is
sometimes three feet in depth. Her hills and mountain valleys are natural herding country and grapes,
plums and other fiiiit flourish there. The Danube provides a waterway to Central Europe from her Black
Sea ports and the Pruth to the north." (1943:13).
^ The Moldavian chroniclers, who had studied abroad, discovered the Latin origins of the Romanian
language and reached the conclusion that all Romanians (Moldavians, Walachians, and Transylvanians) are
the descendants of Romans.

^ But the same arguments were invoked by Austrian and Hungarian historians to support the thesis of the
"migration" of Romanians from the South-Westem part of the Balkan Peninsula, sometimes between the 9*
and the 13' century. But this thesis had a strong political real reason, trying to demonstrate the
Hungarians' precedence in Transylvania. The historical sources say nothing either of the Romanian
people's constituting in some other places, or of their migration, which could not have remained unnoticed,
being such an ample movement" (Boia 2002:43).

*
The same language, once it had reached France, first became the Gauls' language, and, with the passage

of time, the French language. And therefore, there comes Boia's humorous conclusion, it is not we who
descend from the Romans, but the Romans, the French and all the others had their origins in Bucegi!"
(1997:104-105). We must mention the fact that the Geto-Dacians' language is unknown nowadays. The
Dacian origins of words are established only by eliminating any other possible sources.

^ Present day Dobrogea used to be called Scythia minor in ancient times.

^ Written sources usually mention the conquerors. Archeology certifies the continuous existence of a
numerous population in the Carpathian-Danubian-Pontic space, without being able to prove what language
these inhabitants were speaking. A people, as Boia concludes, represents rather "a cultural, not biological
synthesis" (2002:40).
' This is why the Communist epoch accredited the idea of the continuity of an "unorganized state". As
Boia notices, "the continuous existence of the state, from Burebista to Ceausescu, was imposed as a dogma
of the autochthonous national Communism and thus, the Romanian state became one of the oldest in

Europe" (1997:140). After 1989, the historical right to Transylvania became a political issue invoked both
by Romanian nationalists, and by Hungarian Irredentists. But as Boia explains, an unstable and
controversial reason has managed to outshine the undeniable reality: "that ofprevalently Romanian
character of Transylvania, irrespectively ofwhat happened one or two thousand years ago" (1997:143).
The example ofKosovo province is telling enough in this respect.

^
Stephen the Great (1460-1504) resisted Turks military campaigns and captured strong strategic points

from them. "The Pope called him the Athlete ofChrist, and he commemorated his victories by building
some forty churches, many of which are still standing as famous fifteen-century relics" (Ruth Benedict
1943:6).

' "In these lop-sided conflicts, the weak cannot win the war, because of the insufficiency ofmilitary
resources, but, through a long and tenacious resistance, it can obtain a peace formula which is partially
favorable, to say the least" (Constantiniu 1997:80-81).
'� Of course, this integration was a limited one, as Constantiniu explains: "the status of the Romanian
principalities under the Ottoman rule, as it was settled in the 16* century, derived from their affiliation to
'The House of Peace' or 'The House of the Pledge' (dar al - "ahd), an intermediary area between 'The
House ofWar' (dar al-harb) and 'The House of Islam' (dar al-Islam)" (1997:1 12).
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" In fact, the battles against the Turks definitively entered the Romanian people's conscience.

The decision of the Hungarian diet to vote the unification of Transylvania with Hungary made the
Romanians draw closer to Vienna and fight against Hungarian revolutionists (Constanfiniu 1997:223-224).

In this respect, an example is provided by the nationalist Communism in Ceausescu's time. The insistent
emphasizing, as Boia affirms, "of the unflinching unity, which almost became a specific feature of the
Romanian being, served, through the medium of the past, the political platform of Ceausescu's
Communism: a standardized society, made up ofpeople who felt and thought in the same way, gathered
around the providential leader" (1997:158).

The movement was led by Greeks organized in the secret society "Eteria".

^5 Romania was to become an independent state after the union ofMoldavia and Walachia. After the
defeat of the Revolution of 1848, the revolutionary leaders who had been exiled in Paris and London made
a constant and efficient propaganda for the union of the principalities. The idea of the union of the
Romanian principalities was also supported by Napoleon the III, emperor of France. After the defeat of
Russia in the CrimeanWar (1 853-1 856), a new order was imposed in the area of the Lower Danube.
According to the peace treaty of Paris (1856), the Danube should belong to Europe. Russia was shunned
from the mouths of the Danube, to ensure the circulation of the grains from the principalities to England.
Between Russia and the Ottoman empire, a buffer zone protected by the great powers was necessary.
These conditions, Constantiniu asserts, ensured the "constituting of a united and independent Romania".
The peace treaty stipulated consulting the population of the two principalities as far as their status was
concemed. The Romanians asked for the union ofMoldavia and Walachia in a unique state mled by a

prince belonging to a European dynasty.

At the Conference ofParis (1858), it was decided that Moldavia and Walachia should remain distinct

political entities in an alliance which would be called "The United Principalities ofMoldavia and
Walachia". The conference established that each principality should have its own mler and assembly, but it
does not explicitly prohibit the election of the same person.

" "The peasants, however, feeling that the nobles - landlords - lived at their expense, sympathized with
the Kings" (Benedict 1943:1 1). As Mr. Thouvenel, French ambassador, about 1800, stated, "The Sultan

weighed on the prince, the prince on the boyers and the boyers on the peasants. There existed a hierarchal
tyranny" (Benedict 1943:1 1).

Great Romania was "the work of some politicians educated in the 19* century. In the Kingdom, the
Bratianu family, in Transylvania the former supporters of the memorandum, Maniu, all of them were

democratic European spirits, who imposed radical reforms from the top in order to thoroughly modernize
the economical, social and political stmctures of the new state" (Georgescu 1992:221).
" The poet and philosopher Lucian Blaga linked the Romanian spirituality with the unadulterated and

unspoiled world of the village. For Blaga, this world represents "the ewe-lamb space" where the Romanian
nation was formed and which still preserves the purity of "the Romanian soul."

^� In the inter-war period, the main political parties were: the Liberal Party, which governed most of the

time, and the Peasant National party, the most powerful party of the opposition. The electoral law of 1926
institutionalized "the absolute triumph of the parties as mandatory factors ofmediating the representation"
(Barbu, 1999:150). "The list poll" applied between 1919-1937, and resumed after 1990, encouraged the
development of some parties "with authoritarian general staffs and disciplined forces ofmilitants, parties in
which the decisions are made at the top and spread, in a hierarchical way, to the inferior echelons" (Barbu
1999: 149). In this situation, the nominees' selection is made on the criterion of loyalty to the party and not
to the electorate. The first polling "which attributed 70% of the deputy seats to the party which rallied 40%
of the suffrages, led to an unchallenged 'merging ofpowers' between the executive and a legislative whose
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activity was totally controlled by the governing party" (Barbu, 1999:150). In practice, elections were

usually the result of the executive will.

The constitutional practice was the following:
The king [...] would charge a specific party with forming the govenmient, which would organize
the electoral consultation, would inevitably win the election, would attribute itself the legal bonus,
would control the legislative bodies in an uru'ivaled maimer and would govern until the monarch

inaugurated a new cycle. . . The totalitarian regime adapted without any structural difficulties to at

least three of the components of the old dualistic political regime characterized by tendencies
based on the exclusive power of the parties: the unchallenged domination of one party without any
risk of alternation this time, the merging of the legislative power with the executive one, as well as
the state chiefs pre-eminence over the parliament and the govemment (Barbu 1999:150-151).

^'
Representatives of the historical parties reacted against the radicalism with which the Communists were

dealing with the agricultural reform. From that moment on, anyone who would object to the Communist

ideology would be considered a reactionary. The army resistance in the mountains, organized by a few

groups of opponents to the Communist regime, was to be used as a pretext to attach to the stigma of
"reactionary" that of "people's enemy".

When the files of the Securitate, which functioned as political secret police, are studied, a likely
conclusion will be that 15% of the country's population suffered in one way or another during the
Communist regime.

During the period 1950-1970, the real income of the population increased two and a half times.

For while, most of the population perceived Communist goveming as militating for modemization and
economical growth, as well as for the uniform redistribution of national produce.

Ceausescu's regime promoted engineering to such an extent that two students out of three were studying
engineering. The cultural mini -revolution which started in 1971 put an end to the ideological leisure. "The

Song of Romania" festival was meant to involve the masses in cultural actions, ofworshipping "the golden
epoch" of the dictator Ceausescu.

Ceausescu ran on the 22 ofDecember and was executed on Christmas. "Who shot us after 22?" is what
the Romanians repeatedly ask themselves.

During this transition, wide ranges ofpolitical and economical perspectives have been suggested,
including capitalism, socialism and other third-type solutions. According to Liviu Vanau, the Romanian

society during this time has been "a pseudo-democracy in an unpredictable transition" (Vanau 1996:2).

Under the pressure of a certain segment of "the working class", the miners, the govemment hesitated to
carry out the program of economical and administrative reforms. Because of the lack ofpolitical cohesion
and coherence, the 'democrats" goveming was an even bigger disappointment. Some analysts consider
that the transition period produced a society of survival. By chaotic changes, the survival society is
considered to be bom with the help of two big processes: "(1) the recreation of some realities specific to
inter-war or even more ancient Romania; (2) the preservation of those specific components of the industrial
socialist society which led to the decline of the last 15 years of Communism" (Pasti and others 1997:15).

According to the same authors, the limited reforms which were carried out in Romania managed neither to
improve people's everyday life nor to stop its continual degrading.
Thus,

the distribution of land to the peasants did not lead to an explosion of qualitative and cheap food

products;
political pluralism and free election neither increased politicians' professional and moral quality
nor created a genuine competition among political programs;
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the autonomy of decision of the industrial enterprises did not lead to their intemal reorganization;
the liberalization ofprices stimulated their growth, not their diminution;
the accumulation of huge amounts ofprivate money in banks and funds of investment did not

stimulate the investment. Instead of investment, we got simple mechanisms of redistributing the

money, by means of fraud, fiscal evasion or cormption;
institutions whose import from the Occident promised positive and profound changes of
Romanian realities (The Account Court, The Value Market...) proved to be inefficient (Pasti and
others 1997:28)

^'
According to Boia, "the Romanian society strongly inclines to the left. [. . .] Communism cmshed

property and taught people to be dependent on the state. Support of the state is somehow preferred to the
risks of free initiative" (2002:152).

In the next years, the European Union will grant Romania more than 30 billion euro. However the

European leaders are afraid that these funds will end up in the hands of different interest groups and the

political elite. In order to convince the EU that Romania is on the right track, there have been started many
cormption trials that implicate a lot of high ranking political personalities from both the current regime and
the opposition.



Chapter 3 - Contours ofRomanian Culture and Worldview

Romanian people are not tempted by an imperialistic mentality,
and they resist any triumphalistic missionary approach.

hi general, the word culture refers to leisure, fine arts, and scholasfic acfivides,

yet in the field of anthropology, culture has to do with "the total way of life of any

society not simply to those parts which the society regards as higher or more desirable"

(Ember & Ember 1996:19). Most anthropologists regard culture as including the learned

behaviors, as well as the beliefs, attitudes, values, and ideals characterisfic to a particular

society or population.

From a missiological point of view understanding a local culture will first help

missionaries, churches, ministerial leaders, mission agencies and other Romanian

Christian organizations present the message of the gospel in ways the local people

understand better. Second, it will help in originating what Hiebert calls "ministries of

transformation" based on reaching at the level of felt needs and with the purpose of

helping the locals come to faith and grow in faith. Third, it will help Christian scholars

develop Romanian contextual theologies which are acutely needed in the training of our

future missionaries, leaders and pastors.

This chapter analyzes several major Romanian cultural and worldview features

which in tum will help with creating a Christian ministry profile. First it introduces some

helpful historical testimonies of visiting foreigners about the Romanians way of life and

second it surveys more general yet essential worldview aspects. Finally it will

concentrate on more peculiar worldview characteristics, such as the notion of existence

and how it helps one understand better the Romanian worldview.

62
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Helpful Extemal Historical Testimonies

The Romanian peasant's relaxed attitude toward work is not entirely the result
of the specificity of their activity, but also of Orthodox Christian ethics.

Although we discuss here about the culture ofRomanians, we must not think that

they have unique, collective "nature". One can see a great behavioral diversity in the

Romanian society and, at the same time, a considerable similarity to the neighboring

nations. Alongside this, it is difficult to sketch "a Romanian profile" by simply looking

at written testimonies, as some authors see only flaws in the Romanians' behavior, while

others see only virtues. Other times, the same features are considered major flaws by

some and outstanding qualities by others'.

Romanians attitude toward work

The oldest testimonies regarding the Romanians' character and behavior are from

1502 A.D., by foreign fravelers who visited the Romanian principalities. These

testimonies were collected and included in the anthology, Foreign Travelers about the

Romanian Principalities, pubhshed in 9 volumes, in the period 1968-1997. Here follows

some testimonies describing very clearly the Romanians' virtues and vices, as they have

been fransmitted throughout the centuries. The most shocking testimony belongs to a

German traveler who, in 1513, wrote about the Romanians: "Work is their enemy". The

same traveler confessed: "This country [Moldavia] has the most wonderful and rich soil

[...], they do not lack anything here, except for honest and hardworking people" (Holban

1983:340-341).

In 1644, Paul Beke noticed that the Moldavians behaved "as if they wanted to

find everything 'ready-made,' even the fruits of the land, and pick them without
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working" (Holban 1973:276). Franco Sivori, from Genoa, who traveled through

Walachia and Transylvania in 1588, wrote: "The Walachians are by nature fickle, fond of

luck, rather slacking work than learning some craft or practicing some art [. . .]. They are

illiterate people, with no knowledge at all and for this reason, very proud, thinking they

are the greatest people of the world and whenever they can, they behave authoritatively"

(Holban 1973:16).

Vices ofRomanian people

Among the Romanians' vices, the foreign travelers mention theft^, drinking, lack

of reverence manifested through cursing, as well as contempt for the bond ofmarriage.

Pierre Lescalopier, a magistrate of the Parliament in Paris who crossed Walachia when

returning from Constantinople in 1574, wrote about the Romanians:

They drink excessively; the first glass is in God's honor, the second one in

the prince's honor, the third one in the sultan's, the fourth in the honor of
the good Christians, among whom we are not counted, the fifth glass is for

peace, the sixth one is in the honor of everybody present, with great
solemnity, with wishes of salvation, good health, nice trip and safe retum,
that all the wishes may be fiilfiUed, etc. (Holban 1970:429)

Another deficiency which foreign travelers saw in the social behavior of the

Romanian people was the disrespect for the marriage vows. The Minorite monk Paolo

Bonnicio from Malta wrote in 1632 about the custom where "bishops would give

'decisions' of separation. When the married couple no longer wanted to 'stay' together,

they would give the bishop a certain amount ofmoney in order to reach a divorce

agreement. The separation would be pronounced on the spot and both could marry

again" (Holban 1973:24). The most important factor in determining if the separation

would take place was the price established by the bishop with the accord of the two parts.

Thus, the reasons for separating could sometimes be "even the most insignificant word"
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(Holban 1973:244). Another testimony tells us that "when a man did not like his wife

any more, whether she was ugly, or he was no longer in the mood for staying married, or

simply no longer loved her, even if they had children, he took a cow and offered it to the

metropolitan bishop, who gave them permission to remarry, but not with Catholics"

(Holban 1973:79). As Ruth Benedict observes much later, "Husbands are jealous and

beat their wives; wife beating is regarded as quite inseparable from marriage." Also,

"Women serve, however, as the most conspicuous of all the Rumanian's scapegoats; she

is to blame for everything" (1943:28, 29).

In the famous work Descriptio Moldaviae, Dimitrie Cantemir, the prince of

Moldavia and an outstanding scholar, wrote in 1714, ".. .1 confess that beside the

Orthodox faith and the hospitality, we can hardly find anything really praiseworthy in the

Moldavians' customs" (Cantemir, [Gutu's translafion], 1973:309). "Arrogance is their

first name and pride the last name," the scholar wrote. Arrogance as a result of ignorance

was accompanied by inconsistency, and as the same author asserted: "When things are

going well, they become arrogant; when things are going badly, they get discouraged. At

first sight, nothing seems difficult to them, but at the slightest difficulty, they get

troubled, no longer knowing what to do." Also, "They are bold, ready to quarrel, yet they

cool off immediately."

The Moldavians' courage is the resuh of their fatalism. Most of them believe that

"Everyone's fime to die is pre-established by God, therefore, nobody can die or perish in

war if their time has not come; this gives them such a great courage that sometimes they

dash like mad at the enemies" (1973:309-313). As to the Moldavian peasants' attitude

toward work, Cantemir wrote: "They do not seem to have as much as they can get from
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their activities, but they are content with putting in their bams as much food as they need

for one year or, as they usually say, until the new bread is ready" (1973:301).

Qualities of Romanian people

In the foreigners' view, the Romanians' qualities are mainly linked to their

physical constitution, and their power of enduring the hardships of life, as men have war

skills and women have beauty. Matteo Muriano, from Venice, who visited Moldavia in

1502, confesses: "The subjects are all brave and agile; they are not made to sit on

cushions, but to go to the war, on the battlefield" (Holban 1968:149)^ As to their

disposition and soul qualities, Paul Beke (1644) notices the Romanians' unusual

cheerfulness, despite their poverty (Holban 1973:279).

In the describing 16* century Transylvania, Giovanni Andrea Gromo says that

Romanians "have a great inbom courage and that they endure any hardships, but lack any

military discipline; they are not afraid of any danger and are very cmel" (Holban

1970:337). Although Romanians have a barbarian behavior and most of them are

uneducated, they easily leam any language and many of them leam four or five

languages" (Holban 1971 : 19). The shrewdness of their mind was noticed by a French

military engineer who participated in the Polish king's campaigns in Moldavia. In 1686,

he wrote: "They have a high level of intelligence, ofwhich they make extensive proof

when they are abroad, where they find the right persons to educate and teach them. Also,

they succeed in all the branches of science" (Holban 1980:299).

Analyzing the foreign travelers' testimonies, Daniel Barbu notices that the

Romanian peasant's relaxed attitude toward work is not entirely the result of the

specificity of their activity, but also ofOrthodox Cliristian ethics. Thus, for the
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Romanian peasant, the working season took the form of being "lucky in food" (Barbu

2000:42), with this luck coming from God. The abundant years - which are only a few,

one out of five years - were determined by the climatic conditions and not by men's

efforts. And these conditions were meant to remind man of his dependence on God:

"Because man, no matter how great he might be, should not boast and remember he is

nothing but a worm, dust and ashes" (Barbu 2000:41). That is why, "the Romanian

peasant's main concern is to keep all the religious holidays and feasts in order to tame the

unseen forces [. . .J, the power of God and of the saints" (Radulescu-Motru 1999:44).

The Orthodox Church, Barbu notices, encouraged the peasant to work and

support his family without making any profit. By the nature of their work, the craftsmen

and the merchants could not fit in the cycle of the natural working-seasons and did not

respect the liturgical calendar, "the great feasts" and "the saints' wakes," and therefore,

they were harshly branded by the representatives of the Church. According to the

Orthodox ethics of the time, "the field work represents the only 'right' activity as long as

it is nothing more than a form of 'luck', i.e. of ranging itself in the natural cycle and

obedience to the divine will" (Barbu 2000:50).

General Highlights ofRomanian Worldview

In a society in which there is no principle of representation, the gift constitutes
a social technique, by which the strong one is forced to share his power.

At this point related to the worldview of the Romanian people it is important to

understand some major general characteristics. Next this chapter will also take into

consideration more peculiar local worldview features.
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Time

According to Yale Richmond in regard to time, Romanians have a more relaxed

attitude, which is characteristic of the Mediterranean and other Eastem European

countries. The pimctuality of the West as a consequence is not such a common concept

among Romanians. As Richmond explains, "a meeting scheduled for 10:00 a.m. may not

start until 10:30 or 1 1:00 a.m., and someone invited to a home at 8:00 p.m. will not be

expected until sometime later" (1995:133). Yet, after the fall of Communism, many

Romanians, in particular those fi-om the urban areas have started to adopt the Westem

concept of time is money and punctuahty is a requirement. In mral areas, where people

are more connected to nature and its cycles, the temporal dimension is not as future

oriented as in the urban areas. The cultural groups in villages perceive time as something

abundant, so there is no need to msh things.

Relationships

In general, Romanians value relationships more than time and thus they find time

for each other, for families, and for the close networks of friends they have formed from

childhood, schools, neighborhood, and shared experiences. They always find time to talk

and engage in different activities with their close friends. Foreigners will be easily

accepted into Romanian communities and will be freated as equals, but they should be

aware that "such fiiendships are made for life and require nurturing" (Richmond

1995:134).

Communication Style

As Richmond observes the Romanian people do not feel comfortable to use the

linear and more direct approach of communication but rather prefer to answer questions
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indirectly and with long and complex answers. Thus, they would like to tell the whole

story but without giving a direct answer.

As Yale Richmond continues, this should not necessarily arouse suspicion

because "evasion is a Balkan tradition exacerbated by 45 years of Communism when

giving straight answers was not the wisest thing to do" (1995: 132). According to him,

like many Mediterranean people, Romanians when talking, gesticulate, stand very close,

and often make physical contact. "An affectionate people, there is much touching among

strangers, and hugging and kissing among friends, and in a nation of poets there is a

national tendency to exaggerate" (1995:133).

Hospitality

This represents a major Romanian traditional virtue, and as a Romanian proverb

says, "the one with the food is obliged to invite." As Richmond observes, once in a

Romanian home, guests are obliged to stay for lunch or dinner. The host will make all

efforts and spend his/her last bill to prepare a good meal including many items you know

he or she cannot afford (1995:133).

The Notion ofForgiveness

As far as the social relations are concemed, the ethics ofRomanian Orthodoxy

contributed to the formation and perpetuation of what Barbu calls: "The policy of

forgiveness". Thus, forgiveness as a fundamental Christian virtue, at the level of the

public social stmcture, has become a strong social vice. This key insight into the social

behavior of the Romanian person provides us with an essential framework necessary in

understanding the dynamics of inter-relationships in the Romanian worldview.
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It is helpful at this point to look at a relevant example from the history of 1695

Walachia about the ruler of the country, Constantin Brancoveanu, who put on trial an

important local leader named Constantin Stirbei on account ofbribe and corruption. As

Barbu describes, Stirbei defended himselfby arguing that the objects taken as a bribe

which brought on him the guih "of having wronged the poor, were offered to the

Monastery of Strehaia." Full of indignation, the prince exclaims: "Listen to this, 'lords',

he makes charity out of robbery and injustice.. ." Next, the prince sentences the boyar to

a harsh prison indictment: "How long do you think to continue these robberies, High

Lord Constantin? [. . .] You took Dambovita district and you robbed it, I gave you

Teleorman and you robbed it even more. But I forgave you because of others who

begged me to do so." This was not Stirbei's first offense and as all the country knew,

four princes before Brancoveanu discovered other robberies, injustices, thefts and

forgeries that he committed. "Now you are old and you still continue. I want to teach you

a lesson", the prince concludes. The arrest of the great magistrate however was followed

by his relatives' interventions to the prince's mother. Two weeks later, Stirbei was

forgiven once more and set free, and a few years later, Constantin Brancoveanu

appointed him as "high ban", i.e. the first boyar of the country (Barbu 2001, 49-51).

As Barbu concludes, "forgiveness" represents the fundamental political rule

which ensures the link between the prince and the country. This is in a way due to the

fact that the princes were viewed as '"shepherds' appointed to guard 'Christ's kingly

flock'", they were '"the shepherds ofGod's flock,' of 'the divine flock,' were to be

'hardworking' and were 'to know' the flock and be 'kind' to 'Christ's flock', which were

to 'graze', proving to be 'good shepherds'" (Barbu, 2001:58). Thus, in exchange for
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"kindness" and "forgiveness," the prince obtains his subjects' loyalty, and as Barbu

observes, "the ruler's most important virtue is not duty, [. . .] but loyalty", hi other words,

the magistrate does not consider himself linked by a pledge, responsible with respect to a

set of impersonal norms and principles," but by "the direct and personal responsibility to

the one who has appointed him [. . .] and to whose order he has to obey" (2000:56). In

these conditions, "the corruption" (injustice), the abuse (robbery), the traffic of influence

(entreaties, tears, explanations), even ifpublicly exposed (known in the whole country),

remain instruments of creating power" (Barbu, 2000:53).

The Practice of Bribery

In the Romanian feudal society, the policy of forgiveness is accompanied by the

"gift" ( "bac�i�
" in Turkish and "plocon

" in Slavonic), or what we call today tip or

gratuity. Thus, by offering "the gift", the Romanian "tames" the one who has power, so

that in tum, he would be treated with kindness. The gift is not seen as bribe, but as a way

ofparticipating to the mler's enactment ofpower, which obliges him to show "kindness"

toward the gift-giver. To offer the gift was not blameworthy; what was blameworthy was

to do nothing in exchange (Barbu 2001:84). Therefore, the word cormption does not

seem to have any meaning in a society in which the relations among the people are pre

eminently of a direct type and usually are not based on the written norm. The gift creates

a relation of reciprocity and paradoxically, the gift contributes to the making ofjustice.

The law excludes, limits, prohibits and punishes, while "justice" based on the gift and on

the direct relations among people, "works by including all the social actors in the

hierarchical, ordered exercising ofpower, is a way in which those who have no power

take part in the power of the strong ones" (Barbu 2001 :88).
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In a society in which there is no principle of representation, the gift constitutes "a

social technique, by which the strong one is forced to share his power, to partly give it up,

to divide, to distribute it, to invest it under the form of services" (Barbu 2000:64). The

gift-giver considers himself "subject", hence the expression "a se ploconi," which means

"to bow down." "The Romanians," Draghicescu says.

Have never crossed the threshold of the mighty ones with bare hands.
When going to the judge, mayor, even the tax-collector or the legal
representative of the town, they knew that the plea was dead ifnot
accompanied by a gift. Only by offering gifts, could the peasants relax the
mighty ones in the village hierarchy. (1996 [1907]:288)

The Orthodox Christian has the same attitude in relation to the Church. "The gifts

and the bribes from real life," Draghicescu asserts, "become the homage offered to many

saints by the Orthodox church [. . .] In real life, he has always had the conviction induced

from the practice of every-day life that nothing can be done without a gift or bribe" (1996

[1907]:289). Draghicescu explains the way in which the Romanians' social practice is

interwoven with the religious one in this way:

The fact they noticed that in this life, the appeal made to the mother, sister
or brother of a certain landlord, tax-collector or judge, were more easily
listened to, gave them a reason to make prayers to the Virgin Mary,
accompanied by offerings. Hence the abundance of candles burning at the
icons ofVirgin Mary and other saints. Most of the time [...], they even
tried the saints' relatives [...]. Thus, in many townships, they celebrate
some saints, who may or may not have a name, for the only reason that
they are the brother or sister of St. Elijah, of St. John etc. [. . .]
The Romanians' Orthodox Church, modeled and carried out in the

atmosphere of social life of the Orient where the gift and the bribe are

almighty, could not have a differently elaborated ritual and worship.
(1996 [907]:289)

Romanian iconography presents Jesus Christ as a prince sitting on a throne,

surrounded by saints, angels and church hierarchs, who are the mediators. The vision on

the space organized by the Church^ transposed in the Orthodox worship places, presents
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the celestial and clerical hierarchies, according to which "from one level to the other,

starting from the top to the bottom, from the super-ordained to the subordinated, the gifts

received from God are fransmitted and the services ofpurification, illumination and

perfection are realized" (Crainic 1997:47). In this action of sanctifying and deifying the

world, Nichifor Crainic explains, "the members of each level are purified, illuminated

and perfected by those on the superior level" (1997:47). The Orthodox believer,

Draghicescu says, sees in this space hierarchy a model of social life.

In his mind, this heavenly prince sits on top of real hierarchy of saints and angels,

who are interested mediators between him and God. In his highly poetic language, he has

told himself that "before you reach God, you get killed by the saints." All his efforts

have always been meant to tame and have these saints on his side [. . .] for both his

earthly needs and those of the after-life, the Romanian addressed God only through the

gifts offered to the saints, whom he has always found on the paths leading to Heaven

(Draghicescu 1996 [1907]:288-289).

Significance for the Present

As one can conclude, social practice and religious mindset influenced and

consolidated each other. In this way, both the Romanian's social harmony and inner

peace are achieved and preserved. Therefore, the Romanian's social sense of security

derives not so much from his or her own achievements but the protection provided by the

state, and his or her spiritual security is based not so much on a personal relationship with

God but on what the Church does.

In regard to a visible effect of this worldview aspect, the Romanian Evangelical

Churches try to undermine the importance of the more traditional churches in the social
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and spiritual life of the local people and stress only the validity of a personal relationship

with God as the key mark of Christian life. While the aspect of the personal relationship

with God as related to salvation and discipleship is Biblically correct and cardinal, and

while the Evangelicals should stress it in their attempt of turning nominals into genuine

followers ofChrist, they should also acknowledge the role of the traditional churches in

maintaining social coherence and leam from them how their churches can play a similar

role.

Peculiar Highlights of the Romanian Worldview

For Romanians, the eamest man is not the one who is consistent with

himself, but that one who never contradicted the spirit of the group.

Many literary works from the first half of the 20* century laid the foundation of a

more or less scientific definition of "the Romanian soul" or "the Romanian people's

psychology." Thus, Dumitm Draghicescu, a notable scholar, explains in his book. From

the Psychology of the Romanian People [1907], how different ethnic groups with their

spiritual attributes participated in the formation of a Romanian worldview synthesis and

how hundreds of years of foreign influence have contorted the social behavior of the

native Romanians. There is not yet a fiiUy-formed Romanian worldview framework

since as Draghicescu explains: "The content of our ethnic soul is mostly made up ofnon-

assimilated, non-digested and non-homogenized fragments and patches borrowed from

the neighboring peoples'*, so that each of them may receive a distinct stamp of our ethnic

individuality" (1996 [1907]:356).
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The Relaxed Way of Life

Because of the lack of historic documents, Draghicescu sketched a worldview

profile as it could have sprung from the "scientific" combination of the features of the

different peoples which contributed to the formation of the Romanian people and of the

harsh historic conditions that this people met. Thus, according to Draghicescu, the

Romanian inherits a brilliant intelligence from his forefathers, but who shows lack of

discipline, perseverance and even laziness. The Moldavian and Walachian peasant in

particular has an irregular rhythm ofwork characterized by hard work for a short period

of time followed by long periods of rest and celebration. As Draghicescu quotes

Radulescu-Motru who says: "The Romanian rests the whole year and in the last days,

sweats his guts out...", and he concludes: "There is in us the soul of the ancient shepherd

and farmer forefathers and this soul frets a couple ofmonths a year and hibernates the

rest of the time" (1996 [1907]:375).

Even ifDraghicescu's conclusions are tributary to an ethnic and historic

determinism, at the same time they can be considered the result of a careful observation

of the Romanians' behavior during his life-time. In his opinion, the Romanians are

characterized by "passivity, by a resigned, passive, submissive, defeated, defensive

resistance, by an offensive lack of energy" (1996 [1907]:345). The lack of energy and of

active will, as well as the Romanian's practical resignation in action, are compensated by

the verbal protest by means ofmockery, sarcasm, but especially lamentation. "So many

of our folk songs are full of complaints and sighs, drowned in tears!" Draghicescu

exclaimed (1996 [1907]:350).
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The Romanian as Fatalist

The invasions of the various migratory peoples as well as of the Tartars and

Turks, produced "a mobile geography" in the Romanian principalities. According to

some testimonies from the 18* and 19* centuries, that Draghicescu quotes, "the

Romanian runs to hide; he lives under the ground, he buries his existence and the little he

possesses, afraid that the Turks might see and rob him [...] the inhabitants who survive,

grab their poor belongings and hurry to build again their huts in a more retreated place.

Because of this ceaseless transfer, the villages changed their location all the time"

(1996:370-371). This froubled and hostile history led the Romanian to the conviction

that all things are "temporary and ephemeral", and to his or her belief in fatalism.

The Romanian as hidifferent

The dominant note of the Romanian soul, Draghicescu asserts, is "carelessness."

Thus, in order to survive, "the Romanian peasants were forced to hide, to cheat, to steal,

to lie" (1996:391). In this respect, a foreign traveler according to that Draghicescu

quotes: "the natives (Romanians) become lazy because they cannot improve their fate

through work; similarly, they become deceitfiil, cunning, lying, because deceit is always

used to find and extort their trifling savings" (1996:391). Adopting a critical approach,

Draghicescu defines the Romanians as "an Occidental race with Oriental customs"

(1996:416).

The Romanian as Gregarious

Another notable thinker who analyzed the psychology of the Romanian people

was Constantin Radulescu-Motru^ (1866-1957). According to him, the Romanian's

fiindamental characteristic is his gregariousness, his dependence on the group. For
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Romanians, the eamest man is not the one who is consistent with himself, but that one

who never contradicted the spirit of the group, i.e. that one who has always followed the

bell of the flock. "It is not a matter of how the bell tolls, but if ii has tolled: it has tolled,

you have been present and if you are Romanian, you are an eamest person" (Radulescu-

Motm, 1999 [1910]:3). The Romanians' gregarious soul is the resuh of the historical

circumstances and of tradition. Thanks to this gregariousness ("the flock spirit), "the

unity of the language and of the church" was preserved (Radulescu-Motm, 1999

[1910]: 10). In the author's opinion, the flock spirit is different from solidarity since "the

gregariousness is the result of imitation, while solidarity is the result of straining and self-

control" (Radulescu-Motm, 1999 [1910]:9). Gregariousness achieves the harmony of the

souls in a passive way, while solidarity achieves harmony "in man's fight with himself

(Radulescu-Motm, 1999 [1910]:9).

According to the way the author describes this characteristic of the Romanian, it

can be implied that the gregarious soul does not presuppose integrity and loyalty, but

opportunism and selfishness. Radulescu-Motm explains: "When a Romanian hesitates,

be sure that he does not hesitate because he must defend some personal conviction, but

because he does not know which group to side with [...]. The Romanian's effort is

oriented to the exterior, to better listen in the latest mmor; his effort is almost never

oriented to the interior, towards the fomm of his conscience" (1999 [1910]:3).

Unfortunately, after 1989, this attitude can be clearly seen in the political class of

Romania, as well as in "the transformation" ofmany atheists and "free thinkers" into

Orthodox Christians. For most of them, the Orthodox Christianity is only an element of

national or ethnic identity and not an authentic religious experience.
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According to Radulescu-Motru, all the Romanian's qualities spring from his

gregarious soul and are manifested only when he is in a group. In the army, public

activities, in religion and even in his private life, the Romanian acts better when he is

under the influence of the crowd. The Romanian believes he must be like everybody else.

"Everyone builds a house 'like everybody else,' eats 'like everybody else,' dresses 'like

everybody else,' has a grave 'like everybody else.' If someone would do something

differently, they would not be 'like everybody else' and this would be the greatest crime"

(Radulescu-Motru, 1999 [19 10]: 8). This gregarious spirit is much more evident in the

village world, where every villager does what he believes everybody else will do. For the

Romanian villager, not to be like the others is not a mere risk, but insanity" (Radulescu-

Motru, 1999 [1910]:97).

As far as faith is concemed, "the Romanian is a religious person, as long as he

sees that everybody else is religious. Very rarely will religion might come from the

bottom of the heart" and because of his gregarious soul, the Romanian "waits for

salvation from the whole people's action" (Radulescu-Motm, 1999 [1910]:6). Thus, it is

understandable why the Romanians believe the national State and national Church to be

saving institutions.

Next, the Romanian businessman himself relies more on the protection of the

state rather than on his own abilities. That is why, "the Romanian capitalist's profit, most

of the time, is the result of his art to subdue the state budget" (Radulescu-Motm, 1999

[1910]:7).

For the future, Radulescu-Motm says, there is the need for "a new soul" of the

Romanian people. The Romanian should focus his attention on the personal activity and
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on the value of the individual soul, which should have the conscience of the personal

effort and sacrifice. Unfortunately, neither the School nor the Church prepares the

premises for this new soul. As Radulescu-Motru notices:

The believer's individual reading during the worship service, which would
diminish the number of illiterate people and would create in the believers'
soul the habit of personal reflection - such results were obtained abroad -

is a custom practiced only by foreigners in our country. If someone would
propose this, he or she would only be accused of disturbing the church
order. In the worship services of our church, there is no place for spiritual
individualization! Everybody must listen to the priest, i.e. nobody must
think for himselfl ( 1 999 [ 1 9 1 0] : 1 2)

Radulescu-Motru considers that the Romanian's gregariousness is concemed only

about the sphere ofproduction, of action and by no means that of consumption. When

we talk about consumption, the Romanian is an individualist like any other being. There

is a fundamental difference between the Westem individualism and the Romanian one

and as Radulescu-Motm asserts: "In Westem Europe, individualism is manifested on the

economic and social level of life; it generates institutions, while the Romanian

individuahsm is only a subjective reaction. . ." (1999 [1936]:98). Therefore, the

Romanian gets enthusiastic when he is in a group, but gets discouraged when he remains

alone and must act according to the assumed commitments. "There is no one type of

initiative that the Romanian would not take when he is in a group! [. . .] But when each

individual have to put into practice the decision taken by the group, then everyone

postpones until tomorrow or gets scarce" (Radulescu-Motm 1999[1910]:5). Therefore,

we may say that the Romanian finds it hard to separate himself or herself from the

collective opinion and needs the continual support of the group to achieve what he or she

has planned.
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The Notion of Existence as a Key Characteristic of the Romanian Worldview

During the Inter-War period and during the period immediately after the war,

remarkable Romanian thinkers, such as Lucian Blaga, Mircea Vulcanescu and Constantin

Noica tried to define the Romanian worldview. According to them, the Romanian

worldview and the national ethos identify with the Orthodoxy to a great extent. Both,

Orthodoxy and the Romanian spirit have been best preserved in the village world. For

Blaga, this rural world represents best the Romanian culture. In the inter-war period,

Mircea Vulcanescu spoke about the existence of two distinct Romania: a "modem"

Romania of the cities, in which the Romanians represented less than a third of the

population, and a "Romanian Romania", in which the Romanians constituted the absolute

majority (1997 [1932]:21).

Romanian Existence as Mystery

In the Romanian soul, there is a permanent altemation between
the hills of confidence and the valleys of resignation.

Lucian Blaga, a Romanian poet and philosopher, the author of the work The

Trilogy of Culture [1969], considers mystery to be the defining feature of human

existence. The locals' various attempts to discover the mystery, to get to know the

existence constitute culture^. In speaking of the Romanian culture, Blaga considers it to

be determined by the ewe-lamb space, by a horizon which opens a region appearing as an

ondulatory plane, with hill-plane altemations. The Romanian soul is solitary with this

profound spatial horizon, represented by the plane: "a high, open plane, on a green slope

of a mountain, which gently flows down on a valley" (Blaga 1969: 120). The hill-valley

configuration, endlessly repeated, forms the ondulatory spatial horizon, which is called
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"ewe space." The Romanian's abyssal unconscious established by this "ewe space"

explains the Romanian worldview.

Thus "The space vibrates in a song, because this space exists somewhere, and in a

certain form, in the spiritual substrata of the song itself (1969:121). Blaga says that

since the spatial horizon of the unconscious defines the stylisfic structure of a culture, it

represents "the matiix-space" (1969:124). In the philosopher's view, the doina, a

characteristic Romanian song is "a product of utter transparence: in which one can easily

identify the existence of an absolutely unique matrix-space or spafial horizon"

(1969:124).

Blaga explains that "DOINA" or the folk song expresses "the melancholy, which

is neither too deep, nor too shallow, of a soul which goes up and down, on an indefinitely

ondulatory plane, farther and farther, again and again; or the longing of a soul who wants

to surpass the obstacle-hill raised by fate and who will ever have to surpass another and

another hill; or the tenderness of a soul that circulates under the signs of a destiny who

has its ups and downs, in a repeated rhythm, monotonously and endlessly. (Blaga

1969:125).

The ewe-space is an integrant part of the Romanian's being. "He is in sohdarity

with this space, in the same way he is in solidarity with himself, with his kin and with his

dead" (Blaga 1969: 126). The indefinitely ondulatory structure of the Romanian space,

the hill-valley rhythm, has now pervaded the order of the villages, Blaga says:

Our unconscious soul feels organically and inseparably united with this

spatial horizon, with this matrix-space, which is indefinitely undulating,
endowed with various accents, which make it the frame of a certain

destiny. In its ultimate depths, the ancestral Romanian soul feels solidarity
with this outer space horizon, about which we keep a vague paradisiacal
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memory, somewhere in a tearful comer of our hearts, even when we

stopped living on the realm long ago:
On a straightforward realm.
At the heavenly mouth. (Blaga 1969:125)

The poet asserts that this horizon "can be identified in the interior stmcture of the

'doina' and in the spirit of our ballads" (1969: 125). The houses are separated one from

another "either by mere gaps, or by the green portions of the yards and gardens, which

are interposed like unstressed syllables between the houses" (1969: 127). This creates the

rhythm of a feeling according to which, in the Romanian soul, there is a permanent

altemation between "the hills of confidence and the valleys of resignation". And all over

the tops of these hills, there springs forward "t/or-w/," a hardly translatable word, which

designates a specifically Romanian concept and expresses the Romanian's fundamental

spirit of longing.

Romanian Existence as Celebratory Happening

One may say that the Romanian is a dreamer, that he is not a

practical person, in the sense ofpursuing a goal.

Mircea Vulcanescu, a Romanian philosopher and sociologist who died in a

Communism prison, talked about the Romanian as a distinct and complex psychological

enfity. In the Romanian's nature, there is a range of "temptations", in the sense of

influences or inner impulses. The Romanians, like the Poles, Vulcanescu asserts,

represent a synthesis between the Latin element and the Slav one. But the synthesis took

place exactly in the opposite way. The Poles are Slavs in the fundamental categories of

their soul, having "the romantic breath of the steppe with its restlessness and its outbursts,

and in their normative existence, the ambitions of order and statal organization of the

Roman Catholicism." The Romanians' spiritual background is Thracian-Latin and is
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characterized by "lucidity and measure," while "the efforts of organization" are

"sterilized by the Slav superstructure" (Vulcanescu 1991 [1943]:41).

Next, the Romanian person has his specific character which differentiates him

from the Westem person. The latter views himself as "master and owner" of nature, who

shapes even "the crown of the frees" in the parks. On the contrary, the Romanian unites

himselfwith the things around, "he lives integrating himself in the harmony of the natural

measure of the spheres [. . .] This is the Romanian, the man ofmelancholy songs and ring

dances, who considers the mountains and the woods his brothers" (Vulcanescu 1991

[1943]:48, 50).

In The Romanian Dimension of Existence. Vulcanescu describes the way in

which the Romanian conceives the existential aspect of his or her worldview. For the

Romanian, the world is not "a hierarchical architecture of essence, but a flowing, [. . .] a

"petrecere" i.e. feast/happening" (1991[1943]:102). In Romanian, the word "petrecere"

has a double meaning: it means both "event," "happening," but also "ceremony,"

"celebration." Vulcanescu underlines the fact that the Romanians understand "existence"

as "a great procession of the world, which fills the time and the space" (1991[1943]:102).

The Romanian's worldview therefore is dominated by "the feeling of a vast universal

solidarity. Every deed resonates in the whole world; every gesture spreads its music in

the whole world. Man's hfe is linked to the faith of a star" (1991[1943]:104-105).

Although the world is imperfect, everything has a meaning and "the world is a book of

signs. For Romanians, the questions: 'Is it a good sign?' or 'Is it a bad sign?' accompany

every event of this world" ( 1 99 1 [ 1 943] : 1 05).
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In the Romanian's view, existence includes both this world and that of the

beyond, with the two being interdependent. Between the two, there is not a precipice, but

customs, and if you pay the tax, you can pass. "People of this world sometimes pass into

the world of the beyond, either in a dream state or in a conscious state. Those of the

beyond linger on here" ( 1 99 1 [ 1 943 ] : 1 1 0) . Due to the fact that the world means

becoming, it is important that everything should be at its right place. Thus, holiness itself

is immanent and pervades everything. "The sun is holy. The sheep is holy. The house is

holy. Everything that is ordered, useful, in its right place and at the right time, is holy.

The holy justice, the holy country, even the holy fight!" (1991[1943]:1 10).

This existence however has a practical component too: it is situated in time and

space. In the Westem worldview, something exists "when its existence can be

individualized hie et nunc, now and here" (1991 [1943]: 11 9). In this sense, the idea of

existence is defined as something that "takes place." The Romanian does not say: "it

takes place" or "it is here," but "it happens." And "what happens seems to exist even

"before existing" and it preserves its existence even after it no longer is in this world [. . .]

its coming into the world is like a "passage" from another world, not a "birth"

(1991 [1943]: 120). In the Romanian language, "happening" and "event" also have the

meaning of "hazard." Even the word used for "real" is 'aievea' and it comes from ab

aevo, i.e. "ever-lasting existence" or "from the ancient times" (1991 [1943]:121). For the

Romanian, Vulcanescu asserts, "'to be present in time and space,' i.e. 'to happen' and 'to

be in the world' does not add anything to the being, as compared to "being," in any time

or place, even beyond time and space" (1991 [1943]: 121). This is why the negation does

not have an absolute meaning for the Romanian.
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Next, Vulcanescu asserts that the Romanian is an inbom antagonist. No matter

what you may suggest to him, his first reaction is to oppose it. Why is the Romanian's

spirit a negative one? Why is his negation inefficient? As what Vulcanescu answers to

these questions: "The Romanian always opposes a way of being, not the fact ofbeing.

That is, he always opposes to a way of being another way ofbeing. Therefore he is not

negativist, but limiting!" (1991[1943]:124). If you specify to him the level on which you

intend to be right, Vulcanescu says, you discover that the Romanian is essentially

concessive. "His opposition does not eliminate what it denies, but it creates, along with

what it denies, a reality which enriches rather than devastates" (1991 [1943]: 124). In fact,

the Romanian is excessively tolerant on the practical level.

This Romanian understanding of existence helped Vulcanescu identify seven

existential characteristics of the Romanian worldview:

(1). There is not non-existence. Existence can be denied only in a relative sense,

not in an absolute one, limited to a certain type of existence. There is not a non-being.

Non-being does not exist in an absolute sense. There is only a slipping away of the being

outside itself, from its absolute way of being, to its being in the world or its falling in

time" (1991[1943]:130). Only the particularized existence or the lonely being has an

ending. In this sense, the "end of the world" refers to the world seen from the point of

view of its lonely being and not to the existence "that has preceded it and that comes after

it, and which does not have either beginning or ending" (1991 [1943]: 130-131). In this

way, Vulcanescu asserts, "for the Romanian, a fusion between existence and possibility

takes place. . ." And the imperceptible passage "from the level of existence to that of

possibility is what fills the Romanian existence with poetry, i.e. liberty and non-reality,
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and brings the Romanian's wakefulness close to dreaming, close to an endless interior

dreaming..." (1991[1943]:129). This fusion situates the Romanian's oudook in the realm

ofmythology.

(2). There is no absolute impossibility. If the Romanian denies only "the way of

being" and not "the fact of being," it means there is no absolute impossibility. Every

possibility should be taken in consideration. And thus, in the Romanian's view, we

discover the supremacy of the virtual over the present, of "what may be" over "what is."

Therefore for the Romanian, the level of real existence is not the level where things are

done and undone, the level where they make real their possibilities of existence. The real

level of existence is the level of virtualities, the level of all possibilities, the level of

divine plenitude, which, in a certain sense even precedes the work of God, the level of the

great existential indetermination with regard to the actualization, in which all things exist

in their various ways of being, i.e. actualized and not actuahzed, even potentially

actualized and not actuahzed. (Vulcanescu 1991[1943]:132).

In other words, "beyond the concrete, there is what may be" (1991[1943]:133).

And "what may be" is always more than "what is." If the accumulation of experiences

and manifestations enriches the Westem man, it impoverishes the Romanian of "what

cannot exist at the same time" (1991[1943]:133). It is precisely the concrete realization

and manifestation that for the Romanian represents "a decrease of the existence, a

diminution of possibilities, a choice between being this and being that and a settling of

the being in only one way ofbeing" (1991[1943]:133). This is why the Romanian does

not dramatize the failures and does not realize "the tragic of any altemative," as it

happens in the Westem worldview. Everything is dissolved, Vulcanescu says, "in the
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perspective - that has a saving fhnction here - of projecting things on the level of their

stature of glory, of their mythical existence, i.e. of the dream, in which everything that is

threatened or lost can be found and from where nothing can displace them"

(1991 [1943]: 134). Its experiences are more "real" and more "absolute" in the "virtual"

existence than in the "transient" one.

(3). There is no alternative. The intensity with which the verbal moods are

experienced in the language shows "the prevalence of the suppositional over the

categorical and disjunctive," Vulcanescu argues. "What would have been if it had been

different from what it was?" the Romanian wonders, emphasizing his essentially

unpractical character. If somebody demonstrates to him that "it could not have been

done," the Romanian insists: "However, what would have been if. . .?"

(1991[1943]:134)^. For Romanians, the "speculation" is prevalent over "the possibility"

and the "complaint" over the "determination." In order to give life to a possibility, or "to

bring it down, by means of action, from its ideal existence to its concrete existence," one

needs to take a decision. Only the absolute negation of one possibility "ensures to the

other one its descent in reality" (1991[1943]:136). But this is precisely the problem the

Romanian has to face. The unavoidable result of the awareness that existence is

"potentiality" is the suppressing of the existential meaning of the altemative

(1991[1943]:136). This cancels the need to choose among the possibilities that excludes

one another in the perspective of their actualization. Vulcanescu concludes that we

should not be surprised "that 'the choosing of altematives,' which characterizes any

decision, means 'determination' in Romanian, which is a word that supposes the setting
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ofborders, of limitations" (1991[1943]:137). We may say that, whenever the Romanian

makes a decision, he has the feeling he has betrayed other possibilities.

(4). There is no imperative mood. To explain the way in which the Romanian

relates to the imperative mood, Vulcanescu makes the distinction between the Latin 'fiat'

and the Romanian 'fie!' or 'sa fie!' (let it be!). While in Latin, 'fiat' represents an

absolute imperafive, by 'fie!' the Romanian "does not express an order, does not

proclaim the wish of doing something, does not decree, but accepts what is happening,

consents" (1991[1943]:137). In Romanian, the word "conqueror" does not designate the

person who subdues the will of the others, by giving orders, but the person who receives

adhesion of the others and enthralls their sympathy (1991[1943]:137). The Romanians

do not perceive the imperative as a command or an order, but as a lack of order in the

existence, as disagreement, as failure, as somebody's urge to put things in the right place"

(1991[1943]:138). For the Romanians, Vulcanescu argues, "the state of legality is not

experienced as an effort of complying to a rule, but as an intuitive feeling of organic

agreement, of nature's harmonizafion to existence, of freedom, of 'being at home'"

(1991[1943]:138)^

The lack of a clear delimitation between existence and possibility leads to the fact

that the Romanian's activity is not rationally but only symbolically linked to its result.

"The beauty of the journey captivates him and often, he dwells on places of passage, that

have no relevance to his goal," Vulcanescu notices (1991 [1943]: 138). One may say that

the Romanian is a dreamer, that he is not a practical person, in the sense of pursuing a

goal. Nevertheless, this does not mean that the Romanian does not know what the goal of

his life is. His hfe must be in order. As Vulcanescu emphasizes, "man's action is
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therefore communication, sign, gesture, ritual, appreciated in terms of its function and not

of its result. Thus, ethics is "order."

(5). There is no irreparable. Vulcanescu says that the Romanian does not have

the feeling of the absolute loss, of the irreparable. "For him, nothing can be forever

damaged, nothing is irrevocably condemned, nothing is definitively lost, nothing is

irreparable" (1991[1943]:140). He does not have the feeling of the gravity of existence.

The resuh of this way of perceiving the world is the fact that the Romanian is "a fierce

opponent to the realm of ideas and possibilities," but "is extremely concessive when it

comes to actions." The Romanian believes that the result does not depend on the acfion,

but on his need to be like everybody else, of being situated within the order of things, of

fulfilling his call (1991[1943]:141). Thus, as Vulcanescu asserts, the Romanians lack

interest in statistics, the recorded event has no consistence in the mind of the person who

evaluates it, and one's service is not measured in quantifiable activities, but a perpetual

progress towards completion^. Vulcanescu also exemplifies the lack of a sense of

seriousness by the fact that the Romanian has the tendency to never accept a definitive

sentence against him. He or she feels the need to make petitions, complaints, and to start

the trials all over again. At the same time, for the time being, he or she is content with

compromise solutions, "preferring the unfair distribution to the fair justice"

(1991[1943]:140).

(6). The carelessness about life. Since the Romanian does not have the sense of

seriousness of existence, "he does not take the things of this world seriously. He is

careless, inattentive, reckless, beaming, believing in God, in the little things as well as in

the big ones. [...] But this lack of interest is not indifference" (1991[1943]:141).
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Ecclesiastes' reflection "There is a time for everything and a season for every activity

under heaven" seems to represent the substratum of his wisdom. And the Romanian's

good sense is based on the advice: "Do not be over-righteous, neither be over-wise - why

destroy yourself?" (Ecclesiastes 7:16-17). The Romanian has the feeling that he has

escaped in eternity, and "man's integration in immortality is not the result of the efficient

action, but the ritual or symbolical behavior".

That is why the Romanian is always so good at making plans, at combining

hypotheses, at looking into possibilities and resources, at admiring the foreigners and

sobbing for characters. But for the same reason, he is careless at everything he does

(come what it may!), contemptuous of the consequences of his deed, inattentive at the

circumstances and therefore, if embezzled out of his own way and without an impulse

from outside - relatively not so industrious (Vulcanescu 1991 [1943]: 147-148).

If are to follow the way in which the author postulates these characteristics of the

Romanians worldview and behavior and ifwe are to give a subtitle to this section, it

would be: There is no responsibility. And yet as the author points out one can still see "a

constant appearance in the Romanian society of certain agents that awaken this feeling of

the seriousness of existence, that makes man face himself and his responsibility"

(1991[1943]:142). The acute feeling that time has come to an end, that the present is no

longer merciful, that it urges you to intervene "now or never" does not represent a

Romanian feeling. It is "at most, the symptom of a one-moment long fever or of a

temptation from outside, which tries to get the Romanian out of his nature"

(1991[1943]:142). hi a poetic language, specific to the Romanians, Vulcanescu

concludes: "At this 'troubling ofwaters,' the Romanian conscience responds with all the
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inertia of his attenuated reaction and, sooner or later, the waters retum to the river bed"

(1991[1943]:142).

In the author's opinion, the most coherent effort for "awakening the seriousness of

existence and taking over the historical responsibilities" was made by the generation of

revolutionists ofmid- 19* century, known as the revolutionists of 1848 orpashoptists.

Among them there were also wealthy young scholars educated in Westem Europe, who

believed that "the Romanian dimension of existence is like a 'sleep,' from which the

people must be awaken'^ now during this 'reahty of the present'" (1991[1943]: 143).

Although, most of the time, the challenge was initiated by some exterior agents,

"this awakening cry, the tearing of the sleep curtain, the breaking of the heart dams, the

departure of the waters from the clear puddles of the mountain lakes mshing down and

devastating the planes, represent, in Vulcanescu's understanding, a regular and authentic

fimction, an original, dynamic, fickle impulse of the Romanian soul, in front of certain

infringed barriers" (1991 [1943]: 143)". With the Romanians, this existential crisis is

cahed "bittemess" and he forces himself into action. If the Westem person feels

motivated to "get into action" by the encouraging "You can!", the Romanian must hear

the upsetting "You no longer can" or "It cannot go on like this any longer." But, "once

the excess ofbittemess has overflow over the dams, the waters retum to the river bed,"

Vulcanescu asserted.

The action that follows "this bittemess," which cannot be tolerated any longer and

which urges them "to wake up," does not represent a state of inner plenty and retum to

the former self, of peace and grace, but rather of interior contraction, of convulsion and

groan. For this reason, it is not a long-term, pragmatic and substantial change. Yet, as
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Vulcanescu concludes these spiritual goods, even if they are not appreciated by the others

"provides the Romanian existence with a sweetness totally unknown by the others," and

they also "reconcile man with himself and with nature and give him balance and measure

in the gestures which are full of nobleness if they lose the contraction of the tragic"

(1991[1943]:147).

(7). The lack of fear in regard to death. This time, the author does not give

arguments, but only illustrates his thesis by the attitude towards death of the shepherd in

the ballad Mioritza. For the shepherd, the activities of this world continue in the world of

the beyond:

In the sheepfold,
I'll still be with you,
At the back of thepen,
I'll still hear the dogs bark (1991[1943]: 148)

Ifwe venture to comment on this, we may say that the Romanians indulge in their

spiritual "sleep" and in the hope that eventually, everything will be just fine, according to

the Romanian saying "it has never happened not to be one way or the other." And the

title of this section could be: There are no certainties!

Vulcanescu dedicated this work to his friend Emil Cioran, who emigrated in

France, looking forward to the Romanians' transfiguration. Cioran 's commentary was a

short one: "If the evil in me will ever become as lucid as the good in you has been, I will

do my best to darken a bit the Ewe-lamb's icon, and I will speak of its sheep-pox. [..J I

would not have added anything [to your study] if it had ended with an analysis of the

fatal saying: "it was not meant to be"- which seems to me to be the key to all our failures

and the intrinsically formula of any fate" (1991[1943]:8-9). Thus, Vulcanescu's

optimism is balanced by Cioran' s fatahsm. The phrases used by the Romanians, "It was
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not meant to be," "it almost happened," and "it was meant to be" induce the idea of

fatalism, of a somehow metaphysical determination. Even ifman acts with all his

determination, the final result is unpredictable because it depends on forces which are

exterior to man. Thus, "it was not meant to be" even if 1 did all I could or all I should,

while "it was meant to be like that" emphasizes the Romanian's resignation in front of

"fate".

Romanian Existence and the Romanian Language

In the Romanian worldview, the important thing is not the idea
ofbeing, but of "becoming in order to be".

Constantin Noica, the leading non-Marxist philosopher of the period

immediately after World War II made a more rigorous analysis of the manner in which

the Romanians perceive "what is real." In The Romanian Feeling ofBeing (1978), Noica

reconsiders Vulcanescu's study on the Romanian worldview. He estimates the way in

which the spoken language reflects the cognitive dimension of the Romanian worldview.

As Hiebert asserts, "even our language reflects and reinforces our cultural way of

thinking" (1985 [2000]:31). In the same way, Noica writes, "in the Romanian language,

there is an entire work ofmodulating the being" (1978:27). "The concept of the being in

the Romanian world is less simplified than the traditional and modem cultured

ontologies," Noica asserts (1978:60). He says that in the Romanian language, the verb

"to be" in all its forms emphasizes "six instances of the being, [...] which is the life

principle, the active factor of reality" (1978:30). Here are the six tenses of the verb "to

be" and the instances of "being" in Noica's view:
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(1) IT WAS NOT MEANT TO BE. Although this manner of expression seems

to indicate the lack of being, it does not indicate the pure non-being. Because "what 'was

not meant to be' tried to exist, it knocked at the gate of reality in order to exist, but it did

not exist" (1978:31-32). Noica beheves that "the attempt to be can be considered a way,

in which reality exists, i.e. of that reality that gets instituted. Existence starts here, at the

same time with what tries to exist" (1978:34). Thus, "the first instance of being existence

is that of not yet reached existence" (1978:33).

(2) IT ALMOST HAPPENED TO BE. This phrase has the meaning of something

on the point of being achieved, without actually being achieved. In the first case, "what

the being lacked was something in general. If a thing, a process and a world, as an

ensemble of things and processes, were not meant to be, it means they lacked the group

of general conditions that could have made them possible. . . [They did not rise up] to that

law which could have sanctioned, fixed and realized them" (Noica, 1978:34). In

exchange,

the lack of realization designated by "it almost happened to be" does not
pertain to something in general, but to the lack of some conditions in

particular, [...] to the lack of individualization. The thing or the process
"almost happened to be", it means it had all the general conditions to be,
but it was not, because of an accidental reason. This is an instance of

suspension, not so much of a failure. Thus, the instance designated by "it
almost happened to be" describes the suspended being. (1978:35)

Using Kleist's insight, according to which a vault is created when the blocks of

stone support one another when crumbling, Noica asserts that "it almost happened to be"

refers to something that was not because of some obstructions or suspensions.

(3) IT MAY BE. If so far we have deah with the non-reahzed being, now we talk

about the potential being, because "what may be"" is inscribed in the existence of a thing
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(1978:37). This conjugation indicates both the doubtfiil and the problematic, but also the

possible and the supposed. "Indeed, for the human conscience, Noica asserts, being is

not only a reality, it is also a contingency" (1978:40). When the Romanian says: "there

may be something" or "there may be something else as well," he "can say it with a

nuance that goes from mere indifference and detached objectivity (there may be

something, but it does not concern me), up to the intensity and the dramatic of conviction

(there may be something and it directly concerns me) (1978:40).

(4). IT CAN BE. In order to express what is real, the Romanian language offers

"a progressive pursuit of 'the being'," from everything that was not meant to be, to what

almost happened to be, to what may be, and now, to what can be. The being, first

described by its limits, non-reahzation and suspension, then by its confingency, now

reaches its possibility. This phrase has in itself the justification, not the potenfiality. If

something is only "what it can be" and "if it does not manage to be, it means it was an

instance of its own incapacity, thus it was not caused by the things which are against its

realizafion" (1978:45).

In Noica's accept, "after the being in limitafion, i.e. 'it was not meant to be' and

'it almost happened to be', after the being in expansion, i.e. 'it may be', now we have the

being concentrating around something that 'can be'. It is like a circle that becomes

narrower and narrower" (1978:47).

(5). IT IS MEANT TO BE. This means "it is arranged to be, predestined,

necessarily given and decided to be" (1978:49).

"It was not meant to be" indicates the fact that the thing has not touched its
law [...]. "It almost happened to be" has the law in itself and therefore, is
entitled to be, has all the grounds to be, but something accidental, as if
from outside, comes to block it. "It may be" comes afterwards, in order to
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express the promise ofbeing precisely to the extent at which its grounds
are at stake [...] In its tum, "It can be" comes to concentrate the right to be
around a reality whose law it indicates [...]. "It is meant to be" takes the
concentration on the grounds of a being to the imminence of its becoming
reality. (Noica 1978:50)

It is only now that we deal with the instance of the being as it comes into being,

Noica asserts. But we still do not have an absolute "to be", because "what is can also be

ephemeral, therefore 'non-being' [...] But it 'it is meant to be', it means it has a law"

(1978:52).

Finally, (6) IT WAS MEANT TO BE expresses that "being" has become "what

was meant to be" (1978:53). The Romanian concept ofbeing has "a more orchestrated

image" and "is no longer understood as an overwhelming presence" (1978:53). Also "it

does not say what a thing is to become, but rather what it has really become." (1978:55).

As Noica declares, however, "far from being an epitaph for reality, 'it was meant to be'

represents the instance in which the grounds of being can be taken in consideration"

(1978:56). Thus, we can say that "the being has a foundation and can be understood in

its making, beyond its ready-made dimension" (1978:66).

In the Romanian worldview, the important thing is not the idea of being, but of

"becoming in order to be". And these ways of expressing emphasize existence define it

as a moment of realization. This moment "remains an end of the road and the ways are

degrees of assurance" (1978:63). Thus, "reality has more or less being, i.e. within reality,

the being has various degrees of realizafion" (1978:64). For the Romanians, reality

seems to be more complex and understanding, richer, more diverse and more open.

Noica's opinion is that "if compared to the complex and fairylike being of our view, the

Neo-positivist perspective of the Westem world, with its "oblivion" of the being, or in
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other cases, even the reassessment of the being, in other philosophies, leave an

impression ofpoverty" (1978:62). As Noica explains, the Romanians placed between the

Orient and the Occident, both geographically and culturally, could represent, Noica

asserts, a bridge of cultural connection between the two worlds, and could combine better

the tradition with modernity because "our civilization has the privilege ofbeing in a

tradition which could represent an active factor. [. . . J We can still be what we were, but

at the same time, advancing with the passage of time" (Noica, 1978:9). Based on

tradition, which means "keeping in the spirit what was good of the past," "the Romanian

people has a larger area of encounter with the values of the spirit", Noica asserts

(1978:11).

Noica's Practical Suggestions

Using the six ways of expression: "it was not meant to be", "it almost happened to

be", "it may be", "it is meant to be" and "it was meant to be," the Romanians have more

diverse ways of approaching reality. The certainty expressed by "to be or not to be" has

no relevance for the Romanians, for them only the becoming and non-realization have

relevance. In the Romanian language, the categorical expression "to be or not to be" is

replaced by a more pliant one "to become or not to become". If the Westem man looks

for certainty, i.e. exactness for the logician and absolute certainty for the metaphysician,

"the Romanian feeling ofbeing is different from the feeling of ultimate certainty.... The

experience of the being, as it is registered in our language, pertains rather to the realm of

essence than to that of the immediate and certain existence" (Noica, 1978:63). For the

Romanian, the certainty of the Westem man seems arrogance, defiance, even insult.

Even the "common exigency of obtaining the being after the pattem of the sensitive
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certainty T want to touch you and scream: it is!' has something coarse in it", Noica

notices (1978:30). And because things have their own law, he hopes and accepts at the

same time, or he accepts and hopes nevertheless.

In a comment he made in The Teachings ofNeagoe Basarab to His Son Teodosie,

Noica asserts that in the Romanian spirituality "man does not affirm himself in the now

[in history], but rather he is placed here to witness." The Romanian consciousness of the

16th century was oriented toward eternity rather than history [the here and now]; and as

Noica continues, it was a counsciousness geard toward contemplation not knowledge or

action. Thus, Neagoe Basarab "will never advise his son to bow before the effort of

acquiring self-knowledge, nor will he encourage him to conduct himself according to

human norms. The connection is between man and God, not between man and his moral

counsciousness" (1989:28). Thus, the steps toward sanctification in Neagoe 's teachings

are:

First comes silence, and silence leads to a complete stop, the complete
stop leads to humbleness and weeping, while weeping leads to fear, fear
leads to meekness, and meekness brings responsibihty to the things to
come, and responsibility brings love and love makes souls speak to angels.
Only then does man understand that he is not far away from God. (Noica
1989:27)

Noica points out that as with any spiritual discipline, in Neagoe 's teachings,

silence comes first. "The apparent/superficial word has to cease to exist in order to make

room for the voice that comes from the depths of the soul. Also, the whole world must be

stopped from going in its deceitfiil direcfion" (Noica 1989:27). However, as Noica

remarks, unlike the West, in the Romanian consciousness, "one is not to put up a strong

self-awareness in front of the world, nor try to recover the world that it just stopped"

(1989:28). On the contrary, "one's being is overwhelmed by the panic of loneliness,"
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and "one's weeping brings fear." This fear leads one to meekness, which is the

awareness that he or she is a creature in a world ordered by the Creator (Noica 1989:28).

Meekness, in tum, gives one the responsibility "to keep the divine laws." As a result, he

or she experiences "a new sense of peace and love that lifts one up to the realm of angels"

(Noica 1989:28).

Even if the Romanian culture underwent some changes under the influence of

foreign agents, they are superficial ones, without profoundly altering the Romanian

worldview. The continuity and the stability of this specifically Romanian traditional

core, Noica asserts, represents the Romanians' way ofparticipating at the "etemity of

being". As he writes,

1 do not know if the Psalms of the Old Testament were so extensively read
in other places as they were read here. Anyway, the Romanian etemity
which I am talking about is of this type. It is not a historical plenitude or

major achievements - which our people would not have had the time of

making - are a guarantee for duration, but the feeling that there is actually
a domain in which the historical unrest is waste and loss. . . In a way, the
Romanian people are also solitary to that unalterable domain. It is subject
to many things, it is concemed with what is in its heart, at its margins,
even over its body, but it remains unchanged. [. . .J
"It will pass" is one of the most common Romanian saying. Our people
remains because in its own way, it participates to the etemity of the being.
(1944 [2000]: 11)

The Romanian is convinced that he is more religious than the Westemer, because

he does not perceive life and the world as mere existence, but as the becoming and

realization of the being. In theological terms, we could speak about transfiguration or

"theosis." This continuous becoming or transfigurafion - which entails both form and

content at the same time - grants him a feeling of devoutness and an attitude of

meekness. It is not his fondness to the Eastem Orthodox Church teachings that makes

him steadfast in his "law," rather his own self and the way in which he perceives and
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understands the world. Thus, today as in the past, Romanians seek God through

12
contemplation rather than action .

Analyzing Nicolae Balcescu's study. The Progress of the Revolution in the

Romanian History, Noica underlines the great visionary's wish for our people: of rising

from slavery to the consciousness of the master, to the master's dignity, rights and

responsibilities. This is what history has never taught us, in its breath-taking evolution,

to have the master's consciousness. [. . .] Thus, in order for this to be a reality, one has to

be sure of his rights and ready to fight for them, to be permanently watchful, conscious of

a mission and dissatisfied with not being at the height of that mission all the time (2000

[1940]: 120).

Talking about the "great national lethargy in which we had lived for centuries

before acquiring the nation consciousness," Noica asserts that, "Transylvania represented

our wakefulness state" (2000 [1940]: 1 17). In Transylvania, there has always been

Romanian dissatisfaction, Noica notices'''. Therefore, "the spiritual fimcfion of

Transylvania is not to resign, to consent, to go to that sleep that covers so many stages of

our history" (2000 [1940]: 121). And the spiritual meaning ofTransylvania for the other

Romanians would be that "of translating the Romanian passivity in active terms; of

turning into a fight even our waiting and resignation. In other words, of turning the

Romanian negative into the Romanian positive" (2000 [1940]: 122).

As Noica continues, today the Romanians are uncomfortable with a passive role

in the political, economical and spiritual realm. "We are no longer content with an

eternal Romania, but want a real Romania," (1989:21). "For more than 100 years

Romania has been pushed by others or moved itself toward being part of concrete history
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(1989:39). "The Eternal and Fascinating Romania," an expression used even after 1989,

is no longer enough for the new generation that wants integration within the European

Union. As Emil Cioran explains, this "unfialfilled conscience" of Romanians represents

the opportunity for "Romania's transfiguration." "Unfiilfilled conscience" here refers to

"being aware ofwhat we could have been yet we are not" (1989:40).'''

Missiological Applications

The major missiological application of such a worldview survey is creating a

Christian ministry profile that can be practically used in many different areas of Christian

mission such as evangelism, church planting and renewal, discipleship and growth,

theological education and so on. As a pastor and church planter I would like to offer in

the conclusion of this chapter several practical applications I found helpfiil in my

ministry:

- Relationships at any level in the Romanian culture are more important than

realizations and achievements; without nurturing genuine relationships first one will not

easily achieve the envisioned plans. The local church should therefore be a place where

one can truly experience a sense of belonging, ofbeing needed, and of having fellowship.

Unlike in the Westem churches, the church members in Romania do not feel motivated

by huge church or missionary projects. Nevertheless, they should be constantly

encouraged, motivated, and challenged to keep on for achieving results.

Romanian church pastors and leaders should set themselves as genuine examples of

patience and perseverance, and steadfast faith and hope. Under the leadership of such

steadfast leaders, church members can follow great visions and accomplish great works

for the Lord.
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- Although motivated by their gregarious soul to follow the group instinct, the

Romanians have shown at times great personal and individual creativity and desire to

discover new territories. Local churches should therefore originate new and diverse

opportunities for ministry and challenge constantly their members to get involved in new

ministries.

- Also at this point, although Romanians do follow the group instinct they show a subtle

openness to foreigners and are willing to listen to stories different than the story of their

group. That is why they have shown, since the fall of Communism, an increased

openness to listen to the preaching of the Gospel by Westem missionaries.

- Although generally depending on the State and the Church for social and spiritual

security, the Romanian people have revolted at times against these two major institutions

especially when these became oppressive. One essential unique feature of Protestantism

in Romania is its ability in showing the Romanians how to have a prophetic voice against

any type of injustice and what the proper dynamics in the equation State-Church-Local

People should be.

- Most of the Romanian worldview themes discussed here are visible more in the older

generations from mral areas, while the younger generations from urban areas are

increasingly captivated and influenced by the westem worldview. Church mission and

ministry in Romanian should be therefore highly contextualized when it comes to the

local rural/urban background.

- Finally the preaching of the gospel and ministries of discipleship and growth should

take into consideration reaching to and ministering at this deep level of the locals'

worldview as well as at the level of felt needs.
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' A classic example is provided by the discussion between Eminescu and Vasile Pogor in the 1870's,
narrated by George Panu, the memoir-writer of the "Junimea" literary society:

'Stop talking about Romanians' history!' Pogor exclaimed. 'Can't you see we don't
have any history? While France produced Moliere and Racine, the Romanians were still
in an utter state of savagery'. At this point, Eminescu, who was sitting in a comer, stood
up and in a totally uncharacteristic, violent tone, said: 'What you call savagery, for me is
the quietness and the wisdom of a people who develops according to its own genius,
keeping a distance from the foreigner's interferences'. (Boia 1997:21)

^ The foreign fravelers' testimonies pin the bent toward theft and robbery on the inhabitants of all three
provinces. In Transylvania, the Romanians have such a bad name "that anybody who manages to leave
their country without being killed or robbed, hangs a plate of thanksgiving in the church," the rector of the
Catholic College ofCluj wrote in 1584 (Holban 1971:19). The Moldavians, especially those who live close
to the frontiers, have an inclination to theft and robbery," Petm Bogdan Baksic, the archbishop ofBulgaria,
noticed in 1640 (Holban 1973:225). As for the Walachians, Michael BocignoH from Ragusa, who lived in
Walachia for a couple of years, wrote in 1524: "This people is very much inclined to drinking and greed"
(Holban 1968:176).

^ Antoni Maria Graziani wrote in 1564 that the Romanians are "by nature shrewd, with a tall and strong
body and cmel in battle" (Holban 1970:383). Moldavians, Marco Bandini says (1647-1648), "are soldiers
who can endure great cold and heat, hunger and thirst for two or three days, and are still in good health"
(Holban 1973:332)

"
Many of our tales, ballads and legends, including "The Monastery ofArges" and "Miorita," are not even

ours, they are borrowed, the same author asserts (1996 [1907]:357).

' Radulescu-Motm was a representative of the "rationalisf ' movement and founder of the philosophical
concept "energetic personalism" (1927), according to which the evolution of the human personality toward
perfection is the result of all the energies of the Universe. Radulescu-Motru had the hope, which was a

characteristic of the end of the 19* century and the beginning of the 20* century, that until the year 2000,
the human civilization would have achieved "Heaven on Earth." World War II and its atrocities, the
fabrication and utilization of the nuclear bomb, but especially the setting up ofCorrmiunism in Romania -

whose victim was Radulescu-Motm himself - made him look suspiciously at the fixture and declare:
"Mankind gets richer in industrial products, but its moral virtues remain unchanged" (2001 [1954]:20).
^ In Blaga's view, the universe represents the product of a mysterious transcendental factor, called "The
Great Anonymous One," who created the world and still creates it, but not out of love, rather in order to
calm down his endless resources, through "splendid, but limited gestures." Man, the central creation of the
universe, lives in "the horizon ofmystery and of revelation." The people's various attempts to discover the

mystery, to get to know the existence constitute culture. The defining phenomenon of a culture is the style,
which is determined by unconscious, abysmal factors. The unconscious is molded in a scenery which lends
it his rhythm for ever. The unconscious, Blaga postulates, plays a decisive role in culture.

' The present and past conditional mood (I would be, I would have been) is prevalent over and substitutes
the future indicative (I will be) or the future in the past (I would have been) as well as the present
subjunctive (I be) (p.l35).
* In the tension created between the tyranny of the imperative and the human feeling of freedom, the
Romanian feels the need ofplying, of a limited bending.
' In this way, we can explain nowadays the tension that appears between the Romanian way of
understanding missionary work and the American one. Thus, the Romanian keeps on taking action even in
the most absurd circumstances and even despite the rational evidence that might entitle him to lose hope.
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^� Vasile Alecsandri, One of the pashoptists wrote a poem, Wake up Romanian!, which was put on music
by Andrei Muresanu, and which after 1989 has symptomatically become The National Anthem of
Romania. It calls Romanians to wake "from the deep lethargy!

"

and 'from the death sleep!
" and "'Now or

never, make a new destinyfor yourself! ". These verses are meant to shake the Romanian's conscience to
have an active, existential attitude.

" Or as Radulescu-Motru noticed, when he talked about the gregarious character of the Romanian soul,
they cannot adapt to the changes gradually, through thousands of adjustments that imperceptibly take place
at the level of the individuals, "but only in the lump, through a sudden turning, through the change of some
interior spring, through transfiguration, conversion, leap, when a constant interior or exterior pressure" is
exercised upon them (p. 144). But when is this soul spring released and when does the Romanian get into
action? Here is what Vulcanescu answers to this question:

The moment the oneness ofbeing has become impossible, i.e. the end has come between

reality and dream, the moment man's conscience has unbent of the present in a painfiil
experience, separated from the phantom of the possibilities that have been chased away to
the remote courtyard ofmelancholy or maybe even farther, the moment the dream has
become lonely, isolated in the void and deprived of the existential reconciliation, it has
become a tyrant for the human soul; and the reality - lacking the satiety given by the

joyous presence of desire and the hope of the fulfilled dream - has become unbearable

(p.144).

The Romanian's mild disposition - molded by his view upon life and the world - represents the main
cause of the century long national lethargy of the Romanians, considers Noica. "Out of its dowry of
qualities, our rough history allowed us to unfold only those related to passivity. Thus, the Romanian's
tolerance has been praised for years" (2000 [1940]:122). But, what does this tolerance mean? At this

question, the philosopher answers:

It is the weakness of knowing that you cannot fight the enemy and then, you are content not to impose
anything on him, for fear he might impose on you even more. But take the Romanian's obedience - as it
has been shown before - take his power of endurance and waiting or all the other virtues that have been

praised by those who have the interest ofpraising them and see how much passivity, Romanian sleep, they
contain, ifwe do not change them in active virtues ofmaster. (Noica 2000 [1940]:122)

"There, in the laboratory of the Transylvanian soul, the living type of the Romanian is constituted" (2000
[1940]:1 19). The secret of creating this active type of Romanian would be the feeling of shame, at the
thought of his great descent; this is what keeps the Transylvanian alert. "And like Maior or Sincai,
Transylvania rebuked others or rebuked itself, fighting, hoping and succeeding" (2000 [1940]: 121).

"*Emil Cioran affirms that there is a prophetic voice in Romania, a voice that calls for change and "all that
is not prophetic is an assault against Romania." Noica concludes that Cioran's affirmation is the "harshest

thing one could have said against the eternal Romanian passivity" (1989:40)



Chapter 4 - Religious Background in Romania

This chapter surveys the dynamics of the religious context ofRomania to help one

understand better the Romanian paradox and what Churches can do to overcome it.

Thus, it addresses five major related points: 1) A Brief Incursion into Romanian Church

History; 2) The Nature ofOrthodox Religious Piety; 3) The Nature and Manifestation of

the Romanian Ancestry Law; 4) The Issue of Christian Syncretism, and 5) How

Nominality and Secularism Influenced the Romanian People.

Romanian Church History

Romanian historians argue that Christianity spread in Dacia-Romana through

Roman Christian soldiers, traders, and other Christian groups such as those exiled or

fleeing from persecution in Rome and especially from oriental regions of the empire.

They claim this theory is sustained by archaeological discoveries, ethnological, and

linguistic studies'. In Scythia Minor, Christianity was present since fourth century A.D.

From here, the Christian faith spread in Dacia and Moesia due to the economical and

commercial relations.

A Movement without Ecclesiastical Structures

As Philip Walters observes, "This Christianization was not a sudden conversion

of an entire people, rather a gradual influence, an influence which was, perhaps, deeper

on the right bank of the Danube (the Roman province ofMoesia), where the first

Episcopal sees were established by the fourth century" (1988:251). hi his book. The

History ofRomanian Church. Nicolae lorga, a renown Romanian scholar argues that at

North ofDanube, Christianity spread and developed as a movement without ecclesiastical

structures, for more than a thousand years (lorga 1928: 15).

105
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Nicolae lorga asserts that the Romanian people lived without "those strict and holy

forms" established much later (1928:16). The local Christians in south and eastem

Romania were pastored by local church leaders who were not ordained through the

"official canonical laws" of the institutionalized centers ofRome or Constantinople

(lorga 1928: 16). As lorga explains: "the gift of heirotonia (ordination) or the laying of

hands to anoint priests and the sanctifying of church buildings was done by local solitary

older priests, or monks known for their piety" (1928:16). Even the election of the local

bishop, in Slavonic 'vladica' which means master, was done "as it is known, by the local

citizens, namely the members of the local church, and could be elected at any time from

among the lay church members, without being anointed according to the official

canonical laws" (1928:16).

This means that for the first thousand years the Romanian Christian communities

were similar to those of the apostolic times, not an institutionalized Church, as the

Orthodox Church is today, but a faith movement. Their church buildings were small

wood chapels, as lorga ensures, "the first church buildings in Walachia and Moldova

th
were smaller and from wood" (1928:33-34). Only beginning with the 14 century in

Walachia, and with the 1 5* century in Moldova, "local princes built larger stone church

buildings" (1928:35).^

The Orthodoxy of those times did not represent an institutionalized Church, but

Christian faith according to the ecumenical councils. After the withdrawal of the Roman

armies in 271 A.D. the southem and eastem Romanian territories were invaded by the

Goths who controlled these areas up to 500 A.D. The Goths were evangelized by Ulfilas

who also translated the Bible into the vemacular gothic language. Interestingly enough
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Ulfilas, an Arian Chrisfian missionary, had a significant impact on the local "proto-

Romanians" who in tum embraced Arianism, which was heretical^. As lorga explains,

"Ulfilas converted to Arianism most of the Christians living in southem Romania

regardless of their ethnical origin (1928: 16). Thus, Sava the Goth, an Arian Chrisfian

was martyrized by drowning in the Buzau River. Starting with 6* century A.D., because

the Goths migrated toward West, the influence ofArianism began to fade away.

The Byzantine Influence

During the 1 0* century, Romanians accepted the Byzantine form ofChristianity

and chiu^ch organization from the Bulgars who were able to impose their Slavonic

th
language in the worship of the Church, a practice that survived until the 17 century.

In the following two centuries, the Catholic Church attempted to regain the schismatic

Cumans and Vlahs, South and East of the Carpathians (Constantiniu 1997:64). Nicolae

lorga affirms that, "after 1000 A.D. the solitary pseudo-bishops, leaders of non-canonical

Christian establishments, were not able to defend the Eastem Christianity, borrowed from

the South ofDanube, against the advancing Westem Catholicism." (1928:25).

The formation process ofWalachia and Moldavia during the 14* century,

however, was followed by the church organization in two metropolitan centers. The

Ecumenical Patriarchate from Constantinople recognized the Metropolitan Church of

Ungrovlachia (Walachia) in 1395 and the Metropolitan Church ofMoldavia in 1401

(Plamadeala 1987:15).

During the period of the Ottoman dominion especially during that of the Phanariot

mle, the Orthodox Church was under the authority of the Constantinople patriarchate, and

was passing through a period similar to that of the latter Communist dominion. Thus the
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Constantinople bishop was recognized by the Ottoman Sultan and his decisions were

imposed in Romania through the help of the Sultan. Also the Phanariot clerics were

exercising supreme authority within the local Romanian Orthodox churches and

monasteries many of which were given or donated to their counterparts in Greece.

("http://ro.wikipedia.org/wiki/lstoria_Grecilor_din Romania).

hi 1864, Alexandru loan Cuza, the first prince ofmodem Romania, secularized

large monastic estates'*. The Romanian Orthodox Church was organized as

autocephalous Church in 1872. The Ecumenical Patriarchate ofConstantinople

recognized it in 1885 (Plamadeala 1987:23). Since 1925, the Romanian Orthodox

Church has been organized as a Patriarchate^.

The Greek-Catholic Church

hi Transylvania, which belonged to Hungary at that time, the Orthodox Romanian

Church's leaders decided to unite with Rome in 1700, and the Romanian Greek Catholic

Church (united with Rome) emerged. This Church belonged to Rome in terms of

theology and ecclesiological authority, yet it retained the Eastem Orthodox liturgy

performed in the Romanian language. The spiritual representatives of the Greek-Catholic

Romanians developed a "cultural and national movement aiming at enlightening the

Romanians and obtaining for them a status similar to that of the Hungarians and

Germans." (Boia 2002:28). This movement, known in history as the "Transylvanian

School," was to play an important role in the 1 8* and 19* centuries during the stmggle

for the Romanians' emancipation in Transylvania. Its influence was also to be felt in the

two Romanian principalities in the South and East of the Carpathians (Maloney

1976:279-282).
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Romanian Churches during Modem Times

After World War I, the change from a homogeneous to a multi-ethnic and multi-

denominational country accelerated two major trends: modemism and nationalist

traditionalism. As Paul Negmt points out, the Romanian Orthodox hierarchy, in

cooperation with the nationalistic political movements, attempted to create "a strong

national church in order to bring not only protection against Westem materialism and

modemism but also intemal cohesion based upon native values" (1994:243).

Other churches in Romania of that time, in addition to the Orthodox Church, were

the Roman Catholic Church, the Romanian Greek Catholic Church, the Reformed

Church, the Lutheran Church, and several Evangelical churches among Romanians,

Hungarians, and Germans. The first Baptist church in Romania was a German

congregation planted in Bucharest in 1856. However, the Baptists spread as a lay

movement mainly in Crisana, Banat, and Transylvania.^ In 1942, the Baptist

denomination had 1,684 congregations, 536 pastors, 1,280 lay pastors, and 93,843

baptized members (Popovici 1989:328,331). In 1940, Antonescu regime imprisoned a

large number of Baptists and other independent church members, even planning to send

them to concentration camps in Transnistria. On 28 December 1942 the Baptist

denomination was outlawed and all its properties were confiscated. On 31 October 1944,

the Baptist denomination was officially recognized by the Decree 553.

Pentecostalism was introduced to Romania in 1922, and responded to a deep

concern for spiritual renewal following the trauma ofWorld War I.^ Before 1950, a

significant number ofPentecostal churches identified as Baptist in order to be registered

as religious associations as requested by the 1928 Rehgious Law.
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Romanian Churches during Communism

After 1948 the Romanian Communist Party designed a program to eradicate

religion fi-om Romanian society and to promote atheism among the local people. Thus, in

1958 the Communist govemment restrained church activities to Saturday night and

Sunday moming worship only. Any other activity was forbidden, including small group

Bible studies or prayer meetings in the houses of church members. Between 1958 and

1963, the Communist govemment closed almost half of the Evangelical churches. Also,

they closed more than half of the total number of the Romanian Orthodox monasteries

and forced about 5,000 monks and nuns to retum to secular life (Negmt 2000:128).

At the end of the Second World War, Romanian Greek Catholic Church had 5

dioceses, 2,498 congregations, 1,733 priests, and 1,570,000 members. It also had a

theological academy, three seminaries, and hundreds of professional secondary schools

(Vanau 1996:3). On 1 December 1948, the Romanian Greek Catholic Church was

outlawed by the Decree 358. The Communist govemment confiscated all its properties

and possessions, and gave most of them to the Romanian Orthodox Church. Greek

Catholic believers were forced to move their membership to the Orthodox Church.

Hundreds ofpriests were thrown in jails, and all the twelve bishops were killed in

prisons.

The Communist authorities interdicted the spread ofBibles and religious

literature; prohibited evangelistic meetings and planting new churches; restricted baptism

of new converts; building new church buildings, or enlarging the old sanctuaries;

prohibited lay pastors to minister fiall-time in the local congregations; and exercised a

severe control of people elected in the boards of local congregations and denominational
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structures. The Communist secret service tried to discourage the new converts from

attending church, even by firing them from their jobs. At the same time, the secret police

began to denigrate, watch closely, and even murder the pastors and Chrisfian leaders

considered most dangerous to the Communist dictatorship and ideology.

During the 1970s and 1980s, the Communist dictator Ceausescu and his wife

Elena imposed in a paranoid manner the cult of personality, following the model of Kim

fr Sung from North Korea. In such a context, the church was viewed as the most serious

enemy of the dictator's dreams. The Polish case in which the Catholic Church supported

the Solidarity movement drove Ceausescu to initiate even more severe measures against

the church leaders who were determined not to compromise. Billy Graham's visit to

Romania during the summer of 1985 showed, however, that the strong religious spirit

that sfiU existed among the Romanian people^.

The Orthodox Church hierarchy, as Gillet points out, cooperated with the

Communist regime in a social and political symphony paradigm. "The Orthodox Church

was the people's Church, the people was the state, therefore the Church and the state were

interrelated and they had to cooperate" (2001 : 176). Under Ceausescu's dictatorship, the

syllogism based on the issue of nationalism reinforced the symphony paradigm. As

Gillet observes, "The Orthodox Church is the church of the Romanian nation; the nation

is the Romanian state; therefore the national Church must cooperate with the Communist

state" (2001:177).

Since the fall ofCommunism, Romanian democratic govemments have granted

rehgious freedom to all religious tradifions and Christian denominations. Nevertheless,
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the Romanian Orthodox Church insistently has asked the Romanian govemment and

parliament for a privileged position and to be considered "The National Church."

As Barbu asserts,

The Orthodox hierarchy desperately needs a new confirmation that the

Orthodoxy, which it represents, is a law, not a faith. If such recognition
would have been refused, the Romanian Orthodox Church would have felt
abandoned by the state and would have been left to deal alone with the

spiritual and moral problems ofmillions of Romanians claimed as its
church members. However, the Orthodox Church is not prepared or
willing to face such problems. (1999:253)

However, the Orthodox Church plays an important role within the political arena.

The Orthodox priests encourage Romanian people to give their votes to those political

parties and leaders who promote the Orthodox Church's interest.

The Role of the Church in the Field of Literature

The art of transcribing, translating, and decorating manuscripts was practiced in

the Romanian Orthodox monasteries, which developed rapidly in the early century of

Christianization. In particular, the monasteries from the two principalities ofWalachia

and Moldavia kept contact with other monasteries in Bulgaria, Serbia, Greece, and

Southem Russia. The first Romanian literature was formed of liturgical service books,

the Holy Scripture, lives of the saints, and chronicles (Maloney 1976: 272).

The Bible was franslated and printed in the Romanian language in 1688, and it is

known as Bible from Bucharest. It was translated from the Septuagint and was printed in

Cyrilhc, being, therefore, inaccessible to ordinary people. The first translation of the

Bible into the vemacular was accomplished by Dumitm Comilescu in 1 923 and was

adopted by all the Evangelical denominations and has been used until today. In 1936, a

new translation of the Bible was printed with the approval of the Orthodox Synod. This
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translation uses a literary language but an archaic and liturgical phraseology, and

therefore it is difficult to understand.

Religious Piety in the Orthodox Church

The Orthodox Church has exercised through centuries a strong influence on the

Romanians' religious worldyiew as well as on their social behavior and attitudes. Thus

they show and speak today about a certain religious piety, and this piety represents an

important issue related to my study. Again it is a paradox that Romanian Orthodox

Christians are instructed to show a profound reverence toward church, priests, and

hierarchs, while individually they do not have a personal relationship with God and do

not participate regularly in the life and mission of the Church. Eastem Orthodox

teachings and worship services do succeed in originating a deep sense of piety in peoples'

heart, but why do they fail in originating genuine faith and spiritual maturity? I will

discuss here how the doctrine of deification, the Bible, and the church liturgy nourish

piety among Orthodox Christians and also affect peoples' lives and attitudes at large, as

well as how they fail in helping church members become genuine disciples of Christ.

Piety and the Doctrine of Theosis

The comerstone teaching of the Orthodox Church is theosis (Greek) or deificatio

(Latin), which refers to the deification of humanity through union and free communion

with God. As Timothy Ware explains, "for Orthodoxy our salvation and redemption

mean our deificafion" (1993:231). According to Robert Stephanopoulos, theosis implies

both "the final destiny for which men were created by God, and the fiilfiUment of a long

and intense ascent by the believer who strives to achieve perfect imion with God in this

present hfe" (1973:149). Thus, within the Orthodox Church this teaching lies at the heart
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of the Christian message. Mircea Eliade asserts that the idea of deification (theosis)

represents not only the central doctrine ofOrthodoxy but its "monumental originality"

1988:63).

Theosis, as Clendenin asserts, implies three major factors: "(1) the mystical union

with God whereby believers are transfigured, (2) the movement from death, mortality,

and corruption toward life, and (3) the ascent from the image of God to being created in

attaining likeness of God by those who cooperate with the divine grace" (1994:157).

From the beginning, God's plan was to share the divine love and glory with human

beings. The ultimate purpose ofGod's mission, as Stamoolis states, "is for humans to be

partakers of the divine glory" (1986:51). One of the greatest Romanian theologians,

Staniloae, argues that man has a more privileged status than the angels for at least three

reasons: (1) by creation, the image ofGod is more prominent in man than in angels and

therefore the man has the capacity to be transfigured in God's likeness, (2) man was

created to reign over God's creation, while the angels are servants of those who will

inherit salvation, and (3) the Son of God was made in human likeness through incarnation

and man will be made in God's likeness through the resurrection of Jesus Christ. Thus,

man was destined to become God while the angels do not have this privilege (1978:419-

430).

Theosis, however, must not be understood in pantheistic terms because, as

Stamoolis explains, "deified man is man renewed, re-created and transfigured into the son

ofGod by grace, whereas God remains inviolate, sovereign and inaccessible in His

unknowable and unapproachable essence" (1986: 152). Theosis represents "the union of
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man with God through the uncreated divine energies" (Bria 1994:217). As Vladimir

Lossky explains,

the union to which we are called is neither hypostatic~as in the case of the
human nature ofChrist~nor substantial, as in that of three divine Persons:
it is union with God in His energies, or union by grace making us

participate in the divine nature, without our essence becoming thereby the
essence of God. . . . We remain creatures by becoming God by grace, as
Christ remained God in becoming man by the Incarnation. (1957:87)

Theosis was made possible, Stephanopoulos explains, through the person of Jesus

Christ, "who redeemed humanity by his incarnation, his voluntary death, and resurrection

and who has reconciled our corporate human nature with the hving God" (1973: 156).

According to Staniloae, "each of the acts ofChrist represents a transfiguration of the

humanity which he assumed, and this implies a growth of this humanity in freedom and

authenticity." In this sense, the incarnation of the Son of God is both "a kenosis of the

divinity and a divinization of humanity" (1980:125-126). After his ascension, Jesus

Christ becomes the focal point of the new humanity. Therefore, the purpose ofGod's

mission, as Yannoulatos points out, is "the 'recapitulation' (anakhepalaiosis) of the

universe in Christ and our participation in the divine glory, the eternal, final glory of

God" (Stamoolis 1986:51).

God works our deification only through the Church, which is the Body of Christ.

The Church alone is able to actualize the redeeming power, through the inter-human

sensibility achieved by the Holy Spirit. Moreover, Staniloae argues that at Pentecost, the

Holy Spirit constituted the Church with its hierarchical-sacramental structure.

Therefore, there is no other possibility for divine-human dialogue or for deification

outside of the hierarchical-sacramental structure of the Church (1980:60-65).
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An important role in attaining deification is played by the sacraments. Through

baptism the believer receives the second birth as a child ofGod. The one who was

baptized is cleansed of sin and becomes a member of the church. Also, through baptism

a person dies to sin and rises to a new life in Christ. After baptism it follows the

sacrament of Chrismation, which represents the anointing with the Holy Spirit. Then,

there is the sacrament of penance or confession, which involves forgiveness of all sins

committed after baptism. One of the most important sacraments is the Holy Communion,

or Eucharist. The believer receives through this sacrament the very life of God through

the body and blood of his Son. The bread and the wine administered represent literally

the body and blood of Jesus Christ. If a believer does not receive the Eucharist, it is

impossible for him or her to be saved, cleansed of sins, and admitted in the kingdom of

heaven (Coniaris 1982:129-135).

Salvation and theosis according to the Eastem Orthodox teaching are synonymous

and presupposes a continuous process. In order to appropriate salvation or attaining

theosis one must believe, pray, obey the divine commandments and receive divine grace

through sacraments. Good deeds are essential for deification. In order to be saved one

should persist in the process of deification, because God will take in consideration only

the spiritual condition the believer has when he or she leaves this earthly life. Nobody

knows from what level ofpurity, virtues and lack of evil passions will go to heaven. The

Church can help through prayers those believers who died in faith to be transferred from

heU into heaven (Coraeanu 1992: 161-167).

The doctrine of deification has several positive implications for mission. First,

since for the Orthodox Church the glory ofGod is the aim ofmission, its practice focuses
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on worship. According to Stamoolis, above all the Orthodox Church is a worshiping

church (1986:86). Second, in a time of depreciation of the human being's value, the

Orthodox Church promotes a high anthropological view. Third, due to the fact that the

human nature was deified through the incarnation of Christ and theosis can be attained

only through union with Christ, the Orthodox Church accords special consideration to the

uniqueness of Jesus Christ person and work. Fourth, since the Orthodox believers are in

continuous need of God's mercy and grace in order to attain deification, they develop a

sense of reverence and humihty before God. Fifth, because theosis is attained only

within the church. Orthodox Christians pay a high respect to the Church and their

bishops, priests and deacons (Clendenin 1994:158).

On the other hand, one could see several unconstructive implications of this

doctrine. First, the Orthodox equates the experience of sanctification with that of

salvation. As Clendenin argues, "while any believer who experiences salvation can and

should imdergo sanctification, this is not to equate the two experiences or doctrines"

(1994: 159). Because the Orthodox Church confuses salvation with sanctification, the

believer has no assurance of salvation. Second, due to the fact that according to eastem

Orthodox teachings, a person receives new birth through baptism by water and

deification is attained by mystical way through liturgy and sacraments, people are not

encouraged to know the word of God and to have a personal experience of conversion.

In the book of Acts we find Comelius and the Ethiopian eunuch worshiping God as

devout and God-fearing persons, but they had not experienced salvation through belief in

Christ. A similar situation one may see in the Orthodox Church. Many Orthodox

Christians manifest a religious piety without experiencing conversion.
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Third, since deification is attained, in a mystical way, by uncreated and non-

personal energies one may not experience a personal relafionship with God. Moreover,

the work of the Holy Spirit upon the mind ofpeople through God's word is less important

than the transfiguration power of uncreated energies. Fourth, within the Church one can

see different levels of deification. Those who have attained a superior level are supposed

to support and help those on the inferior levels, in their struggle toward deification. As a

result, one may see a passive community and a representafive group of faithful persons.

Most of the Orthodox Christians form the passive community, and they delegate their

spiritual concerns to the priests, monks, nuns and other dedicated believers who form the

representative or the worshiping body ofbelievers. Fifth, since the grace ofGod comes

through the hierarchical-sacramental structure, people are committed to this structure

instead to the community of believers. Sixth, due to the teaching that a person can be

moved from hell to heaven after his or her death because of the prayer of the Church, a

folk religion has developed in this regard. Orthodox Christians put their trust in rituals

and customs related to death and many are tempted to postpone their salvation for the

time after death. They hope the Church will take care of their souls.

Pietv and the Holy Scriptures

As Hans Kung points out, the Orthodox Church regards the official formafion of

its doctrine as going back to the Seventh Ecumenical Council (Nicaea II). All its major

doctrines are centered upon the two themes of trinity and incarnation. In particular, the

decision for icons was regarded at that time as a final consequence of the doctrine of

incarnation. For the Orthodox Church, "tradition has been the 'criterion of truth'," and so
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"the Bible matters less than the faith of the seven ecumenical councils and the consensus

of the early fathers" (Kung 1995:227).

According to Staniloae, the Holy Scriptures are not simply documents from the

past, or sacred "archives", but the living word that people need in order to achieve

deification. He emphasizes that the transfiguration does not take place in a mechanical

way or in isolation or by mere reading of the Scriptures. Only within the Church does

one experience the living presence of Christ through his Word. He argues that the Holy

Spirit came upon the apostles as a group or a community and subsequently revealed to

them the true meaning of the Scriptures. Only after the Spirit constituted the apostolic

chixrch did the crowds in Jerusalem meet Christ in their words, which were his words.

The words of, or about Christ, whether or not contained in the Scriptures, are extemal

means of communicating the faith within the Church, or from the Church to those outside

her (1978:52-69). However, Paul Evdokimov considers that "Bible remains the first

spring of faith with primacy and absolute authority" (1996:207).

Staniloae argues that the Church explains and applies the Bible in its authentic

content through the apostolic Tradition, which is guarded by her. Only the Tradition has

offered the tme interpretation and application of the Scriptures. The Church was that

which established the biblical canon, therefore, the Bible receives its authority through

the Church (1978:66-67). Furthermore, the Bible is the word of God only within the

sacramental community. Bulgakov believes that "the Bible, considered solely as a book,

ceases to be the Bible, which it can only be in the Church" (1935:31). He explains that

the word of God is used in the Church in two ways: liturgically and non-liturgically. The

liturgical use of Scripture is part of the daily rite and in this liturgical context the bibhcal
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story becomes an "event." Bulgakov agrees that "a Christian can and should have a

personal attitude towards the Bible, a life united with the Bible, just as he should have an

individual prayer-life." Yet, because of

the connection between Scripture and tradition being so close, a man not
knowing the Bible cannot be considered as deprived ofChristian
instruction, where the vacancy is filled by living tradifion; oral, cultural,
plastic. And just as the Church, at its best moments, has had the power to
exist without the written word, certain communities continue to live
without the Scriptiu-e in our days. (1935:32)

The Orthodox Church, as Paul Negrut explains, claims that the preaching and

teaching of the word of God can only take place if: (1) the text to be studied is in the

reading program fixed by the Church at the national level, (2) the preaching and teaching

are performed by an authorized person, and (3) the assembly of the believers is

canonically consfituted (1994:50). Furthermore, Constantin Galeriu asserts that in

Orthodoxy there is an organic link between the Church as the Body of Christ and the

church as a dwelling, which, like the body is the temple of the Holy Spirit. Therefore, the

study of the Scripture is related not only to the Church as a community but also as a

dwelling, a building. The Orthodox Christians in general consider themselves unworthy

to read and study the Bible. These are reserved only to the priests. The Bible is

venerated as the Holy Icons; it has a place of honor on the altar and people kiss it and

prostrate before it (Bria 1980:50).

There is a tension, however, between Eastem Orthodox theology and Orthodox

Church practice in regard with Scripture. Since the Church is understood as a

hierarchical-sacramental stmcture, the authority to decide both the place and the

interpretation of Scripture belongs to the hierarchy. As Negmt asserts, speaking from a

historical point of view, the Orthodox hierarchy has been tempted to exercise an
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oppressive authority instead of liberating spiritual power for its people. Consequently,

"the dynamics between episteme andpraxis have been replaced by an institutionalized

epistemology which aims to justify the traditional practice" (1996: 152). The Orthodox

Church, however, emphasizes that in order to avoid subjective interpretation of Scripture,

one must explore the mind of the Church down through the centuries. A high view on

Scripture, however, may become an asset when nominal Christians are challenged to read

the Bible in a small group lead by someone who has ecclesiological or theological

authority.

Pietv and the Orthodox Liturgy

The liturgy plays an important role not only for worship yet for developing a sense a

reverence, too. When Billy Graham visited Romania in 1985, he preached at Vorona

monastery to about 15,000 people. Before his sermon, the Orthodox hierarchs performed

a liturgy for about two hours ordaining a deacon. It was an impressive display of

humility and reverence in which a young deacon kissed the bishops' hands, icons and the

Bible and prostrated before hierarchs over and over again. The main message addressed

to thousands ofpeople focused mainly upon one issue, how people should honor God by

venerating holy icons, kissing sacerdotal attires and Bible as a holy book covered with

silver and showing reverence to the hierarchs and priests.

The Orthodox Christians consider their traditions to provide the spiritual

environment of the Early Church. Thus, the church helps people to escape from

modernity into a spiritual "museum" where God seems to be nearer to them then in any

other places. Patapievici, a contemporary Romanian writer, believes that "the church

represents a community of Christians gathered around of the observance of sacraments
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and of the keeping of the tradition. This offers the sentiment that the things one touches,

the air one breathes, and the presence one feels have come from the times in which Jesus

was still living here" (1996:241).

The sanctuary is seen as a holy place where the Kingdom of God is manifested.

The icons are considered windows toward etemity, and they mediate the communion of

the present believers with the saints who are in heaven. In an Orthodox Church the

sanctuary is separated from the Holy ofHollies where only the priests are allowed by the

iconostasis, a solid screen covered with panel icons. God seems to be always beyond.

Thus, "the Orthodox approach to religion is fundamentally a liturgical approach." (Ware,

1987:271). Orthodoxy signifies right worship, and Orthodox Church is first of all a

worshiping community. The Liturgy embraces heaven and earth. As Timothy Ware

writes. Orthodox Churches sfrive "to make their worship in outward splendor and beauty

an icon of the great Liturgy in heaven. . ..' Now the celestial powers are present with us

and worship invisibly'" (1987:270). A tme Christian finds his perfection and self-

fiilfillment in worship, when he or she glorifies God. From a missiological perspecfive it

is important to know that those who attend churches expect to find in a sanctuary a place

of a high reverence and piety.

The Romanian Ancestrv Law

In order to better understand the Romanian religious worldview, we must consider

the "ancestors' law," to which the Romanians refer when they talk about their belonging

to the Eastem Orthodoxy. According to an Eastem Orthodox author, this law is "a

synthesis of the orthodox faith of the Church and the traditional institution of law and

justice, integrated among the supreme ethical values of the nation. [. . .] It is an unwritten
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code, a behavioral code in the midst of the social and national body of the nation" (Gillet

2001:167). The same author asserts that "defending the ancestors' law is a flag and an

argument against those who would try to break the country's boundaries and oppress the

nation" (Gillet 2001 : 167). According to another Orthodox author, the tight connection

between the church and the people is expressed by the ancestors' law in three ways: "the

dogmatic way, on which depends the integration of ethnicity in ecumenicalism; the

canonical way, which expresses the criteria of organizing the church according to an

ethnical principal, and the moral-religious way, which expresses the responsibihty of the

nation itself for the role it has on earth and also among the other nations" (Gillet,

2001:167). Gillet concludes that in the orthodox authors' opinion, the ancestors' law is:

a moral notion connected to everything that has to do with the history of
independency ofRomania and the Romanian Principals. It is the
foundation of belonging to the "bi-millennial" Eastem Orthodoxy. Any
orthodox has to adhere to the tradition of the ancestors' law, also called
the "Orthodox" or "Romanian" law. There can only be one specific law of
the Romanian people, the Romanian and orthodox ancestors' law, who
saved the national being of the country during history. (2001 : 167)

The ancestors' law is evident beyond the religious belonging. The Greek-

Catholic Church in Transylvania is a vivid example of this, when in 1698, the Romanian

head priests accepted the unification with the Church ofRome and thus embraced the

catholic faith. On this occasion, the religious orthodox leaders in Transylvania - united

with Rome - made a clause they accepted no compromise from, and this is it: they

wanted "their law to remain unchanged!" According to the declaration of the Synod, the

law to which clergy was so attached was nothing else but a synonym of the "ecclesiastic

custom", including the liturgical ceremonials, the celebrations, the lent, the calendar and

the election of the bishop by the head priests" (Barbu, 2000: 121).
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The Nature of the Ancestrv Law

What is the concept of ancestors' law, and where it comes from, are questions we

will try to answer mainly by using the work of Professor Daniel Barbu^ who claims that:

From the dawn of the Middle Ages until today, Christianity in its Eastem
form, does not appear in the eyes of the Romanians as a faith (term which
includes personal fidehty), but as a law (term which includes obedience in
the public realm). [...] To the Romanians, Christianity was, before

anything else, the law given by the roman emperors {lex), not a way to
honor a God {religio) or to show faith to him (fides).
Then, on the threshold of modem age, "the holy law", "the Christian law"
(or "the Greek law"), the law of the emperors in Constantinople, becomes
the "ancestors' law", meaning a body of inherited Christian mles and
attitudes, able to give an identity to the Romanians in the middle of the
other nations, beyond any theological or canonical consideration. (Barbu
2001:97)

During Byzantine times, the theology and the imperial religious way of thinking

did not make any distinction between sacred and profane. The church manifested itself in

society as the politeia of the Christian people "held together by the common desire for a

saving destiny and also by the unanimous acceptance of the emperor's laws" (Barbu

2001 : 97). Denying the emperor's authority was not only a crime against the state but

also a blasphemy because the social order was a reflection of the heavenly order. The

people ofByzantium did not make a distinction between the realm of the law and the

realm of the conscience and thus did not accept that the state must deal with crimes and

the church must deal with sins. In fact, to them, all sins were crimes and all crimes had to

be sins. The Empire and the Church were exercising their authority together and the

canonic law functioned as civil law, too. This fusion between sacred and profane made

the Byzantine law to be a nomocanonic'" one (Barbu 2001 :21-22). One of the

consequences was the fact the name ofChristian was synonymous with citizen (Gillet

2001:142).
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Professor Alexandru Dutu writes, "While the [Byzantine] empire was drowning

more and more in the materialistic decline, the church was exercising and claiming moral

as well as spiritual leadership, as the only permanent institution in a dissolving world."

(1982:210). Barbu says this leadership was achieved by the transferal of some of the

imperial prerogatives to the Church since even before the fall of the empire. The

Orthodoxy ensured its survival "not as much as an oriental tradition of the Christian faith,

but more as a judicial expression of the faith or, in other words, as a formula of the

political consensus managed by the Great Constantinopolitan Church (2001 :27). In the

experience of the people in South-Eastem Europe, the Byzantine tradition was going to

combine with the local innovations at very slow pace, averaging centuries. In the westem

society, the fast rhythm of development caused the cultural inheritance almost to vanish,

while in the Asian cultures, the very slow rhythm of the order ofmillennia made the

tradition to absorb all the innovations, believes professor Dutu (1982:196). We could say

that the transformation of the Byzantine universal culture in forms of national cultures

took a middle path. Nicolae lorga spoke of a Bezant after Bezant (1 934), meaning that

the form and the cultural content ofBezant kept "living" in South-Eastem Europe up

until the beginning of the XIX century. Recently, Daniel Barbu spoke of a Bezant

against Bezant, which would explain the "shape without content" theory ofMaiorescu.

This conflict, Barbu says, "may be defined as tension between a horizon of

expectance and a space ofexperience, first of them playing the role of "ideal" or "myth"

dictating the political and cultural behave of the elite, and the second one being the place

ofproducing practices and social goods." (2001:17).
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The Romanian Manifestation of the Ancestrv Law

Even since the beginning of the 14* century, in the southem province of the

country, named Tara Romaneasca, there was an oriental rite "orthodox" church, having a

head bishop, bishops and priests. However, this church - in the opinion of the

Constantinople patriarchy - was not canonically established and did not keep the

Byzantine nomocanon (Barbu 2001 :29). In 1534, the emissary of the patriarch in

Constantinople, monk Antonios Karamanlikes arrived in Bucharest and discovered that

"the church of the land and the lord of the land live outside of the law" (Barbu 2001 :29).

Under these circumstances, with the empowerment of the ottoman sultan, the patriarch's

emissary enforced the law who contained the "emperor's law" and "God's law." From

here on, "the ottoman sultan and the ecumenical patriarch were going to enforce their

undivided authority over the Romanians who lived outside of the Carpathians arch"

(Barbu 2001 :30). In 1691, Constantin Brancoveanu was wamed by the patriarch of

Jemsalem Dosithei Nottaras that, "no matter how wide his freedom was towards

Orthodoxy 'the laws ofGod' were not issued in the mountains of Tara Romaneasca, nor

by the lords of Tara Romaneasca, but in Constantinople" (Barbu 2001:31).

We mention here that not only the Romanians, but all the Balkan people were

civilly subject to the patriarch ofConstantinople. Thus, during the next centuries, their

fight with the ottomans was going to be combined with the fight against

Constanfinopohtan patriarchy and the Greek clergy (Gillet 2001 : 143). Still, "the

ancestors' law" � in which dogma is dissolved in an ethnical expression of corporate

existence - caused the orthodox identity to be better "kept and defended in the relaxed

and weakened Ottoman Empire" (Barbu, 2001 :98). As Barbu noticed, "from here on, the
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history ofRomanian provinces will be made at the conjunction of a horizon ofexpectance

(the one of ottomans and the patriarchy) and a space ofRomanian experience, as it is

drawn by the obligations, duties and reciprocities that command the social behaviors."

(2001:31).

In professor Barbu's view the "ancestors' law" or the "Romanian law" does not

represent mainly "God's Law" as much as "our law," produced by the Romanians over

centuries. Barbu says that before the forming of the modem state, orthodoxy was more

of a political community than a religious one. "It was manifested, alongside the

language, as a second form of "be together" of the Romanians" (2000:106-107). In such

case, the liturgical and paraliturgical practices, as well as the teaching of the Church were

meant to create "a way of life and a form of identity rather than being a social expression

of the faith in the Gospel" (Barbu 2000: 121). This is the reason the Orthodox Church did

not feel the need to pass the Gospel from one generation to another, or to ask for personal

dedication to God, but submission and conformation to a certain way ofbeing

Romanian. For, as Barbu argues, while "the faith singles out the person and the

relationship with divinity, the law levels all and enforces the criteria ofnormality"

(2000: 107). According to the Orthodox intellectuals' opinion, the role of the church is to

"blend and unify the souls in a common Christian and Romanian mass.", because, as

Nichifor Crainic (1943) says, "the word law. . . means Romanian and Christianity,

blended together in the same way of thinking and discipline of life" (Barbu 2000:107).

Barbu says that the Romanian law represents on one hand "an organic way of

manifesting an invisible and specific tradition" and on the other "a way of excluding

differences and pluralism," which many consider to be "suspect, abnormal and deeply un-
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Romanian phenomena" (2001:109). So therefore, "the Church legitimates the nation not

as a community of values that requires a critical adhesion, but as an indestructible unity

of language, blood, beliefs and behaviors that deserve to be admired and defended at any

cost." (Barbu 2000: 1 13). As Barbu notices, "Christianity is not thought by the

Romanians, be they clergy or laymen, in terms of individual or community, but in terms

of a nation!" (2000:19). And, "the individual conscience remains outside of the mission

field of a Church that has gotten used to repeating that Romanians don't need to be

preached the Gospel, because, unlike the vast majority of the other people of the world,

they have known it for two thousand years" (Barbu 2000: 1 12). Orthodoxy, seen as a

means to achieve community relationships is "a kind a 'social capital'" ofRomanians,

characterized by the ethics ofpolitical conformity and dependency on authority and

community as well (Barbu, 2001 :95). In conclusion, the ethics of Romanian Orthodoxy

has mainly a judicial and political character being "a body of social practices having the

goal of recognition of the culture and identity [. . .J; it does not require participation, only

submission; [...J to simply conform to the opinion of the majority" (Barbu 2001:96).

The Ancestrv Law and RomanianWorldview

For about five hundred years, the "ancestors' law" or the orthodox ethics

represented the main factor in forming the Romanian worldview. Barbu explains in what

way the orthodox eschatology gave birth to a "unanimity ethics" for the Romanians.

Before 1 8* century, the Romanian iconography did not contain the idea of an individual

destiny. There was no evaluation of individual acts or personal faith, but only

confessional belonging. Always, the ones judged and thrown in the fire pit are "the

others." In the icons, the devil has the face of a Turk. "The dead are condemned or
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justified corporately, according to their position towards the church, the Eastem

Orthodox Church of course, the ethnic or cultural group to which they belong. As Christ

watches from glory, there is no individual destiny portrayed in these pictures. Every one

has the fait of the community they belong to' '" (2000:80).

The individual destiny appears in the Romanian iconography five hundred year

later than in the West. But, even at the present time, the Orthodox Chrisfian does not

need to worry too much about this life, because the church ensures through many prayers

for the dead, litany, the safety of the souls of the dead and also the peace ofmind of the

living ones. This way, "the etemal destiny of the Chrisfian doesn't seem to be

established during this life, is not seen as a fmit of day by day fight against sin, but is

decided by a strong ritual intervention of the church in the time interval between one's

individual end at the end of times, between death and Judgmenf . Under these

circumstances, "faith is lived as tmst in the power of ecclesiastic mediation that has effect

after one's death and not as an active and efficient component of every day life." (Barbu

2000:82-83).

Romanian Christian Syncretism

Romanians attend church services and pray to God in times of crisis but also seek

diviners for advice and guidance or an exorcist for deliverance, a bio-energetician for

healing, and a fortuneteller or the horoscope for knowing the future. This section

introduces a more controversial religious aspect, namely that of Christian syncretism and

belief in diverse folk beliefs, religious practices, superstitions, customs and myths.

In order to have an exhaustive understanding of these issues, however, fiirther shidies are

necessary.
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Origin and Nature ofRomanian Folk Religions

In Romania, the ancient beliefs and religious practices have survived and mixed

with Christianity, forming a visible folk Christianity. In time, as the church failed to

minister at the felt-needs level, people incorporated folk religion practices and beliefs in

order to give an explanation and a practical solution to daily existential and life and death

issues. As Paul Hiebert explains in Understanding Folk Rehgion. "beneath the

expressions of formal religion are the many animistic beliefs and practices that continue

on in the everyday lives of common people"(l 999:76). According to him, animistic

beliefs are more concemed with "the existential problems of every day life and less with

ultimate realities. Consequently, they are interested more in issues ofpower and success

than tmth and logical consistency" (1999:77). In larger societies folk religion is made up

in general from "a mixture of formal and animistic beliefs," or a dual religion consisting

of the high and low religions. As Hiebert continues, "because leaders in the formal

religions are often concemed with bigger issues, the people tum to local beliefs and

practices, such as spirit possession, ancestors, magic, and evil eye, to explain and deal

with their day-to-day questions" (1999:76).

Conceming the Romanian context, one may see the features of folk religion in

larger societies. As Mircea Eliade points out, in Romania an "archaic popular culture"

developed under a less rigid ecclesiastical control than was common in Central and

Westem Europe. The Romanian Orthodox Church like all other Eastem European

Orthodox churches did not possess an institution similar to the Catholic Inquisition.

Thus, though heresies were not unknown, there was no systematic and massive

persecution (1976:79).
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The Belief in Witchcraft and Fairies

According to Eliade, the Romanian word for "witch" is strigoi - from the Latin

striga meaning witch. The strigoi can be either a living witch or a dead one, which

would be a vampire. As Eliade continues:

The living strigoi are reported to possess supernatural powers. They carry
out all the evil doings characteristics of witches: they bring epidemics on

men and cattle, "bind" or disfigure men, provoke droughts by "binding"
the rain, take milk from cows, and most especially, cast evil spells. The

strigoi can fransform themselves into dogs, cats, wolves, horses, pigs,
toads, and other animals. (1976:79)

Next, the calusari, or cathartic dancers, represent a group of choreographic and

cathartic ritual dancers, a secret society whose name is derived from the Romanian word

for horse, namely the cal in Latin caballus. The patroness of the calusari is the "Queen

of the Fairies" called Herodiada~the Romanian metamorphosis ofDiana. All the

maladies caused by the zane (fairies) are successfully cured by the calusari. Mircea

Eliade explains,

The calusari armed with clubs and swords, carry a wooden horse's head
and flag on which they swear to respect their customs and rules. The
cenfral and specific attribute of the calusari is their acrobatic-
choreographic skill, especially their ability to create the impression of
flying in the air. It is obvious that springing, leaping, jumping, and
bounding indicate the galloping of the horse and the flying and dancing of
ihtzane. (1976:81)

In early times, the ecclesiastical authorities persecuted the calusari, even

excluding them from communion for three years; yet finally the church decided to

tolerate them. As Eliade concludes, these cases of archaic popular beliefs and practices

illustrate the authenticity of a pre-Christian scenario. The visible persistence of this

primal aspect can be explained by the fact that the antagonistic principles that are brought
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together�sickness and death, health, and fertility�represent life and death daily issues

facing the local people (1976:81).

Calendaristic Folk Practices

Another major aspect related to the Romanian folk rehgions is the existence of a

complex "mythico-ritual" pattem of the New Year and the cycle of spring ceremonies.

As Mircea Eliade explains, this archaic heritage is manifested in specific dances and

melodic stmctures, and in the "mythico-ritual scenario" of carol-singing groups called

colindatori. As Eliade explains the mral populations interpreted Christ's incamation,

death, and resurrection as redeeming not only humans but also nature, which Eliade

describes as both hfe and fertility (1976:23-25).

Folk Syncretistic Customs Related to Death

According to Draghicescu the most fundamental Romanian religious belief is the

behef in life after death. It represents the key belief in the religious development of the

Romanian nation. Thus, for the Romanians, life after death is a mirror model of the

earthly life; and thus originated the creation of large ritualistic folk practices and beliefs.

For example, clothes, food, bridges over rivers, water wells, and so on, represent things

that are for the usage ofboth the living and the dead. Jesus Christ is seen as a highly

earthly king, a kind of supreme landlord who decides everybody's fate. A large hierarchy

of saints and angels surround Him. Thus, to get to God, one has to "fight" or to succeed

passing by all these saints and angels. A Romanian proverb says, "on the way to God,

one might be eaten by saints." This depicts the stmggle of the Romanians' earthly life,

which led to the development of a large ritualistic body of practices and beliefs. The
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rituals include prayers, giving food to the saints, lighting candles, naming children after

saints' names, and other folk religion practices.

Draghicescu explains that these practices and beliefs include both Latin and

Oriental influences and elements. This aspect is related to the geographic position of

Romania at the crossroad between Occident and Orient. As he continues, the ceremonial

funerary ritual includes a lot of small acts and practices, which complete the mystery of

death. These include a ceremonial washing of the body, trimming of hairs and nails and

the placing of nails on the chest of the dead, the placement of a fir tree at the head of the

dead to defend him or her against the devil, and other folk practices. As Draghicescu

explains, the faith in everlasting life includes multiple customs and traditional

superstitions borrowed from pagan cultures and adapted in the rural Romanian Christian

context or originated by Romanians themselves (Draghicescu 1996[1905]: 290-291).

As Draghicescu concludes, the "metaphysics ofChristianity" was not deeply

assimilated into the Romanian religious worldview, particularly in the rural areas. Thus,

fundamental to the Romanian religious life is "the religious ritual" or the fulfillment of

the forms and rites. The Romanian peasant had not been interested in the reasoning

behind the ritual but in the fulfillment of it. Romanians inherited this characteristic from

their ancestors for which the cultic ritual was essential, but the doctrinal formulation was

not essential. Romanians, in Draghicescu's view are therefore "superficial and

formalists," and the church is seen as a social or economic means toward the fulfillment

of their needs.

Draghicescu mentions at this point that even in keeping and observing the

religious ceremonies, Romanians show their disrespect toward the Christian faith. Thus,
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they might bring as offerings things that they may have stolen or money raised by unjust

means, and their language includes a lot of dirty jokes addressed at the Church and the

clerical elite. In the Romanian context, this is characteristic more of the Orthodox

behevers than of the Catholics and Protestants. The cause for this, according to

Draghicescu, is that Christianity has not deeply penetrated into the Romanian worldview.

As he explains, Christ replaced Zalmoxis, the god of the Romanians' ancestors, and only

a few ceremonies and holidays were borrowed from the Roman Christian religion

(1996[1905]:291).

Other Types of Svncretistic Religious Beliefs

One can also see in Romania today more contemporary characteristics and

dynamics of religious syncretism. These contemporary rehgious beliefs include a fusion

of pre-Christian folk beliefs, Christianity, and paranormal ideas. These ideas are related

to telepathy, clairvoyance, reincarnation, asfrology, and behef in UFOs. A similar

situation has been revealed in Latvia by a recent study led by Leons Taivans. As a post-

Communist society, Latvia offers a relevant example on the process of its religious

development. Taivans explains that fifty years ofCommunist attack on religion affected

this development. Thus, the niche of theological education in people's consciousness was

filled with paranormal ideas, which were similar to ancient folk beliefs (Taivans 1997:44-

45). Since the Communism collapsed, the Eastem mysticism flooded the country.

The Influence ofNominality and Secularism upon Romanian People

The Communist atheistic indoctrination and the lack of religious training have

shaped the Romanian people's secular worldview over the four decades of dictatorship.

As Bockmuehl asserts, "Marxism is a worldview which provides the individual with
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answers in every sphere of life and which denies the validity of altemative answers in

every sphere as well" (1980:16). This secular worldview was imposed on Romanians

through an aggressive atheistic propaganda. Although a strong Orthodox folk piety

continues among a population in which 47 percent live in mral areas, many people lost

their faith in God.

Romanian Nominal Christians

After the fall ofCommimism there was a psychological pressure upon people to

deny the atheistic ideology of the Communist Party and to identify themselves with a

religion, mainly with the Orthodox Church. Thus many agnostics, even atheists, have

presented themselves as Christians without experiencing a genuine spiritual conversion.

Eddie Gibbs (1994) describes nominal Christians as people who,

for whatever reason, want to be known as Christians, even though they
may have lost contact with the church; have serious doubts conceming
beliefs basic to Christianity, live lifestyles which are incompatible with the
values of the kingdom ofGod, or are failing to maintain the ongoing
relationship with the Lord due to neglect of the means of grace which He

has provided for our spiritual sustenance. (1994: 1 5)

The Orthodox Church considers their non-active members not as lost and in need

of evangelizing, but as vulnerable Christians with a fragile faith in need of pastoral care.

As Cecil Robeck argues, they consider all Orthodox territories as Christian due to the fact

that in the past "the Gospel has been preached there, the culture has been Christianized,

and the Orthodox Church is entitled to cultural hegemony" (1996:4).

The Lausanne Congress held in Pattaya, Thailand in June 1980 emerged with a

report on Cliristian witness to nominal Christians among the Orthodox. The Thailand

Report affirms that "throughout many centuries of persecution, these [Orthodox]

churches bravely proclaimed the gospel and were very much alive. Today, however.
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many of its members are Christians in name only" (1980:5). James Stamoohs points out

that "it is interesting to note Macarius Gloukharev's judgment 'that the Russian masses

were only superficially Christian'" (1986:129). The Romanian poet and university

professor, loan Alexandru acknowledges: "Berdiaev was saying that in Russia faith in

Christ was lived out liturgically only by an elite while common people were left outside"

(1993:3).

The Need for Re-Christianizafion

In the last years, the reality ofnominality within the Romanian Orthodox Church

has been exposed several times. Thus, Bria acknowledges that "there are many who have

been baptized, and yet put offChrist, either deliberately or through indifference"

(1986:224). Bria believes that "the re-Christianization of Christians is an important task

of the church's evangelistic witness" (1986:224). He argues for the renewal of a

preaching and teaching ministry in the Orthodox Church because of new audiences

coming to the worship services. He admits "the old liturgical language limits the very

possibilities of the contemporary faithful to identify themselves with the liturgy," and that

it "handicaps the church in communicating with the younger generation" (1986:218).

The preaching and teaching of Scripture must meet the spiritual needs ofpeople today

and has to address the problems that confront them; "it must take into account the social

and cultural realities of society in order to become accessible and understandable"

(1986:220).

The common factors causing nominality and secularism in the West are already

seen at work within the Romanian evangelical churches as well. According to Gibbs,

there are three principle sources of nominality: "the society at large, the church itself, and
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individuals in their response to their immediate social context . . . [and] . . . these

channels do not exist in isolation from each other, but overlap and interact" (1994:72).

Individualism, hedonism, and pragmatism which represent "some of the principal

features of the contemporary neo-pagan society" have started to affect the Romanian

society as weU (Gibbs 1994:183).'^

Two Attempts ofRenewal within the Orthodox Church

Romanian Orthodox Christians believe in God, but they have a vague common

knowledge about Jesus Christ. In their syncretistic religion, Romanians practice rituals

for several major life events, especially for ftmerals and dead people. They also make

th
appeal to countless mediators to God. At the beginning of the 20 century, however, two

lay movements have emerged from the Romanian Orthodox Church. Almost at the same

time, two Orthodox priests, Tudor Popescu from Bucharest and losif Trifa from Sibiu,

accepted Jesus Christ as their personal Savior and Lord. They succeeded to tum large

numbers ofpeople from fradition to Christ.

"Tudorist" Movement

It started in Bucharest with the conversion of an Orthodox priest conversion imder

the influence of the author of Romanian Bible translation into vemacular.

The conversion of an Orthodox priest. Tudor Popescu served in Bucharest in the Stork's

Nest Orthodox Church. In 1918, Tudor Popescu's wife suddenly died and he became a

widower, with three kids, the youngest being only six months old. In his grief, he asked

God why this happened to him. "But God did not answer me. . . . I was also tortured by

the question, T-a priest serving God-do not know where my dear wife has gone!"
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(Azimioara, 2003:29). In order to escape from his anguish, Tudor Popescu dedicated

himself to the hard work ofperforming rituals and preaching good behavior and morality.

I used to pick up a vice such as drunkenness or fomication, and I would
explore it from various angles. The people listened to me and approved:
Yes, yes, that's right! Or I would take a virtue such as kindness or love,
and the people would say: Yes, yes, that's right! But Christ was missing
from these sermons. ... I had never presented the salvation offered by Him
on the cross. (Azimioara 2003:20)

One day, however, haunted by the thought of appearing before God in the judgment day,

Tudor Popescu imagined a dialog with God:

"What was your profession on earth?" I was a priest!" "What was your
duty as a priest?" "To direct souls to You!" "Give me the name of only
one soul that you have directed to Me!" The thought of standing empty-
handed before God was disfressing. (Azimioara, 2003:20)

Asking help from Dumitm Comilescu' ^ the author of the modem Romanian

franslation of the Bible, Tudor Popescu was encouraged to study the Scripture. Soon, the

word of God convinced Tudor Popescu that Jesus died for the sin of all humanity, but he

still hesitated to apply this tmth to himself. Little by little, he was convinced that Christ

died on the cross for his sins as well.

So, the tmth that Jesus Christ died for my sins became more deeply
rooted in my heart, until it became a firm behef Only by
reflecting on His sacrifice on the cross did I understand God's
attitude toward sin�the sin that I had previously dismissed as

insignificant. There was no other solution for its expiation but the
death of very Son of God Himself on the cross. But at the cross I
had also seen the love of the One who took upon Himself the curse

and the shame ofmy sin when He gave His own precious life for
me. (Azimioara 2003:33)

Vision and Missions. After his conversion Popescu continued to preach the Gospel and

perform the Orthodox Liturgy. Being jealous of his extraordinary appeal to the crowds,

several Orthodox priests accused him ofpreaching Protestantism, but none of them was
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able to prove it. One day as he was performing the liturgy, Popescu realized that the

prayer the priest was supposed to pray for the forgiveness ofpeople's sins was addressed

to the saints in heaven who in tum brought it before God. As he decided to skip the

prayer addressed to the saints, the spying priests sent by the Orthodox officials noticed

his omission. Asked why he did not address the intercessory prayer to the saints,

Popescu answered that sins can be forgiven only because of Christ's sacrifice on the

cross. His remarks were immediately reported to the Orthodox Patriarchy. Father

Popescu was accused of disregarding the canons of the Orthodox Church. Trying

tenaciously to avoid excommunication Popescu defended that he never preached against

the saints. "I never preached but this: Christ cmcified for our sins!" On January 15,

1924, Tudor Popescu submitted a second written defense to the Orthodox Patriarch.

I do not seek the reform of the Romanian (Orthodox) Church, but
the reform of the human soul... I never lost sight of the fact that
Christ did not just sent me to perform religious services, but to
preach; not just to read [prescribed] prayers, but to teach.
Therefore, I consider my first duty to preach the gospel and that I
will do as long as I hve. If preaching the gospel entails deviation
from Orthodoxy, then, yes, I am a man gone astray. However, I
think that the men who have really gone astray are those who do
not believe the gospel; those who neither preach it nor live it.

(2003:64)

The next day, Tudor Popescu was excommunicated from the Orthodox Church.

His passion for Christ originated a movement of church planting with about 20,000

people. Today, this is one of the official denominations in Romania, called the Romanian

Evangelical Church.

Lord's Army Movement

The Lord's Army represents the largest movement of spiritual renewal within the

Romanian Orthodox Church ever known. It originated in 1923, as a consequence of the
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appeal addressed to all Romanians by the Orthodox priest losif Trifa''*. In 1938,

according to some contemporaries' testimonies, the Lord's Army movement had

approximately 300,000 members (http://oasteadomnului.ro/prezentare/index.php).

The Lord's Armv: origin and history. From 1912 to 1918, priest losifTrifa lost his wife

and three of his four children because of the Spanish flu. In 1922, the bishop Balan

appointed him editor with the Orthodox magazine "The Light of the Villages�weekly

paperfor the people ", edited in Sibiu. For a whole year, the priest unveiled and

condemned through his articles the evil of the Romanian society, the moral and spiritual

debasement of the Romanian villages, the greedy politicians, the unjust laws, biased law

courts and the indifference of the spiritual leaders. "While orphans die, cripples beg, the

people suffer, faith is lost, poverty expands, foreigners get fat and the devil laughs, the

Church is silent and inactive" (Ton 1988:142).'^

Father Trifa was discontent not only with the spiritual state of the Romanian

people and its priests, but also with his life as a Christian and a priest. In his book "Let 's

Grow in the Lord", father Trifa confessed:

For many years, I had been a worldly man. I used to live with the insane

understanding that I was a priest only when I wear the holy garments; the
rest of the time, I was a man that ought "to live his life". This terrible

understanding which - alas! - is still valid today for many priests, divided
me in two: the man of the altar and the other man, of the village and of the

parties. How insane! The light was constrained to dwell with the
darkness. Praise the Lord that He did not let me perish in such a deceiving
folly for the soul. I began to wake up and start a new life.

(http : //www . odaia.go . ro/oastea.html)

losif Trifa was craving for the same spiritual regeneration for the whole

country. He wrote, "Romania is in a humiliating state of slavery. Our habits are rotten...

Because of the poisonous storms, our faith became embittered, we lost our love and our
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souls filled with the poison of sin. This is what empfied the churches ofpeople and the

souls of faith." The solution suggested by father Trifa was inner repentance: "Ifwe stop,

ifwe get up like the prodigal son of the Gospel and go towards the House of the heavenly

Father (...). The foundation of the new order in the village - in the country - should

include the fear ofGod and submission to His Word. There is only one cure that can give

health and salvation to the world and our country: that people and nations should retum

to Jesus!" (http://www.odaia.go.ro/oastea.html).

By the end of the year 1922, father Trifa felt he was crying in vain. In the night

of the New Year's Eve (1923), father Trifa was agonizing in prayer before God: "Dear

Lord! Wickedness overwhelms us... Darkness overcomes us... The flood of

wrongdoings drowns us... People sink in spiritual death... Lord, make us stronger in

fighting against darkness and the devil... Come, Lord Jesus, for the sea of our lives is

stormy" (http://www.odaia.go.ro/oastea.html).

That night, a group of dmnkards were just passing under his window disturbing

the peace of the quiet little house with the noise of their obscene songs and terrible

curses. The priest asked himself, "What have I done to bring Jesus to them and them to

Jesusl The only life saving meeting of a soul and of a people." (Ton, 1988:143).'^ In

this state of spiritual cmshing, the priest losif Trifa decided to make a call to repentance

and fight against the evil. This call to the coimtry resounded in No. 1/1923 of the

magazine "The Light of the Villages":

Let's enter the New Year in a Christian way. We, the Romanians, have
two huge sins that destroy our soul and Christian life: curse and
dmnkenness. Let's make a decision to fight together against them, to take
them out of our homes, our lives and our neighbors'.
(http://www.odaia.go.ro/oastea.html)
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Then, priest Trifa summoned those who wanted to join the Army�those who

make a decision for the Savior Christ�to sign a "commitment" which should be posted

on the wall of their homes, but especially in their soul. This practice will be known as

'The soldier's Covenant' In the Easter edition of the magazine, father Trifa published

the hst of the first "soldiers". On this occasion, Trifa wrote it was not enough to say "no''

to certain sins.

We should go further, advance towards the gift and light of our Savior
Jesus Christ, of the New Testament. Let the Savior's light and love enter

your whole home and lighten your whole soul, clean you of all your sins.
And after that, we go further on. After focusing your attention on

yourself, you focus on the others... As a good soldier of Christ, you have
to fight continuously to enlarge the borders of God's Kingdom on the
Earth. . . You must be � and must become such persons� my dears, that
every man when seeing your deeds, should bum with the desire to join the
Lord's Army. (Ton 1988:146)

Poet Traian Dorz, father Trifa's disciple and the leader of the Army after Trifa's

death, spoke about the huge impact ofTrifa's supplication: "Christ had been among us,

but we did not know Him! He had been knocking at our door, but we did not feel Him!

He had been speaking to us, but we didn't hear Him! He had been sent to us to bring us

salvation, but we didn't accept Him." As Dorz explains further more, this was "because

there had not been anyone to wake us up from the sins in which we were laying"

(1988:147). Enthusiastically, Dorz tesfifies.

Now, Christ was lifted up in power. . . Now, everyone could hear His

clear, insisting and sweet call, as we had never heard it before.
We felt that the one who was showing Jesus to us knew Him. And that he
was actually living everything he told us about salvation and life with
Christ. This is why more and more souls were listening to him and
foUowedhim more eagerly. (Ton 1988:147)
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Lord's Armv mission. One may say that what John Wesley represented for the Church of

England, the priest losif Trifa represented for the Romanian Orthodox Church. Father

losifTrifa defined the mission of the Army ofGod in the following way: "Finding and

Preaching the Crucified Christ!" Two things were important for the priest Trifa: the lay

apostleship (the equivalent of universal priesthood) and spiritual voluntarianism (a

personal commitment to Christ). About the program of the Lord's Army, Fr. Trifa wrote:

"The Crucified Christ! � this has been my program during all my years in the Army and

this is the program of the Lord's Army. It is not a new program. I took it from the godly

apostle Paul" (http://www.odaia.go.ro/oastea.html).

Christ centeredness of the Lord's Army was an issue clarified by priest Trifa from

the beginning. "All our fight and hope for salvation consist only in our unflinching faith

in the Cross and the Living Sacrifice of the Crucified Christ. Actually, the purpose of the

Lord's Army is to discover and preach the Crucified Chrisf (Ton 1988:147). The

message and the mission of the Lord's Army were that every man should know and

accept Christ and after that, make Him known to the others. He made a relevant appeal

to Orthodox Christians:

Our Savior and Lord Jesus Christ should not be only a "prisoner", a
"convicf ' of the Ark of the Covenant and of the altar, to which we should

go from time to time, as if to a confessional, after which we let Him stay
there, and continue living our lives without Him. It is time we take Jesus

out, we set Him free from the altar and bring Him everywhere in the

people 's lives, in their problems, in their work of everyday life. Jesus
Christ must be our daily Lord and Master, our Companion and Guide, the
Light and Example of our Lives. (Ton, 1988:152)'

Discipleship process. In Fr. Trifa's understanding the membership in the Army was

conditioned by the state of being bom again and of spiritual growth. In regard to growing

in faith he quoted John Hrisostom one of the Church Fathers who said: "ft is not enough
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to be bom a Christian, you must become a Christian" and about the nature of tme

conversion he said, "To be bom again means to instantly break free from the sinful past,

as the wild tree is cut by the gardener and by being grafted, it changes its nature and its

fruit.. . . But this change of life, this spiritual birth, can take place only if it is given by

the Lord: with the gift and power of the Holy Ghost." (Grossu 2002:84-85)

According to Grossu, "Joining the Lord's Army means a fiandamental change in

life. It means our life changes its master, its purpose and calling" (2002:67). The

soldiers must dwell on faith and love and extend God's Kingdom in the world. In the

context of the Eastem Orthodox practice of lighting candles, Trifa points out that a

soldier must be a "carrier of the holy fire":

To be a tme Christian does not mean only to light a candle in church from
time to time, but also to kindle yourselfup, to kindle your heart with love
for the Lord and His Gospel. A tme Christian is the one who ''burns " and
''kindles " the others. A cold Chrisfian is not a Christian, no matter how

many candles he would light in the church. . . We, the Lord's "soldiers",
must be buming souls, in order to kindle the others. We must be carriers
of the Holy Fire, whose mission is to kindle as many as possible with this
fire. (Grossu 2002:94)

John Wesley's influence. Priest Trifa was heavily influenced by John Wesley's strategy

of classes and bands. After several years ofministry, losif Trifa spent some periods of

time in a hospital in Switzerland where he found out about the Methodist movement and

JohnWesley's strategy.'^. losif Trifa taught the "soldiers" that the spiritual strength of

the Army consists in "the small assemblies". The soldiers should gather in any place, in

two or threes etc., in the name of our Savior's precious promise: "For where two or three

have gathered together in My name. There I am, in their midst". One can see many

elements ofWesley's model in the practice of the Lord's Army. As Grossu explains," In

these small gatherings, the soldiers read from the Bible and religious books, sing, pray.
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are spiritually revived, encourage each other and make their joy known to the others"

(2002: 13). Priest Trifa underlined the fact that wherever members of the Army are

meeting, there is a gathering of souls that call the Lord in their midst. This is what he

confessed about the small gatherings (groups):

My brothers, I value enormously the small gatherings of brothers. I value
much more the gatherings of "two or three" than the big ones. Nothing
has remained of the big gatherings. They were a passing wind. I often fear
that we might end in a sort of "parade" of large gatherings. That

everybody should be concemed with "large gatherings", with "great
people" - and neglect the small gatherings, in which the fire of the Army
dwells. Most armies were created by those "two or three" and live due to

those "two or three". (Grossu 2002:13, 14)

The Armv's ecclesiological strategy. The meetings of the Army were taking place every

Sunday aftemoon and other holydays aftemoon. Usually, on Sundays and on Christian

holydays, in the aftemoon, the inhabitants of the villages would gather to dance "hora" or

to drink in order to spend and have a good time together. According to Sergiu Grossu

"On Sundays and on holy days, in the aftemoon, we must bringpeople in the Sunday

school, in the Lord's school, where we teach them to dedicate time to spiritual matters"

(2002: 115). The Romanian word for 'to have a good time' does not mean only to spend

time, but also to celebrate together with relatives, friends, and, in our case, with brothers

and sisters of faith. The program of a small group consisted in:

(1) The reading and studying of the Bible. The soldier must be a diligent student and

researcher of the Bible. At the gatherings of the Army, every soldier was supposed to

bring his Bible. Father Trifa used to say: "No matter how much others will talk to you

about Jesus, you will never get to know Him as well as when you talk to Him through the

Bible and He talks to you back through the Bible. . . I really found the Savior in the
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Bible." (Grossu 2002:26). Fr. Trifa taught the soldiers to read, meditate and apply the

Holy Scripture in everyday life. As he said:

Our healing and salvation as individuals and as a nation can only come

through knowing and living the Holy Scripture. . . The Holy Scripture
should therefore be brought to the whole people and the whole people
should be brought to it. The Holy Gospel should be taken out of the altar
and brought in the families, in society, among the people and in every
man's life. (Ton 1988:152)

(2) Common prayer. Everyone was supposed to kneel and leam to pray. Commenting

on the importance ofprayer Trifa said: "Prayer is our connection with Heaven, with God.

When we really pray, we are in God and God is in us. . . The soul of prayer is the Holy

Spirit" (Grossu 2002:112).

(3) Common singing. Priest Trifa would advise his soldiers that: "The Holy Spirit will

teach you what to do, what to speak, what to sing. . ." The songs of the Army could be

heard in all the villages ofRomania. Poet Traian Dorz and composer Nicolae Moldovan

wrote thousands of songs for the Army. Hundreds of these songs were written while they

were in the Communist prisons after 1950. The major theme of the songs was about the

person of Jesus Christ. For them Jesus was the Gentle Shepherd that lifted up the fallen

sheep. Another song said that ever since one found Jesus, he has everything in Him:

"'From now on, you are everything to me, mother, brother, kindness, justice, everything.

You, Jesus!" Another song describes our lives as a pilgrimage with Jesus. Thus,

Jesus, my precious companion since the dawn ofmy youth.
With thee, I travel until the end ofmy life.
When I wake at dawn, I humbly bow at the cross,

As nowhere in the world, could Ifind a better or sweeterplace.

What gave one the power to win in all the problems of life was Jesus' daily

presence, his gentle closeness, his brotherly fiiendship and love as one humbled and
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bowed under the cross. The sweetness of the melodies and of the lyrics permeated, at

that time, the Romanians' disappointed souls. The songs of the Army continued to be a

spiritual balm and an encouragement in the Communist years of dictatorship.

(4) Search and supportfor the needy. Fr. Trifa encouraged and commissioned his

church members to minister to those in need of help and support. In the body of Christ

according to his understanding when one suffered all suffered and when one rejoiced all

rejoiced. As Fr. Trifa said, "All steadfast soldiers must be missionaries. All the

committed groups of soldiers must be missionaries and go where they knew there might

be lonely soldiers who needed help. . ." (Grossu 2002: 14-15). Here hes one of the

essential keys of this indigenous renewal movement. It ministered to the felt needs of its

members and it was a lay movement by the people, with the people, and for the people.

As I aheady stated in this study, Romanians are not tempted by the possibility of

great achievements. In the Romanian rural idyllic space, with its valleys of resignation

and the impetus of longingfor the mountaintops, the Lord Jesus' daily companionship is

much more important and inspiring than the achievement of great projects. For the

Romanians, life has always been a road with 'ups and downs'. The foreigners that

propose grand projects to us, even on a spiritual level, come and go, but we stay here.

The spiritual movement of the Lord's Army contextualized itself relevantly within the

Romanian mentality and worldview.

Lord's Armv vision. The Lord's Army represents a Christ-centered spiritual movement,

depended on the manifestation of the Holy Spirit. The fears of Father Trifa about the

future of the Lord's Army were expressed as it follows:

The Army belongs to the Lord and He will take care of it. However, in my
sleepless nights, I often tremble thinking of tomorrow. The Lord's Army
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is a palpable spiritual movement. Its "mill" functions by the overflowing
of the waters of the Holy Spirit. /fear the day when this "mill" will have
a less spiritual understanding. /fear there will come

"

rectifications
"

and

"adaptations
" that will drain the water of the mill. I fear "rectifications"

that will eliminate the Spirit and that the "letter" will remain. /fear the
day when the water of the "mill" of the Army will drain, when it will be
faced with the test of dealing with "fimds", with "boards", with
"committees", with "conferences", etc. I fear the day when the Army will
have everything, but no water on the mill. And at that moment, the Army
would have ended its life. . .By then; it will preserve only its name, as the
Christians of our days have beautiful names of saints, but the deeds of
pagans. (Grossu 2002:123-124)

The Christ-centred nature of the Lord's Army was manifested in all the levels of

the movements including that of the small groups. Christ's presence represented the

main purpose of the small gatherings. Father Trifa's will underlines this truth:

I leave with you my last will (testament) for the gatherings of the Army
which is the promise from Matthew 18:20. Hold this promise firmly! As

long as you have it with you, you have nothing to fear. There is only one

danger the gatherings of the Army should fear! It is the danger of losing
Christ from their midst. (Grossu 2002:125-126)

The Romanian Orthodox Church made many efforts to tum the movement into an

institution. Priest losif Trifa was accused that he initiated "the Lord's Army", when it

should have been "the Army of the (Orthodox) Church". The hierarchs of the Orthodox

Church proposed a certain set ofbylaws for the movement. Some of this included first,
"In every parish, the first soldier and the leader of the Army must be the priest. Next, the

cantor, the acolyte and the parish board must join the Army ex officio'". To such proposal
father Trifa answered in the following way: "This wouldmean thefuneral service of the

Lord's Army, because we are a group ofvolunteers who fight willingly against sin. To

embark these volunteers into an institutionalized stmcture would mean to destroy the

movemenf (Grossu 2002:132-133). The Romanian Orthodox Church decided to expel
Father Trifa from priesthood.

The leaders of the Lord's Army spent many years in Communist prisons. After

the fall ofCommunism, the Orthodox Church decided the post-mortem reinstatement of

Father Trifa. Unfortunately, the system has succeeded to quench the movement. Today,
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the Lord's Army is a fractured movement with less then 30,000 people. Most of them

belong to the Romanian Orthodox Church and are involved mainly in social actions, and

lost their spiritual and missionary zeal.

Missiological Applications

As we have seen in this chapter, the Orthodox Church has had a strong impact on

the religious life of the Romanian people, especially when it comes to maintaining the

"right" or "orthodox" practices and teachings such as theosis as well as the perpetuation

of the Christian Traditions. The Orthodox Church also focuses on liturgy or worship and

the importance ofChurch sacraments creating thus a deep spiritual atmosphere and a

genuine sense of God's presence in the house ofworship. However, it has done an

insignificant job when it comes to implementing what Draghicescu calls "the

metaphysics ofChristianity" deep into the Romanian worldview. That is why we see

today the high degree of religious formalism as well as the existence of a strong Christian

syncretism.

The lay Christian renewal movements originated by the two Orthodox priests,

Tudor Popescu and especially losif Trifa, provide us with essential practical lessons for

our Romanian churches and their attempt to contextualize the gospel and indigenize their

ministries. First, whenever people and churches have tumed from tradition to Christ, a

spiritual revival has emerged. Second, the focus on Jesus Christ and the personal and

communal devotion toward him represented the secret ofboth movements. Third, the

Scripture played a vital role in spreading the flame of revival. Fourth, a small group

strategy was more efficient than large gatherings. Fifth, these spiritual movements

showed that there is a need for permanent encouragement and companionship deep in the
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Romanians heart (due to their worldview). Sixth, a religious system does not start or

maintain any movement of the Spirit, but it can impede a movement or deviate it from

Christ.

Here follows then some practical suggestions that churches in Romania,

especially the traditional ones, should spent more efforts on originating and doing in

order to disciple nominal church members and re-evangelize the secular local society:

-Bridge the gap from religious formalism to transforming faith through intentional

contextualization of Church mission, ministry, and ecclesiology, and through the spiritual

exercises ofprayer, fasting, devotion time, personal bible study, and involvement in

church ministries.

Bridge the gap from focusing on "High Theology" regardless of how

"orthodox" this is to originating structures for "grass-roots theologizing."

Build a balance from focusing on iconography, liturgy and sacraments to

incorporating Bible study into the life and mission of the church. Romanian

people need to read the Bible, understand the Bible, and apply the Bible

practically in their individual and communal life. Every time this happened in

the history of the Church there was genuine revival and renewal.

Originate worship ministries that will transition the traditional ways of liturgy

into more contextualized and contemporary ways.

Use critical contextualization as related to all aspects of church life, mission,

and theology to prevent Christian syncretism.
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' Romanian words for basic Christian concepts come from Latin language, while the terms used for church
structure and liturgy come from the Slavonic language.

^ The Teutons built the first stone church at Campulung, and according to lorga "this was the first stone
church from all Romania" (lorga 1928:35). This monastery belonged to the Dominican monks.

^ The Coimcil ofConstantinople (381 AD), which finally settled the Arian confroversy and ratified the
Nicene faith.

" About one third of Romania's farmland, grazing land, and forestry, became the property of the Orthodox
monasteries, many of which were now belonging to Greece.

^ The Romanian Orthodox Church was founded in 1872 when the Church ofHungaro-Walachia and the
Church ofMoldavia came off the canonical submission to the Patriarchate ofConstantinople and when the

Metropolitan Bishop ofHungaro-Walachia, who was also Archbishop ofBucharest, was appointed Primate

Metropolitan Bishop ofRomania.

After the proclamation ofRomania's state independence (the 9th ofMay 1877), there were negotiations
with the Patriarchate ofConstantinople, so that the autocephaly of the Romanian Orthodox Church would
be recognized. This recognition was granted on the 25* ofApril 1885 by the Ecumenical Patriarch
Joachim.

The Metropolitan Seat of Transylvania got united with the Holy Synod ofBucharest on the 23"* ofApril
1919: ". . .The Romanian Orthodox Church of Transylvania, Banat, Crijana and Maramure? was formed as

an integrant part of the mother Church of the united Romania."

The law for founding the Patriarchate was promulgated on the 25th ofFebruary 1925. On the 1st of
November 1925, Miron Cristea was appointed Prime-Patriarch of Romania (1925-1939).
http://ro.wikipedia.org/wiki/Biserica_Ortodoxa_RomanEi/Istoria

* Even today the Baptists from these provinces represent 88% of the total number of Romanian Baptists.

' Pentecostal churches received official recognition in 1946 and in 1950, they had about 36,000 members.
A merger took place among at least three different groups, one ofwhich practiced ritual foot washing.

^
During the 1970s and 1980s, the cultural programs in the whole country gave glory to Ceausescu. Most

of local churches, however, represented an ideological 'fortress' by worshipping and celebrating Jesus

Christ as the only true King and Master.

'Daniel Barbu, professor ofpolitical science at Bucharest University, director of Political Research Institute
of the Bucharest University and director of the Studia Politica. Political Science Review Magazine.
Invited by different Universities in Paris, Rome, Athens and by the University ofPittsburgh, PA (2001). In

the two works he published recentiy at the Nemira Publishing House, The Nature of Romanians (2000) and
Bezant against Bezant (2001), the author approaches the <Romanian law> from a critical viewpoint. Also,
he describes the relationship between the Christian Orthodox ethics and the Romanian worldview.

'� The nomocanon is the osmosis between the laws of state and laws of church. Nomai refers to the laws of
state and canon to the laws of church. (Gillet 2001 :65-66)

"The idea that you "cannot be saved apart from your people" represents even today a main thesis in

Orthodoxy. The "National Salvation Cathedral" which will be built in Bucharest, facing the "People's
Palace" (built by Ceausescu), represents not only a symbol of the spiritual and ideological authority of the
Orthodox Church, but it materializes this theological concept.

Freedom has brought not only tremendous opportunities for the Romanian churches, but an enormous

competition for people's attention and time. Churches find themselves in an increasing competition with
the deceptive spiritual movements and non-Christian religions that have invaded Romania.
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Bom in a family of Orthodox priests in 1881, Dumitru Comilescu felt a calling for priesthood himself
and so he finally graduated from the Seminary for Orthodox Theology in Bucharest. Unsatisfied with his

spiritual life he began to read religious books from the West. The authors he read and later translated into
Romanian were Frank Thomas, F. Betlex, R.A. Torrey, S.D. Gordon, J.H.M. Conkey, George Muller, C.H.
Mackintoh and others. Comilescu observed that all these authors were making biblical references. Then he

began to read the Bible, and yet he was unable to understand it because the translation was very archaic and
rendered a topical Slavonic phraseology. Comilescu decide to translate the Bible in the modem Romanian

language, so that everyone might be able to understand it. As he proceeded to translate the Bible,
Comilescu was converted. He than began to share his new experience with his colleagues, and preach in
"The Stork's Nest Orthodox Church" were the priest was Tudor Popescu. He discovered in the Bible that
all people are sirmers, than all can receive forgiveness through faith, and that whoever receives Christ as the
Lord and Savior is bom again.

Dumitm Comilescu was accused of having translated a Protestant Bible. And yet �no one could

prove but that the Bible just translated by him had a very beautiful language, was easy to read by all people,
and was growing fast in popularity." In 1923 Romania's Patriarch advised Comilescu to leave the country.
He went to Switzerland where he died in 1975. His Bible translation was printed in more than 10 mil.

copies. Even today, after almost 90 years, Comilescu's translation is the one most used in Romania.

losifTrifa was bom on the 3rd ofMarch 1888 in the village Certege, Turda coimty, in Transilvania and
studied Orthodox theology in Sibiu. Here, at the Theological Academy of Sibiu, he was also a teacher.
Father losif Trifa served as an Orthodox priest for ten years.

The poet Traian Dorz, father Trifa's disciple and the leader of the Lord's Army after the latter's death,
wrote in a manuscript a history of the Army (published only in 1989) from which losif Tzon quoted.

In the night of the New Year's Eve of 1923, losif Trifa came under conviction to invite people to fight
against sins. From the whole city, there came through to his small room and deep in his soul, the dmnkards'
howls and yells, the noises of the music and the dmms ofNew Year's Eve parties.
A group of drunkards were just passing under his window disturbing the peace of the quiet little house with
the noise of their obscene songs and terrible curses. The child was tossing in his crib. And the father's soul
was shaken with pain. The dmnkards' group passed, others followed. And his heart was pierced by the
fiery arrows of the more and more tormenting questions:
- What have I done for these unhappy and cursing dmnkards to make them realize, in horror and

terror, their sin and destmction? Without being aware of it, they are heading towards sure death, - but I
know this thing astonishing well.
- 'What have I done to bring Jesus to them and them to Jesus'] The only life saving meeting of a soul
and of a people. (Tzon, 1988:143)

COMMITMENT
The undersigned , after thinking how I can enter the new year being spiritually saved, I thereby decide
to give up curse and drinking beginning with the first day of the year.
I realize the gravity of these two sins. I thereby join those who decide, as I do, to be good soldiers of Christ.
Let's begin the holy fight to clean our lives of the numerous and heavy sins.
The leader of our army is our Savior Christ - and He will lead us to victory.
Begging my Savior Jesus Christ to help me fight in His Army, I sign this resolution which has been made
for my own good and spiritual salvation.

Given in. . . at the New Year 1923
NN
Subscriber at the magazine "The Light of the 'Villages"

It is Him that we must ask questions. That we must obey. To Him we must confess. And it is Him that
we must love, each and all becoming one with Him. His Word must become the guide book for everyone's
life. His Spirit must become our way ofbeing. His fellowship and presence must become the very condition
of living, without which we cannot live! (Tzon, 1988:152)

" Interview with John Pop, a Lord's Army leader from Cluj-Napoca, 21 Febmary 2008.



Chapter 5 - Theoretical Framework� For Viewing the Romanian's

Christian Future

The purpose of this dissertation is to delineate a strategy for building indigenous

churches in the spirit of apostolic Christianity as life transforming communities in order

to tum nominal Christians and secular people into genuine disciples ofChrist, in

Romania. The framework used in this study, besides library and field research, has three

basic pillars: the theories of Church Growth, Apostolic Christianity, and

Contextualization/ Indigenization.

Principles of Church Growth

Donald McGavran' pioneered the field of church growth'^ while in India, where he

observed that some churches were growing while others were not. In his analytical quest

he was inspired by J. Wascom Pickett^, a Methodist bishop and missionary in India, who

used questionnaires as a field research tool. McGavran however, used interviews,

participant observation and historical analysis. He constantly asked three quesfions: (1)

When a church is growing, what are the causes of church growth? (2) When a church is

not growing, what are the barriers that prevent its growth? (3) What reproducible

principles can be observed and applied to other churches so they would grow? (Hunter

1997:22-23).

McGavran put together his discoveries in a foundational church growth book

enfitled The Bridges ofGod, pubhshed in 1955. "He saw evangelism as more than just

proclaiming of the gospel; he insisted that evangelization is incomplete until the person

becomes a responsible disciple ofChrist" (Rainer 1993:35). The main question in his

book is: How do people become Christians? The Westem approach to evangelism was

153
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individualistic as people come to Christ one by one, while in India, McGavran observed

that "the greatest number became Christians by making individual decisions collectively:

families, extended families, villages, tribes, and so on" (Rainer 1993:35). As he

concluded, "the main task is discipling, bringing unbelievers to commitment to Christ and

to active fellowship in the church" (Rainer 1993:36).

Next, in 1959, McGavran wrote How Churches Grow in which he investigated the

history and health ofboth growing and non-growing churches in different cultures, and

then in 1970 he wrote, Understanding Church Growth, which represents his most

important contribution to the Church Growth Movement. His deep conviction was that

"God commands an ardent searching for the lost in order to be found" (McGavran

1970:46) and that "Church growth follows where Christians show faithfiilness in finding

the lost. It is not enough to search for lost sheep. The Master Shepherd wants his sheep

found" (McGavran 1990:6). McGavran understood Christian mission as twin principles:

"First, conversion of the lost; second, a church-centered strategy for discipleship"

(Rainer, 1993:28).

The Homogeneous Unit Principle

In his works, McGavran originated several Church Growth principles. One is the

"homogeneous unit principle" which refers to "people consciousness when its members

think of themselves as a separate tribe, caste, or class" (1970: 190). McGavran explains

that people resist becoming Christians mostly due to social obstacles, not theological

ones, and "their resistance arises primarily from fear that 'becoming a Christian will

separate me fi-om my people'" (1970: 191). Consequently, "people like to become

Christians without crossing racial, linguistic, or class barriers" (McGavran 1970:198).

This principle is a corollary to the people movement concept.
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Other Christian scholars, however, argued that this does not represent a biblical

principle since a church should represent God's kingdom model: "There is neither Jew

nor Greek, slave nor free, male nor female, for you are all one in Christ Jesus" (Galatians

3:28, NIV). Thus, Rene Padilla'* states that the "breaking down of the barriers that

separate people in the world was regarded as an essential aspect of the gospel, not as a

resuh of it" (1980:300).

The kingdom of God tears down all kind ofbarriers, yet,, it does not represent a

melting pot where all the richness and beauty of different people and culture disappear.

As Wayne Zunkel perceives part of the American Christians' problem with the

homogeneous principle is that too many of them "unthinkingly bought into the American

idea of 'the melting pot'." Thus, they fail to notice that "the key to McGavran's

observation is in the phrase "like to become Christians" (1987: 106,1 13). We want them

to become, dress, eat, talk, and behave like us yet the Bible talks about a new identity in

Christ, not one of likeness. Christians should celebrate not only the unity in the spirit but

also the diversity in people's ethnicity, gender, language, etc.

PeterWagner admits, in Church Growth and the Whole Gospel, that the

homogeneous principle is "a penultimate dynamic, not an ultimate ideal" (1981:168). It

is important to acknowledge however that churches and missionaries should keep out all

other barriers except the biblical ones. The bibhcal barriers as the offense of the cross of

Christ that affronts the ego, the repentance of sins and turning from them as baptism and

joining the church "must remain, to be accepted and surmounted as part of the test of a

Christian. But churches and its emissaries are constantly tempted to add others."

(Wagner, 1990:168)
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The Receptivity Principle

Second church growth principle that McGavran identified refers to how the Spirit

of God works among people as individuals and in societies. As McGavran writes:

The receptivity or responsiveness of individuals waxes and wanes. No

person is equally ready at all times to follow "the Way." Peoples and
societies also vary in responsiveness. In resistant people groups, only
small single congregations can be created and kept alive, whereas in
responsive ones many congregations that freely reproduce others can be
estabhshed. (1970:216)

According to several church growth scholars, one can see here a practical strategy

"Winning the winnable while, they are winnable.^" As Zunkel points out, Jesus'

"ministry was almost entirely to hungry people, hurting people, sick and desperate

people. Rarely was he able to minister to the spiritually stuffed, the smug, and the

satisfied. Jesus instructed his disciples to go to those who were receptive, and bypass

temporarily those who were not yet ready" (1987: 156). PeterWagner stresses, "The

gospel receptors have an inherently higher priority than gospel rejecters", and "whenever

it comes to a choice between reaping ripe fields and seeding others, the former is

commended by God" (1990:207). Thus, he advocates the "harvest theology" as the

efficient bibhcal strategy for evangehsm (see Matthew 9:37-38, and John 4:35-38). He

stresses that "one way to increase the effecfiveness of evangelistic strategy planning is to

determine ahead of time which individuals or groups of individuals have hearts prepared

by the Holy Spirit to receive the Word" (1989:62)^

People Movement Theory

According to this third principle, people in some non-Westem cultures become

Christian as the result of a chain reaction. This takes place when "a wave of decision for

Christ sweeps through the group mind, involving many individual decisions." As he
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continues, "each decision sets off others and the sum total powerfully affects every

individual." McGavran concludes that, in such a context, "growing churches" are

"organized cells of the movement of a people. Folk join these cells by conversion

without social dislocation, without entering a new marriage market, and without a sense

that 'we are leaving and betraying our kindred'" (1981 : 1 10). In Romania, in some Gypsy

tribes, the group decisions seem to be very important.

Other Insights

McGavran also originated insightful principles on the issues of revival and church

growth, divine healing and church growth, indigenous church principles, and the

importance of setting goals in evangelism and church growth. As he explains, "When

God grants revival to his people, the usual pattem is that holy living increases, fresh

power is experienced, and the gospel is proclaimed with new fervency" (1990: 136).

As he continues, "God sovereignly gives revival when and where he wills," yet

stiU "churches need to focus on prayer and feeding on God's word" (1970: 166). In the

third edition of Understanding Church Growth, McGavran adds a short chapter regarding

divine healing and church growth. American missionaries believed that divine healing

reported on the field was nothing more than mere charlatanism. Even though he agreed

with them in the beginning, later McGavran confessed that "among vast populations,

divine healing is one of the ways in which God brings men and women to believe in the

Savior" (1990:145). Thus, he recommended that "missionaries and Chrisfian believers in

most populations ought to be following the biblical injunction to pray for the sick (James

5:14-15) (1990:145).
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Following McGavran's work, C. Peter Wagner, Ralph D. Winter, Win Am, Kent

R. Hunter, Lyle E. Schaller, George G. Hunter, Eddie Gibbs, and others have played an

important role in spreading the conviction that God wants his church to grow. In To

Spread the Power, George G. Hunter describes six general strategic principles that refer

to: (1) identifying receptive people^, (2) reaching out across social networks^, (3)

multiplying recmiting units^, (4) ministering to people's needs"', (5) indigenizing the

church's ministries", and (6) strategic planning for a church's future'^ (Hunter 1987:34-

36).

As Hunter points out, in all ages and contexts, the prevenient grace of God

prepares 'receptive people' to meet Him. John Wesley observed that, "the Lord of

Harvest is almost continuously moving among some people to prepare a 'harvest' for his

church to gather" (1987:51). It was the doctrine ofprevenient grace that motivated

Wesley and the early Methodists in their mission "because in every season the Holy

Spirit by his 'prevenient grace' moved through the events and circumstances of some

people's lives to open their hearts to the gospel" (1987:51).

Significance for the Present

The Church Growth Movement influenced thousands of local churches and in

some degrees several mainline denominations, Thom S. Rainer asserts He considers

church growth a "discipline which seeks to understand, through biblical, sociological,

historical, and behavioral study, why churches grow or decline" (1993:89). Rainer

argues that the Bible is the movement's source of authority, while, history, sociology, and

different behavioral sciences represent only simple tools rather than sources of authority.

However, the Church Growth Movement' advocates must be aware not to guide
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hermeneutically by growth pragmatism: "Those believers that receive the greatest

attention are those that are directly related to enhancing the growth of the church"

(Rainer, 1993:90). As Rainer argues, "A hermeneutic that attempts to isolate the text

from modem culture will not speak to the world. ... A hermeneutic constantly seeking

the favor of culture, even if numerical growth results, may gain relevancy while losing

tme disciples" (1993:91). Rainer concludes, "The cost of discipleship must remain in

tension with culturahy-relevant message" (1993:91).

While church growth keeps the church focused on reaching people for Christ and

disciple them, one should be aware not all growth is good. As Kent R. Hunter wams,

"those who identify with church growth because they want to build their own empires do

not represent the spirit of church growth principles" (1994:56). In many instances, the

church growth that people desires may not even represent the best sfrategy for Kingdom

growth. A church growth person - K. Hunter asserts - "is one who desires to be used by

God in His plan of salvation for intemal and extemal growth ofHis kingdom to the glory

of Jesus Christ" (1994:57).

The homogeneous principle can be applied in Romania in two major ways. First,

Romanians in general (and mral people in particular) perceive their affiliation to the

Eastem Orthodox Church as an important component of their ethnic identity.

Consequently, they fear that the gospel will separate them from their people and relatives.

The nominal Orthodox Christians need to see evangelical churches as one of the

Christian traditions, not as a different religion and a tradition that separates people from

their sinful behavior and not from their relations. Churches should follow this principle

in their attempt to reach the whole family. Especially, men seem to be betrayed when
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their wives receive Jesus Christ and are baptized. Sometimes it is better to postpone the

baptism of a converted woman in order to continue to witness and pray fervently for her

husband. When finally, they are baptized together, their Christian witness is more

powerful.''^

Second, one may see in Romania certain homogeneous ethnic communities with

minorifies that want to perform worship services in their own language. Consequently, it

is easier to build churches among ethnic minorities without crossing ethnic or language

barriers. In cities, people cross religious and ethnic barriers much easier then in villages.

However, the language barrier is important even in the cities. The Gypsy evangelical

churches, regardless of their denominational affihafion (Baptist, Pentecostal, or

Brethren), display strong similarities in their style, aesthetics, music, leadership, and so

on, and differ significantly from the ethnic Romanian churches in the evangelical

denominations to which they belong.

The doctrine ofprevenient grace and its missiological applications influence

tremendously my preaching, leadership and pastoral ministry. My attitude and way of

approaching lost people dramatically changed when I understood that in his prevenient

grace, God comes to people before we do, because he loves them more than we do.

Understanding that "the Holy Spirit is at work in everyone between conception and

conversion" (Tuttle 1994:43), I can appreciate God's work in people's lives other than

through church traditions. Romanian evangelical Christians should avoid a triumphant

approach in sharing the gospel. In many ways, Jesus was there before us.
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Apostolic Congregation Theories

In a post-Christian era, the Church faces similar spiritual conditions that the early

church encoimtered. As George Hunter asserts, "for centuries, in basketball jargon, the

Church always had 'home comt advantage,' but today we occasionally play on a neutral

court and usually on the opponent's court�ifwe play at all." (1992:36). The rise of new

paradigm churches, however, "whose members have a high degree ofpersonal

commitment to each other, a communal style of living, a strong social activism, and

creative forms ofworship and common life, has demonstrated the breadth of forms and

the depth of involvement possible in the Church" (Van Engen 1993:40).

Apostolic Congregations

One of first scholars to introduce the concept of apostolic congregations, and to

show that chiu-ches differ according to the populations they target, is George Hunter.

According to him, the traditional church focuses on nurturing and caring for its members

and their children, while the major mission of apostolic congregations is to reach lost

people (Hunter 1992:146). From his early experience as a young evangelist among the

secular people on "Muscle Beach" in Santa Monica, California, Hunter understood that

the "'churched' culture, with its jargon and rituals, robed choirs and stained glass, pews

and pulpits, hymnals and hand bells, was almost as alien to them as if it were imported

from China or the Middle East or Venus" (1992:13-14).

Addressing the issue ofwhat kind of church reaches secular people. Hunter

emphasizes the importance of relational theology. He refers to Bruce Larson's insights

regarding relational goals for people which "liberate churches from much parish

stagnation, because 'it is our goals, conscious or unconscious, which largely determine
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what direction our lives take, and whether we find freedom and fiilfiUment'" (1992:137).

As he asserts, most churches reaching secular people focus on their relationship to God,

their relationship to themselves, their relationship to others, and their relationship to the

world. These relationships make people transformed, transparent, honest, appreciative,

open, vulnerable, and involved persons (Hunter 1992:137-139). He continues that

churches reaching secular people know "that people who aren't disciples are lost," and

"lost people matter to God." These churches understand, accept, love and favor secular

people (1992:144).

In Church for the Unchurched, Hunter develops and describes the apostolic

congregation concept and presents the results of a research he did on nine 'apostolic

congregations''^. First, Hunter delineates ten distinctive features of apostolic

congregations: (1). Take a redundant approach to rooting believers and seekers in

Scripture; (2). Are disciplined and eamest in prayer; (3). Understand, like, and have

compassion for unsaved, unchurched, and pre-Christian people; (4). Follow the great

commission and regard it as a privilege; (5). Have a clear vision about what people can

become as disciples; (6). Adapt to the language, music, style, aesthetics of the target

population's culture; (7). Involve believers and seekers in small groups; (8). Consider a

priority the involvement of all members in lay ministries for which they are gifted; (9).

Their members receive regular pastoral care; (10). Engage in many ministries to

unchurched people (1996: 29-32).

Second, Hunter explains that apostolic congregations see people differently than

traditional churches. Traditional churches simply want people (1) to be religious, (2) to

beheve like us, (3) to behave like us, (4) to have an experience like ours, (5) to become
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like us culturally, (6) to support the institutional church, (7) to prepare people for heaven.

Some churches have explicit "sacramental" goals for people. Then he concludes; "All

these traditional objectives do not sufficiently reflect essential Christianity, and they are

not sufficient motivators to drive congregations to fulfill their mission" (1996:36-41).

Apostolic congregations however, (1) help lost people to discover that they matter

to God, (2) feature the Christian experience as a new relationship with God and with the

people ofGod, (3) picture what the New Life is all about, (4) emphasize that the new

lifestyle is to live in the world but not of it, (5) help people to discover their identity and

to become their true selves. Hunter exhorts "a church must conceive and then

communicate a viable model of the kind of Christian our Lord has in mind, that his

Gospel, his Spirit, and his community make possible" (1996:42-54).

In order to develop a church growth strategy. Hunter suggests that churches need

to follow several important steps: (1). Research the community and the unchurched

population; (2). Profile their target population; (3). Define a clear mission and plan for

the future; (4). Develop and implement a strategy for reaching unchurched people; (5).

Deploy their laity in ministry; (6). Train their people for Christian witness; (7). Offer a

"seeker sensitive" Sunday worship service; (8). Challenge people to commit their hves;

(9). Open their hearts to the presence and power ofGod; (10). Want other churches to

join them in reaching out to secular people (1992:154-171).

Third, George Hunter offers several "pioneering principles of outreach," and

"ways apostohc churches communicate the gospel." According to him, apostohc

congregations prepare their people in multiple ways, clarify the goal of outreach,

understand evangelism as a process, regard outreach as a lay ministry, train their people
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for outreach, and practice social network evangelism.'^ They offer "the faith once

delivered to the saints," address the "hfe concerns" of pre-Christians (and Christians), use

the language of the target population, and represent the gospel with generational

relevance. In communicating the gospel, apostohc churches often begin with "active

1 7
listenmg." They begin where the people are, teach "Christianity 101," teach fi^om a

1 8reduced canon , practice the "miracle of dialog," assimilate seekers before they believe,

permit Christianity to become "contagious," invite "an experiment of faith." They know

that "God gives the increase" (1996:153-167)'^

Bibhcally Functioning Community

The foimder and pastor ofWillow Creek Community Church introduces the term

biblically fimctioning community in order to describe this church. As Bill Hybels (1995)

asserts, the identity of a local church needs to be defined not in terms of a denominafion,

a sanctuary, a pastor's name or other specific characteristics, but from the attributes of the

church as described in the New Testament, Acts 2:42-47.

The vision ofHybels' church is "to be a biblically functioning community of

behevers so that Christ's redemptive purposes can be accomplished in the world"

(Braoudakis 1997:55). A vision of a biblically fimctioning community was cast out by

Dr. Gilbert Bilezekian^'^. As Bilezekian points out: "This is God's ultimate

achievement�a community, a center ofwarm, pulsating, effervescent, outreaching

Christian love, a place with all of its components united in order to become a force in this

world instead of a farce" (Hybels 1995: 157).^'. Willow Creekers love to identify with a

total different experience the person shares: "The church was to be the warm, open.
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pulsating, dynamic, loving, attractive new community of God's people that would

penetrate culture and claim it for Christ" (Bilezekian 1993:175-176).

In a biblically functioning community, the teaching is transformational,

fellowship goes deep "below the surface" and has the power to revolutionize lives, and

the community is open to the nonreligious people and develops strategies to reach them.

"They get intentional by creating opportunities for spiritual seekers to come to a safe

place to hear the dangerous, life-changing, and eternity-altering message ofChrist"

(Hybels 1995:161). In a bibhcal community, the Holy Spirit opens the eyes of those who

have possessions to share with the less fortunate. Furthermore, the biblical church is a

source of faith, love and hope. Hybels argues: "Renewal happens when the intemal force

at the core of [the] church is simply this�love another kind" (1995: 164-165). Hybels

underlines that a biblical community as described in Acts 2 represents

a supportive and encouraging place where Spirit-led preaching brings a

new, God-focused direction to people's lives; where believers gather in
smah groups to share their hearts on the deepest of levels; where people
compassionately walk with each other through life's problems and pain;
where everyone feels empowered to make a difference through their
spiritual gifts; where prayer, worship, and the sacraments are lifted up;
where the rich share their God-given resources with the poor; and where

people ache so much for their irreligious friends that the church gets
strategic and takes risks to reach out to them with the Gospel. (1995:163)

The mission ofWillow Creek Community Church is to tum nonreligious people

into fully devoted followers of Jesus Christ (Braoudakis 1997:55). Wihow Creek sees

itself as a church that is engaged in searching for lost people. Hybels underlines, "We

are lock, stock, and barrel sold out to the concept that 'lost people matter to God.' It's

not a chche around here. We use it a lot. It's a creed" (Pritchard 1996:27) The seven

strategic steps employed byWillow Creek Community Church for reaching unchurched
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people represent a significant tool in building an evangelistic strategy for apostolic

congregations: (1) building an authentic relationship with an unbeliever; (2) sharing a

verbal witness; (3) bringing the seeker to a seeker-oriented service; (4) inviting them to

regularly attend a service for believers; (5) joining a small group; (6) discovering,

developing, and deploying his/her spiritual gift; (7) using his/her resources in a God-

honoring way (Hybels 1995: 169-181). This strategy has been developed and explained

in a more practical way in Becoming a Contagious Christian (1994) and Becoming a

22
Contagious Christian: Participant's Guide (1995).

Willow Creek Community Church uses a four-fold outline to describe God's

design for His church: (1) Exaltation�Corporate and private worship of God our King^^.

(2) Evangelism�Bringing lost people to meet our King.^'' (3) Edification�Building up

the relationship we have with our King.^^ (4) Extension�Reaching into society with the

compassion and justice ofGod's Kingdom.^^

Willow Creekers believe that membership represents a biblical concept and it

involves a personal commitment to Jesus and to the local church. As they state, "in a

culture where commitment is no longer highly valued, recognizable membership is an

important step that moves each of us out of the vague clouds of our good intentions and

into the clear light of committed participation" (Braoudakis 1997:61). The participating

members "have the right to influence the key decisions of the church"; they "receive

priority for facility usage and staffmembers' time"; and "virtually all leadership positions

in the church require participating membership as a prerequisite" (Braoudakis 1997:64).

The requirements ofparticipating memberships^ are the Five G's: Grace; Growth;

Group; Gifts; Good Stewardship. Another way to look at these requirements is to break
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them down into the following responsibilities: (1)�Personal Purity: to bring to the

church a submitted, Spirit-field self; (2)�Relational Integrity: to purpose honorable and

loving relationships in the family; among friends, coworkers, and neighbors; and in the

Body; (3)�Organizational Loyalty: to contribute to the church time, talents, and treasure,

and to be responsive to the leadership God has established; (4)�Interpersonal Maturity:

to seek to serve more than to be served (Braoudakis 1997:63). Furthermore, Hybels has

distilled ten distinguishing core values for Willow Creek Community Church that unify

their efforts and define their distinctiveness.

In terms ofworship. Willow Creek uses a "High Performance Seeker Service"

that targets seekers, through Christian contemporary music, drama, and topical-biblical

preaching in the culture's language. According to Hybels, "Everything that happens in a

weekend service is a direct response to the target audience thatWillow Creek has

selected" (Pritchard, 1996:61). In order to define and personalize the target audience,

Hybels has given the target a personal name�"unchurched Harry". Lee Strobel, a

teaching pastor, in his Inside the Mind ofUnchurchedHarry andMary designs the

profile of the target populationWillow Creek strives to reach^^. As Hybels asserts, to

communicate with an unchurched Harry, "you need to start where he is" (Pritchard,

1996:27). Evangelism director, Mark Mittelberg, explains: "That is the nature of

persuasion�^bringing a person from where they are to where they need to be" (Pritchard

1996:59).

As Pritchard observes, Willow Creek "presents professionally staged programs

that skillfully address the real-life issues and needs of its audience, often in a stirring

way. Speakers suggest that a life with God is the best way to satisfy these needs."
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(1996:23). Willow Creek's pastors stress that Christianity is relevant, it works, and

Christianity is true. Most of the messages are related to people's daily lives and

according to Hybels "For every sermon we preach, they're asking, am I interested in that

subject or not?" (Pritchard 1996:138).^"

The goal of relevancy is to move unchurched people from a hostile position to

curiosity. "At this point, Hybels argues that Christianity is the true explanation of

reality. . . . The strategy is to help curious Harrys become sincere Harrys and to help

sincere Harrys become Christians" (Pritchard 1996:158).

Pritchard also remarks that "a large part ofHybels' argument that Christianity is

true is the complementary argument that Harry's view of reality is false" (1996: 158).

Hybels sees "this process of creating 'chaos', or 'destabilization', as an integral part of

the process of persuasion. Thus, before one can build Harry's new worldview, one must

break down the old" (1996:159). Willow Creek's preaching destabilizes Harry's

philosophy of individualism and the moralist approach. Hybels asserts that individuals

"who don't live according to God's plan will run up against the results of their sin. ...

What began as pleasure ends painful vices and addiction" (Pritchard 1996: 165). People

who choose a hfe ofpursuing possessions, prestige, power, or pleasure will end

unsatisfied. Hybels challenges Harry to be intellectually honest in examining Christian

truths and their fruits.

Creekers are aware that most unchurched people consider church programs

boring; therefore creativity and unpredictability of every weekend program are very

important^'. Strobel recalls visiting as an unchurched Harry: "From week to week, I

never knew what was going to happen at those church services, and that unpredictability
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fostered an atmosphere of anticipation among those in attendance" (Pritchard 1996:90).

Willow Creek's weekend services programming achieves a fluid transition to the

message, and there is no dead time in the program.

In a visual era of communication.Willow Creek makes use of arts, drama and

media in order to catch people's attention. Drama sketches the human dimension of life.

The short dramas have the role of "revealing common human problems; enabling

Creekers to identify with unchurched Harry; providing self-understanding for Harry, and

lowering Harry's defenses" (Pritchard 1996:92). "Drama is the way that we can connect

people with the problem, not the solution", a drama writer explains (Pritchard 1996:92).

The issues dramas raise are unanswered, and dramas usually end unresolved. "Drama is

terrible for trying to preach at people," one of the leaders says (Pritchard 1996:93). The

music and biblical messages portray the answers. "By creating moments of deep

emotion. Willow Creek is attempting to help Harry re-experience some of the pain of his

problems and then show how God wants to meet people in their pain" (Pritchard

1996: 1 1 1). As Strobel argues, "The objective of evangelism should be to bring

unchurched Harry into a personal encounter with God, not just to merely pass on

information about God" (Pritchard 1996:1 1 1).

Anonymity represents another important factor in programming seeker services.

Hybels explains, seeker services provide a neutral place for unchurched Harry to

investigate Christianity. When Harry first begins attending church, he is anxious because

he does not know what is expected ofhim. Hybels argues, "Our seekers don't want to

say anything, sing anything, or give anything" (Pritchard, 1996:105). Strobel makes

clear, "Anonymity gives time to unchurched Harry and Mary. It creates a safe
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environment for them to seek after the truth about Christ at their own pace" (Pritchard

1996:106). The programming of the weekend service is designed to remove the barriers

ofhostihty and suspicion and help unchurched people to pay attention to the Gospel.

Creekers stress authenticity, transparency, integrity, intimacy, emotions, and

affection in their words, deeds, messages, and attitudes toward unchurched people.

Hybels asserts that a "prerequisite to effective preaching to non-Christians is that we like

them. Ifwe don't, it's going to bleed through our preaching" (Pritchard 1996: 120). As

Pritchard points out, we see this affection in his chosen-epitaph: "Bill Hybels, friend of

sinners" (Pritchard 1996:120). Certainly, people want to know that we are really

beheving what we are teaching; we are actually living what we are teaching; and it is

working for them, too. At the same time, people don't care how much we know until

they know how much we care.

Hybels and Willow Creek's leaders make known that they are similar to

unchurched Harry and Mary. Several former unchurched people would confess: "It

seemed like they didn't have anything to hide", or "It was very disarming when Bill's

approach was to be very transparent and to admit his own shortcomings" (Pritchard
32

1996:1 19). In his preaching, Hybels establishes a sense ofmutuality with the audience .

By using the pronouns we, us, our, Hybels points out how similar he and Harry are.

Instead of verbally pointing his finger at Harry, he creates a "level playing field where all

are equal in the sight ofGod" (Pritchard 1996: 126). Then again, Creekers work hard to

surmount the language gap that usually exists between Christianity and secular people.

Hybels and teaching pastors use the language Harry understands, eliminate Christian

cliches, use a normal tone of voice, and try to communicate a simply theology.
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The main critic ofWillow's evangelistic strategy calls it a "marketing approach",

or "entrepreneurial Christianity", hi his book. Willow Creek Seeker Services: Evaluating

a New Way ofDoing ChurcJf'^ , G.A. Pritchard states, "marketing distorts how Christians

view nonbelievers and the process of telling others the gospel" and "people become

spiritual targets as a result of this marketing method" (1996:243-249). Next, he considers

that marketing strategy even distorts the Christian gospel itself As he writes, "My

primary criticism ofWillow Creek's use ofmarketing rests on the distortion of the gospel

that necessarily results from its fixation with the audience's felt needs. Marketing makes

the audience sovereign as it shapes or creates products to satisfy the audience's felt needs

and desires" and "Hybels teaches that Christianity will satisfy Harry's felt needs and

provide fulfillment" (1996:249-250).

It is true that generally church growth teaching encourages churches to be "user

friendly" and avoid being judgmental; it includes a healthy and balanced teaching about

the righteousness and holiness of God and about human sinfulness. Hybels became

aware of such weaknesses in his preaching and soon he and his colleagues balanced their

message. Willow Creek strives to build a community which emphasizes the importance

ofbuilding relationships with unchurched people and corporate evangelism.^'*

Pritchard concludes that Willow Creek promotes a fulfillment theology in order to

satisfy Americans' search for success and self-interest. It is not our task to evaluate or

defendWillow Creek theology, yet success represents a feature of the American

worldview and a temptation for all churches and Christian organizations, including the

traditional ones.
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According to George Bama, Americans "do not want to associate with a 'loser',

whether it is a person or an organization" (Prichard 1996:246). Therefore, one must

appraise scripturally these insightful lessons learned fi-om America's successful churches'

experience, and apply them with cultural sensitivity.

In the Romanian context, a Willow Creek seeker service may be seen as lacking

reverence toward God since the Orthodox Church focuses on solemn ritualistic worship.

Purpose Driven Churches

Founder and pastor of Saddleback Community Church argues in The Purpose

Driven Church that strong churches are built on purposes. As he notices, "Only God

makes the church grow. Only God can create waves�wave of revival, waves of growth,

and waves of spiritual receptivity" (1995:14).

As Warren observes all living organisms grow, therefore since the church is a

living organism, "it is natural for it to grow if it is healthy." Therefore, the right question

is not: "What will make our church grow?" The right question is: "What is keeping our

church from growing?" (1995:15-16). As Warren answers, a loss ofpurpose causes a

church to lose vitality and "plans, programs, and personalities don't last, but God's

purposes will last" (1995:81). That is why Saddleback's purpose statement^^ includes

five major purposes:

Magnify: We celebrate God's presence in worship
Mission: We communicate God's Word through evangelism
Membership: We incorporate God's family into our feUowship
Maturity: We educate God's people through discipleship
Ministry: We demonstrate God's love through service (1995:107).

In examining these major church purposes one may find that to every purpose

corresponds a certain task, objecfive, target, hfe component, basic human need, emotional
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benefit, and ingredient that church provides (see 1995: 1 19). Warren concludes that most

churches usually focus on only one of these purposes. Therefore, they represent a "one

sided" chiu-ch paradigm. A church that focuses on all five represents the purpose driven

church paradigm, (see 1995:125) Warren states:

� Churches grow warmer through fellowship.
� Churches grow deeper through discipleship.
� Churches grow stronger through worship.
� Churches grow broader through ministry.
� Churches grow larger through evangelism. (1995:49)

The most important task of a church, as Warren asserts, is "developing a workable

process to tum seekers into saints, tum members into ministers, and tum an audience into

an army" (1995:46). In a purpose-driven church. Warren identifies five circles of

commitment correlated to the five purposes of the church. (Warren, 1995:130) He

explains that a constant move from the outside toward the inner circle represents a

process for moving people to deeper levels of commitment. According to him, it

represents the principle of "moving people from the community into the core"( 1995: 131)

or "from the outside in, rather than from the inside out" (1995:138). He stresses that the

church must be a loving and accepting community in which the hurt, lonely,

marginalized, despaired, and poor people can find and experience joy, security, support,

acceptance, spiritual growth, and have their needs met (1995:43).

There are five circles of commitment: unchurched - regular attendees - members-

maturing members-core or lay ministries'^ (1995: 130). Warren argues, the "Chrisfian life

involves more than just believing�it also includes belonging"; so to assimilate and

develop mature members. Saddleback built a Christian educational program called "The

Life Development Process". To help one visualize the philosophy behind this program
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Warren parallels it to a simple diagram ofbaseball diamond, in which each base

represents a completed class and a deeper level of commitment (Warren 1995:144). The

participants dedicate themselves to the requirements of a covenant. The Christian

maturity implies knowledge, perspective, conviction, skill, and character. In turning

members into ministries. Warren asserts that SHAPE determines what a person's ministry

should be. SHAPE stands for Spiritual gifts. Heart, Abilities, Personality, and

Experiences (1995:369-375).

In regard to worship. Saddleback uses the Seeker-Sensitive Service with the

confidence that worship is a powerful witness to unbelievers. Here, Warren asserts that

unbelievers need to feel God's presence in a worship service, and to understand the

message; he stresses that "in genuine worship God's presence is felt, God's pardon is

offered, God's purposes are revealed, and God's power is displayed" (1995:24). He also

considers that one of the most important factors of a worship service is the style ofmusic

and suggests to "matching your music to the kind ofpeople God wants your church to

reach" (1995:281). He believes that there is no such thing as sacred music and as he

explains when 'Silent Night' was first published, it was called "vulgarmischief and void

of all religious and Christian feelings." Even, "Handel's Messiah was widely condemned

as "vulgar theater" by the churchmen of his day" (1995:283).

As it is well known, thousands of churches all over the world imported "The

Purpose Driven Church" concept. In the case ofRomania, several Romanian church

leaders implemented the model in a very reductionistic way. Thus, they only organized

the church into five departments based on "Warren's strategy". Each of these

departments focuses on only one purpose. In this way, the senior pastor has five church
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leaders under his authority who oversee almost five different churches and the church

becomes a confederafion ofministries led by a board of elders. The purpose driven-

church might represent a concept that fits within an achievement driven society.

Romanians, however, are not success driven people and they need a persistent source of

motivation. Therefore, the permanent focus on Jesus Christ represents a better

motivation to them.

High Impact Churches

Linus Morris is a church planter and pastor who had remarkable experience in the

context ofWestem Evirope where he developed a unique church growth model. As he

explains in The High Impact Church, churches must shift from: Parish to Pursuit;

Property to People; Performance to Penetration; Form to Function; Survival to Strategy;

Maintenance to Multiplication; Success to Spirituality; Doubt to Dare.

According to Morris the greatest need in Europe is not material success but

spiritual tmth, and "churches should be more concemed with kingdom building than with

empire building" (1993:61). As he continues some "churches want to grow for selfish

reasons, instead of growing to reproduce behevers" (1993:111).

The "checklist of Spiritual Vitahty" that Morris developed represents a practical

tool for appraising churches today. This checklist includes the following factors: (1)

unshakable confidence in the resurrection of Jesus as the foundation ofChristianity; (2)

kingdom orientation: a love for God and others, passion for kingdom authority, and focus

on the redemptive and liberating power of Jesus Christ from evil control; (3) obedience to

Jesus as Lord; (4) persistent prayer as a means to be anointed with power; (5) power of

the Holy Spirit; (6) spiritual gifts as given by God and exercised in love to build the Body
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ofChrist; (7) strong leadership; (8) persuasive proclamation as enabled by a church

through mobilization of its members and creation ofmany opportunities for presenting

the gospel Belief in God's supernatural intervention; (9) growth through conversion and

multiplying congregations of behevers; (10) other factors among which are genuine

fellowship, joyful praise and worship, and devotion to biblical preaching and teaching

(1993:69-77).

Next, Morris sees the church as a spiritual body dependent upon its certain

systems. A system, Morris asserts, is a "combination of the body's individual parts

which operates and function together" (1993:275). He delineates several vital systems

for a high impact church, with the Intercessory Prayer System representing the most

critical one as seen in the example the largest church in the world, the Yoido Full Gospel

Church of Seoul, Korea. (2) People-Flow System and (3) Nurture System, closely related

to each other, are responsible for assimilation, fellowship in small groups, preaching and

teaching, baptism and communion, and pastoral care. (4) Celebration System stands

behind worship as the main gathering events. However, Morris argues, it is important not

to look at the celebration system as the main system of the church. (5) Leadership

System is the church's most important resource. Then, (6) Management System, (7)

Communication System, and (8) Administrative and Finance System represent necessary

parts of a high impact church. (1993:27-282).

As Morris concludes, "Competent leadership implements and develops these

systems as the church grows" (1993:282) and also "God gives His people vision through

impressions, burdens, and passions that need to be confirmed through Scripture, the

counsel of other godly Christians and good research" (1993:280).
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Cell-Group Churches

Dale Galloway planted and pastored New Hope Community Church in Portland,

Oregon as a church based on small groups and on forming leaders of leaders. According

to Galloway, a cell-group church is built on the premise that basic Christian community

occurs in the small group and that these cells are not independent "house churches" but

form the whole church.

According to Galloway, God gave him the vision to plant a church "that will have

hundreds of lay pastor-led small groups throughout the metropolitan area, with ministry

happening every day of the week" (1995:27). Galloway however, wams against

departmentalizing the church and advocates for a totally integrated system of cell groups.

Thus, in a totally integrated system, "small groups are involved in every aspect of the

church" (1995:21). According to Galloway small groups have four major purposes:

Evangelism, Discipleship, Shepherding, and Service.

Next he observed that, at New Hope, small groups members developed ten similar

characteristics over the years: (1). became a close, caring family; (2). leamed to apply

the Bible to their daily life; (3). provided a place to share and leam from one another;

(4). received effective one-on-one pastoral care; (5). gave each other encouragement

and edification; (6). were provided with unlimited opportunities for meaningful service;

(7). used non-threatening evangelism; (8). discipled new converts; (9). experienced

spiritual growth; and (10). developed strong leadership. (1995:65-69)

Galloway also explains that the dynamic of a group depends on the participation

of the entire group. Thus, the leader of a group operates more as a facilitator rather than

as a teacher or authoritative person. Galloway provides in this sense a helpful diagram.
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As he explains, the "group members interact each other with the leader guiding the

discussion" (1995:72).

Not this: Nor this: But this:

Figure Nr. 1 Small group interaction diagram.

In 20/20 Vision, How to create a Successful Church with Lay Pastors and Cell

Groups, Galloway advocates the New Testament blue print ofbuilding apostolic church:

"Meet in the house ofGod on Sunday to celebrate all together the resurrection power of

Jesus. Then, throughout the week, meet house-to-house in small groups for heart-to-heart

fellowship" (1986:126).

Here Galloway describes several dynamic small-group principles that improve the

quality of the group'^. As he explains, there are three parts to a successful Tender Loving

Care group: (a). Sharing life. When people share with a group, they feel more a part of

that group; (b). Conversational prayer. People are intimidated by long prayers.

Therefore, start simple with one-sentence on a subject; (c). Application of the Bible.

People need to know how to apply Bible truth to make a difference in their lives.

New Paradigm Churches

Donald Miller produced the study ReinventingAmerican Protestantism (1997)

where he calls "the new paradigm churches" a new style ofChristianity bom in the
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United States in order to respond to fundamental cultural changes that began in the mid-

1960s'. He asserts that, "appropriating contemporary cultural forms, these churches are

creating a new genre ofworship music; they are restructuring the organizational character

of institutional religion; and they are democratizing access to the sacred by radicalizing

the Protestant principle of the priesthood of al believers (Miller 1997:1).

In this definition, Miller includes "seeker-targeted" churches, such as Willow

Creek Community Church in Chicago or "seeker-sensitive", such as Saddleback

Community Church in southem Califomia, churches that design worship services to

appeal to unchurched people. He also includes three movements of churches that

identify themselves as part of "apostolic networks": Calvary Chapel, Vineyard Christian

Fellowship, and Hope Chapel. The new paradigm churches meet in such facilities as a

converted warehouse, a rented school auditorium, or a leased space in a shopping mall.

Miller describes several common features of the new paradigm churches: a)

worship is contemporary; (b) the atmosphere is friendly; (c) relaxed, and family-oriented;

(d) clergy and congregants usually dress informally; (e) tolerance of different personal

styles is prized; (f) pastors tend to be understated, conversational, and humble, rather than

dramatic and ego-centered; (g) expository, fiiendly teaching predominates over topical

sermonizing; (h) lay leadership is highly valued; (i) bodily, rather than mere cognitive,

participation in worship is the norm; (j) the gifts of the Holy Spirit are affirmed; (k) they

have extensive small group ministries; (1) a spirit ofjoy and celebration represents the

overarching feature (1997:13-20).'^

The small group meetings in homes are at the core of all these movements. As he

asserts, members "repeatedly say that home fellowship groups constitute the family they
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never had as children and teenagers" (1997: 16). In the new paradigm churches, people

are attracted by the openness and honesty of the people they encountered in these

churches. The people seemed 'real'�"there were no pretensions, no attempts to be

something they were not. Consequently, it was possible to relax, to be vulnerable, to

admit one's own hurts and problems, knowing that one would be accepted rather than

judged" (1997:21).

As Miller explains, "the task of religion is to provide meaning, meaning that

orders one's life and gives a sense ofultimate purpose�a reason for being, a sense of

hope, and a destiny to fulfill. ... Fundamental to any healthy, expanding religious

institution is that it gives individuals a powerful sense of life's purpose" (1997:27). The

distinctiveness of new paradigm churches. Miller argues, is that "they have incorporated

aspects of therapeutic, individualistic, and antiestablishment values into congregational

life, but they have simultaneously rejected the narcissism of these countercultural

orientations" (1997:21). While embracing the ethic of openness and tolerance, new

paradigm churches oppose many of the values of modem psychology. "They substitute

'biblical advice' for 'counseling' and deal with psychological issues in sensitive but often

direct, and even confi-ontational, ways�focusing on moral choices in the present rather

than childhood conditioning ofpast attitudes" (1997:21). While new paradigm churches

stress individual choice and personal interpretation of scripture, they reject "utilitarian

individualism". They place on enormous emphasis on personal accountability, which

"occurs in small group Bible study settings where mentored friendships are valued"

(1997:21).
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As Miller concludes, "members ofnew paradigm churches tend to be hostile to

institutions, bureaucracies, and routinized aspects of organizational life. ... On the other

hand, new paradigm members place an exh-emely high value on community, and for

many individuals the church is the center of their lives" (1997:22). Nevertheless, as Greg

Laurie, a Calvary Chapel leader argues, "the real growth in the church occurs because

'well-feed sheep reproduce.'. . . 'Healthy sheep' -those who are well schooled in the

Bible�^bear witness to their friends; they also attract people to Christianity because of

quality of their lives and the love they express" (Miller 1997:55-56).

Leadership in the Apostolic Churches

hi Leading and Managing a Growing Church, George Hunter argues that one may

see church not only as a spiritual organism but as a human organization as well. Hunter

observes two pathologies within traditional churches: some churches are over-

administered and under-led, while others are over-led and under-managed.'^ Churches

need leadership, management, and administration, considers Hunter. According to him,

A leader communicates the church's vision, purpose, and direction and
mobilizes people's energy in support of it. A manager deploys people
(and resources), through specific roles, jobs, and tasks, to achieve the
mission's purpose and sees to it that the organization permits and helps the
people to succeed. An administrator facilitates the workflow of the

organization and attends to its efficiency. The obsession of the first role is

direction, the second is effectiveness, the third is efficiency. (2000:26)

Warren Bennis asserts that "managers are people who do things right and leaders

are people who do the right things." (1985:21). He also remarks, leaders "know what

they want, why they want it, and how to communicate what they want to others, in order

to gain their cooperation and support." (1988:3). hi arguing that organizations need both

leadership and management in order to be effective. Hunter quotes John Kotter who
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asserts that "management is about coping with complexity", while "Leadership is about

coping with change." (2000:25). Kotter explains that "leadership focuses on setting the

organization's overall direction and aligning and motivating people; management focuses

on planning and budgeting, organizing and staffing, controlling and problem solving"

(Hunter 2000:25).

Peter Drucker defines a leader as "somebody who has followers." He considers

that a leader needs a clear mission and a clear vision. (1990:40). Also, Drucker supposes

that every mission statement must reflect three things: opportunifies; competence; and

commitment. (1990:8). Leaders are motivated by vision and vision motivates ministry.

As Bama defines, "vision is a clear mental portrait of the future", and "vision comes from

God." (1997:47-48). Or, more specifically, "vision for ministry is a clear mental image

of a preferable future, imparted by God to His chosen servants, based upon an accurate

understanding ofGod, self, and circumstances" (Bama 1991:29).

Bama argues that "for vision to be effective, it must be simple enough to be

remembered but specific enough to provide direction" (Galloway 1999a: 13). Galloway

underlines that "the leader's job is to influence key people and bring them together

around God's vision." (1999b:26). And "vision is not the result of consensus; it should

result in consensus" (Bama 1991 :36). One may say, vision is a clear mental picture of a

future inspired by God that ignites the present by a holy passion.

Apostolic churches practice strategic planning. Hunter asserts: "Most churches

do operational planning, and have many such plans behind their various programs and

activifies, but most churches neglect strategic planning" (Hunter 1987:189). He

confesses: "I have observed no church experiencing sustained growth where there was
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not also an informed strategic plan being implemented and with widespread ownership"

(Hunter 1987:186-187). In general, Romanian evangelical churches spend most of their

time in operational planning and have no idea about strategic planning.

Bill Hybels stresses the importance of leadership in a biblically functioning

community, and asserts that "imfortunately, there has been some confusion about

leadership in recent Christian history. Local churches generally haven't been directed by

leaders but by teachers. . . As a result, a lot of churches are well taught; very few are

effectively led" (1995: 149). In order to identity the growing leaders, Hybels suggests

looking for five qualities: (1). Ability to influence others; (2). Character; (3). Ability to

work with people; (4). Initiative and (5). Ingenuity.'*^ Other leadership qualities include:

ability to cast vision, to band people together, and to inspire and motivate people; abihty

to identify and originate positive change; setting core values and allocating resources

effectively and identifying entropy or seeing something that is beginning to fall apart,

before others even realize it. Authentic leaders love to create a leadership culture in

which others can lead, cast a vision, and organize volunteers around different parts of the

ministry (1995:151-154).

Contextualization and Indigenization

In discussing the issue of contextualization and indigenization, it is important first

to look more deeply(than in chapter 3) into defining what culture is, and how this in tum

helps us understand contextualization. This section presents several definitions of culture

and of contextualization, and a view into the inter-dynamics between the gospel and

culture in the process of contextualization. The section concludes by suggesting how

contextualization can address the issue of secular individualism.
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Definition of Culture

Paul Hiebert defines culture as "the more or less integrated systems of ideas,

feelings, and values and their associated pattems of behavior and products shared by a

group of people who organize and regulate what they think, feel and do" (1985 [2000]:

30). Louis Luzbetak explains that culfiire is like an organism, which by its very nature

changes and adjusts. As a dynamic system, culture adds new elements and loses some,

while others are substituted or fiised. Cultures are therefore constantly changing because

the members of the society are constanfiy modifying their "plan for successful living,"

always seeking to improve their "underlying code of behavior in accord with the growth

of their experience and their ever-changing physical, social, and ideational environment."

As Luzbetak concludes, "Some cultures, like some organisms, change more rapidly and

more thoroughly than others." Also, when culture changes, it is the worldview that

changes, and not so much clothing, techniques, customs, rites, and other surface aspects

(1988:292-294).

Definition ofWorldview

According to Hiebert, "worldviews are the most fundamental and encompassing

views of reality shared by a people in a culture" (1994:38). Worldview provides the

fundamental assumptions about the nature of reality and of right and wrong on which the

belief and value systems are built. "Like glasses, worldviews shape how we see the

world around us. They are what we look with, not what we look at. And because people

in other cultures have different worldviews, they see reality differentiy at even the most

fiindamental levels" (Hiebert 1995:41). Thus, "people perceive the world differently

because they make different assumptions about reality" (Hiebert 1985:45). At the
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ontological level, people from different cultures not only give different answers but ask

different questions.'*'

Whenever their basic assumptions are challenged, people resist with deep

emotions because "such questions threaten to destroy their understanding of reality"

(Hiebert, 1994:38). Nevertheless, if a people's worldview no longer makes sense, and

another and more adequate one is presented to them, they may reject the old and adopt

the new (Hiebert 1995:42).

Hiebert asserts that worldviews serve several important ftinctions:

First, our world view provides us with cognitive foundations on which to

build our systems of explanation, supplying rational justification for belief
in these systems.... Second, our world view gives us emotional security.
Our world view buttresses our fundamental beliefs with emotional
reinforcements so that they are not easily destroyed.... Third, our world
view validates our deepest cultural norms, which we use to evaluate our

experiences and choose courses of action.. . . our world view provides us

with a map of reality and also serves as a map for guiding our lives.

(1985:48)

Worldview assumptions answer questions like these: What is real? What is truth?

What is right? Hiebert explains that cognitive assumptions give order and meaning to life

and reality. People take these assumptions for granted and rarely examine them.

Affective assumptions shape the ways people dress, eat, feel and act towards each other

and about life in general. They determine the people's tastes in art, music, architecture,

worship, etc. For instance, in a culture influenced by Theravada Buddhism, people

equate life with suffering and, therefore, they usually do not strive for a better life here on

earth. Evaluative assumptions help people to determine truth and error, likes and

dislikes, and right and wrong. They mold the desires, loyalties and commitments of the

people. North Americans, for example, place a high value on technology and material
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goods and, therefore, business represents their main concern. Moreover, in different

cultures people understand sin differently. In South Asia, losing one's temper represents

a cardinal sin, and in a number of societies, barrenness is seen as a curse of God upon

those who are evil (Hiebert 1985:46-47).

As Hiebert continues.

Taken together, cognitive, affective, and evaluative assumptions provide
people with a way of looking at the world that makes sense out of it, that
gives them a feeling of being at home, and that reassures them that they
are right. This world view serves as the foundation on which they
construct their exphcit belief and value systems, and the social institutions
within which they live their daily lives. (1985:47-48)

Contextualization and Communicating the Gospel

Communicating the gospel at the worldview level, all three levels (namely

cognitive, affective and evaluative) must be taken into consideration. As Hiebert

explains, on the cognitive level, the gospel must deal "with knowledge and tmth, with an

imderstanding and tmst in biblical and theological information." On the affective level,

the gospel must deal with "feeling ofworship, love, and joy." On the evaluative level,

the gospel needs to address our loyalty to Christ and our compliance to God's moral

standards. Hiebert highlights: "All three dimensions are also important in building the

church. In our services we need sound doctrine, deep feelings, and responses" (1995:41).

As he further asserts,

Our beliefs and practices are shaped by the gospel, but they are also

shaped by our culture and history. . . . We must recognize that forms of
worship vary from culture to culture. ... Each of us identifies most with

songs in our languages and music styles. One sign of a healthy church is

that it writes songs and creates its own worship forms. (1995:77)

According to Darrell Whiteman, culture as an integrative system is made up of

three main components: social relations, economy and technology, and ideology. In the
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process of culture change, each component interacts with the others and depends on the

others in a functional way (Whiteman 2000 class notes). Whiteman helps us understand

the nature of worldview and change by comparing culture with an iceberg under the

water that only has the top above the surface level. The top is the level of cultural forms

and visible behavior. Then, going under the water, follows in order, the level ofbeliefs

and ideologies and deeper down is the worldview. Thus, in terms of change in all

societies, the material culture and the level of seen behavior, or the top of the iceberg,

changes most rapidly (Whiteman 1999 class notes).

These vital implications are related in particular to the nature of the church and its

impact on the local culture. Thus, in order for a church to be a truly Christian

community, it must be deeply rooted in both Scripture and the local culture. In general,

the church has focused mostly on the first level, namely that of cultural forms and

behavior. The result of such an approach is a split-level Christianity. The new Christian

converts have added Christianity on top of their existing worldview and have observed

the rituals, beliefs, and practices of both with a tendency toward the local worldview

behefs. In times of life crises, the locals tumed toward the traditional local beliefs,

because these were more deeply embedded in their worldview than Christianity.

According to Whiteman, an authentic and successful contextualization should

accomplish three major tasks. First, it must communicate the gospel "in ways that make

sense to people within their local cultural context, presenting Christianity in such a way

that it meets people's deepest needs and penetrates their worldview." At the same time, it

should allow them "to follow Christ and remain within their own culture." Second,

contextualization should help people evaluate themselves in the light of the gospel's
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claims. As such, contextualization "may offend, yet for the right reasons." A third aspect

of contextualization is "to develop contextualized expressions of the gospel so that the

gospel itselfwill be understood in ways the universal Church has neither experienced nor

understood before, thus expanding our understanding of the Kingdom of God"

(Whiteman 1997:2-4).

In short, a truly indigenous church (1) transforms people's worldview, but does

not extract them from their culture; (2) connects the local expression of the Church with

the body ofChrist around the world and over time; and (3) manifests diversity in form,

but similarity in meaning enabling one Christian to identify with another Christian from

another culture (Whiteman 1997 class notes).

The Gospel/ Culture Tension

In order to understand the relationships between Gospel and Culture, one must be

aware that God spoke to people within their own cultural context. From Abraham to

Christ, the Good News was given within the context of the Jewish culture, and is

recorded in the Bible. As a result, we need to understand God's message within the

context of that culture. However, the question is what culture must we adopt to become

Christians? That question was raised at the church council from Jerusalem reported in

Acts 15. The answer was that Gentile converts do not need to become Jews in order to be

saved and be Christ's disciples.

The relationship of God's revelation in the Scriptures to human cultures is

complex and can best be understood by analogy to Christ's incamation. God supremely

revealed himself through Christ's incamation. Jesus Christ was not only a man but a Jew

bom under the Law, and raised according to Jewish religion customs. As Hiebert
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explains, "just as Christ was fully God, but became fully human without losing his deity,

so also the Gospel is God's revelation, but is communicated by means of human cultures

without losing its divine character" (1985:53).

Hiebert delineates three major principles to help us understand the dynamic

tension between the gospel and human cultures, as follow: (1985:53-56).

1. The Gospel Versus Culture. The gospel must be distinguished from all human

cultures. Failure to differentiate between the gospel and human cultures brings about

several weaknesses ofChristian mission. Equating the gospel with their own cultural

backgroimd, missionaries too often impose their customs on converts, and condemn

uncritically most native customs. Therefore, they displayed an attitude of arrogance,

cultural superiority, and often they involuntary justified Westem imperialism. As a

result, people perceived the gospel as foreign. They rejected it "not because they reject

the lordship ofChrist, but because conversion has meant a denial of their cultural heritage

and social ties" (Hiebert 1985:53).

2. The Gospel in Culture. The gospel must always be expressed in cultural forms. God

cut his covenant with Abraham following the cultural pattem. Jesus addressed people

differently according to their status and understanding. Paul sermons differed from

Antioch, to Lystra, and to Athens. His guiding principle was: "I have become al things to

all men so that by all possible means I might save some" (1 Corinthians 9:22). The

church as a community of faith must incarnate the gospel in its own cultural context.

"Incamational approach to ministry means that we must meet people where they are, not

where we are" (Hiebert 1995:76). The process of franslating the gospel into a culture

helps people to understand the tmth of the gospel, to experience the awe and mystery of
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God, and to respond in faith. This process represents "indigenization" or

"contextualization" (Hiebert 1985: 54).

3. The Gospel to Culture. The gospel calls all cultures to change. Since human beings

are marked with the image ofGod, they have the potential to create much that is positive.

Cultures provide a measure of order that makes life possible and meaningful.

Nevertheless, due to the sinfulness of humans, all cultures also have structures and

practices that are evil. "A truly indigenous theology must not only affirm the positive

values of the culture in which it is being formulated, but it must also challenge those

aspects which express the demonic and dehumanizing forces of evil" (Hiebert 1985:56).

The Gospel must be both Contextualized and Prophetic. As Hiebert points out,

The gospel serves a prophetic function, showing us the way God intended
us to live as human beings and judging our lives and our cultures by those
norms. Where the gospel has lost this prophetic voice, it is in danger of
being wedded to beliefs and values that distort its message. ... All
Christians and all churches must continually wrestle with the question of
what is the gospel and what is culture - and what is the relationship
between them. (1985:56)

The church from each generation must do its work in understanding the

surrounding culture and incarnate the gospel through words and acts. Contextualization

has to do with overcoming the barriers that keep most people from faith and discipleship.

In order for people of other cultures or subcultures to understand and receive the gospel,

one must imwrap it from his or her cultural baggage and rewrap it in the clothing of the

target culture or subculture. In communicating the good news, churches should remove

any "false stumbling blocks" that may impede unchurched people in receiving the gospel

(Hunter 1987: 158).
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Nevertheless, there are two dangerous ends in contextualization. One, when

missionaries and churches fail to contextualize the gospel, people cannot understand it

and they reject it as foreign. The other is when missionaries and churches contextualize

the gospel in excess, make it captive to the local culture, and the resuh is Christo-

paganism. Therefore, the gospel ceases to be the divine revelation and becomes human

ideas about God. "The incamation of the missionary, the message, and the church are

meaningless ifGod is not present in the missionary endeavor" (Hiebert 1995:373). The

goal ofmission is not only that people understand the gospel, but to respond to it and be

transformed by the power of the Holy Spirit. Through Jesus Christ, people become new

creatures and members of a new community of faith, hope, and love.

Self-theologizing and Indigenization

Self-theologizing represents a further step of the contextualization process. In the

past, missionaries considered indigenous churches mature when they got social autonomy

expressed by the three selves: self-supporting, self-governing, and self-propagating.

Today, however, biblically trained indigenous leaders begin to ask difficult theological

questions that arise out of their culture, questions such as, "What does the Bible have to

say about ancestors and spirits?" Hiebert suggests that the church in each culture and

historical setting has the right and responsibility to interpret and apply the Scripture in its

own cultural context. He argues: "This is to apply the priesthood ofbelievers, not only to

individuals, but also to churches in different cultural settings" (1994: 101). The question,

however, is does this endeavor not affect the tmth of the gospel? In order to answer this

question, Hiebert draws several insights from the Anabaptist approach to theology.
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The Anabaptists affirmed the objective truthfulness of the Bible, but they saw

theology as a human understanding of the Scriptures. "To them the authority of Scripture

meant that they constantly had to go to the Scriptures to test their beliefs and behavior. ...

They were, however, afraid that theology might replace the Bible as the uhimate source

of truth" (Hiebert 1994:99). The Anabaptists regarded theology as the application of

biblical truths to the situation in which the people found themselves. They placed "a

higher priority on biblical theology that traces God's revelation in specific historical

settings, than on systematic theology that looks for ahistorical absolutes" (Hiebert

1994:100).

The purpose of theology however is not simply applying the gospel in different

cultural contexts. Theology must help us understand the absolutes of the gospel that

transcend ages and cultural pluralism. Therefore, one should distinguish in theological

assertions between objective truth and personal bias. According to Hiebert, the answer of

the early Anabaptists "was not to formulate an unchanging systematic theology but to

develop a meta-theology� a set ofprocedures - by which different theologies, each a

partial understanding of the truth in a certain context, could be constructed" (1994:101).

Hiebert advocates the Anabapfist way of tesfing theological opinions for error. Thus, the

primary test is Scripture itself Theological ideas must be rooted in the Scriptures,

particularly in the person of Jesus Christ. Second, the interpreter should approach

Scripfiire with a spirit ofhumility and a willingness to be led by the Holy Spirit. Finally,

the church as hermeneutical community checks interpretations and seeks consensus

(1994:100,101). Hiebert concludes.

Just as believers in a local church must test their interpretations of
Scriptures with their community ofbelievers, so the churches in different
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cultural and historical contexts must test their theologies with the
intemational community of churches and the church down through the

ages. . .. Churches in specific cultural settings need the check of the
intemational community of churches to test where theologies are too

strongly influenced by cultural assumptions. ( 1 994: 1 03)

Contextualization and Secular Individualism

As we have already noticed, in every culture people have deep-seeded

assumptions about the nature of things. To question these assumptions is regarded not as

wrong, but as foolish. The secular worldview shapes an individualistic set ofbeliefs,

values, and behavior that permeates society and makes difficuh for churches to stand

against. As Hiebert explains, with God out of the picture, secular worldview regards

humans as gods of the earth. Without God, modem humans face a crisis ofmeaning.

Mechanistic science enabled humans to control nature, but they used this power to

destroy nature through irrational exploitation of its resources, chemical pollution,

deforestation, biological and nuclear weapons, etc. "The same science, applied to

humans themselves, saw them as animals mled by needs and irrational drives (Freudian

psychology), as stimulus-response machines (behavioral psychology), or as robots

programmed by their societies and cultures (sociology and anthropology)" (1994:221).

In searching for meaning, Westem philosophers replaced the biblical concept of

soul with self, and viewed humans as self-reliant selves. They believed humans are

different from animals only because they think or because humans can envision better

worlds and create them. Thus, "humans are mortal beings who find meaning in realizing

their dreams about themselves. ... Meaning is to be found in self-fulfillment, in the good

life here and now. The existential present, not etemity, is of primary importance"

(Hiebert 1994:221). According to Hiebert, out of this deificafion of self, "a new Westem
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religion emerged to offer us meaning based on self-realization, not forgiveness of

personal sins and reconciliation with God and others. Self had become god and self-

fulfillment our salvafion" (194:222).

The focus on self and the present has led to an individualism that dominates not

only the society, at large, but also has made inroads into the church. In many

congregations, "the relationship between members is no longer seen as a sacrament

(ordained ofGod) or covenant (commitment to a group) but as a contract (based on

personal need for self-fulfillment)" (Hiebert 1994:223). Therefore, "many churches have

become little more than religious clubs," and not surprisingly, "Christians often do not

find a congregation to be a true community and drift from church to church" (Hiebert

1994:223). Unconsciously a secular worldview replaces some of the biblical worldview

assumptions for more and more Christians. "The traditional Protestant values of

salvation, morality, hard work, saving and sacrifice, civic responsibility, and self-denial

for the good of others were replaced by a new set of values: personal realization, health,

material comfort, immediate gratificafion, and periodic leisure" (Hiebert 1994:221).

In North American society, the Protestant work ethic that includes principles of

deferred pleasure and self-sacrifice reached its fullest strength in the WorldWar II crisis.

The practice ofpersonal sacrifice for the needs of others made perfect sense to people

familiar with New Testament teachings. Reinforced by the biblical values and the sense

of the importance of a group, harmony and cohesiveness were highly valued in the North

American culture. In churches, "individuals were expected to conform to the needs and

pracfices of the congregation, not the other way around" (Rendle, 1999:13). Beginning

with 1960's, however, the process of secularization and of changing community values
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has accelerated in the North American society. Daniel Yankelovich, one of the most

respected American analysts of social trends and public attitudes, asserts that the

Protestant work ethic was undermined by capitalism itself. In his opinion, "the single

greatest engine in the destruction of the Protestant work ethic was the invention of the

installment plan, or instant credit. Previously one had to save in order to buy. But with

credit cards one could indulge in instant gratification" (Rendle 1999: 14). At the end of

the World War II, "returning soldiers were anxious to defer no longer, but to catch up on

life". The changes in economics, as Rendle concludes,

led to a shift in cultural values from deferred pleasure to instant
gratification. Where once communities had "relational credit". . ., now a

whole generation ofpeople had instant credit to supply their needs and
wishes, credit that was simply based on assumptions of future ability to
pay. Of great significance was the shift not just of satisfaction and reward
from the future to the present, but equally of group identity to individual
identity. (1999:14)

Since the individual became the cenfral entity to which the group would have to

defer, "the individual no longer serves the needs of society; rather, an obliging society is

seen as serving purposeful individuals" (Rendle 1999:17). Robert Putnam, professor at

Harvard University identifies "a decline in 'social capital', by which he means 'features

of social organization such as networks, norms, and social trust that facilitate

coordination and cooperation for mutual benefit'" (Rendle 1999:17). In his article

"Bowling Alone", as Rendle quotes, "people bowl, but they do so on their own time and

own schedule without conforming to the expectations of group leagues" (1999:17). The

consumer-oriented society coaches individuals "to be aware of and responsive to their

own needs, wants, and preferences, and people find it difficult to develop a sense of

community" (Rendle 1999:17). As Gilbert Rendle asserts, "(Westem) cultural shift
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toward individualism with its emphasis on personal autonomy, reflects the belief that we

live in a household with very few other members about whom we need to be concemed

or whom we need to freat with caring behavior" (1999:29).

Although, one's behavior is primarily shaped by his or her beliefs and values, it

may be also influenced by other people''^. According to Yale professor Stephen Carter,

"seeing oneself as a part of a group lends itself to group behavior. One modifies his or

her behavior to accommodate the needs of the group" (Rendle 1999:28). The words

"civilized", "civilization", "civility", and "city" share the same root meaning "member of

the household". Stephen Carter defines civility as "the sum of the many sacrifices we

are called to make for the sake of living together" (Rendle 1999:29). According to him,

". . .the freedom that humans possess is not the freedom to do what we like, but the

freedom to do what is right" (Rendle 1999:34). In a culture of aggressive individualism

where meanness and selfishness accompany the movements of generations, churches

should practice the values and the disciplines of faith, hope, and love. In order to

cultivate a holy manner in the people's lives, Rendle suggests that congregations should

develop behavioral covenants. As Rendle asserts, "a behavioral covenant is a written

document developed by leaders, agreed to and owned by its creators, and practiced on a

daily basis as a spiritual discipline" (1999:XIX).

Rendle depicts three domains of human interaction as Lord John Fletcher

Moulton, a noted English judge, described almost a century ago.

The first is the domain of law, "where," he said, "our actions are

prescribed by laws biding upon us which must be obeyed." At the other
extreme is the domain of free choice, "which," he said, "includes all those
actions as to which we claim and enjoy complete freedom." And in
between. Lord Moulton identified a domain in which our action is not
determined by law but in which we are not free to behave in any way we
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choose. ... Lord Moulton considered the area of action lying between law
and pure personal preference to be "the domain of obedience to the
unenforceable." In this domain, he said, "obedience is the obedience of a
man to that which he cannot be forced to obey". (1999:31)

The two domains of law and free choice represent the dominant domains of life.

These stretch themselves while the middle domain is often minimized and has a softer

voice in a democracy, Rendle argues. However, "it is this softer voice of obedience to

the unenforceable which argues that some behaviors are to be practiced and some

disciplines followed simply because they are the right thing to do (the moral, the ethical,

the civil), even though they are unenforceable" (Rendle 1999:32). Rendle suggests

behavioral covenants should govern the middle domain of human interaction in

congregations. "It is here that congregations possess so many lessons of our faith

fraditions which are meant to guide the behavior of our members." (1999:34).

Significance for the Present

One may see the same frend present in the Romanian society, today, however for

different reasons. The nafional cohesion and spirit of sacrifice displayed by Romanians

in December 1989 faded away, and a widespread corruption is eroding the social capital.

Everything they have been denied in the Communist decades, they would like to posses

instantly. Since the Romanian economy cannot supply instant credit for all, only a group

ofprivileged people can take advantage of the free market economy. The pohtical

changes without social and economical reforms have provided an environment of

aggressive and individualistic behavior. Consequently, a "culture" of envy, resentment,

frustration, and meanness has emerged. Therefore, the genuine communities of faith,

hope and Christian love could be the answer for an immoral society. The

contextualization ofChristianity's message and forms of ecclesiastical communities
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should provide definite Bibhcal and pracfical answers to the issues ofmaterialism,

individualism, corrupfion, and injusfice.

This chapter described several theories fi-om missiology that informed the study

and also guided the writer practically in planting and growing a contextual church in

Bucharest in the spirit ofApostolic Christianity. From this experience a careful

application of the principles and insights of these three theories can greatly help

Romanian churches in successfully re-evangelizing the unchurched and tum them into

genuine Christian disciples. Some principles that were especially applied in planting and

growing Good News Baptist Church of Bucharest include:

� Clear vision and mission statement.

� Intentional contextual evangelism.

� Genuine openness toward the unchurched.

� Small Groups as the major ecclesiological stmcture of the church.

� Leadership formation and training.

� Contextual preaching and teaching.

� Combined traditional and contemporary worship style with a focus on the

contemporary style.
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Donald Anderson McGavran was bom in Damoh, India on December 15, 1897 to missionary parents.
His grandparents were also missionaries.

^ Roland Allen was one of the first missiologists preoccupied with church growth issues. In his book. The
Spontaneous Expansion of the Church and the Causes Which Hinder It, Roland Allen "boldly declared that
the church in his day had forgotten the mission methods set forth in the New Testament. The chiu-ch, he
said, was neglecting the biblical principles necessary for church growth while following unbiblical
traditions and methods. One of the traditions followed was establishing institutions for missionary activity.
Allen believed that the institutions drained financial and personal resources that could be better devoted to

propagating the faith. Allen viewed with suspicion any principle that impeded church growth." (Rainer
1993:29)

' When Pickett's research was published under the name Christian Mass Movements in India in 1933,
McGavran became an enthusiastic disciple, leaming how people become Christians through mass

movements. (Rainer 1993:29)

"
However, Padilla admits that "at times the witness of separate congregations in the same geographical

area on the basis of language and culture may have to be accepted as a necessary, but provisional, measure
for the sake of the fiilfiUment ofChrist's mission" (1980:301).
^ "The most winnable people are those who are closely related to us, Friends, Relatives, Associates, and
Neighbors. (Elmer Towns 1989)

*
However, as Rainer observes there are critics against this principle. He especially refers to Ralph H.

Elliot, a representative critic of the church growth movement. Elliot raises two broad objections to this
principle. "First, because church growth strategists use sociological and anthropological tools to determine

receptivity, Elliot finds little emphasis on the sovereignty of God and the role of the Holy Spirit. Second,
he believes that the application of the principle would lead to the neglect of the most needy, simply because

they are not receptive" (Rainer 1993:253).
' Hunter suggests thirteen "indicators" of receptivity in To Spread the Power (see chapter 3). Some of
these indicators of receptivity are:

Unchurched people who are linked, by kinship orfriendship networks, to the church's active
credible Christians are more receptive than other people (Hunter 1987:77);

A people experiencing major culture (religious, political, economical) change tend to be very
receptive (Hunter 1987:80);

Various forms ofpopulation mobility, such: new settlements or areas of rapid urbanization.
McGavran calls cities the key to church growth: "uprooted and transplanted immigrants, starting life anew

in strange surrounding, and needing community and friendship, flood into cities. These newcomers are

away from the close control of family and intimates" (McGavran 1 970:3 14);
''The masses" are more responsive than "classes. " Wesley saw that faith must spread first

from those people with no power so that others might perceive it to be of the power of God". McGavran
described this principle in his Understanding Church Growth. As he observes, as people are discipled, they
experience "redemption and lift", moving up the social scale. They become different people from those left

behind, and they no longer communicate naturally. At this point, the grov^fth of the church plateaus (Hunter
1987:81, 83);

People who are "like"people already active in the church, particularly it newer members, will
be more receptive than the surrounding population as a whole (Hunter 1987:83);

Personal dissatisfaction with themselves and their lives opens many people to a gospel of grace
and a second chance (Hunter 1987:84);

Persons experiencing important life transition are more receptive than persons in stable periods
of life (Hunter 1987:84). As Zunkel points out: "One clue to times of receptiveness is a person's level of
stress. Holmes and Rahe ranked stress-causing situations in life and judged the effect of each by number.
To even list these is to call church's ability or lack of ability to respond to difficult sfress periods in lives"
(Zunkel 1987:149).
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Visitors to a church 's worship service are frequently receptive to that church�at least for a
short period of time. When someone from the church responds with a brief, get-acquainted visit within
thirty-six hours, about 85 percent of first-time visitors retum. When the visit is within seventy-two hours,
about sixty percent retum. When the visit is made by a pastor, the percentages are cut in half! Regarding
visitors, churches have to develop clear answers to six questions: Does the church (a) want, (b) seek, (c)
invite, (d) welcome, (e) involve, and (f)nurtiue company? (Hunter 1987:85-86)

* Himter writes: Churches grow as they reach out across the social networks of their credible believers,
especially their newest Christians. The networks ofChristians to their friends, relatives, neighbors, and
colleagues give us what McGavran called "the bridges ofGod." (Hunter 1987:35) The Christian faith

usually spreads through interpersonal influence. (Hunter 1987:92) Lyle Schaller's research shows that two-
third to three-quarters of all new church members in the United States respond because of someone in their
kinship or fiiendship networks. In fast growing churches, the range is two-thirds to seven-eights, and in
very rapidly growing churches these two factors (especially friendship) account for more than 90 percent of
new members. (Hunter 1987:94)

' Hunter affirms: Churches grow as they "multiply units
"

ofvarious kinds (classes, choirs, groups,
congregations, et al.), as recruiting groups andports ofentryfor new persons. (Hunter 1987:35) There is a

correlation between the church's number of units and its membership strength. (Hunter 1987: 1 14) People
are more receptive to outreach from new groups and classes than from long established group and classes.
(Hunter 1987:77) As Hunter observes, John Wesley promoted the multiplication of the redemptive cells he
called "classes", and this strategy was cmcial to the expansion of the eighteenth-century Methodist
movement. "Preach in as many places as you can. Start as many classes as you can. Do not preach without
starting classes." (Hunter 1987:1 19). ForWesley, preaching and public witness were the mere preamble.
Redemptive action took place in the lay led class meetings, and in people's hearts. Wesley understood
Christianity as "no solitary religion," but as "a social religion" in which the reality and "power of Jesus'
name" were especially present within the fellowship ofpeople pulling together to live as Christians.
(Hunter 1987:126)

'�
George Hunter argues: Churches grow as they minister to the felt needs of un-discipledpeople, usually

by developing new ministries. (Hunter 1987:35) In most societies, the church's service and compassionate
ministries provide the credibility for its message. Most people do not find believable, or worth considering,
the message of a church that, as far as they know, "just preaches." (Hunter 1987: 133) As Zunkel asserts,
"in time of need, hurting people often reach out. When the circumstances of life dismpt, people are often

ready to be touched by a healing hand when otherwise the walls are too high and the interest is simply not
there" (Zunkel 1987:156). Hunter stresses, the "effective evangelism involves kerygma, koinonia, and
diakonia, three terms from the Greek New Testament translated as message, fellowship, and service."
(Hunter 1987:137) According to Hunter: "By kerygma the Christian faith is taught, by koinonia the
Christian faith is caught, by diakonia the Christian faith is bought. Jesus' word and life is mediated

through the church's message, fellowship, and service. People are not living as Christians unless they are

involved in loving relations, service, and ministry." (Hunter 1987:138)

' ' Hunter claims: A people's culture is the incamate medium ofGod's revelation to them. (Hunter
1 987: 1 53) He argues: All of "us" have received the gospel "wrapped" in the clothing of our particular
culture, and thus to us the faith spread. But when we too closely identify the gospel treasure with the
earthen vessels in which we received it, its communication to people of other cultures or subcultures is
frustrated. Our task is to "rewrap" the gospel in the clothing of their culture, to convey it in a vessel that
will transport the gospel's meaning to them. (Hunter 1987:158)

Hunter talks about a strategic planning by which the fliture is defined ad the major stepping stones are

led out, and an operationalplanning that takes up where strategic planning leaves off, addressing a

multitude of specific questions. (Hunter 1987:188) He likes to quote Robert Schuller, 'If you fail to plan
you're planning to fail."
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Thorn S. Rainer is the Dean of the Billy Graham School ofMissions, Evangelism and Church Growth
and Associate Professor ofMissions, Evangelism and Church Growth at The Southem Baptist Theological
Seminary in Louisville, KY.

This observation comes out from recent experiences ofGood-News church. Mihaela N. received Jesus
Christ three years ago in a small group. Mihaela decided to postpone the baptism until Julian, her husband
received Jesus Christ. First, we thought, it was a polite way of refusing baptism since her family had strong
Eastem Orthodox traditions commitment. However, Mihaela continued to pray for Julian, her husband.
We baptized Mihaela and Julian a year later, and today they are apprentices of the small group leader.

Hunter selected for his research churches whose mission is to the unchurched pre-Christian people, and
whose growth is substantially due to strategic principles and directions that are reproducible in other
churches. He eliminated churches whose growth among the target population was primarily due to the
charisma of the senior pastor, and churches that emphasize "prosperity gospel" or "patriotic Christianity"
(Hunter 1996:13).

George Bama observes, "A common problem among Cliristians is that once they find Christ and
become involved in the church, they begin to lose contact with people who are outside of the church."
(1991:103).

Christianity 101 represents a guide to basic Christian beliefs.

Teaching from a reduced canon means to bring up Scripture topically and not expository or inductively.
" Since from a Romanian perspective, all these insights appear to be too complex, it is each pastor

or church leader task to delineate a simply sfrategy that fit their circumstances. In the process of
planting a new church in Bucharest, we observed all these suggestions and we have tried to apply most of
them in a creative way. In this regard, a following chapter puts on our observations and findings.

Dr. Gilbert Bilezekian, professor at Trinity College in Deerfield, Illinois was Bill Hybels' mentor. As

Hybels recounts. Dr. B. proved to be a masterful vision-caster. One day. Dr. B. asked, "Do any of you
students want to do something tmly great with your life? Do you want to sign up for the most compelling,
far-reaching challenge in this world? Do you want to discover the real excitement?" Without apology he
added, "Then commit yourself to Jesus' vision of establishing communities ofGod here on this earth.
Devote yourself to the church!" . . ."The early church," he would say, "was alive. It was Spirit-led, so it
was fresh and energetic and creative and dynamic and unpredictable. It wasn't about maintaining the status

quo or going through the motions. It was about the Holy Spirit working dramatically and explosively in
people's lives."

The professor talked about how the early believers actually let the Word of God mle their daily
lives and transform their attitudes, goals, and relationships. He described tme Christian fellowship and
talked about what it means to take off our masks and be stmgglers together, to weep and rejoice together, to
be "brotherly and sisterly." He portrayed communion s a deeply moving opportunity to reconnect with

amazing grace and to celebrate the ultimate act of love. And he described prayer as a matchless privilege
and the conduit ofpower that brought energy to the early church. ... A consciousness�no, expectation�of
miracles and the anticipation of supematural surprises should mark a Spirit-led church. Redeemed people
would see private property as available for the common good�^not Communism but commonism, with
God's material gifts viewed as potential relief for the needy.

The early church found favor because it was filled with loving people who were attentive to one

another, responsive to suffering, and committed to social justice. ...The early church "added to its numbers

daily" because that's what happens when the church is really being the church. (Hybels 1995:46-47).
Dr. B. challenged Bill Hybels: "Then just do Acts 2!" "...It became apparent to Bill that the

church was the only hope for the world. Only the power ofChrist, unleashed through the activity of the
local church under the direct influence of the Holy Spirit, could change the dovraward trajectory of
individual lives and cultures" (Hybels 1995:49).
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2^ A selection from an article published in the Willow Creek Magazine expresses the frustrations ofmany
churchgoers:

It occurred to me that the church had unthinkingly become captive to irrelevant traditions
and to worldly values that stifled the energies, the gifts and the dreams generated by the
Spirit. Where the gospel teaches that everyone matters to God and Christ died for all,
many churches claim that Christ died only for them and the rest of the world be damned.
Where the gospel proclaims God's forgiveness and acceptance, many preach
condemnation and rejection. Where the gospel brings a message of hope, hey preach a

message of doom. Where the gospel grants freedom in Christ, they impose man-made
rules and regulations. Where the gospel requires every believer to do ministry, they
watch their minister do everything. Where the gospel is a force, they make it a farce.
(Bilezekian 1993:176)

Hybels and his team provide a practical guide for training people in relational evangelism. Thus,
WCCC offers an eight sessions program as follows: (1) Why Become a Contagious Christian; (2) Being
Yourself; (3) Building Relationships; (4) What's Your Story; (5) What's His Story; (6) Crossing the Line;
(7) Putting It Together; (8) Objection! This last session is design to answer difficult but honest questions,
seekers usually ask.

A special attention one should pay to the second session. It includes six styles of evangelism. First,
confrontational style illusfrated by Peter in Acts 2, in which the evangelist is confident, bold, and direct.
The evangelist skips small talk, likes to get right to the point, and has strong opinions and convictions.
Second, intellectual style represented by Paul in Acts 17, in which the evangelist is analytical, logical,
inquisitive, more concemed with what people think than what they feel, and likes to debate. Third,
testimonial style illustrated by the blind man in John 9, in which the evangelist is a clear conmiunicator, a
good listener, vulnerable about personal life, its ups and downs, overwhelmed by the account of how God
reached them, and he sees links between their own experience an that of other people's. Fourth,
interpersonal style illustrated in Luke 5 (and John 4) is conversational, compassionate, sensitive,
friendship-oriented, focuses on people and their needs. Fifth, invitational style demonstrated by the
Samaritan woman entails that evangelist is hospitable, persuasive, committed, and he or she enjoys meeting
new people and sees outreach events as unique opportunities. Sixth, serving style as Orcas in Acts 9 (or
Mother Teresa), feature evangelists who are patient, others-centered, see needs and find joy in meeting
them, show love through action more than words, and attach value to even menial tasks. (See Hybels,
Becoming a Contagious Christian).

The purpose of the church begins with the recognition that we do not belong to ourselves, having been

purchased by the death of Jesus Christ; and that He alone is Lord. Enthroned with all authority. He is the
Had of the Church, the One to whom entire allegiance is due. (Braoudakis 1977:55)

We accept this commission as a priority of the church collectively and of each believer

individually,. . .God equips and calls believers into a variety of vocations and ministries, and within that
context each person is to be a witness by word and deed to the Lord Jesus Christ. (Braoudakis 1977:55)

One of the primary goals of the church must e the life-transforming of each of its members. . . .

Believers are to be committed one to another. The body ofChrist is thus composed of interdependent
members, each having received from the Holy Spirit gifts, which are to be exercised for the building-up of
the whole body and for the bearing of one another's spiritual and temporal burdens. (Braoudakis 1977:56)

The church has been commissioned by Christ to extend in the world His own ministry of compassion
and ofprophetic protest against evil. . .. Without manipulating political power to impose Christian
standards on a secular and pluralistic society, the church is commanded to act as a conscience to the world

by demonstrating the love and righteousness ofGod in both word and sacrificial deed. (Braoudakis
1977:56)
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The process ofbecoming a participating member has the following four stages: (1). Investigation (the
prospective member completes a Bible study exploring membership and the distinctiveness ofWillow
Creek, at his or her own pace); (2). Affirmation�the prospective member responds to questions based on

the study completed; (3). Confirmation-the prospective member meets with a trained leader to discuss the
affirmations made and to confirm participating membership; (4). Celebration-new participating members
are presented at the New Community with their small groups present. (Braoudakis 1997:64).

Hybels has articulated the following core values:
1 . We believe that anointed teaching is primary catalyst for transformation in the individuals and

in the church. Hybels, however, expresses his caution for (a) going overboard with "felt-need" or "helpful"
messages; (b) overprotecting seekers and new believers; (c) the sizzle ofprogramming talents, and the

temptation to make everything produced and slick.
2. We believe that lost people matter to God and therefore ought to matter to the church.
3. We believe that the church should be culturally relevant, while remaining doctrinally pure.
4. We believe that Christ followers should manifest authenticity and yearn for continuous

growth.
5. We believe that the church should operate as a unified community of servants stewarding their
spiritual gifts.
6. We believe that loving relationships should permeate every aspect of church life.
7. We believe that life change happens best in small groups.
8. We believe that excellence honors God and inspires people.
9. We believe that churches should be led by those with leadership gifts.
10. We believe that full devotion to Christ and His cause is normal for every believer, (see Hybels
1995:183-194)

^'
"Reaching non-Christians involves gathering information about them, leaming all about who they are,

their background, their environment, their tastes and beliefs." (Pritchard 1996:59)
^�

Indeed, people become depressed not because they don't know who Ammonites, Perizzites, and
Girgashites were, but because they face unsolved problems in their marriages, their relationships, their jobs,
etc.

^' See more about the design and purpose ofContemporary worship in A Communitv of Jov by Timothy
Wright.

Following the apostle Paul's example (1 Corinthians 9:22), Hybels identifies with unchurched Harry. He
declares to preaching or visiting Harry, "I don't want to talk to you as a pastor now, I just want to talk to
you as a fellow sinner who found amazing grace in Chrisf, and "I live in the same kind of real world that

you do" (Pritchard 1996:125).

G.A. Pritchard describes Willow Creek's efforts to help unchurched individuals convert to the gospel
through weekend seeker services. The concluding section of the book presents a theological evaluation.
Since, the study examine only the seeker service, his book presents an unbalanced report. Most of his
critics apply to traditional evangelical churches, as well.

^'^ Willow Creek's approach radically differs from Para-church organizations' strategy build on "two

Timothy, two, two". Para-church strategy focuses on wining and discipling "strategic people" in order to

develop a network of personal evangelists. Thus, Para-church organizations replace the biblical church-
centered strategy and slip away into an individualistic Christianity.

"To bring people to Jesus and membership in his family, develop them to Christlike maturity, and equip
them for their ministry in the church and life mission in the world, in order to magnify God's name

"

(Warren 1995:107).
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(1) The Community is the pool of lost people that live within driving distance of your church;
(2) The Crowd includes everyone who sows up on Sundays for worship services, both believers and

nonbelievers.

(3) The Congregation is the group of official or active members. They are committed to the purpose of

fellowship. Having more attendees than members means the church is being effective in attracting the
unchurched and building a pool for evangelism.
(4) The Committed are those dedicated to discipleship. The maturity covenant indicates a commitment

to the three spiritual habits: (a) having a daily quiet time, (b) tithing ten percent of their income, and (c)
being active in a small group.
(5) The "Core" represents the deepest level of commitment. They are committed to ministering others.

(see Warren 1995:129-134)

Galloway suggests:
1 . Participation is the key to success. The leader should help even the most timid members see that

they have something to offer, but without pressuring them.
2. Begin and close with conversational prayer. It brings the group immediately into the presence of

God.
3. Respond lovingly to a need expressed, immediately! He suggests, have the member sit in a chair

in the middle of the circle while the people gather around and lay hands on the person in the chair,
and pray for him or her.

4. The Bible is our authority and guidebook. We believe the Word of God contains everything
necessary for our salvation and our Christian walk.

5. Encourage everyone in the group. Everyone in the group must be made to feel that their ideas and

questions are important.
6. Don't allow doctrinal discussion that is divisive or argumentative. Sometimes people would

rather discuss doctrinal differences than give attention to what really needs to happen in their own
lies.

7. Practice mutual edification. A small group should be a team�^people helping each other be

everything they can be for God.
8. Lead in love. Create an atmosphere of love, acceptance, and forgiveness within the group so these

three attributes are modeled as a way of life.
9. Follow-up with members between meetings is essential.
10. Bring new members into the group - this will keep it alive and growing.
1 1 . Handle problem people away from the group on a one-to-one basis. A disturbed person cannot be

allowed to become the center of attention in the group. The leader must deal with them lovingly
but firmly and quickly. Or they may need pastoral counsel or professional help at a psychological
level.

12. Don't allow people to confess anyone's faults but their own.
13. Don't allow anyone to do all the talking. If this situation persists, try saying something like,

"Thank you for your comments. Now let's hear what someone else has to say".
14. Make sure the leader is spiritually healthy. The Holy Spirit will be hindered if the leader is

spiritually indifferent or troubled with unconfessed sin.
15. Make sure the leaders are leaming. The best leaders are good leamers. They don't need to know

all the answers. All they have to do is partner with the rest of the group in leaming. This attitude
is freeing people, and it is something attractive about leaming together.

16. Hang loose and maintain a relaxed spirit in the group. A leader who exhibits an honesty and

openness, who is not afraid to discuss or consider other points of view, and who is free to tmst

Holy Spirit to be the teacher is a refreshing example for others in the group to imitate.
17. A good sense of humor is a valuable asset. According to Proverbs 17:22, "a cheerful heart is good

medicine."
1 8. When you have a need in your life, ask your group for help. The best leaders are those who keep

admitting that they need the help of others. Sit in the "Love Seat" in the middle of the room and
let the group members pray for you.

1 9. When you have problems or need help, quickly go to your pastor or leader and ask for it.
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20. Remember, it is Christ who does the leading, not us. A good leader is a good follower ofChrist�
no more, no less. (1995:69-77). In addition to these. Galloway advocates that leaders should care

for people outside of small groups (1995:77).

Miller asserts, the new paradigm churches address "deeply felt anxieties about how the sexes should
relate to each other, how to raise children in a violent society, and how to find love in a world that seems to
value possessions over relationships (1997:16). According to him, these churches represent a spiritual
altemative to secular society: "they are safe havens where children can be raised and where individuals can

express their personal fears in an unthreatening environment, while feeling that someone is genuinely
concemed about their welfare." (1997:16).

Hunter reflects on Beimis's observation that too many organizations are "overmanageded and underled"
and he concludes that some church organizations are "overadministered, undermanaged, and underled!"
(2000:27).

In Courageous Leadership (2002), Hybels argues, the Church has to understand the truth that the gift of
leadership is the catalyst that liberates the energies, guides and puts into practice all the other gifts. The

people endowed with the spiritual gift of leadership are called to create the framework in which the
teachers can teach, the pastors can pastor and the administrators can administrate. Without this gift, the
other ones cannot be used to their full potential.
*^

According to David Bumett, understanding the worldview of a local people can be accomplished by
inquiring about several aspects:

1 . What beliefs are strongly held?
2. How do parents teach children to behave?
3. What do people regard as major offenses?
4. What do the local people do in crises?
5 . What rituals do they perform?
6. Who are the local models, heroes?
7. What are peoples' greatest fears?
8. What are their words of wisdom?
9. What is expressed in their art forms?
10. What aspects of culture are more resistant to change? (1992:26-29)

The word of God wams us: "Bad company cormpts good character" (1 Corinthians 15:33, NIV), and:
"Do not make friends with hot- tempered man, do not associate with one easily angered, or you may leam
his ways and get yourself ensnared" (Proverbs 22:24-25, NIV). Jesus invites people to leam from him, for
he is gentle and humble in heart. (Matthew 12:29) Regarding his disciples, the Bible says, "He appointed
twelve -designating them apostles - that they might be with him and that he might send them out. . ." (Mark
3:14, NRSV), and "When they saw the courage ofPeter and John and realized that they were unschooled,
ordinary men, they were astonished and they took note that these men had been with Jesus" (Acts 4:13,
NRSV). Jesus molded their lives by his example.



Chapter 6 - A Quest for Direction�Where Do We Go in

a Time of Freedom?

For the past several years, Romanian Evangelical Church leaders have struggled

with the issue of church growth strategies and methods. Prominent Romanian

evangelical leaders firmly contest the way new paradigm congregations are building the

Church in the West. Dr. Paul Negrut, former president of the Romanian Evangelical

Alliance and Romanian Baptist Union asserts, "Due to a sincere desire to experience

numerical and spiritual growth of the Church, one may notice the attraction toward

unbalanced theological and ecclesiological models" (Negrut 2004:4). He argues that in

such models, the human factor replaces the divine dimension of the church, and theology

"from Above " is replaced by a theology "from Below "

. Thus, the church ceases to be a

Theo-centric organism and becomes an anthropocentric institution.

Negrut considers,

The Purpose Driven Church" offers an example of such replacement. The
danger of this approach resides in the promise of efficient and exhaustive
solutions to the crisis of the stagnation and decrease of the church.
Behavior science states that people are motivated and mobilized by
establishing clear purposes and practical steps and actions for achieving
them. But when we refer to the church, we must also notice the fact that,
if the purposes drive God's people, then the purpose established by the
leader/leaders becomes the central element in the dynamics of the ecclesia,
and Christ, the head of the church, becomes a pretext for validating the

purpose established by man. In time, this model can lead to an unfailing
ecclesiastical activism, while the Divine Head is unwarily replaced by a

human one. (Negrut 2004:4)

Negrut also considers that the "Seeker Targeted Church" and "Felt Needs Driven

Church" represent other models of the Anthropocentric Church. In each of these models,

Negrut writes, the role of the church was subordinated to the fulfillment ofman's needs

of acceptance, love, affective comfort and tolerance that does not condemn. The worship

206
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services of the church "are tailored to satisfy the tastes of the present and virtual clients"

(Negrut 2004:4).

Negrut quotes Edward Farley's opinion' about the contemporary worship service:

"The atmosphere does not indicate the presence of a sacred reality, but that of a self-

concerned congregation. What is lacking there, it is the thrill ofGod's mysterious

presence which makes the voice quiver and the silence replace the prattling." (2004:5).

Also, Negrut considers Willow Creek responsible for spreading such a church model and

argues that these models emerged from a sociological ecclesiology promoted by several

theologians who followed Friederich Schleiermacher's consideration about church.^

Thus, in their view, Negrut asserts, "the Church is a society that exists only as a result of

the manifestation of free human action and which can continue to exist only by putting

this action into practice. "(2004:2). Negrut continues:

Identifying the roots of such ecclesiastical theology in Schleiermacher's
view regarding the voluntary association in order to fulfill certain religious
purposes, Bloesch' concludes that the moral absolute is replaced by
cultural relativism, and the preacher who proclaims the universal

principles of the Word is replaced by a speaker who inspires and motivates
the listeners to find that particular truth that better fulfills their specific
needs. (Negrut 2004:5)

Next, Negrut sees the Church as "both a human-divine organism and a historical-

eschatological commimity" in which man "is transformed into God's image through

Jesus Christ and through the Holy Spirif (Negrut 2004:2 and 5). He speaks about a

contemporary crisis of the Church due to the anthropological, sociological and

entrepreneurial approaches used in West. One may say that influenced by Orthodox

theology and ecclesiology'', Negrut believes that "instead ofwitnessing man's deification,

we witness God's anthropomorphosis, and instead ofwitnessing the evangelizing of the
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world (the transformation ofman and of the culture), we witness the modernizing of the

church (the deconsecrating and adjustment of the Gospel to the culture) (2004:5).

Negrut is right when argues that Church is soma Christou and "from an

ontological perspective, the Body is not constituted by human free will but through the

simuhaneous work of Son and Holy Spirit" (2004:2). What Negrut avoids mentioning

however, is that many traditional Evangelical churches act like volunteer organizations

and are not immune to the temptation of using Christ as a pretext for validating traditions,

programs and projects established by man. Many of them ftinction as mere "Tradition

Driven", or "Program Driven" churches, and demonstrate a survival mentality.

hi March 2006, the General Council of the Romanian Baptist Union made a brief

evaluation of church dynamics among Baptists in Romania. A document emerged from

the General Council session addressed to all Baptist churches in Romania. Making use of

Scripture (Acts 2:42), the document stated, "wherever churches practice Bible study,

prayer and fasting; offer an environment of genuine fellowship; and their members'

testimony is not compromised, the work of God prospers."^ The document, however,

includes 21 "unpleasant church aspects" that hold back the work of God in Romanian

Baptist churches. Most of the remarks refer to church leaders and pastors' lack of vision

and calling, to their lack of personal example in prayer. Christian maturity and personal

evangelism, as well as lack of concern for unsaved people. The church members are not

preoccupied with spiritual growth and evangelism, and they are not involved in

ministries. They are content merely with weekly church attendance, and therefore, in

danger of developing a consumer mentality. Some churches are drained by intemal

conflicts, while others stmggle with huge building projects. Several churches and pastors
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show a spirit of competition instead of sohdarity especially with new and small churches.

Romanian Baptist leaders concluded that, "the preaching of the Gospel through

the power ofHoly Spirit with prayer and fasting represents the way for Kingdom

expansion."^ For this reason, they recommended that churches pray and fast one Sunday

a month when they celebrate the Lord's Supper. The Baptist leaders expect that "the

reading of this letter (in each church) shall awaken church members and tum them toward

an authentic Christian life"^. However, the General Council fails to give a consistent

answer about the visible stagnation of the Baptist churches in Westem Romania.

Recalhng Dr. Ralph Neighbor's: Where Do We Go From Here? I am enticed to

ask: Do Romanian Baptist or Evangelical leaders really know where do we go from here?

The Church glorifies God by carrying the treasure of the Gospel from one generation to

another. We know that Jesus Christ is the same yesterday and today and forever. The

Gospel is the same throughout all generations, but the circumstances that churches

encounter are changing from one generation to the next. In times of transition, Romanian

churches should know:

1 . How to communicate the unchangeable gospel in a changing society.

2. How to lay sohd foundations for biblically functioning communities in a

restless society.

3. How to reach people and answer their questions in a postmodem world.

In addressing these three major aspects we can find a possible answer related our

quest for direction.
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Communicating the Gospel in a Changing Society

During this time of transition, the Romanian society is no longer the closed

society it was during Communism, but it is not as secularized as the Westem societies are

either. Greece, for example, although part of the EU, is still a country where the

Orthodox Christian traditionalism is very powerful. During Communism, most

Romanians were afraid to witness to others about Christ and these days most are tuming

back to tradition rather than to Jesus Christ.

How should an unchanging Gospel be communicated in a changing society?

Biblical Foundations

When the Gospel passed cultural bridges, the early Church contextualized the

message. The church from Antioch represents an eloquent example in this respect.

Believers from Cypms did unexpected things and spoke to the Hellenists, preaching the

Lord Jesus. Than, Bamabas was sent from Jemsalem to Antioch to see what was

happening there. When he arrived in Antioch and saw the evidence of God's grace, he

was glad and encouraged them all to remain tme to the Lord with all their hearts (See:

Acts 1 1 :23-24). As one who was raised in Cypms, Bamabas did not pay attention to the

cultural differences. One may say that, Bamabas celebrated the grace and accepted the

cultural differences. For the first time, here, the disciples of Jesus Christ were not

identified with Judaism, but with Christ. Thus, the church from Antioch became the

center ofmission among the gentiles, in the apostolic century.

The first Council from Jemsalem decided that Gentiles were saved only through

faith in Jesus without conforming to Jewish traditions. Apostle Paul never compromised

the tmth of the Gospel, but practiced great flexibility in communicating and applying the
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truth.^ He identified himself with his listeners crossing cultural, social and religious

barriers (1 Corinthians 9:20-22). Thus, churches should communicate the truth in such

way that people can understand its meaning and its significance for their hves. In order

to accomplish this task, they should practice the exegesis of the text within the biblical

context, and the audience within the cultural context.

Phenomenological Expressions.

The culture of any people undergoes changes from one generation to the next,

especially when it comes in contact with other cultures. Present day Romanians resemble

more the other European people than their own ancestors of five hundred years ago.

Romania's change from totalitarianism to democracy, from a centralized to a market

economy, as well as people's openness toward the West and the country's acceptance in

the European Union, causes Romanians to give up certain traditions and life styles and to

adopt other cultural values and lifestyles. Therefore, churches need to understand these

changes and adapt their sfrategy and methods in order to be efficient in their ministry and

mission.'"

Understanding the Culture/Change Dimension

Every culture contains two major components. First, there is a core of beliefs and

ideologies shaped by a certain worldview. Second, there is a level of cultural forms and

visible behavior as an expression of the core values. In terms of change, in all societies,

the level of cultural forms and seen behavior changes most rapidly.

In traditional societies, the world view core includes almost all aspects of social hfe

and human behavior. In Muslim societies, for example, the Sharia, almost completely

controls the public and private life of its members. In modem societies, on the other hand,
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the generally accepted system of values and convictions is decreasing, and in

postmodernism, this tends to be replaced by moral and cultural pluralism and relativism.

TRADITIONAL SOQETIES
CORE VALUES

o
vs.

CULTURAL FORMS
POSTMODERN SOCIETIES

Figure Nr. 2 Culture's Core and Forms

As an essential part of society, churches have an established core of fundamental

values as well as different forms ofmanifestations which are more or less flexible. The

Orthodox Church includes almost all of its practices and forms ofmanifestation in the

established core of fimdamental values. The traditionalism of the Romanian society is in

many ways the direct result of the ultra-fundamentalist attitude of the Orthodox Church.

As this study has already remarked, the Orthodox faith is more the Ancestral Law rather

than personal faith and dedication toward God. This law represents traditions, customs,

rituals and a certain form of liturgy. When nominal Orthodox Christians are challenged to

accept Jesus Christ as their personal Lord and Savior, they are afraid this might imply

changing their Law. The Orthodox believers show a mystical attachment to the Ancestral

Law, though it does not have a relevant message for them.

Indigeneous Exemplifications

One can see Romanian Christian believers attach themselves to anachronistic

rehgious practices. An interesting example of this is the "Close the doors!" expression in
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the Orthodox liturgy which is used even today in some part of Romania. This expression

became part of the liturgy during the medieval times, when barbarian hoards were

attacking local villages. Thus, in order for the liturgy to go on and at the same time to

make people aware of the attack, the priest would shout: "Close the doors!" At that

moment, the believers would block the entrance in the church and the liturgy would

continue. This practice was continued for a while even after it was no longer necessary as

a remembrance of those times. Today, however, this expression has no meaning, yet it is

still practiced in some parts of Romania.

The Protestant chiu^ches of Romania also reflect to a certain degree the traditional

nature of the Romanian people. At the beginning of the 20th century, for example, the

Romanian Baptist churches from Transylvania included in their hymnology, American

and German worship songs translated from Hungarian." At that time, Transylvania was

part of the Austro-Hungarian Empire and Romanians were used to hearing their language

spoken with a Hungarian accent. Thus, when saying certain words, the Hungarian people

stress the first syllable while Romanians stress the second syllable. In everyday speech,

Romanians say: I-sus Chris-tos: cre-din-ta; bo-te^ sd lu-cram; etc. However, some of

the hymns have kept throughout time, the Hungarian accent. Thus, in many songs the

stress falls on the first syllable, like: � O cre-din-tza �i-un bo-tez; avem in Chris-tos I-

sus; sd lu-cram
"'^

The evaluation of local practices and mentalities in the light of the Holy

Scriptures often implies change and presupposes trust in the guidance of the Holy Spirit.

As the churches gained a deeper understanding of the Scriptures, they abandoned some of

the forms of rehgious legahsm.'' A major positive change for the Romanian Baptists in
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the first part of the 20* century had to do with the way the Gospel was preached. Thus,

in Transylvania, the first Baptists came out of the Himgarian Reformed Church. Their

mission among their Reformed brethren was to call people to repentance and living a

holy life according to the Scriptures. In reaching the Romanian population, however, the

Baptist preachers had to deal with people's strong attachment to the Orthodox folk

fiaditions. As a resuh, the mofif of their mission among the Orthodox people was: � Turn

to Godfrom idols!" (1 Thessalonians 1:9). They preached against cross, church bells,

icons, clerical clothing, saints, priests, rituals, and numerous other popular Orthodox

practices. However, this way ofpreaching produced immature Christians within Baptist

churches.

After the start of the Baptist Theological Seminary ofBucharest,'"* the graduating

pastors focused their preaching on Jesus and his sacrifice. In a short time, they succeeded

in tuming the attention ofBaptist churches fi-om disputes related to the Orthodox folk

traditions to proclaiming Jesus. Soon, in all the Baptist churches, one could see written

behind the pulpit: "We preach Christ cmcified!" (1 Corinthians 1:23). One can affirm

that the status enjoyed, by the Baptist Seminary in Bucharest throughout the years, was a

direct result of this clarification in the mission and identity of the Baptist churches.

At the same time, one can also see changes that led to the abandonment ofNew

Testament practices that were vital for the Baptist movement in Romania. Thus, between

the two world wars, the Romanian Baptist churches practiced meeting in small groups,

especially during the winter, in order to pray and study the Bible. This practice

encouraged the massive involvement ofBaptists in evangelism as they were inviting un

churched people to participate in the small groups. As a result, in only twenty years, the
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number ofRomanian Baptists grew from 18.000 to more than 100.000 believers. After

World War II, the Pentecostal church began to use successftally the small group meetings

for prayer and speaking in tongues. So as not to "fall" into the same Pentecostal

practices, the Baptists gradually gave up meeting in small groups.

Then, there was also the Communist decree that interdicted all meetings and

activities outside the authorized church buildings. The Baptists lost their motivation to

fight for keeping the small groups and as a result lost several tens of thousands of

believers who were looking for the fellowship they could find only in small groups.

These moved to the Pentecostal church which was still continuing this practice. As a

result of the Communist regime's control over the church services, the Baptists also

abandoned the Sunday-School classes which were divided according to different criteria

such as age. Thus, the practice ofworship services and Sunday-School for the entire

church was established during this time.

Understanding the Form/Meaning Dimension

The relationship between form and meaning is not easy to determine as often

times, the form changes but the meaning stays the same. Thus, one can see that some

evangelical practices and teachings were influenced by the Orthodox Church's mentality.

A relevant example at this point is the Lord's Supper. In the Orthodox Church, the

Lord's Supper represents the climax of the worship service, however, only the priest

partakes of the holy elements every Sunday. The regular believer must prepare him or

herself by fasting, confession, and by fulfilling the penitence estabhshed by the priest.

Only in this way, the ordinary believer gains a personal piety that allows him or her to

come in God's presence and partake of the Holy Communion.
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According to the Scriptures, however, the Lord's Supper represents the

commemoration of Jesus' sacrifice and the celebration of the New Covenant. The

Christian believer is called to a deep personal examination (See: 1Corinthians 1 1 :28).

The purpose of this examination is twofold: repentance which leads to sanctification

under the work of the Holy Spirit in our lives; and being able to approach the throne of

grace with confidence because of Jesus' intercession on our behalf Thus, the Lord's

Supper stresses the merits of our Savior and not ours.

However, many Romanian Evangelicals practice the Lord's Supper having an

Orthodox mentality. Thus, in some Evangelical churches, one can hear this invitation:

"Those who are worthy please rise to partake!" The understanding is that the adults who

remain seated are either not worthy or have not been baptized. Thus, some stay home on

the Lord's Supper Sunday as they do not want to be judged by the worthy ones. A

relevant situation at this point can be seen in the Pentecostal churches. Thus, here the

regular believer appeals to the prophet of the church to find out how many days he or she

must fast in order to be worthy to partake of the Lord's Supper. Here the priest's role is

replaced by the prophet's role while the meaning however is the same, namely personal

worthiness.

There is also the situation where the same form can convey two different

meanings depending on the cultural context. For example, in many Evangelical

churches, their level of genuine devotion and spirituality is measured by the women's

clothing style'^. In Romanian villages, a woman is considered decent if she wears what

is appropriate for her age. Thus, young unmarried girls wear bright and colorful clothes.

As a woman advances in age, she is supposed to wear dull and darker colors. Over the
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age of 60, women wear mostly black. At the same time, in the country side, women

cover their head when in public, even those who belong to the Orthodox Church. If in

the village, covering one's head means respect for the husband, in the cities, it just means

that one is culturally backward or a religious bigot. Therefore, what represents decency

in villages is just a futile barrier to the preaching of the Gospel in cities. For the younger

generations, "the devotional scarf communicates hypocrisy rather than piety. The

interaction of some Evangelical churches with Westem Christians, as well as these

churches' openness toward the local urban culture, has led them to give up this mral

mentality. These churches have begun to focus more on transformation rather than

conformation; while the more traditional churches argue that there cannot be interior

transformation without an exterior one.

The Mission of the Romanian Churches in an Unsettled Society

Romania is still unsettled as far as the spiritual, ethical and moral values are

concemed. In this context, the churches try to find their own way through the confused

haze of transition. As it has been stated before, traditional church leaders are determined

to reinforce Romanian Evangelical traditions developed in the last decades the 20th

century, or tum to strategies from pre-Communist time. Meanwhile, innovative church

leaders are tempted to blindly import contemporaryWestem church models. A recent

Romanian Baptist Union document shows that, "a number of churches are suffocated by

traditionalism, while others are exceedingly animated by contemporary or avant-garde

religious showbiz, without depth and permanent results. Some do not accept changes at

aU, while others change everything; spiritual fruits however, are missing in both

sihiations."'^
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Reductionistic Approaches

The easiest way to built up a church in a period of confiision is to simply

perpetuate the practices and methods of the past. Some Evangelical leaders act as if the

Holy Spirit illuminated just the previous generations and the responsibility of this

generation is to maintain their practices unaltered. It is true that Biblical revelation was

given once and for all (Judas vers.3), but the ministry of the Holy Spirit represents a

continuous action of illuminating the believer and the church (1 John 2:27). Jesus has

promised, "When he, the Spirit oftruth comes, he will guide you in all truth. He will

bring glory to me by taking ofwhat is mine andmaking it known to you
" John 16:14.

The Holy Spirit illuminates churches in every generation to apply Biblical principles to

their circumstances.

Tradition of faith is often invoked to promote institutional traditionalism.

Tradition ought to pass on from one generation to another the content of the Gospel and

not those forms that are no longer relevant. Unfortimately, many times, churches are

devoted to form rather than content.

Therefore, NOT THIS:

^^^^^^
illumination

K
TRADmON 1 perpetuate^ TRADITIONALISM

Figure Nr. 3 Traditionalism

The Lord Jesus exposed and condemned such practices. They inevitably lead to

religious formalism and even to fanaticism (Mathew 23:1-33). Those who embrace
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religious formalism will end up two times more fanatical than their teachers. (Mathew

23:15). As Jaroslav Pelikan explains: "Tradition represents the Livingfaith of those who

are dead, while Traditionalism represents the Deadfaith ofthose who are alive. "

Another major mistake churches makes during this period consists in importing

without critically evaluating the strategies and methods of preaching the Gospel and

church growth, as well as in imitating successfiil models from the West. Some church

leaders are tempted to take a shortcut, hoping to be successfiil, without the difficult work

of contextualizing. In this way, the best inspired examples from other parts of the world

can be compromised. In this situation, the danger is that of superficiality.

NOR THIS:

IMITATION

Figure Nr. 4 Imitation

Embracing the form and not the content represents the temptation ofmodernity

for Romanians, Titu Maiorescu stated in the second half of the 19th century. At that

time, the Romanians endorsed the most modem constitution of the epoch, the Belgian

constitution. However, Romania remained preeminently agrarian, with a belated Oriental

feudalism. The democratic form of the social institutions did not succeed in changing the

fraditional basis of the Romanian society. Romanians discovered ways of adjusting the

form to the content, thus succeeding in "avoiding" modemization. Romanians' ingenuity

consists in the fact that they can adopt the most interesting innovations without changing
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anything essential.

It is known that thousands of churches all over the world have imported "The

Purpose Driven Church" concept. However, several Romanian church leaders follow the

model in the most simplistic way. In general, they just organize the church into five

departments based on "Warren's strategy." Each of these departments focuses on only

one purpose. This way, the senior pastor has five elders under his authority, and they

oversee almost five different churches. Thus, the church becomes a confederation of

ministries led by a board of elders. The purpose-driven church might represent a concept

that fits within an achievement-driven society. Romanians, however, are not success-

driven people. Besides, they need a persistent source ofmotivation. Therefore, the

presence of a person, namely, our Lord Jesus, represents a better motivation to them.

Contextualization as a Possible Solution

This more balanced approach implies both the evaluation of one's own traditions,

as well as the recognition ofwhat God uses on a world-wide scale to extend His

Kingdom. The Holy Spirit leads the Church from each generation to redeem past

traditions and apply them with creativity in the new circumstances.

BUT THIS:

Illumination

Figure Nr. 5 Contextualization
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In a conservative society, tradition is powerful in the lives ofpeople and

communities. This influence can represent a support or a hindrance for the church

growth. On the other hand, the experience of those Westem churches, which succeeded

in recovering the first Christians' apostolic spirit and thus tuming from tradition to

mission, represents an important source of inspiration for churches in Romania' God is

not captive to human traditions and neither does He approve every human innovation

therefore balance is needed in approaching contextualization. Next, Church leaders need

humility, open-mindedness and tmst in the guidance of the Holy Spirit, in order to accept

the diversity of God's work in churches. (See: 2 Corinthians 3:17).

The uniformity imposed in churches hinders the manifestation of the creativity of

the Holy Spirit through the members of the body. In the context of a denomination, the

organizational traditionalism could lead to stagnation and even to numerical decline. On

a national scale, churches should establish the core values that define the denominational

affiliation. Beyond those core values, however, local churches should have the freedom

to establish their own forms of efficient organization and missionary strategies.

Contextualization Explained.

The elaboration and evaluation of a church's strategy should be done from a

Biblical, historical, imiversal and local perspective. The historical aspect refers to the

history of the Romanian people, the history of the church in general, and the history and

tradition of the local church. The local aspect has to do with the social and cultural

specific features of the particular region or locality, as well as the characteristics, the

assets and weaknesses of the local church.
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CONTEXTUALIZATION

UNIVERSAL LOCAL

Figure Nr. 6 Contextualization Explained

In establishing their own strategies the Romanian Baptist churches should

consider analyzing three major factors: the demographic changes in Romania, the priority

of church planting over the present effort of developing schools, and the implications of

the new law of religion on the social programs and the charity projects of the churches.

The Need for an Ongoing Contextualization

The first example has to do with a wrong geographical strategy. Thus, at the end

of the FirstWorld War (1918 AD), the overwhelming majority of Romanians hved in

villages. The Romanian cities, except for those in Walachia, were mostly Hungarian,

German, Jewish and Greek. Even the Romanian cities in the southem part of the country,

except for the capital and for a few larger cities, were nothing else than extended mral

areas. From an economical point of view, there were two Romanians; a poor mral one,

and a developed urban one. In order to recover the demographic handicap of the urban

areas and to ensure the economical development of the villages, political and religious

leaders together with the intellectual elite started a training process of the Romanian

peasants' children. Thus, the Church, the school and the village worked together not only

to achieve a social project, but also a grandiose national project.
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In this context, the nationalist ideology, Romanism, appeared and flourished. The

three pillars ofRomanism were: the Orthodox Church, the Romanian Village and the

School. The Orthodox Church along with the Romanian language and territory ensured

the Romanians' national identity. Romanian villages were the upholders of religious and

cultural traditions. In the village, the backbone of authority was represented by the priest,

the mayor and the schoolteacher. The school represented the main means of

emancipation and affirmation of Romanians. Graduating from vocational schools, high-

schools and universities, the Romanian peasants' children infiltrated the urban

environment as a force of social progress. Thus, the villages began playing an important

role in the development of Romanian society.

Following the general trend of the society, Baptist churches focused on preaching

the Gospel in villages. The Theological Baptist Seminary of Bucharest trained ordinary

young people from the rural areas, people truly dedicated to the Lord. The model they

followed was that of Spurgeon Seminary in England. The pastors were equipped with

Biblical, homilies and pastoral knowledge and then were sent sfraight into ministry.

However, the strong opposition of the Romanian Orthodox Church limited the expansion

of Baptist churches in the westem part ofRomania. After the Second World War, during

the short period of freedom which followed and before the Communist dictatorship was

established. Baptist, Pentecostal and Adventist churches experienced a genuine spiritual

revival. The older generations remember this time as the golden age of the Evangelical

movement in Romania.'^
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Inefficient Missionary Strategies

From 1949 on, Communism continually diminished the importance of the villages

in the economic, cultural and spiritual life of the country. The imposed collectivization

and the aggressive industrialization led to a massive process of urbanization. Looking for

employment and better schools, more and more young families left the villages and

moved to towns and cities. Thus, the aging process of the villages was started and has

continued and increased even more after the fall ofCommunism. From 1990 on, all the

cities ofRomania, including the capital, were declared open cities.'^ At the moment,

there is a massive concentration of the Romanian population in a few prosperous cities.

For example, in the last 18 years, the population of Bucharest increased from 1.9 million

inhabitants to approx. 3 millions^", and in the next 10-15 years, it is estimated that

Bucharest will exceed 5 million inhabitants.

In the last 1 8 years. Evangelical churches have focused on reaching the villages

with the Gospel,^^ and in general, neglected planting churches in the large cities. The city

churches became massively involved in building cathedrals.^' In the vihages, which were

aheady aged, the ministry of reaching people with the Gospel and ofplanting churches

was confronted with the barrier ofpopular traditions and the pressure of social relations.

in the large cities, where young people and families represent the most numerous

segment of the population, traditions are not that significant. Here, yoimg people are

looking for communities to which they can belong. In the urban environment, the

opening to what is new, as well as to the Gospel, is greater; but the danger of

secularization is also greater.^'' However, few churches have a clear vision, efficient

strategies and means of reaching others for Christ in these urban areas.^^
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The second example has to do with overestimating theological education. Thus,

church leaders wait for the theological and denominational schools to have a major

impact in reaching Romania with the Gospel. After 1989, Dr losif Ton, launched the

thesis according to which, in Romania, the religious reform will be achieved with the

support of the theological and denominational schools. losifTon's reasons are based on

both the role that Romanian schools played in society between the two world wars and

during the Communist period, as well as on the historical experiment of the Jesuits who

achieved, through school, the counter-reformation in Poland. His thesis encouraged and

gave direction to the endeavor at least as far as Baptist churches were concemed, to

establish theological and denominational colleges and universities. Thus, the most

important Baptist schools are the Baptist School of Theology within the State University

ofBucharest and Emanuel University of Oradea. At the moment, the Baptist leaders'

attention and hope are focused on these schools. The Romanian Orthodox Church holds

the same view and believes that the spiritual revival of society can be achieved through

the religious training of children within the education system. However, by doing this it

neglects people's spiritual training within the church.

Baptists in Romania are in danger of overstressing the importance of theological

and denominational schools at the expense of the role that local churches should play in

doing the work of God's kingdom. The most important projects and disputes at the

national level within the Baptist Union are connected to the two theological schools, that

ofBucharest and Oradea. A relevant example of this point is the beginning of the

protestant mission in Korea that started in 1884. According to Andrew E. Kim, the first

protestant churches to reach Korea were Presbyterian and Methodist churches. "These
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two organizations started their work simuhaneously in Korea, operating their missions

side by side."^^ The Methodists' missionary strategy focused on the role of schools,

while the Presbyterians prioritized church planting. After a century of Christian missions

in South Korea, the number ofPresbyterians is three times as large as that of the

Methodists^'. Even if this result is not entirely due to the different missionary strategies,

we can still draw the conclusion that in the missionary strategies, local churches should

have priority over schools.

The third example is related to an inefficient mission strategy. Thus, after 1990,

the churches in Romania got involved in charity works and social projects, which have

been sponsored in general by the U.S. and Westem Europe. Between 1996 and 2000, in

collaboration with World Vision, a lot of interdenominational conferences were

organized to encourage churches to get involved in the ministry of abandoned children

and elderly homeless people. Today, according to the Religion Law, the national and

local governmental institutions offer churches the possibility of social partnerships.

Theoretically, the state offers financial and material support to all churches for their

social projects. In reality however, the govemment officials offer this support only to the

Romanian Orthodox Church. It is almost certain that in the following years, the

Romanian Orthodox Church will take over the govemment' s responsibility in taking care

of abandoned people.

In their mission strategy. Evangelical churches will have to avoid competing with

the Romanian Orthodox Church for social projects. The social projects which are now

mn by paid workers have to be replaced by charity work that involves the members of

Evangelical churches directly. The simple managing of funds from the state or from
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abroad does not represent an authentic Christian testimony. Romanian Evangehcals

should sacrificially get involved themselves in helping those who are in need.

Evangelical churches should also be careful not to lose their sensitivity for the needs of

people around them just because the Romanian Orthodox Church takes this

responsibility.

The Mission of the Romanian Churches in a Postmodem World

In order to effectively communicate the divine tmth under the new circumstances

in Romania, the churches need to understand the way the present generations see the

world and their own existence. The Bible says about the chiefs of Issachar's tribe, they

"understood the times and knew what the Israel should do " (NIV 1 Chronicles 12:32).

The apostles witnessed about Lord Jesus: "Now we can see that you know all things and

thatyou do not even need to have anyone askyou questions. This makes us believe that

you camefrom God" (NIV John 16:30). The imphcation of their saying this about Jesus

is: "Not only. You have answers for our questions but You know all our questions!"

From Communism to Multiculturahsm and Post-Modemity

The two major obstacles which impeded Romanians to come to God during

Communism were the atheistic propaganda and fear. The Communist atheism was based

on the Enlightenment's basic thesis. The Communist propaganda was arrogantly

predicting the total eradication from the human conscience of faith in God and in the

supematural. In the Communist worldview, the human being was essentially good and

all the problems of humanity would be solved by education and science. In the

Communist opinion, religion kept people in ignorance, while they considered themselves

to have the most evolved consciences'^ Communism, in their view represented the
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ultimate and most advanced state of the human society. The main motto of Communism

was: "Everything for man! Everything for the good ofman!"'" Enlightenment,

rationalism and humanism gained grotesque dimensions in a totalitarian political regime.

In Communist time, Romanian seekers were asking themselves, "Is it true what

the Bible has to say? Is there life after death? Will God receive me in His kingdom after

I die? "

People were looking for true and unshakable realities and were confronted with

their doubts and guilt. The most often used method in communicating the Gospel was

apologetically preaching as the goal was to persuade people from atheism to faith. If in

the West, the method of apologetically preaching was "synonym to rationahsm"

(Johnston 2001), in the Romanian context, the same approach had the aura of spiritual

resistance against the atheistic propaganda. The apologetically method was so relevant

that it was even used in writing indigenous evangehcal hymnology." Beginning with the

80's, the failure of the centralized state economy led to general disappointment and

dissatisfaction in the Romanian society. The Communist experiment ofproducing the

disciplined, conscientious and altruistic new man proved itself to be a total failure. Under

these circumstances, the preaching of the Gospel helped many people overcome the fear

barrier and experience spiritual freedom. Christian believers escaped the oppressive

reality of the present through faith and through hope in the promise of etemal lifc'^

Postmodemitv vs. Modemity

Once Communism fell, the Romanians gave up atheism and most of them

declared themselves Christians. Their interest in spiritual matters became immediately

very evident. Today, no one argues openly against the existence ofGod or of the

spiritual world. Thus, using apologetically preaching in a polemical way is no longer
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relevant. It is known that modemism was characterized by the attempt to give answers to

all questions people raised. In postmodemism, however, this attempt is perceived as

arrogance. People feel manipulated and betrayed in their expectations. Their questions

and problems have multiplied and they feel that their needs are not really understood.

According to George Hunter "Modemity has not fulfilled most of its promises,

and so the Enlightenment worldview has become increasingly vulnerable" (1 996:20).

As Graham Johnston observes, the Enlightenment concluded that the objective world of

science and reason was the real world and the subjective world of faith and morality was

of less importance. Friedrich Nietzsche also believed that "the subjective world of values

and morality together with God do not even exist" (Johnston, 2001:18). As the graphic

below shows modemity' s quest had to do with credibility.

CREDIBILITY TEST

What is truth (true)?

Is it true what you preach ?

Is the Bible true ?

Is your church biblical ?

People's Problem: GUILT

People's Felt Need: ASSURANCE

Does God FORGIVE me ?

Method: REASONING

Figure Nr. 7 Modemity's Quest

Postmodemism, on the other hand, believes that "the subjective world is

everything that remains" (Johnston 2001:18). In a postmodem culture, as Lesshe

Newbigin explains, "an appeal to the Bible is simply an expression ofmy personal choice

of this particular authority among the many I might choose from" (1989:39). In

postmodemism, people are increasingly open to the supematural and to knowing God,
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but not according to Biblical absolute truths but to their own personal experiences. The

postmodem man is confronted with an open universe, but he lost his compass. Thus,

"where modemism showed itself to be arrogant, postmodemism manifest itself as

anxious. While modemism had all the answers, postmodemism has a lot of questions;

while modemism builds everything on certitude and tmth, postmodemism perceives the

world as relative and subjective" (Johnston 2001:15)

AUTHENTICITY TEST

What does the truth mean?

Do you believe what you preach ?

Do you live what you believe ?

Can I experience it, too ?

People's Problem: ALIENATION

People's Felt Need: ACCEPTANCE

Does God really CARE about me ?

Method: RELATIONSHIP

Figure Nr. 8 Post-Modemity' s Quest

In about seventeen years, the generation of younger Romanians has adopted the

same Westem worldview and values. To the question, "What is tmth?" they answer,

"Who cares?" They are looking for authenticity, not veracity. "Instead of respectability

or sociability, this generation values authenticity" (McKnight 2005:40) The skepticism

that is characteristic of the postmodem society in general, was accentuated in Romania by

the fact that most politicians, spiritual leaders and top intellectuals proved to be

collaborators of the former Secret Service (political police). In this situation, people want

to know ifwe believe what we preach and ifwe live what we believe. As the following

graphic shows the postmodem person is on a quest for authenticity.
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Postmodem people are looking for "experiences to bring them closer to God." As

Martoia observes, "Post-modems aren't looking for principles to die for; they're looking

for practices to live by" (2003:58). As Webber writes, "The witness of Christian faith in

the postmodem world is not rational argument and, in the words of Josh McDowell,

'evidence that demands a verdict,' but lives that have been changed and communities that

have been transformed by God's presence among them" (2001:49). Therefore,

"Evangelism in the postmodem world is a tuming from evil to enter a community where

there is a 'Credible Demonstration that life lived by the pattem of commitment to Jesus is

imaginable, possible, and relevant.'" (Webber 2001 :49).

Romanian Postmodem Concems.

Diuing Communism, the dialectical materialism was simply an "idealistic"

worldview, yet today pragmatic materialism has become a way of life. The Communists

promised heaven on earth through a centralized economy; today people are tempted to

believe that this is possible by a free market economy. People's motto during

Communism was "We pretend to work, they pretend to pay us!" In this new context of a

market economy, Romanians have discovered that they have to leam the discipline of

work and to look for two, or even more jobs. While in Communism, Romanians had to

cope with totalitarianism, isolation from the outside, cultural and spiritual interdictions,

and shortage of food and goods, today, they experience: (1). Relativism; (2). Plurahsm;

(3) Materialism; (4). Individualism.

Recently, the National Bank's spokesman explained during a TV show that the

democratization of the Romanian society means also the democratization of the banking

capital. As he explained, if the base of a triangle represents the welfare of the citizens.
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then the other two sides represent the democratization of investments and of credit.

Today, in Romania only a handfiil of enriched people can afford to invest, while in Japan

in only one company there are about 500,000 small investors. As he continued the most

important factor however is the democratization of credit.

Romanians were used to starting their adult life with just a few things, and then it

would take them their entire life to build a house, buy a TV set, a washing machine and

eventually a car. As the bank experts emphasized, from now on Romanians will sell

themselves to the bank for the next 30 years. Actually, they are selling themselves to the

goods they are buying. The only thing the bank is doing is to facilitate the possibility of

gaining these things now. Thus Romanians become slaves to a consumerist way of life.

Romanians will experience in only a few years the materialism and individualism that

took the westem societies decades to reach. This is why churches have to evaluate the

depth of the changes that are taking place in society and to find viable solutions. Solving

the problems at a superficial level will only produce finistration.

Postmodemism deepens even more the secularization process of the society which

means "the withdrawal of whole areas of life, thought and activity from the control or

influence of the Church" (Hunter 1992:25). The society does not accept the teachings of

the church as normative for its behavior, hi Westem Europe, faith became a matter

connected only to the private life, and its manifestation is considered to be a marginal

thing, suspicious and even eccentric (Hunter 1992:31). Even in the United States, where

there is a strong evangelical tradition, the present generations are manifesting the

characteristics of a "pre-Christian" population due to a more extended biblical "illiteracy"

(Hunter 1992:44).
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In Romania, Jesus Christ has been worshiped only at a liturgical level and was

known only from icons and church rituals. The vast majority of the Romanians have not

experienced the risen Christ through genuine faith and a personal relationship. Thus

"they were not able to witness to Him when they had to suffer their own cross as a

people" during Communism (Alexandru 1995:23). The change in attitude that took place

in the Romanian society when people tumed toward the Church after December 1989

does not represent at all a tum toward authentic Christian spirituality. "All declared

themselves Orthodox Christians, but how many tmly know Jesus Christ? In the life of

every tme follower ofChrist, there comes such a time when one must expose his or her

nation's so called piety which neglects Christ at the expense of rehgious formalism and

rihiahsm" (Alexandm 1993:23).

Can we really consider atheistic propaganda during Communism exclusively

guilty for the religious formalism ofmost Christians in Romania? Were we really an

authentic Christian nation for two thousand years? According to Daniel Barbu, the

insights and description found in many documents of the past centuries, "urge us to

reevaluate the myth, so loved by national historiography, of a nation deeply attached to

the Christian values from the dawn of its existence" (2000:66). As Barbu concludes,

"the Church was not present in the life of the villages except to give a Christian form to

the rites-of-passage ofbaptism, marriage and burial" (2000:70). According to the same

author, the mral religiosity, described by the euphemistic "folk Christianity", was not the

result of secularization or de-Christianization due to modemity, but of the lack of

authentic Christianization of the Romanian villages. This religious syncretism can be

noticed in the Christian festivals, which, although respecting the Christian names and
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characters, do not have a lot to do with the faith of the Church and the teaching of the

Holy Scripture. "The magical objects and rituals (paska, masks, disguises, swords,

leaves, pig heads, dances, etc) adopted sometimes Christian names, insinuated themselves

into a Christian chronology, imitated or merely borrowed the language, symbols and

values of the Christian life, yet without allowing themselves be transformed by the

biblical faith." (Barbu 200:70)

Due to the secularization process the church does not have the "home court

advantage" anymore. Thus "the situation we face is much like what the early apostohc

Church faced", writes George Hunter (1992:35). Therefore, we live in a "New Apostolic

Age". As Hunter continues, almost two centuries ago, Soren Kierkegaard escalated an

Attack Upon Christendom, celebrating Christendom's decline, because "when everybody

is a Christian, nobody is a Christian" (1992:23)

Kierkegaard saw that when one understands oneself to be a Christian
because one is bom in a so-called Christian country, has been baptized
and scripted with few Christian values, one is only 'playing Christianity. . .

like soldiers play war on the parade grounds,' and this 'illusion' almost
prohibits anyone from becoming a Christian in the New Testament sense
of following Jesus Christ and conforming one's life to God's will.

Kierkegaard yearned for the day when the only 'Christians' would be real
followers of Jesus Christ. (1992:33-34)

Contextualization Applied

After two thousand years ofChristian church history, our world resembles more

and more the world in which Jesus Christ came. Hunter explains that the apostolic

community from the first three centuries informed people by "creatively communicating

and interpreting their Gospel in conversations, synagogue presentations and open-air

speaking. So what does contextualization involve specifically for the Romanian context?

As we see here first a relevant communicafion of the Gospel. Second, relevant
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discipleship which leads to authentic transformation and involvement in the church

ministries. The early Christians influenced people's attitudes by their changed lives, their

ministries of service, their love for one another, and by their love for non-Christians and

even their enemies, even in martyrdom" (1992:36). In postmodemism, the church has to

retum to the missionary spirit of the apostolic age.'^

Third, in a changing culture, contextualization should guide churches in removing

possible cultural, social and religious barriers that hinder people from receiving Jesus

Christ while at the same time remain focused on the essentials of the gospel The only

stumbling block that cannot and should not be removed is the "foolishness ofpreaching

the cross
"

(1 Corinthians 1:22-24). The Gospel represents the most balanced and also

the most radical message ever heard by man.

Fourth, contextualization involves a more spiritual aspect namely the work the

Holy Spirit in the life of the believer. This can take place through contextualized Bible

study as the sword of the Spirit - reaches beyond words, actions, attitudes and even

convictions and ideologies. It judges the deepest motivations of the self and radically

changes our worldview.

GOSPEL

Hebrews 4:12

Figure Nr. 9 The Gospel Apphed to the Worldview Level.
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Fifth, contextuahzation involves originating ministries and church structures

intended to reach and minister at the worldview level of this generation and not continue

the perpetuation of traditions from the Communism.'^ For example, a judgmental and

moralizing preaching that addresses only the behavioral level has no significant

consequences. It may help people to conform to the local church's religious and moral

norms but it does not bring any real transformation in their lives. Our non-regenerated

nature is egocentric, following the ways of this world, gratifying the cravings of their

sinful nature and obeying its desires and thoughts (Ephesians 2: 1-3). The values of a

sinful nature are prestige, power, parochialism, possessions and pleasure.

If self-fulfillment represents the basic value of one's worldview, he or she will try

to accomplish it by "spiritual" means. In such a case, prestige, manipulative power,

possessions that secure position in a church or society, or self-indulgent pleasures - the

self-fulfillment values - represent the driving forces behind one's "Christian" behavior.

Thus, he or she would be committed to legalistic norms as a shortcut to Christian

maturity. Additionally, our sinful nature can take any church structure and use it for our

earthly benefits. Consequently, the apostle Paul urges us to be renewed in the spirit of

our minds (NRSV Ephesians 4:23).

Conclusions

Today, most Evangelical churches in Romania are traditional in worship and

structures, yet one can see however an increasing interest toward the innovative models.

On the surface, they are attempting to engraft new methods and programs, while still

maintaining their traditional structures. They are also tempted by a survival mentality.

During Communism, our churches knew how to fight oppression while in freedom.
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however, many of them have remained barricaded between walls and are content with a

few missionary or evangelistic programs. On the other hand, the innovative churches are

tempted with the managerial organization and functioning

Nevertheless, God uses various types of churches. There are valuable positive

aspects within traditional ones'^, and at the same time, the Holy Spirit leads innovative

churches'^ to new frontiers. In his book. Where do we go from here? Dr. Ralph W.

Neighbor remarks:

It's certainly not necessary to join a cell group church to be in the
Lord's will. Christ is among all his churches, not just some of them.
in Revelation, He stood among the Laodiceans and the Thyatirans, and
He is among the problematic churches today as well. But He is also

developing a younger Bride that is far more beautiful. (2000: 1 07)

The good news is that in God's sight all churches gathered around Jesus Christ are

golden candlesticks. Nevertheless, the question, how churches shine brighter, demands

an answer in every generation and in any particular circumstance, and contextualization

of the churches ministries and message can help every church in particular find the

answer in their quest for direction.
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^ After the revolution, the poet, John Alexander, began talking on TV about the Romanians' need to come

back to Christ. He said "I have been overwhelmed for the past two months with phone calls and letters
from people in tramways, subways, airplanes and on the street, people who are happy to rediscover Jesus
Christ. Yet, for some their joy was quickly quenched by the orthodox traditionalists who criticized them

(1993:22-23). After only six appearances on TV, the poet was banned to talk about Jesus on the Romanian
TV stations. Broken in his heart, loan Alexandru wrote:

In the life of every true follower ofChrist, there comes such a time when he or she must

expose his or her nation's so called 'piety' which neglects Christ at the expense of

religious formalism and ritualism. . . All declare themselves baptized Orthodox believers,
yet how many truly know Jesus Christ? All consider themselves Orthodox, but how
many want anything to do with Jesus? (1993:23).

' For example, in regard to circumcision. Apostle Paul acted differently in the case of his two collaborators,
Timothy and Tit, because he was in different cultural contexts. (Galat. 2:3-5; Acts 16:3-4)

'"
Anderson Leith addresses the issue of change in A Church for the 2 1 ^' Century: Bringing Change to your

Church to Meet the Challenges of a Changing Society.

" In 1913, Mihail Brumaru and Vasile Berbecaru translated the first Romanian hymnal from Hungarian.

For the Romanian churches in Transylvania, the Hungarian accent did not constitute any problem,
however in Bucharest and the southem areas of the country this was not very well tolerated. In 1994, the
Romanian Baptist Union edited a new hynonal were all the wrong accents were corrected. In some areas of
the country, however, this hymnal was never accepted because of the strong attachment people have to the
old way of singing the hymns.
" At the begiiming of the 20th century, the Baptists in Transylvania were keeping Sunday by following all
the restrictions that applied to the Sabbath. Thus, on Sunday, the pastors walked from one village to

another so as not to harness the horses. A woman who gave birth could not enter the church until the
levitical restriction ended. When one became a bom again believer, he or she separated from the world
which was believed to be sinfiil, and this included even close relatives. If such believers were parents, they
could not participate even in their own children's wedding if they married unbelievers. In the case of bom

again believers, marriages were allowed only within the same denomination. The marriage between

persons who belonged to different denominations was often sanctioned with their excommunication. Up
until 40 years ago, men in Pentecostal churches were shaving their heads to show piety. Today,
Pentecostals have forgotten this practice like it never existed.
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Baptist Theological Seminary was established in Buteni, Arad county, inl923. Beginning in 1924, STB
moved to Bucharest.

Here is what some of the Romanian Baptist Church leaders are saying: "The reform in a church must

begin with the way women dress!" "A pastor's theology can be seen in what his wife wears." "This
church is alive because all the sisters have their heads covered."

Romanian Baptist Union: The Easter Pastoral Letter. Nr. 240, 03.29.2006

" We consider that a critical taking over of the conclusions, observations and suggestions of some
specialists in the domain of church growth and management can remarkably contribute to finding viable
solutions for the churches in Romania.

From 1940 to 1946, the number ofBaptists diminished dramatically. Thus, in 1946, after separating
from the Pentecostals, the number of Baptists in Romania was only 26.000 baptized members. During the

following four years, before the restrictions of religious liberty applied by the Communist regime, the
number of Baptists redoubled.

This impressive decrease ofBaptists' numbers from 1940 to 1946 was due to the following factors: (1)
Under the pressure of the Romanian Orthodox Church, the Antonescu regime outlawed the Baptist
churches in 1941. The church buildings were closed and confiscated. The Baptist leaders and the believers
who continued to gather in secret were exposed to arresting and sent to prison. They drew a plan to send
the Baptists in Transnistria. The terror and the �missionary" activity of the Orthodox priests led to the loss
of a great number ofbelievers; (2) The disintegration of Great Romania led to the loss of the Baptists from
Basarabia and North Bucovina. (3) The persecution of the Germans after the war led to the elimination of
some German Baptist churches; (4) The official acknowledgement of separation by the Pentecostal Church
led to loosing from the Baptist Church those who had Pentecostal convictions.

"
During Communism, the big cities were one by one declared closed cities.

To settle in these cities was possible only for those who received a job repartition or through marriage.

^� This statistics also refers to the students and to those who found a job in Bucharest, but do not yet live in
the capital.

^' This is happening at a time when the population ofRomania is expected to decrease from 23 millions to
1 8 million inhabitants. This situation is due the fact that the unemployment rate in Bucharest is less than
1% and is much lower than the average national rate. The jobs in Bucharest are especially appealing to the

young people.

There are still approx. 10.000 villages without an Evangelical church.

This is due to the fact that the Communist regime prohibited the building or development of church
buildings in towns, although, due to the imposed urbanization, the number ofbelievers in the urban
environment increased considerably.

Bucharest is by far the most secularized city of the country.

For example, in Salaj county, there are more than 350 Baptist churches for a population of 248.000
inhabitants. In Galati, a city with 354.000 inhabitants, there is only one Baptist church; in Bucharest, there
are less than 20 Baptist churches for 3.5 million inhabitants.

Andrew E. Kim "History ofChristianity in Korea: From Its Troubled Beginning to Its Contemporary
Success", www.kimsoft.com/ 1 997/xhist.htm
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Nowadays, in South Korea, there are approx. 3 million Methodists and approx. 9 million Presbyterians.

The Enlighteimient taught that:
- Human beings are essentially rational;

People are fundamentally good;
We leave in an orderly, predictable, machinelike, closed-system model of

universe, thus, the supematural became optional, and God was uninvolved;
People could base morality on reasoning alone, without the aid of revelation or religion;
We could build and manage cities and societies on reason alone, without reference to revealed
values or church leadership.
The Enlighteimient spread the confidence that science and education would liberate humanity

from its entrenched problems like poverty, crime, injustice, and war;
That all problems are solvable, and therefore progress is "inevitable".

- The Enlightenment's philosophy of "Natural Religion" taught that all religions are essentially
the same; that they look very different from one another on the surface, the deeper you go in each,
the more similar they become�because all religions are rooted in a common religious
consciousness in the human heart. (Hunter III, 1996:21-22)

The best "sons of the nation" were the Communist leaders, and before all was the "most beloved son of
the nation". One of the best-known songs of the time obsessively repeated: Ceausescu, The Party, Romania.

Only the members of the Communist Party could advance on the social ladder and only their leaders
could satiate themselves from special stores made particularly for the political class and for the Securitate.
The people were kept in starvation, cold and darkness.

^' We're nor a dream, we're not a chance
a clay that's molded by itself

But we've been built by a creative force,
a borderless Wisdom

There tmly is a God!

We are not simply stupid creatures

Lead by a merciless whip
But we have a spirit and a freedom

And a heart that is beating for heaven
There tmly is a God!

We have the Scripture for a proof
We see miracles and signs all the time

And whoever wants to see God
Let him stay before Him on the barricade!

There tmly is a God!

In churches, many songs were speaking of the hope of Lord Jesus' retum. In Timisoara, during the days
of the Revolution in December 1989, the crowds were singing:

The end of ages, now we live
with clashes, hatred, shedding blood

Yet, we are looking joyfully into the sky
For our Lord who soon will come

�'^
Today, seekers are not interested in knowing who the "Perizzites and Girgashites" were, but they want to

know what to do and how to live in an increasingly materialistic and individualistic society that is obsessed
with pleasure, pomography and dmgs, a society that is more filled with violence, abuse, cormption,
dishonesty, murders, etc.
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Talking about our "New Apostolic Age", George Hunter observes:

Most thinking people have abandoned the Enlightenment's Pollyanna view of human nature as

simply good and rational; the Third Reich and the Holocaust exposed that myth. Scientists have
discovered more mystery and surprise, especially at the microscopic and macroscopic (outer
space) levels, than the Newtonian clockwork paradigm accommodates, and more people now
experience the supramundane and the supematural more frequently than they did a generation ago.
No rationally based consensus morality has yet developed, in part because people now know that
if the foundational values supporting an ethic are not revealed, then they are really a matter of

enculturation, taste, or preference. No one has succeeded, in two centuries, in building a

reasonable society. Since the mushroom shaped cloud, people have seen that science could easily
destroy us or save us, and people are more realistic (if not disillusioned) about what education can

achieve. While many people still believe that social progress is possible, we find no one still
confident that is inevitable. Society has not become the rational, humane, orderly world that the

Enlightenment expected. Regarding the world's religions, we know now that they share
similarities only at the surface level. Different religions not only give different answers but they
ask different questions because they are rooted in different worldviews. (1996:22-23)

Hunter makes clear that the Early Church was intentional about achieving four objectives:
(1) Facing a population with no knowledge of the gospel, the Christian movement had to inform
people of the story of Jesus, the good news, its claims, and its offer.

(2) Facing hostile populations and the persecution of the state, the Church had to "win friends and

influence people" to a positive attitude toward the movement.

(3) Facing an Empire with several entrenched religions, the Christians had to convince people of
Christianity's tmth or at least its plausibility.
(4) Since entry into the faith is by an act ofwill. Christians had to invite people to adopt this faith
and join the messianic community and follow Jesus as Lord. (1992:35)

God the Son htimbled Himself and became obedient to the Father unto death and even death on the cross

(Philippians 2:5-8). The disciple of Jesus has to pick up his cross daily and follow Him. Apostle Paul

writes: "I have been cmcified with Christ and I no longer live but Christ lives in me" (Galatians 2:20). The

gospel of the cross of Jesus radically changes the way we see ourselves, the way we know God and the way
we see the world (Galatians 6:14 and 2 Corinthians 5:16-17).

^' The gospel must challenge in a prophetic way people's deepest assumptions and values. As one may

know, the worldview provides the fundamental assumptions about the nature of reality and of right and
wrong on which the belief and value systems are built. The gospel transforms people's worldview, but does
not extract them from their culture. The contextualization should help people evaluate themselves in the

light of the gospel's claims. As such, contextualization "may offend, yet for the right reasons."

Worldview assumptions answer questions like these: What is real? What is tmth? What is right? Hiebert

explains that, "taken together, cognitive, affective, and evaluative assumptions provide people with a way
of looking at the world that makes sense out of it, that gives them a feeling ofbeing at home, and that
reassures them that they are right." (Hiebert, 1985:47) Communicating the gospel at the worldview level,
all three levels (namely cognitive, affective and evaluative) must be taken into consideration. As Hiebert

explains, on the cognitive level, the gospel must deal "with knowledge and tmth, with an understanding and
tmst in biblical and theological information." On the affective level, the gospel must deal with "feeling of
worship, love, and joy." On the evaluative level, the gospel needs to address our loyalty to Christ and our

compliance to God's moral standards. Hiebert underlines: "All three dimensions are also important in
building the church. In our services,we need sound doctrine, deep feelings, and responses" (1995:41).

TRADITIONAL CHURCHES
1. Commited Pastor (Ezechiel 22:30)
2. Mature and Involved Board ofElders & Deacons (Fapte 6:3)
3. Worship Services:
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Inspired Sermons, Sunday School, and Prayer Time
Choir, Orchestra, Worship Team

4. Multiply Programs,
Evangelistic Crusades

Dicipleship Classes
Mission and Social Projects
Children, Teenagers, Youth, Women Ministry
Prayer Groups
Leadership Training

5. Visible Church Building

INOVATIVE CHURCHES
1 . Visionary and Entreprenurial Leaders
2. Relevant Preaching
3. Contemporary Music
4. Compassion for Lost People
5. Strategic Planning
6. Integration ofnew believers as a Process
7. Involve believers and seekers in Small Groups
8. Deploying laity in Ministry
9. Continuous Leadership Training
10. Visibility hrough Ministries



Chapter 7 - Spiritual Dynamics in Romania Today

While the previous chapters of this dissertation present a more theoretical analysis

of the Romanian historical, social, and religious background and its effect on the

Romanian worldview, and also some helpful missiological principles, the following

chapters will deal with some preliminary findings of field research through interviews

and personal participant observation, and will offer practical suggesfions for building

churches in the apostolic spirit.

Interview Findings about he Religiosity of the Romanian People

This chapter presents the findings of interviews among nominal Christians and

secular people,' and among new converts mainly from Baptist churches.^ The

classification of data is presented in Appendix F. The data supplied by the interviews and

the conclusions reached, were compared to those supplied by professor Constantin

Cuciuc, Ph.D. in his study on the Romanians' rehgiousness.

The Motivation behind their Religiousness

Four out of five persons interviewed practice religion in order to attain inner

peace.'' They believe in God ^
as a Person and Creator of everything that exists.^

However, only one third of those who practice religion in order to gain inner peace have

hope for eternity.' These persons believe Jesus is the Son ofGod, that He is both human

and God. Most of them specified that Jesus is Savior and that He died on a cross for

mankind. Two thirds, however, have no hope for etemity and are confused about who

Jesus was.^ Those who practice religion as a mere tradition have a vague imderstanding

of God. They believe God is a Principle or a Cosmic Force and that Jesus was a human

being; a liberator or a reformer; a man worthy of admiration for his sacrifice.

243
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The general conclusion here is that the Romanians who gain their inner peace

from religion/faith have a better knowledge ofGod than those who practice rehgion as a

simple tradition. Those who experience inner peace have the hope of final salvafion to a

greater degree than those who practice religion as tradition only. Next, all those for

whom religion/faith means inner peace pracfice prayer. Almost all the interviewees pray

in difficult situations, even if some of them are not convinced.^ Almost half of those who

seek inner peace practice fasting and confession, especially before the important

Christians festivals (Easter, Christmas, Mary's Departure to Heaven). Those who are

sure they are going to Heaven when they die, pray to God and to Jesus Christ, without

mentioning praying to intermediaries.

Thus, the more people know about God and Jesus Christ, the more they find inner

peace and the assurance of final salvation. Prayer is a need (at least, in difficult

situations) for all the interviewees; those who practice prayer as a spiritual discipline

experience inner peace to a greater degree. Most of them find it easy to believe in God,

but many do not have a biblical understanding of Jesus Christ. The interviewees rely on

God more for here and now (inner peace) rather than for etemity (assurance ofHeaven).

Confession and fasting practiced before the most important Christian festivals indicate

that Romanians are more open to God during these seasons. The Orthodox priests and

monks take advantage of these occasions to reinforce tradition. Prayer is more frequent

than other religious practices.'"

Religious Education Trends

A second area of interview research starts with asking: Who taught you about

God? The general finding here is hearing about God from one's family, especially from
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the mother or grandmother." The church and school come in at second place, yet at a

very significant differentiation because most of the interviewees grew up during

Communism when religion was forbidden in schools. Today when religion is taught in

schools, the result could be very different. Another observation at this point is that

Romanians would like their children and grandchildren to leam more about God.

Bible Reading/Study Trends

The following answers were given to the questions related to reading the Bible

and if they would like to understand the Bible. Most of the interviewed people did read

at least a few passages from the Bible. A large number, however, confessed they did not

understand what they read from the Bible. Reading the Bible gave birth to a variety of

feelings: fear, appreciation, inner peace. Two persons out of three would like to

understand the Bible. Four persons out of five would like to know what the Bible has to

say about a personal relationship with God. Most of interviewees would like to know

what the Bible has to say about a personal relationship with God rather than just

understand the Bible. Thus Bible studies could offer efficient tools for evangelism.

Views on the Church

The interviewees viewed the Church as a sacred space or a cathedral building.

Here are some answers: (1) "I go to church to pray. The church provides for me inner

peace." (2) "In church, I feel closer to God. In a morally decadent world, the church is

the last beautiful thing we have." (3) "In church, I have the chance to forget about my

daily burdens. Going to church and getting closer to God, I feel cleaner, liberated and

spiritually ftilfiUed." (4) "Faith and the desire to leam more about God motivates me to
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attend church." (5) "I go to church to ask God for help in case of illness, an exam or to

have a better life." However, most of them do not refer to attending church on Sundays.

Church Attendance

In general, the attendance of church services is very low." Only one person out

often attends religious services weekly. "The poor attendance of the church is the

cause of poor authentic religious information", concludes Cuciuc (2005:128).

The question, "What is the main reason for such disinterest in church

attendance?" received relevant answers from those who do not or very rarely attend the

church. The interviewees answered that everyday life is already too stressful for people to

find the time for church or, people do not find in church the moral support they expect.

Some examples are: (1) "I think people are more concemed with making money, with

their profession, with anything else but their soul." (2) "We always have the impression

there are more important things to be done." (3) "There are more pressing things in

everyday life than attending church like fiin, money, television." (4) "I pray to God at

home and I do not need the church."

Women, however, attend the religious services weekly, more than men. During

Christian festivals, men's attendance grows. The weekly attendance of the church is

greater in the Evangelical churches, compared with the traditional churches (Cuciuc

2005:125). The Orthodox people attend church more on important Christian festivals.

Cuciuc asserts, "The main motivation for attending and being involved in church

activities is their piety. Some people go the church because the ceremonies are

attractive." (2005:125).
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Views on Liturgy

When subjects were asked, "What do you appreciate most about rehgious

services; what do you hke or dishke?" they gave the foHowing answers: (1) "I hke to

listen to sermons that are easy to follow." (2) "It is the sermon that I enjoy most." (3) "I

like to sing." (4) "I like both the songs and the prayer time." (5) "I like to listen to the

Gospel and feel the calm and peace." (6) "I like when the priest illustrates with practical

examples, so I can understand." (7) "I enjoy moments of deep silence and attention and,

I would say, of holiness." (8) "In church, I find the disposition to pray and give thanks"

(9) "I like those messages in which the priests know how to explain what God wants or

desires from us." (10) "I appreciate the choir, as we hear sacred music coming from the

balcony hidden high above us." (11) "I like to pray in the church and I love the songs."

Others affirm: (1) "I do not like it when the priest 'mumbles' the sermon while

bored people in attendance talk to one another and nobody pays attention to the priest.

Often it is extremely boring." (2) "I do not like the fact that some people come to church

only to see or be seen (looks and fashion). Sometimes, the sermons are too monotonous."

(3) "I have the feeling our priests deliver their sermons just out of duty. Some priests

perform liturgy in a superficial manner, and what's worse, they are quarrelsome with the

people in their preaching. For example, during sermons they threaten that God will

punish them." (4) "I do not like the glamour and the fact that everything is too distant."

(5) "I do not like the liturgy because it is too long."

In conclusion, most of them enjoyed the atmosphere of silence and peace, the

singing, the prayers, the reading of the Gospel, and its teachings when they are practical

and engaging. They complained of not understanding the sermons, or being long and
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boring. People remarked about the prideful attitude of the priests and their superficial

performing of the liturgy. They also complained about the lack of genuine fellowship

among people and the lack of authenticity in their Christianity.

Opinions about Priests

The question, "What do you think about the church ministers?" revealed many

different opinions. Here are some of their answers:

I think highly of those who serve with grace and make us trust God more.
Some priests are authentic believers while others do not have a good
testimony among people. I think highly of the ministers from all Christian

denominations, perhaps they all have their sins, but I am not in a position
to judge them, just because I myself have my own sins.

Many priests do not live according to what they preach. Most of them are

dedicated to their careers, but nothing more. A few of them made a good
impression on me, but many tumed the priesthood into a source of
material gain and use their position to manipulate people.

I do not have a good impression about priests, but I respect them because

they are God's ordained people. While I do not tmst most of them, we do
not have the right to judge them. It is a sin to judge our priests; through
the grace they received from the Holy Spirit, they help us ascend into our

salvation.

Priests should be closer to people. They should come and pray with us for

our problems; they only show up at requiems and funerals, because on

such occasions they make some good money. In regards with our parish
priests, I can't stand them: they do not serve the community but pursue
their own material interest.

The liturgy is boring and uninspiring. The priest's lack of concem for the

community causes apathy in the church and in the people. The priests lack
flexibility in making changes and adapting to the age we live in. The main

result is boredoml

The hypocrisy ofpriests! The church is such a profitable business for

priests! People simply do not have the money to pay for 'acatist'

(penance).
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In conclusion most of the interviewees would like priests to be near the people;

listen to them, call on them, pray for them, teach them the Bible and, most of all, to set an

example for the parishioners. Some people thought highly of priests and beheved that

they are God's messengers ordained to teach us. Others believed priests are just ordinary

people doing a useful service to the community, but not all are authentic behevers.

What the Church Can Do for People?

Other questions asked at this point were, "What do you think about the moral

state of our nation and in this respect?", and "How could the church make people become

more generous, righteous, honest and accountable?" In general the interviewees were

convinced that the moral state of the nation is getting worse. As they remarked: (1)

"Don't have a good opinion! I am disappointed. The church cannot do anything." (2) "I

do not know if the church can do something. The moral state is terrible." (3) "Since

people do not attend church, what could it do?" (4) "The moral state of the nation is

getting worse. We have become robots. We are only concemed with making more and

more money."

Although many do not think the church can do anything about this, there are some

who give several practical suggestions to the church ministers in this respect: (1)

"Church ministers should be more humble, not interfere in things such as politics,

business, TV shows, and be closer to the people." (2) "Church ministers should be kinder

and compassionate." (3) "Priests should be closer to people and visit their flock." (4)

"Priests should teach people and especially the young ones God's will and to urge them

to read the Bible." (5) "They should get out of the 'holy' precincts and be visible among

people." (6) "The church should be involved more in explaining the Bible and helping
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people know the Gospel." (7) "Mothers are the first to blame for the debasement of

adolescents and youngsters. They should teach them prayers, and take them to church

since childhood." (8) "The church should discover means of reaching people's souls. -

The church should pray more." (9) "The church should be more sensitive to people's

suffering and make less fuss about itself"

There are some who consider the lack of religious education going back to the

Commimist period as the main cause, and at home, the lack of parents modeling church

attendance and involvement for their children.

Fulfillment in Life Trends

Regarding the personal options for a fulfilled life and priorities in hfe, interviewees place

the family first and then career and the economic status. Music, television, taking leisure

walks in parks, hiking, sports and (recently) the internet are more frequent options for the

leisure time. Very few people consider Church one of the first three priorities in their

life.

Comparative Findings on Romanians' Religiousness

At this point the study presents the data supplied by Cuciuc which includes

Bucharest, as well as cities, towns and villages from all over the country'^. When

compared to the population of the whole country, the inhabitants ofBucharest'^ have

less religious preoccupations, less faith and less religious practice. Next, in Bucharest

fewer people pray, attend church, follow religious principles, and are involved in church

activities than in the rest of the country. Therefore, the occurrence of "Christian in name

only" and that of "secularized persons" is higher in Bucharest than in the rest of the

country.
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In regard to the way in which the economic situation influences Romanians'

religiousness, Cuciuc 's study reveals a surprising finding for Romania." Usually,

Romanian people blame God for their poverty and the injusfice in the society.

Conclusions

Here are several insights from this field research: (1) The people's need for prayer

represents an important inroad in reaching unchurched people for Christ. (2) Preaching

and teaching about Jesus Christ should be considered a major task for churches. (3) The

felt need of inner peace represents a major key for reaching people's hearts with the

Gospel. (4). The special seasons of Easter and Christmas are times when people are more

open to faith. (5) Children's biblical education represents a major opportunity for

reaching them and their parents with the Gospel. (6) Churches should encourage regular

family devotion. (7) Bible studies focused on the relationship with God and the

application of his word in everyday life can be used as means of reaching unchurched.

(8) The worship services should be celebrative and should help people get closer to God

and to one another. (9) Church ministers should be closer to people both spiritually, but

also by getting involved in their lives through prayer, coimseling and teaching.

(10) Bucharest should be given priority in the strategy of reaching people and planting

new churches.

The Impact of Evangelical Churches

The interviews done with new Christian converts evaluate the impact Evangelical

Churches have on unchurched people. At this point, 30 new Christians from Baptist

churches from Bucharest were interviewed. All the interviewees have an Orthodox

1 8
background and they were nominal Christians before their conversion.
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Initial Church AttendanceA^isiting

The findings indicate that 28 out 30 interviwees came to church because someone

invited them. One person mentioned the opportunity to leam how to play an instmment

in the church orchestra as the entrance point. Another came after listening to the

Christian radio station, "The Voice of the Gospel." hi the case ofGood-News Church,

the new members came because someone invited them to attend the Sunday worship

service, or to participate in a small group. Regarding reasons for not visiting an

Evangelical church earlier 3 out of 4 persons explained that they did not know such a

church exists^". The other 6 persons interviewed refused to visit earlier due to some

prejudices originated from friends, family members or the Orthodox priests'.^' Thus, the

first major conclusion is that the general universal principle ofpeople bringing others to

Christ is also tme in the Romanian context.

Regarding their first major impression and reasons for coming back, the findings

show that ninety percent of the interviewees were deeply impressed. The most

significant factors here are in the following order: (1) a friendly and warm welcome, (2)

the awe and the joyful spirit ofworship and (3) the explaining and preaching of Scripture

as more relevant than in the Orthodox Church.

Conversion Experience

In the Romanian Evangelical churches, Baptist in our case, people discover that

they can have a personal relationship with Jesus Christ. Here is what several persons

testified: "I knew Jesus is the Son of God who died on the Cross for the forgiveness of

humankind, but did not know that He died for my sins, too." Another: "Only now I

understood that I can have a personal relationship with Jesus Christ." Next, "After
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listening to several sermons I understood that 1 need salvation of sins and I need Jesus."

Lastly, " Here I discovered Jesus and what He did for me on the Cross."

Regarding the most essential factors leading to conversion most interviewees

indicated the sermons and The Holy Scripture. Others mentioned that God challenged

them through illness, trials, and answeres to prayer. For others the joy ofGod's

forgiveness, and experiencing God through the awe and the spirit ofworship were

decisive. Just as we saw in our theoretical framework discussion on apostolic

congregations. Churches should have this attitude of love, acceptance, and servandhood

toward unchurched people in order to win them for Christ.

Barriers to Conversion

The most difficult decision the new converts had to make was related to their own

life-style and to their religious traditions they were affilliated. Thus, some considered

that the most difficult decision they had to make was to give up selfishness and pride.

Others mentioned that the hardest decision had to do with giving up sinful habits and

changes in their behavior and character, while for others it was the genuine submission

and obedience to Jesus Christ that was implied with the process. SfiU for others the most

difficult decision had to do with the fear of losing their sense ofbelonging, acceptance,

and closeness of their family and friends. The result however, was that although in some

cases they were rejected in several other cases they led family members and fiiends to

Christ.

During Communism people had to decide between holding to atheism and

embracing the Christian faith. Allegiance to the Orthodox Church was a minimal factor.

Today however, about 4 out of 10 persons who discover Christ, as their personal saviour
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in the Evangehcal churches, are somehow hesitant to confess Jesus Christ through the

public act of baptism because of the Romanians general religious identification with

Orthodoxy. Thus they believe that through changing affihation to the Evangelical

churches they betray the mother Church. Those who unrestrictedly and gadly confessed

Jesus Christ through baptism integrated more easily within the Evangelical churches,

showed more determination in sharing their faith with others, and in inviting others to

their local church.

Discipleship and Growth

Regarding their sense of belonging to the church, their involvement in ministries

and small groups, and their spiritual growth, the findings differ from church to church.

Although the interviewees claim they belong to the local church, their participation in

church ministries and small groups was possible to the degree by which the vision and

philosophy ofministry of that particular church was promoted. In the case of Good-

News Church many said that they discovered the Church to be a genuine community after

participating in small groups. They don't feel connected to the church just by

participating in the worship service. Also for them, sermons, prayer meetings, and small

groups are the most helpful means toward spiritual growth.

To conclude, the Evangelical Churches which have an impact on and are

successful in reaching nominal Christians and secular people for Christ are those which

show genuine friendship and acceptance toward newcomers, help them experience God's

presence through worship, fulfill their spiritual needs through biblical and relevant

preaching, are sensitive toward their traditional religious context and issues, provide

means of spiritual growth, and give opportunities for service and mission.
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Church Dynamics and Strategies for Missions

Since December 1989, the religious life in Romania has intensified among all

Christian denominations and non-Christian religions-^s The main Christian traditions in

Romania are: Orthodoxy, Catholicism (Roman and Greek traditions). Protestantism

(Reformed and Lutheran tradifions), and Neo-Protestantism that includes: Baptist,

Pentecostal, Brethren (open and closed tradifions), and Seven Day Advenfist

denominations. The Methodist, Free Evangelical, Charismatic and Independent churches

have the legal statute of religious associations. Today, however, materialism and

secularism are seriously influencing the younger generations living in urban areas.

Romanian Orthodox Church

According to metropolitan IPS Bartholomew from Cluj-Napoca, beginning with

1990, the Romanian Orthodox Church has focused primarily on building churches in

order to re-launch and consolidate the Orthodox believers' liturgical life which suffered

during Communism. At the same time, it has involved in organizing the teaching of

religion in schools, in order to educate the younger generations in the spirit of the

Orthodox tradition. The metropolitan Bartholomew declared on a national radio program

that, "once these two goals were attained, the focus of the Church should shift toward

23 ?J

preaching the Word ofGod and catechizing the believers.

The Orthodox Church obtains the logistical and financial support from the

Romanian govemment for church buildings, priests' salaries, theological and

confessional schools, and numerous social projects. It was estimated that ROC is the

wealthiest institution from Romania (Business Standard, 20 August, 2007)^"* and that she

has the highest level of credibility among all Romanian institutions.
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Presently, 'His Beatitude' Daniel, the new Patriarch ofROC, a pragmatic leader,

an excellent manager, and a religious personality open to the renewal and mission, is

trying to implement several major strategies and projects designed to make the Orthodox

Church a very socially active presence. One may depict the following six strategic steps:

1 . Building chapels and cathedrals for rekindling the liturgical hfe;

2. Children and teens spiritual training through religious education in public

schools;

3. Mass religious gatherings through holydays and pilgrimages around the year;

4. The increase of religious assistance and social projects through partnerships

with the central and local govemment authorities;

5. The communication of the gospel through preaching, mass-media, and

printing;

6. Promoting herself as a strategic institution for Romania's national security.

The Orthodox Church argues that a Romanian person cannot be "saved" outside

the historical Christian tradition of the whole nation, which of course is Orthodoxy.

Thus, everyone is Christian because he or she belongs to a "two-millennium old"

Christian nation and to ROC which is still considered by the majority ofRomanians, the

"tme" Christian church. The plan of building in Bucharest, one of the largest Orthodox

Cathedral in the world named "The Cathedral of the Romanian's Nation Salvation"

reflects this attitude and is above all supported by the State.

Generally speaking, the Orthodox folk religion offers a daily support for people;

they enter for few minutes to perform some rituals like lighting candles or pray and bow
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before icons. This offers them a mystical way of experiencing the spiritual and assuring

them success in life.

Nowadays, however, more and more Orthodox priests and hierarchs express their

concem regarding their parishioners' spiritual welfarc^^ Patriarch Daniel encourages

renewal within the Orthodox Church and ecumenical dialog with other Christian

churches. Starting with 2007, ROC has a national Radio and Television broadcast

network. More and more Orthodox priests have start preaching as part of the liturgy.

Several of them try new ways in order to bring people closer to the church. They use

intemet to coimsel people and open the facilities of their churches to organize parties for

the younger generations, with secular music and dancing, but without alcoholic drinks.

On these occasions, the priest teaches catechism and explains Orthodox traditions to the

youth.s^

Lord's ArmyS'

The Orthodox hierarchs consider Lord's Army rather a lay movement of social

involvement. However, those Orthodox priests that embrace the principles and covenant

of the Lord's Army have an intense spiritual activity among the parishioners. The priest

and a major part of the believers that attend the moming mass meet in the evening for

prayer and preaching of the Word ofGod.^^ On this occasion, the believers sing songs

from Lord's Army repertoire, which are well known all over the country. The meetings

of the Lord's Army are very much like the Evangelical Christians' traditional worship.

Romanian Catholic Church

Under the example and advice of Pope John Paul II, the Romanian Catholic

church has given priority to missionary and pastoral concem for the youth. Thus, in
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many churches the Sunday night masses are almost exclusively dedicated to the youth.

The Catholic priests organize summer camps and special events in which thousands of

young people take part. The Catholic youth use guitars and contemporary styles of

religious music in church. Catechism and social mission represent two other major

aspects of religious life and activity of the Catholic Church in Romania.

Greek-Catholic Church

The Greek-Catholic Church was the most persecuted denomination during the

Communist period. The priests and the hierarchs of this church, who suffered greatly

under persecution, represent moral and spiritual examples in Romania nowadays.'" The

growth of the Greek-Catholic Church is still hindered by the fact that parishes have not

recovered their sanctuaries confiscated by the Communists and given to the Orthodox

Church. Today, there are still serious tensions and violence between the Orthodox and

Greek-Catholic Christians in different places in North and West Romania.

Evangelical Churches

These churches include mainly the Baptist, Pentecostal and Brethren and have

planted hundreds of new churches in rural and urban places lonreached by the Gospel.

During Communism, the aggressive atheistic propaganda, the oppression practiced

against neo-protestant Christians, and the imposed isolation from the outside world have

originated a "fortress mentality" among Evangelicals and caused this movement to tum

inward.

Starting with 1990, however, the Westem missionaries especially those coming

from USA, have encouraged and supported the Evangelical churches to get involved in

church planting, evangelism, and social minishies. Next, this aspect of getting involved
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in mission projects sponsored from abroad led to a "religious activism" whose success

was measured mostly through statistical numbers yet not trough the level of the real

impact. Many Romanian missionaries and church planters conformed to the westem

entrepreneurial approach to mission without being willing to change their traditionalist

mentality and way of doing church. Today, several tensions manifest between

conservative-traditionalist and more innovative churches.

3 1
Alarming statistics. According to the national pools, between 1992 and 2002, the total

number of Baptists in Romania increased by 15.7% and Pentecostals, by 46.9%, in the

context of a decrease in the Romanian population by 5.2%. According to the same

national census, between 1992 and 2002, Baptists have doubled in number in the

unreached counties of southem and eastem Romania, while in the counties ofwestem

Romania, where Baptists are more numerous, they have experienced only a slight

increase.'^ Thus, in Tulcea County, Baptists have increased from 161 people in 1992 to

521 people in 2002, with a total of 360 people. During the same time, in Arad County,

Baptists have increased from 18,360 people to 18,407 people, with a total of 47 people.

Therefore, in Tulcea, for every Baptist that existed in 1992, there were two more others

reached in the following ten years, while in Arad, about 390 Baptists reached only one

person. Hungarian Baptist churches from Romania have arrived at a plateau stage or

have declined in the last 18 years.

Practical lessons. The much faster growth of the Pentecostal churches as compared to the

Baptist ones, and the much faster growth of the Baptist churches from unreached areas as

33
compared to the Baptist churches from westem Romania require special attention.
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On the surface, the more rapid growth of Pentecostal churches could be largely

due to the fact that Pentecostals have large families, with 4 to 1 1 children. The text from

1Timothy 2:15 is interpreted literally, in the sense that women shall be saved in

childbearing. Next, the Baptist churches focus on high theology, while Pentecostal

churches emphasize experience. As a result, our Baptist churches stress preaching and

Bible studies, while the Pentecostal ones stress prayer and sharing life experiences.''' The

preaching in Baptist churches is argumentative and dogmatic while in the Pentecostal

ones, the preaching is going to people's felt needs. Nevertheless, these observations do

not explain why the Baptists have experienced different rate of growth in different areas.

At a deeper level, however, one may see several major factors for the

Pentecostals' growth:

During Communism, the more trained pastors represented the most important

asset for Baptist churches, while Pentecostal churches relied heavily on small groups of

prayer. Due to this practice, the Pentecostal churches involved in ministry massive

numbers of lay people and developed a missionary mentality among them. In contrast,

many Baptist chiu-ches have gradually developed a religious program consumerism

mentality'^.
- When planting new churches, Baptists rely more on the pastors and church-

planters who travel back and forth to un-evangelized villages and towns. '^ The

Pentecostals however have one or two families move to a village where there is no

Evangelical church and get integrated in the life of the villagers.

- In planting churches. Baptists try to reproduce the �liturgy" of the mother-

church," while Pentecostals have maintained a simple format of the meetings based on
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prayer and based on discussions about the locals' problems. Moreover, in southem and

eastem mral Romania, the locals appreciate Pentecostal songs inspired by folk music,

while Baptist churches typically use American and German songs translated in

Romanian.'^

- Pentecostal churches experience more stmctural flexibility than the Baptist
39

ones. Thus, the small prayer groups multiply at the grass roots level. The public

testimonies are more spontaneous, and ordinary people are more involved in serving the

church. Pentecostals in Romania represent a movement and not so much a denomination.

There are several branches of Pentecostals in Romania, and therefore different ways of

doing church.

- Pentecostals stress the gifts of the Holy Spirit of all believers, while the Baptists

rely on a small number of ordained and lay ministers. However, the conviction of the

permanent reliance on the power of the Holy Spirit makes the testimony of a church more

powerful and attractive. Some Pentecostal intellectual believers confess that they are

attracted to experiencing the supematural: "We are fed up with everyday life rationalism.

We need to escape in a mystical relation with God.""*"

New Attempts ofDoing Church

The field research in this study focused at this point on three churches from three

major cities in Romania. Their senior pastors, lay leaders, and church members were

interviewed. These churches were selected because they were attempting to employ new

ways of doing church.
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"HOLY TRINITY" BAPTIST CHURCH ofBraila

Josef Stefanuti has been the pastor of Braila Baptist Church since 1974. Braila

city was a stronghold of Communists before 1989. Today, Braila represents a very

traditional Orthodox area.

Vision. Pastor Stefanuti envisioned a mature church with a holistic ministry and a strong

impact locally, nationally, and internationally. Pastor Stefanuti considers that the church

in its ministry has to fiilfill the physical, social, educational, cultural, and spiritual needs

ofpeople.

Local Mission. Thus, in Braila, they built an orphanage, "The House ofHope", a medical

clinic, "Diakonia", and a youth center for social, cultural, sport, and spiritual activities.

Also, they built a new sanctuary (a Baptist cathedral with 1,200 seats, one of the most

impressive buildings in the city), and a Bible college for training church planters. In

addition, they developed communal projects for elderly people and are bringing medical

teams from the United States throughout the year. During the Christmas and Easter

seasons, they organize Christian concerts advertised throughout the city and invite the

best and most known choirs, singers, and artists from Romania. During the summer, they

organize Christian youth rallies on the Danube shoreline. Teams of short trip

missionaries from the States are also involved in these events.

Pastor Stefanuti declared:

I looked at the needs of this city and I was shaken by the dramatic reality
in the orphanages. My wife grew up in an orphanage, so she knows how
these kids feel. We as a church need to show Christ's love to this city
through the ministries that we do among the people. Thus, I proposed a

model for taking care of these children, a model that could be followed by
others in the city. We were able to build an orphanage for 50 children
called "The House ofHope." We buih it with the help of churches from
the US. At the inauguration of the orphanage, the American ambassador
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told the city's mayor: "This is what I want to see in Romania, people who
work together for the good of others."

The second project was the medical clinic, "Diaconia." "We want people to know

we care," pastor Stefanuti said. We want to show people Jesus' love by providing quality

medical care. Until today, "Diaconia" clinic has served more than 10,000 patients. It

has been able to penetrate all levels of society as people from all walks of life seek care at

"Diaconia" because of the quality of tests as well as the competence of the staff. Among

those who seek medical care at this clinic are: Braila's vicemayor, the police chief, the

mother of a former minister from the Finance Department, professors, judges,

prosecutors, politicians and other important people. "The judge who fined me in 1985

because I was distributing Bibles, is now one of the clinic's patients," pastor Stefanuti

confessed. Right now the clinic is selfsupportive and aproximately 10% of patients

receive free medical care and medicines. It is involved in the education of people who

live in the city ofBraila as well as the surrounding villages in regard to diet and drug

dependence (alcohol, tobacco, and other illegal drugs). Together with the Red Cross

chapter ofBraila, the clinic doctors have given free tests for blood sugar and blood

pressure. At the same time, "House of Hope" offers care for orphan children and also

helps parents who are on the verge of abandoning their children because of their

economical circumstances.

The Youth Center was envisioned as a bridge between Diaconia, House of Hope

and the church. Young people cared for by the two ministries are invited first to the

Youth Center and from there to the church. At the Youth Center, they organize computer

fraining courses and youth meetings where they discuss various subjects of interest. Non-

Christian youngsters come and play tennis with the young people from the church. Here
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is the testimony of a young man reached through "Diaconia" and Youth Center

Ministries:

I came to the "Diaconia" clinic to get dental care. There, someone
recommended that I go to the Youth Center so I can leam Christian songs
and how to pray. I also went to the church. I stayed there for about 10
minutes as I did not understand the sermon. I was doing the same thing in
the Orthodox church which I was visiting from time to time. At the Youth

Center, however the situation was different. As I continued to go there,
the young people were very friendly and eventually they invited me to

play in a drama during the worship service. That day I received Jesus as

my Lord and Savior and now belong to this church.

Because of its social actions, Braila Baptist Church has become known not only in

the city but all the way to the President ofRomania. "The president ofRomania has

recently congratulated us for our humanitarian work. The press has also published

several articles about our ministries as well as about our partners from US," pastor

Stefanuti declared.

Sanctuary project. "The church building project was a step of faith," pastor Stefanuti

said. "We did not have the money. All we could accomplish with our money was to dig

a large hole in the ground. We prayed that God would send people from outside to help

us and He provided. I wish the city could see we are involved in a task that only God can

accomplish." However, pastor Stefanuti acknowledges some mistakes in his approach

and in the church people's attitude. Between 1990 and 1997, their focus was on building

the sanctuary. "Unintentionally, I placed projects before people," pastor SJ admitted. All

that time the church did not grow. Since 1990, the membership of Braila Baptist Church

has increased from 320 members to 445 members in 2007.

Social impact. Braila Baptist church attained a huge visibility in the city due to efficient

social programs, fmitfiil partnership with American Christians and its impressive
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facilities. The partnership with evangelical churches and Christians from the United

States made it possible for the church to accomplish much more than could have been

attained by local resources only.

However, relying heavily on the financial support from abroad creates another

disadvantage in their approach. "It is difficult now to find volunteers in the church when

we have so many fiill time employees in all these programs," a board member asserted.

About 70 percent of new converts come through the ministry and through the influence of

the medical clinic "Diakonia."'*' Most others are reached through special evangelistic

events organized with help provided by short trip mission teams from United States.

Pastor Stefanuti admits that church members are falling behind in all these efforts,

while only few are fully involved in the task of reaching the city. He is now concemed

that most of the church members do not share the gospel and do not invite people to the

church. They are hesitant to welcome new people in the church and some of them have

an unfiiendly attitude toward lost people'^^. He would like to focus on how to motivate

the church members in keeping up with what is going on. Pastor Stefanuti 's vision, faith,

heart and entrepreneurial gifts, make him a leader difficult to reproduce.

In Febmary 2008, however the church experienced a stmggle due to a divergent

opinion among leaders and church members in regard to the US churches' involvement in

their mission. Thus, the assistant pastor, Marius Mezin started a second Baptist church in

Braila, and some of the members are confused about their participation in Holy Trinity.

General insights. Several church growth insights originate from the life and mission of

this church. First, a visionary leader challenges the old status. Second, a church starts to

fiilfill its mission when it moves outside to the streets of the city to serve people. Also, a
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church creates opportunities for evangehsm through ministering to people's feh needs,

and in tum this creates evangelistic opportunities for churches even in a hostile

environment. Third, church leaders must keep a balance between the success of

programs and moving the whole congregation ahead. Pastor Stefanuti admits: "We gain

visibility due to our social programs, but we do not penetrate the society due to the lack

of dedicated people in the church."

"EMANUEL" PENTECOSTAL CHURCH ofGalati

In 1994, Mihai Dumitrascu, the senior pastor of Temple Pentecostal Church from

Galati got the burden to plant a new church in the center of the city. Galati has almost

400,000 people, and very few evangelical Christians.

Starting point. The idea of starting a new Pentecostal church in Galati was perceived as

an attempt to split the existing church. In 1996, pastor Dumifrascu visited Trinity

Christian Centre from Singapore where he was exposed to a cell-church vision. In

August 1998, pastor Dumitrascu wrote the vision, strategy and the whole philosophy of a

new type chiurch. He was heavily influenced by his theological training with Bible

Education by Extension (BEE)''' and by the cell-church approach discovered in

Singapore. Dumitrascu shared his vision to his church of about 600 members and a

Sunday regular attendance of about 1,000 people. Soon after that, the assistant pastor

took the responsibility of the mother church and became the senior minister.

Pastor Dumifrascu started several BEE Bible study small groups within the

mother church. A core of 40 people from the mother church followed Dumitrascu in his

endeavor ofplanting a new church with a totally different philosophy ofministry. Thus,
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on March 14, 1999, "Emanuel" Church held its first worship service in the "Athenaeum"

hall in "Casa de Cultura a Sindicatelor".

During the next six months, they welcomed other members from Temple

Pentecostal Church who embraced the new vision. About 120 people transferred from

the mother church to Emanuel church. Today, they have their own church building and

other facilities for children, youth, women, and other ministries. In 2004 "Emanuel"

Church had 220 members and about 350 in Sunday moming worship attendance.

Vision. Pastor Dumitrascu and the church leaders envision "Emanuel" church as a

Biblical training center for discipleship. Their vision statement is: "To evangelize the

downtown area of the city using relevant methods, to help Christians mature within small

groups, equip them to minister and plant new churches in the city, county, and the south-

eastem part of Romania" and their mission motto is: "Emanuel" church exists to

penetrate the society and make disciples by leading people to faith in Christ, nourishing

them toward spiritual maturity, and using all their gifts in ministry for the glory of God.

Discipleship strategy. Pastor Dumitrascu and the team of Emanuel's leaders concentrate

on helping people grow in their character, knowledge and abilities. They fohow a BEE

model of training people, a model buih around Jesus' four imperatives. Thus, the

training process covers four stages:

First Stage: Come and See! (John 1:39-4:46)

Second Stage: Come and Follow Me! (Mathew 4:18-22; Mark 1:16-20)

Third Stage: Come and be With Me! (Mark 3:13-14; Luke 6:13)

Fourth Stage: Abide in Me, Go and Make Disciples! (Mathew 28: 19-20)
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As illustrated in the following figure:
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Figure Nr 10 Emanuel Church Training Process

Another way that "Emanuel" portrays the training process can be seen in Appendix G.

Ecclesiastical structures. Emanuel church fiinctions through two types of small groups:

open small groups and closed small groups. An open small group usually has 4-14

persons, among which are: one leader, one apprentice, at least one spiritual parent,

believers, new converts, and unsaved people. The open small groups meet every Sunday

night in homes. They focus on evangelism, shepherding and feeding people, and

teaching the basics ofChristianity. When the open small group is first established,

people are free to enter or leave at any time. When the group reaches 14 persons, the

group multiplies.
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The First Stage occurs in open small groups, in Worship Services on Sunday

mornings and Wednesday nights, and in Children Sunday School. It also includes the

weekly youth meeting and special events. Children and youth meetings function as micro

churches with their own worship. They employ seeker sensitive worship based on

contemporary Christian music, drama and relevant preaching. They promote personal

evangelism and small group evangelism on a regular basis, and organize special

evangelistic events.

The second stage takes place in closed small groups. The closed smaU group

offers a proper environment for genuine discipleship. Once, a closed group starts, no

additional persons are accepted. Each member of a closed small group needs to sign a

specific covenant. The closed small group represents a high demanding task. Members

of this group dedicate their time to prayer, Bible study, evangelism, and they accept to be

accountable to the group. Some 60% - 70%) of church members are usually involved in

closed small groups.

Leadership. The third stage includes selected believers that show a godly character,

faithfulness, and practice spiritual gifts. According to 2 Timothy 2:2, the discipleship

process involves four levels of responsibilities: leader, disciple maker, disciple, and

trustful person. The third stage ofEmanuel's strategy was designed to develop disciple

makers. This stage relies heavily on BEE courses. Emanuel church leaders want at least

one third of the church members to be involved in this high level of discipleship.

The fourth stage represents the highest level of training those who are called to be

ministers in Emanuel church or in other churches and missions. At this stage, beside

closed small groups, people follow Advanced Theological Studies provided by BEE.
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Emanuel church does not recommend a person for a higher theological training without

completing stages two and three. Emanuel church has decentralized the act of decision

making by implementing a "Jethro" model of leadership. The church govemment relies

on the "5 x 5 Leadership Stmcture" with small group leaders and zone leaders, the senior

Pastor with the Board of Elders and Deacons, and the General Assembly of the church.

In conclusion, Emanuel Church attempts to contextualize and apply the strategy

and vision ofBEE into the local congregation. Thus, this church exemplifies a School

type church, yet the stmcture of the church portrays a cell-church. It is unusual for a

Romanian Pentecostal church to focus on teaching and discipling people.

"VOX DOMINF' CHURCH of Timisoara

Vox Domini Church emerged from the evangelical students' movement

developed during the 80's in the city ofTimisoara. Timisoara was the city where the

Romanian revolufion started on 15* ofDecember 1989. The slogan of those days was:

"Today in Timisoara, tomorrow throughout the country!"

Para-Church background. Vox Domini Church leaders caught the spirit and they

envisioned the church as a model to be multiplied across Romania through the ministry of

the students trained in the University ofTimisoara. Gelu-Paul Faina, an important leader

of the evangelical student movement from in Timisoara had envisioned a training center

church mainly for students, after he completed his theological studies in United States.

For several years, Gelu-Paul and a group ofEvangelical student leaders followed

the Campus Cmsade strategies and methods. Later on, they attended a leadership

program conducted by BEE. In this program the attention of the student leaders was

directed to the importance of the local church. As a result Gelu-Paul and his colleagues
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became more involved in serving Bethel Baptist Church. After the revolution, in order to

evangelize and disciple University students, they followed a three steps strategy. First,

they employed the Campus Crusade approach and methods by organizing evangelistic

small group meetings in the University campus. Second, they invited seeker students to

attend the mid week youth worship service at Bethel church. These were seeker friendly

oriented worship services with Christian contemporary music, and relevant preaching.

Third, they tried to attract the converts to the church worship services on Sundays.

However, the difference between the two worship services and some leadership issues,

led Gelu-Paul and his team to start a new church. Thus, Gelu-Paul and about thirty other

people planted Vox Domini Church on November 21^', 1998. Soon, this new church

would be known as the students' church.

Vision. The name ofVox Domini Church (the Lord's Voice) symbolizes their

determination to listen only to the Lord's voice and not to the Baptist tradition. They

envision the church as a dynamic and relevant community ofmature Christians able to

communicate God's word through "a warmer, closer, gentler and more thoughtftil

approach" (http : //www .voxdomini.ro/site/home page). Vox Domini Church's mission is

to make disciples and leaders among the young middle class generation in Timisoara and

all the way to the ends of the earth. Their goal is to glorify God and expand His kingdom

through evangelism, discipleship, worship, leadership formation, counseling, and social

and political involvement of church members according to their calling and spiritual gifts

(http://www.voxdomini.ro/site/home page).

Church structtires. Vox Domini Church gets together every other Sunday for worship

and expository preaching. The Sunday in between, they meet in homes as small
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congregations of about forty people each in order to leam how to apply the previous

sermon in an interactive way. The goal is to instmct people how to obey everything they

were taught. They follow an inductive Bible approach in their preaching and study one

Bible book at a time. During the week, people meet in small groups of 3-15 people for

discipleship or leadership training. They follow a topical bible study approach related to

the participants' specific needs and interests. Usually, people are encouraged to move

from the basics of the Cliristian life to a deeper understanding and knowledge.

Vox Domini Church was stmctured around two parallel components:

departments and age related categories.

Departments correspond to church frmctions as follows: (1) Worship, (2) Discipleship

and Leadership Training, (3) Evangelism and Missions, (4) Pastoral Care and

Counseling, and (5) Administration and Finances.

Categories correspond to age groups: (1) Children, (2) Preadolescence, (3)

Adolescence or High School Students, (4) College and University Students, (5)

WORSHIP

COUNSELING / PASTORAL CARE

Figure Nr 1 1 Vox Domini Church Departments
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Unmarried Young Adults, (6) Young Couples, (7) Women, (8) Men, and (9) Seniors.

Their focus represents college/university students and alurrmi.

Figure Nr 12 Vox Domini Church Segments

In 2005, Vox Domini Church had 227 baptized members and together with the

regular attendees they had more than 350 people attending the worship services held

every other Sunday. Today, they have two Sunday worship services every other Sunday.

Once a month they celebrate Lord's Supper on Sunday aftemoon. During this time,

people share their testimonies and participate in celebration according to their abilities

and spiritual gifts.

Local mission. Vox Domini Church organizes special events all around the year. During

summer time, they have picnics, retreats, camps, and other such activities. They are also

involved in several social and evangelistic ministries in Timisoara. About 90% of the

new converts come through student retreats and camps. They organize nation wide

conferences on topics about marriages, raising children, family issues, church growth,

and leadership.'*'*.

In the following paragraphs, one may see several unique features ofVox Domini

Church. First, Vox Domini church comes close to a purpose driven type church. The
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church philosophy, ministries, programs, Bible studies, preaching, or any other activities

must follow a certain purpose. The most asked question is: Why? If they do not have a

proper answer to that question, they quit investing their time, efforts and resources. In

their view, the traditional way of preaching three times a week estranges people from

God. People hear all the time what to do, but they do not know why, and how to do it.

For this reason, their pastors preach once every other Sunday and the whole congregation

should than reflect and apply the message practically.

Second, Vox Domini is a highly demanding church. Half of its members do

volimteer work at least 10 hours a week besides attending a small group, house church,

and worship service. A leader should volunteer at least 15 hours a week. Their principle

is that members should not only attend the church but get involved in its ministries. The

main aim of the church is enabling every one to become a leader.

Third, Vox Domini tends to be a highly entrepreneurial and managerial

institution. The church is over structured with five departments and nine age related

categories. At the same time, the church functions in small groups, in home

congregations, as well as through the Sunday worship services. A continuous and

complex evaluation related to its hfe, mission and ministries takes place within and

between each department. The church leadership and adminisfration is made of a

pastoral team, a council board, a general board of leaders, a deacon committee, other

boards, and lastly, the general assembly of the church. The description of the Evangelism

and Mission Department offers a good example of the entrepreneurial and managerial

features of this church. The language they use reveals such an approach. Their

evangelism and discipleship strategy contains: process andfinal products. Thus,
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evangelization represents the first stage of the process with the finalproduct of this step

being the convert. The disciple emerges as afiinal product of integration which is the

second stage of the process. Discipleship, the final stage of the process, includes (a)

stabilizing, (b) equipping, and (c) mentoring. The finalproduct is disciple malier.

Fourth, Vox Domini embodies a composite ofmany flourishing church growth

principles from North America and Westem Europe. They claim the strategy of their

church follows the biotic paradigm of church growth. At a closer look however, one may

see a combinafion between this paradigm and the purpose driven, seeker targeted,

irresistible, and other church growth models. The church's leaders have departed from

the traditional Romanian Baptist churches and have broken off the Campus Cmsade

parachurch strategy. However, they attempt to apply in their local church several of

Campus Cmsade principles and methods. Although they advocate an innovative and

relevant church for students, their model might not have a strong appeal to the majority of

the Romanian people and churches.

In short, the general mark of each of these three churches is: (1). Braila Baptist

Church focuses on reaching lost people mainly through ministering at a felt needs level

and developing social care programs. The church otherwise is still very traditional in

worship and stmctures; (2). Galati "Emanuel" Church focuses on discipling people

through an elaborate program of discipleship in small groups. The church fimctions as a

school type church; (3). Vox Domini Church of Timisoara focuses mainly on training

student Christian leaders. The church functions as a highly entrepreneurial and

managerial church.
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Conclusions

The strategies ofOrthodox and Evangelical churches share several similarities:

(1) Focus on building chapels and cathedrals; (2) Large religious festivals (holy

pilgrimages'*^ of Orthodox Christians and evangelistic festivals or crusades organized by

Evangelicals); (3) Social projects (Orthodox eparchies and monasteries develop

partnerships with local and central govemmental institutions, while Evangelicals develop

foundations in partnership with churches from Occident); and (4) Radio and TV

ministries. In spite all these sfrategies and efforts made by our churches in reaching for

Christ and discipling the local people, secularization and embracing New Age behefs

especially by the young generations still constitute major challenges and barriers, and the

Christian hfe of the Romanians still experiences a visible decline and apathy, especially

now as Romania has become fiiU member of the European Union.

What are the above strategies lacking in experiencing a successful and genuine

evangelization and discipleship of the un-churched people? The foundational thesis of

this study which gives a possible answer to this question is that the successful re-

Christianlzation of Romania involves building contextualized communities of faith

and mission in the Spirit ofApostolic Christianity. This imphes the following: a

retum from fradition to mission; from parochialism to a kingdom mentality; from survival

to multiplication; from religious activism to implementing real transformation; and from

a focus on programs and projects to a focus on experiencing a real sense of community,

which in tum penetrates the larger society and connects people within spiritual clusters.

The Orthodox believers, by in large, go to the same church, listen to the same

liturgy, share the same fraditions, and yet in the end everyone goes on a different path in
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life which can be less or more spiritual. The Orthodox Church unites her members

insignificantly and for a short time, as long as they participate in the liturgy, but then for

most of the time and in real life there are other factors that produce a much stronger

solidarity namely: sports, common hobbies, jobs, politics, cultural activities, and so on.

The Orthodox believers who don't attend church regularly argue that they believe in God

deep down in their hearts so they don't need the Church and her priests, but the reality is

that they are Christians in name only, for a real follower of Christ longs after genuine

communal worship and fellowship. Thus the major question here is "Where is the

Scriptural manifestation of ecclesia within the Orthodox communities of faith?"''^

Unfortunately, the same condition can be increasingly seen within the Evangelical

churches. Under the pressure ofmany different programs and projects, they act more like

business and program oriented religious confederations. For many members, the local

church is only an institution where the liturgy can take place but not a community of

love, faith, and unity where they can serve God and build up His church, and they prefer

to get involved in the activities and projects of the parachurch missionary organizations

which have been more active than the local churches since 1990. The Evangelicals from

Romania need to experience again a real sense of the nature, life, and purpose of the local

community, as they experienced in the past when they joyfully and willingly planted

hundreds of churches in the Romanian villages.
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' From the outset, the evaluation of this interview proved that there were 53 complete interviews and 3

incomplete ones. The subjects of the 53 complete interviews stated their religious affiliation as follows: 49

Orthodox, 1 person Catholic, 1 person Muslim, 2 persons with no church affiliation but with one parent
being an Evangelical believer. All the interviews live in Bucharest.

^ The interviews on Romanians' religiousness were conducted by the following interviewers: Maria Rusu,
Adela Chiritescu, Meda Olteanu, Cimpueru Daniela, Vicki Sasu, Mircea lordan, Marian Radu, Adrian
Sarbu,Tanase Mihaela, Corina Teodorescu, AnaMaria Nicolaita. Before taking the interviews, they were
instructed according to the interviewing guide. See Appendixes B, C, D, and E.

^ The book ofprofessor Cuciuc Constantin was based on the research realized in 2001 by the State
Secretariat of Denominations. The information was gathered through questioimaires, which were

distributed in each district by the Department ofCulture, Religion and National Cultural Patrimony. The

investigation was based on a sample of 83 cities, Bucharest, and about 160 villages spread in all counties of
Romania. About 5,954 people have answered the questions. The research paid attention to the religion as a

social phenomenon. (2005:104-106)

The first question in the interview was, "What role does religion or faith plays in your life?" This question
has determined the basic categories of those who were interviewed. A total of 41 people declared that

religion/faith offers them inner peace, and 1 1 people practice religion as a tradition. According to the
statistics, the faith offers inner peace for 87,72% of the Romanian people. (Cuciuc, 2005:26)
' Further more, the first two categories were subdivided according to the answer provided by the
interviewees to the question: "Do you believe God will accept you in Heaven when you die?" Most of
them answered simply: I don't know. Someone answered: I don't know if I deserve it. Someone else: I
don't know what God will decide on Judgment Day. Nine people answered: No, because: I am a sinner.
On the other hand, twelve people from the category that experiences inner peace answered: Yes or I hope,
because: "I believe in Him, in Christ's sacrifice. He loves me and I love Him, I have faith and I do good
works". Most of them referred to faith. One person believes he/she will be accepted in Heaven because
he/she obeyed God's law and did not harm anybody.
*
According to the national statistics, approximate 95% from the population of Romania believe in the

existence ofGod. According to Gallup poll from September 2003, about 93.7% ofpopulation is sure that
God exist and 2.4% consider probably God exist. According to Cuciuc's research, 94.17%) believe in the
existence of God: 81.08% are sure and 13.09 probably. (Cuciuc, 2005:27)
' Further more, the first two categories were subdivided according to the answer provided by the
interviewees to the question: "Do you believe God will accept you in Heaven when you die?" Most of
them answered simply: I don't know. Someone answered: I don't know if I deserve it. Someone else: I
don't know what God will decide on Judgment Day. Nine people answered: No, because: I am a sinner.
On the other hand, twelve people from the category that experiences inner peace answered: Yes or I hope,
because: "I believe in Him, in Christ's sacrifice. He loves me and I love Him, I have faith and I do good
works". Most of them referred to faith. One person believes he/she will be accepted in Heaven because
he/she obeyed God's law and did not harm anybody.
^ Less than halfof them (14 persons) believe that Jesus Christ is the Son ofGod. Most of them (15
persons) do not have a Biblical understanding ofwho Jesus was. Thus, a person does not know that Jesus

really existed or who He was. Another one states that Jesus was just a simple man. Someone else believes
that He was just a prophet of God. Another one believes that Jesus was more than a simple man, but cannot
say who He was exactiy. Someone else believes that Jesus existed, and we should worship Him, but he
does not know more about him. Someone else says that Jesus was a kind and wise person. Someone else
declares that He was the personification of the Holy Spirit. Somebody believes that Jesus was a human
person just like us, until He died and that He exists now in a spiritual form. Another person believes that
Jesus was a superman, endowed with exceptional power by God. Five persons believe that Jesus existed as

a historical figure, but they do not know who Jesus was.
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' In reference to questions about prayer and fasting, except for one person who does not pray at all, all of
them prayed when they were in need or in difficult situations. Most of the interviewees pray to God, Lord
Jesus Christ, Virgin Mary and the saints. A person specifies that she also prays to the angels. When they
pray, most of them have images of icons in mind: God on a white throne, Jesus on the cross, Mary with the

baby in her arms, the saints, as they are portrayed by the icons. In their prayers, they ask for things, they
also give thanks, and some of them ask forgiveness for their sins. One person says he/she prays seldom and
without conviction. Another one states that he/she prays by reading prayers written in the prayer book.
Someone else says: "I pray to God and Jesus Christ; when I enter a Catholic church, I pray to Virgin Mary;
if I were in China, I would pray to Buddha." All of them make the sign of the cross when they are in
trouble, even if they don't believe in its power.

Professor Cuciuc observes, "The believers pray at home, in different situations, in the moming,
evenings, when they have meal, or go somewhere, or start a new activity. The prayer represents a more

direct relationship with God. About 42.79% ofRomanian people from urban aria pray weekly, and
51.07%, from the rural, while only 30% of Romanians attend the church weekly". Obviously, "the prayer
has different forms in its content. In some churches, the prayer do not mediate for something, it is a way of
giving thanks to God, the Creator and the Supporter of all the things. Sometimes the prayer represents a

request for people around or for those who died." (2005:124) Also, Cuciuc writes: �The teenagers and
youth have an unstable religious practice. After 30 years (of age) the percent of those which pray,
increase" (2005:124)

" Their answers indicate the following order: - parents, 24; grandparents, 19; church and school, 5;
Christian fiiends, 4; one person declared that he/she did not leam anything about God in childhood.

12
The answers revealed that, 46 persons out of 53 read al least some passages from the Bible; seven

persons did not read or did not answer to the question if they read. It is to be noticed that, as to the desire to
understand the Bible, the category to which these persons belong is irrelevant. Almost half of those who
practice religion as a mere tradition (5 persons out of 1 1) would like to understand the Bible. Seven

persons out of those who are sure when they die they go to Heaven would like to understand the Bible
better.

The interviews show that 42 persons would like to know what the Bible has to say about a personal
relationship with God. Five persons did not answer to this question, and six persons are not interested to
know. - 4 persons have never read the Bible and do not even want to; - 3 persons do not answer to the
question if they have ever read the Bible or if they would like to, but think highly of the Bible (probably
from hearsay). - 1 1 persons declare that they read a little. Some think highly of the Bible, others confess

they did not understand it or that it did not have any impact on them. None of the 1 1 persons does not
answer to the question, if, they would like tot understand it. 35 persons openly say that they would like to

understand the Bible. All of them read passages from the Bible. Some of them felt fear, others, inner
peace, but almost everybody confessed they did not understand it.

The quantification of the answers given to the question how often they attend church services is the
following:

OFTEN = 5 persons. They attend church liturgy or worship service weekly.
PRETTY OFTEN = 5 persons. They attend church once or twice a month.
SELDOM= 1 8 persons attend church three or four times a year, on the most important Christians
festivals and on family events (christening, wedding);
VERY SELDOM = 1 8 persons attend church only once a year (on Easter) and on family events

(christening and wedding);
NEVER= 7 persons do not attend religious services. Four of these persons never go to church.

One of them is Muslim. Three persons enter the church to light a candle or to pray for specific needs, but
do not attend the liturgy. These attend the liturgy only on special family occasions, christening and
wedding.
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The diflference between our data and Cuciuc's data in this regard represents the result to a different

question. Cuciuc measure the attendance at the church, which includes the short visits of the cathedral for a
short prayer or lightening a candle, while our question referred to the participation in the liturgy or in the

worship service.

These data are relevant for 10 aspects ofRomanians' religiousness:
1 . Religious preoccupations in leisure time. Often and Very Often.

Bucharest - 18%; Cities - 31%; Towns - 33%.; Villages - 37%
2. Strong faith in God's existence.

Bucharest -74%; Cities -79%; Towns - 80%; Villages - 85%
3. Faith represents the support for morality: To a Very Large Extent

Bucharest - 51%; Cities - 56%; Towns - 58%; Villages - 65%
4. Religious practices are attractive: To a Very Large Extent.

Bucharest - 53%; Cities - 56%; Towns - 55%; Villages - 64%
5. They pray: Daily or Often

Bucharest - 34%; Cities - 43%; Towns - 43,5%; Villages - 51%
6. They (almost) always obey religious recommendations (Bible, Tradition, Church)

Bucharest - 27,5%; Cities -41%; Towns - 48%>; Villages - 56%
7. They attend church weekly

Bucharest - 18,5%; Cities - 29%; Towns - 34,5%; Villages - 29,5%
8. He/she is an active member of the religious community.

Bucharest - 22%; Cities - 26%; Towns - 28%; Villages - 37%
9. The church is very important for the salvation of the soul.

Bucharest - 47%; Cities - 55%; Towns - 55%.; Villages - 65%
10. The opinion about the church ministers as very high.

Bucharest - 36%; Cities - 47%; Towns - 53%; Villages - 63%

According to the data supplied by OCI Romania, approximatively 0.5% of the population ofBucharest
is affiliated to Evangelical churches.

" Economic status ofpeople and then- religiousness:

RELIGIOUSNESS MIDDLE LOWER POOR

The certainty ofGod existence 86.3 83.1 70.5

Studying and understanding the Holy Books
are very important for salvation 41.8 33.4 28.6
Good works are important for salvation 77.0 73.6 64.6

They pray daily or often 75.7 71.2 55.4

They obey religious principles 38.8 31.4 25.7
(Bible, Church, Tradition)
They have a high or very high opinion about 63.0 54.6 42.2
church ministers.

They follow the example of church ministers. 31.1 26.0 19.6

Table Nr. 1
I evaluated the answers related the following aspects: (1). Their first visit in an Evangelical Church;

(2). Reasons for not visiting earlier; (3). Their very first impression; (4). Reasons for coming back; (5).
Their findings regarding Jesus as a result ofattending the Evangaelical Church; (6). The most essential
factor for their conversion; (7). The most difficult spiritual decision made after starting to attend the church;
(8). The reactions of family and fiiends regarding their conversion and baptism; (9). Their witnessing about
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Jesus and invinting others to their churches; (10). Their sense ofbelonging to the church; (11). Their
involvement in ministries and in small groups; (12). The most helpful Church tools for their spiritual
growth.

" In 2005, in Good-News church 23 people were baptized. Out of these, 17 people were nominal
Christians or secular people invited first at Dalles (10 people) or in small groups (7 people).

^� This statistic does not take into consideration those who have been invited to the church but refused to

do so. At the same time, this may not be relevant in small cities, towns or villages from Transylvania
where the evangelicals are more numerous and better known. On the other hand, in Bucharest people know
very little about the evangelical churches.

^' A few years after the devastating earthquake in 1977, a rumor started going around in Bucharest that the

people who belong to the so-called sects (Baptists, Pentecostals, and Brethren) kidnap children and suck
their blood. After 1 989, in the villages of South and South-East Romania, some Orthodox priests started to

spread around the idea that the medicines coming from Westem countries and given out by evangelical
churches were a source of spreading AIDS among Romanians.

Thus, a few years ago, Jehovah's Witnesses attained legal status, Islam became an active religion,
especially among the Arabic and Turkish immigrants, several kinds ofYoga spread out among intellectual

people, and the Movement of Spiritual Integration in the Absolute - MISA, a kind of sexual Yoga �

reached thousands of people. In many cities, there are now worship places that belong to different

religions, such as Jehovah's Witness kingdom houses, mosques, Mormon "churches", and Bahai temples.

It is to be noted the effort of the Orthodox Church to make available the Bible and biblical materials such
as the Children's Bible and Biblical atlases for children, young adults, and believers. The metropolitan
Bartholomew edited and aimotated the Bible, recently translated after the LXX.

24
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We shall mention here only a few hierarchs whose spiritual efforts are known even beyond the
Romanian Orthodox Church: Daniel, Metropolitan Bishop ofMoldavia, Nicolae, Metropolitan Bishop of
Banat, and Andrei, Archbishop of Alba lulia.

Based on the testimony of Daniel Ghigea, student at the Baptist Theological Institute, who, during his
summer holidays, participated in such meetings in Onejti city. The priest invited him to share with the

congregation a short message from the Bible.

After December 1989, the Romanian Orthodox Church acknowledged Lord's Army as a part of it. Thus,
most of Lord's Army leaders work within the framework ofROC. However, several Lord's Army
assemblies attend the Romanian Evangelical Alliance.

Based on the testimony of the Baptist pastor Daniel Mercioniu from Bucharest who participated in
such meetings in the villages near to Bucharest and who was invited by the priest to share the gospel.

Every Sunday night, at the Catholic cathedral Saint Joseph, in Bucharest, there is a meeting of several
hundreds of young people, who sing contemporary Christian music, accompanied by the guitar and every
time, one of the young priests has a Biblical message which is relevant for the youngsters' problems.

The Greek-Catholic priest Gutiu from Cluj, today archbishop, spent 16 years in Communist prisons,
from 24 to 40 years old. "Prison was God's grace", confessed the priest Gutiu ten years ago.
^' According to the national pool conducted in 1992 and 2002, the number ofBaptists increased from
109.824 to 126.639 and that of the Pentecostals, from 220.824 to 324.824 believers. (Cuciuc, 2005:1 1)
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Here are the Hsts with the census resuhs for Baptists in 1 992 and 2002 and their growth rate.

COUNTY 1992 Census 2002 Census Growth Rate

ALBA 3,942 4,341 10.1%

ARAD 18,360 18,407 0.3%

BIHOR (ORADEA) 19,407 22,366 15.2%

CARAS-SEVERIN 13,311 14,258 7.1%

HUNEDOARA 6,386 6,776 6.1%

SALAJ 7,136 8,259 15.7%

TIMIS (TIMISOARA) 8,502 10,120 19.0%

COVASNA** 428 480 12.1%

HARGHITA** 593 585 � 1.3%

Table Nr. 2 Baptists in the Counties from Westem Romania

Covasna and Harghita have mainly Hungarian Baptist churches.

COUNTY 1992 Census 2002 Census Growth Rate

BUZAU 51 147 188.2%

CALARASI 51 139 172.5%

DAMBOVITA 158 322 103.8%

DOLJ 355 876 146.8%

GORJ 299 734 145.5%

lALOMITA 50 130 160.0%

ILFOV 241 505 109.5%

MEHEDfNTI 779 1,509 93.7%

OLT 194 445 129.4%

TULCEA 161 521 223.6%

VALCEA 120 302 151.7%

VRANCEA 65 154 136.9%

Table Nr. 3 Baptists in the Counties from South and South-East Romania:

Consequently, the effort ofplanting new churches carried out a faster church growth rate. During the same

time, the traditional way of raising churches has provided evidence of its inefficiency. However, several
Baptists churches from Transylvania are involved in planting new churches in the south and east of
Romania.
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Baptists from Bucharest have experienced 36.3% growth rate from 2,918 to 3,978 people. This represents
an average rate for all other counties.

CITY 1992 Census 2002 Census Growth Rate
BUCHAREST 2,918 3,978 36,3%

Table Nr. 4 Baptists in Bucharest

At first sight, the more rapid growth ofPentecostal churches could be largely due to the fact that
Pentecostals have large families, with 4 to 1 1 children. The text from 1Timothy 2:15 is interpreted literally,
in the sense that women shall be saved in childbearing.

Pastor losifMorcan from Baia Mare admitted that a young Christian from his church moved to the
Pentecostals because, when his mother had been sick, two Pentecostal ladies had invited him to a prayer
group where they had prayed for his mother. "/ knew his struggle. I encouraged him, but I didn 'tpray with
him ", the pastor confessed.

" Pastor Onisim Mladin from Arad admits that approximately 10% of the members of his church are

involved in ministry: in the board of elders and deacons, in the choir, orchestra and children's ministry.
The church is made up ofmore that 700 adult members, but only about seven people each year were
baptised in the last decade.

Rural Baptist churches started to decline not only because young people migrate to the urban area, but
their pastors usually live in the cities and visit these churches only in the weekends.

^' The church from Fundulea town, near to Bucharest represents an example in this regard. Holy Trinity
Baptist Chiirch from Bucharest sent Aurel Cojoc to spread the gospel in Fundulea. That time Fundulea had
no evangelical church. Aurel Cojoc gathered people in a private house for reading the Bible, answering
people's questions, and prayer. In about two years more that twenty people received Jesus Christ and were
baptized. When the attendance grew over thirty people, the mother-church built a chapel. Aurel Cojoc
stared to implement the worship service on the pattem of the mother-church. Soon, the church attendance
started to decline. The mother-church sent a group of young people every Sunday to help the church
planter. Despite the missionary's efforts, the church attendance in Fundulea diminished to about five
people.

Pastor Vasile Tamas from Cluj-Napoca came up with a similar experience. Every week, the pastor and two
other Christians would go to a village near Cluj-Napoca, and gather people in a small group for prayer and
Bible reading. They would pray, answer people's questions, and teach them the Bible and Christian songs.
Very soon, more than 40 people received Jesus, and were baptized. Soon after that, pastor Tamas
organized the church with a leading board, traditional Baptist worship services, and provided a chapel.
Following the chapel dedication (a climax in the missionary endeavor), the church has stopped growing,
and no other people were baptized for the following three years. Unfortunately, these experiences have
repeated many times in the Romanian Baptist churches.

In 1997, a group of eight Baptists from Pascani, were beaten and almost lynched by a crowd of several
hundreds ofOrthodox people, in Ruginoasa located North-East of Romania. Soon after that, I attended an

evangehstic meeting in the village. This time, the local authorities intervened and the meetings of the
Baptist believers from Pascani with about 30 villagers took place peacefully and freely. At my surprise, a
group of young Baptists from Pascani sang contemporary Christian music. The villagers listened solemnly.
Than, the Baptist deacon invited the local people to sing a song, actually the only one leamt by them lately.
At the first moment, I was shocked. It was "Pentecostal" music! It was a Biblical narration on a very old
Moldavian pop music. It was a Christian ballad. When I watched the attendance starting to cry, I said
myself: "Who am I to decide what kind ofmusic would touch these people 's heart? "

It became obvious

people from Moldavia do not appreciate either, band music from Baptist churches in Transylvania, nor the
contemporary Christian music from Bucharest.
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In 1998, the Baptist pastor Vasile Paul from the city of Targu Mure? shared that 50 years ago, in the

city of Targu Mure?, there were two Baptist churches, a Hungarian one with approximately 300 members
and a Romanian Baptist church with 70 members. At that time, there was not even one Pentecostal family
in city. The Hungarian pastor took care of both churches, and he appointed two Romanian leaders who
served and supervised the ministry in the Romanian Baptist church. The two lieutenants, as pastor, Vasile
Paul put it, controlled the church and nobody was allowed to get involved in ministry. In the Romanian

Baptist church, there were two or three families of intellectuals. They were not content with the spiritual
condition of the church and with the fact that for years, their church had not grown. That time, one of these
families got a visit from a brother-in-law, who was Pentecostal. The Baptist family shared with him their
frusfration with regard at their church. "Why not starting a Pentecostal church? ", the brother-in-law
asked. "We don 't believing in speaking tongues,

"

replied the hosts. "There 's no need to practice speaking
in tongues; you can start a Pentecostal church and serve the Lord as you longingfor.

" What followed is

history, continued pastor Vasile Paul. Today, in Targu Mure?, there still are 70 Baptist believers, but there
are three Pentecostal churches, one of which having more than 700 members. It is to be added that in 1 965,
in Romania, there were almost 70.000 Baptists and about 40.000 Pentecostals.

It is to be noticed that the mystical experience is highly praised by the Orthodox Christians.

About 70 percent of the people served by "Diakonia" clinic are elderly people.

The gap between pastor Stefanuti and his team efforts and the rest of the congregation brings up a picture
of someone who "virtually" flooded the market with mango fruits. When people go to see the orchard
where mango trees grow, they tum back disappointed: "Ah, the mango fruits are imported!"

BEE stands for Bible Education by Extension, an underground ministry from the West, led by Josef
Dillow, a PhD graduated from Dallas Seminary. BEE was very successful in training church leaders in the
Communist Romania.

^
Vox Domini teams up withWillow Creek Association, North Point Community Church from Atlanta,

GA., "Ambassadors for Christ" Intemational, Christian student organizations, and several other Christian

organizations.

About two million people attended Paraskeva pilgrimage at lassi almost every year.

If one reads attentively about the manifestation of the New Testamental ecclesia one sees four major
equal inter-dynamics namely, fellowship or koinonia, worship or liturgia, service or diakonia, and witness
or martyria.



Chapter 8 � Toward an Indigenous Romanian Church in the Spirit ofApostolic

Christianity�Theological Perspective

In the process of planting and growing Good News Baptist Church as a church for

the unchurched in Bucharest, I too have applied Scriptural church growth and

contextualization principles that other churches around the world have successfiilly used

in their life and mission. During the last four years, I shared my discoveries with pastors

and church planters from different Evangelical churches' and concluded that there is no

one single model to be copied by all Romanian churches and that each church must try to

find a contextual and biblical church growth strategy under the guidance of the Holy

Spirit for her own context, yet that certain principles are universally applicable.

Such a strategy involves having: a correct theological foundation for the local

church, a comprehensive New Testament ecclesiological design, and a missiological

understanding of a church's nature, life, and purpose.

This chapter presents two major aspects of the local church related to the

theological perspective namely a "focus on community" and"centeredness in Christ".

First, in regard to the church's communal nature we will see that it is rooted in God's

Trinitarian nature and that God's covenant with humans promotes the communitarian

spirit of the Church. Second, in regard to the church's centeredness in Christ one may

see that all major "New Testament Salvific Events" are Christological in focus and so

should the Romanian churches be in order to experience a balanced growth.

285
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The "Communitv Focused" Dimension of the Church

The Scriptural model of the church is a community of believers with a clear

sense ofboth community and of its mission. In regard to the essence or nature of the

Scriptural model of community one can say that the church represents a divinely created

community of persons, not a colony of individuals, because "This is God's ultimate

achievement�a community, a center ofwarm, pulsating, effervescent, outreaching

Christian love, a place with all of its components united in order to become a force in this

world instead of a farce", as Dr. Bilezekian asserts (Hybels 1995: 157).

David J. Bosch also underlines the importance of a Christian community and its

mission when he says that the mission should be "the good news ofGod's love in the

witness of a community, for the sake of the world" (1991 :5 19). Thus, he sees the church

as 'the fellowship of the kingdom', not just 'church members'. It is important to

imderline here that a Christian community is made up of authentic Christians. As Francis

Schaeffer argues, "the Christian community is made up of those who are in a personal

relationship with God, and then the community as a unit is to strive to be first of all in a

relationship with God" (1970:70). Without a personal relationship with God, the

Christian community would have no more value than the humanistic community. "If the

individual man is a zero, then community is only adding zeros" (Schaeffer 1970:55).

One is not saved because he or she belongs to the Church, but because he or she is saved

belongs to the Church.

In conclusion, Romanian churches which desire to be relevant and successful

should first understand the importance ofwhat it means to be a biblical commimity. Thus

such a community is not merely a gathering of individual Christian believers coming
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together to worship but the body of Christ which ahhough is made ofmany members has

the same head namely Christ, is united and empowered by the same Spirit, and fulfills the

same mission. If churches therefore would be first community focused in the biblical

sense then they will be missionary successful too.

The Trinitarian Communion Image

In the last decades, theologians have increasingly written about the

communitarian dimension of the Christian faith and stressed the fact that God's

Trinitarian nature determines the communitarian nature of the Church. Eastem Orthodox

Theology in particular underlines the link between the doctrine of trinity and the

communitarian nature of the Church.

According to Orthodox scholar Staniloae, one experiences the living presence of

Christ through his word only within the (community) Church. He argues that the Holy

Spirit came upon the apostles as a group or a community and subsequently revealed to

them the tme meaning of the Scriptures. Only after the Spirit constituted the apostolic

church did the crowds in Jemsalem meet Christ in their words, which were his words. In

his view, the words of, or about Christ, whether contained or not in the Scriptures, are

extemal means of communicating the faith within the Church, or from the Church to

those outside her (See: Staniloae 1978:52-69).

According to the church fathers, life in God was called perichoresis. God is love

and perichoresis means the dance of love and joy in the Trinity. It is interesting that the

best known Romanian folk dance "hora " in which all participants hold hands and spin

around in a circle is a dance of joy and unity.
^ In the Holy Trinity, the Father, the Son

and the Holy Spirit are in a relation of infinite love and fiilfiUment. The Father's delight
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is that aU the creatures in the universe praise the Son, the Son's dehght is to do the

Father's will and the work of the Holy Spirit is to exalt the Son to the joy of the Father.

As Miroslav Volfwrites, "God's life is the life ofwhich gives itself up for the sake of the

others" (Ortberg 2005:38). In The Contagious Witness, Ron Crandall asserts that we are

invited to participate in a cosmic Dance of love.

The story is not just about a holy God who demands conformity to a code,
nor is it about beliefs that are either, right or wrong, true or false, which
will determine where we spend etemity. There is more. In fact, the triune
God of love. . .made us to be participants in and bearers of this same

etemal life and love. (Crandall 1999:35)

A biblical genuine community represents the most powerful proof ofGod's work

in this world according to John Wesley, who wrote in A Plain Account ofGenuine

Christianity, that "the best evidence for the Christian faith is the power of a transformed

life as seen in a community of faith". Wesley defended the integrity of the Gospel he was

preaching with a straightforward and powerful appeal: "Come and see what Christianity

has done here!" (McKnight 2005:69). Wesley's strategy of class meeting was the

"practical expression of his conviction that Christianity is 'not a solitary religion but a

social faith." (Hunter 1987:122); that is why Hunter says that "faithful reproducing

congregations are the laboratories ofGod" (1987:31). The Holy Scripture also teaches

through Paul the Apostle that the Church should be a community ofChristian faith, hope

and love and this represents the work ofGodpar excellence.^

In talking about human beings, Eastem Orthodox theologians and priests are very

carefiil to avoid the word individual and use the word person because a person embodies

the "Eikon" of a personal God, while the individual suggests mere individualism. They

see a person always in relationships with other persons. As McKnight asserts, the human
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beings are images or Eikons of God, not Eikons of creation and as Eikons ofGod, we

have two gifts: "freedom and relationships with others" (2005:18-32). Therefore, "the

gospel is the work of the triune, interpersonal God to restore Eikons to God and others

into that divine communion, and to unleash it into the rest of the world" (McKnight

2005:36).

The Essence of a Covenant Communitv

In the early Church, the main characteristic of the Christian community was the

disciples' sense ofunity and belonging. The Greek word "homothumadon "

('o|io9u)j.a5ov), which means of one accord (from homos, same, thumos, mind), occurs

eleven times, ten in the book ofActs, 1:14; 2:46; 4:24; 5:12; 7:57; 8:6; 12:20; 15:25;

18:12; 19:29, and in Romans 15:6. It was translated, "with one mind" (W.E. Vine

1984:15). Homothumadon describes the feeling and spirit ofunity of a community facing

extraordinary events. In ancient Greece, the whole community celebrated in unity the

Olympic hero's retum and when a city was under attack, all the inhabitants would hurry

to defend it, the oldest as well as the youngest being one in heart and mind.

The unity in the early Church emerged from the covenant of Jesus as the first

Christians knew that they belonged to Jesus and to one another.'' Thus, Christ's death

and resurrection determined their wakefulness of love. Without brotherly love and unity,

the church cannot glorify God and as Apostle Paul writes, "Now may God ofpatience

and comfort grant you to be like-minded toward one another, according to Christ Jesus,

that you may with one mind and one mouth glorify God andFather ofour Lord Jesus

Christ" (NKJV, Romans 15:6). Without God's glorification, the world cannot really
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know God, and without love and unity, local congregations do not grow and have no

mission in the world.^

One can see that individualism^ seems to be the most dangerous weakness of the

contemporary Christian congregations. The present age's focus on self and the actual has

led to an individualism that dominates not only the society, at large, but also has made

inroads into the church. In many congregations, "the relationship between members is no

longer seen as a sacrament (ordained ofGod) or covenant (commitment to a group) but as

a conh-act (based on personal need for self-fulfillment)" (Hiebert, 1994:223). Therefore,

"many churches have become little more than religious clubs," and not surprisingly,

"Christians often do not find a congregation to be a true community and drift from church

to church" (Hiebert, 1994:223). Unconsciously for more and more Christians a secular

worldview replaces some of the biblical worldview assumptions. The consumer-oriented

society coaches individuals "to be aware of and responsive to their own needs, wants, and

preferences, and people find it difficult to develop a sense of community" (Rendle

1999:17).'

The Bible teaches the essence of a covenant as mutual belonging between God

and his people, with God promising, "You will be my people and I will be your God!"

(NIV, Ezekiel 36:28). It is because of this new covenant that we belong to God and His

family, as well. As Rendle suggests local congregations should elaborate behavioral

covenants, since "the language of covenant speaks of promises", not of rules. "Promises

are vows made with the intention of keeping them. When a legal rule is broken, we seek

compensation. ... When a covenant is broken, we seek understanding and

recommitmenf (1999:32).
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The experience ofGood News Baptist Church has confirmed the importance of a

membership covenant for strengthening the sense ofbelonging. Romanian Church

leaders need to be aware that the main essence of community should be the sense of

belonging, not its programs. Usually, programs are valued in terms of their efficiency

and performance. A community is valued in terms of the quality of relationships and of

the commitment within.^

The program motivates and gathers people briefly and temporarily, but it does not

keep them together unless it is a success. This is why, programs slip away from being

people-oriented to success-oriented and tend to become a purpose in themselves and their

materialization needs qualified staff, buildings, voluntaries and money. Programs fulfill

needs yet rarely build fellowship. The easiest way to mobilize and make people become

solitary is to offer them a common enemy.^ It is easier to make a mob solitary than to

build a community.

Moreover, a 'Program Driven' church tends to become a confederation of

programs without intemal cohesion where competition and not community is the ultimate

resuh of the whole process. Thus, the majority of the church members become an

amorphous mass of spectators willing to "pay" for religious services while the staff and

few voluntaries become the service providers.

It is tme that Para-Church organizations have challenged churches to take the

responsibility of discipleship people yet their individualistic approach, however, is

diminishing the communitarian dimension of the Church.

According to Karl Barth, "The community is not Jesus Christ. . . It does not

'possess' Him. It cannot create or control Him. It can only receive Him and then be
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obedient to Him. ... He does not live because and as it lives. But it lives, and may and

can live, only because and as He lives" (Zunkel 1987:26). And according to Bilezekian,

in a biblically functioning community, the teaching is transformational, and the

fellowship goes deep "below the surface" and has the power to revolutionize lives. The

biblical community is open and loving to the nonreligious people and develops strategies

to reach them. "They get intentional by creating opportunities for spiritual seekers to

come to a safe place to hear the dangerous, life-changing, and eternity-altering message

ofChrist" (Hybels 1995:161).

Finally, one may say that the Church is a community where Christ is all, and is in

all (Colossians 3:11). As Hybels asserts, a biblically functioning community as described

in the book ofActs represents a supportive and encouraging place,

where Spirit-led preaching brings a new, God-focused direction to

people's lives; where believers gather in small groups to share their hearts
on the deepest of levels; where people compassionately walk with each
other through life's problems and pain; where everyone feels empowered
to make a difference through their spiritual gifts; where prayer, worship,
and the sacraments are lifted up; where the rich share their God-given
resources with the poor; and where people ache so much for their

irreligious friends that the church gets strategic and takes risks to reach out

to them with the Gospel. (1995:163)

The Christ-Centeredness Dimension of the Church

As Jesus said, the Church belongs to Him and He is the only One who can build

the church: "I will build my church" (Matthew 16:8). We must labor but God gives the

growth (1 Corinthians 3:7). Apostie Paul teaches us that the Church is dependent on

Christ for everything: life, gifts, growth, and direction (Ephesians 3:11-16). Jesus wams

us that apart fi-om him we will accomplish nothing yet ifwe abide in him, we will bear

much fmit. As McManus argues, "The diminishing influence of the American church on
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American society is not simply because fewer people are going to church, but fewer

people are going to church because of the diminishing influence of Christ on the church

itself" (2001:28).

Personal and Communal Commitment to Jesus

Christ centeredness involves the personal and communal commitment toward the

person of Jesus Christ and the experience of His presence. Apostle Paul exhorts

Christians from Colosse not to be deceived "through hollow and deceptive philosophy,

which depends on human fradition rather than Christ." He states, "For in Christ all the

fulbess of the Deity lives in bodily form, and you have been given frillness in Christ"

(NIV Colossians 2:9). As Thomas Oden emphasizes, Jesus himself is the good news:

"Jesus did not come to deliver the gospel, but to be himself that gospel. The gospel is the

good news of God's own coming. The cumulative event of the sending, coming, living,

dying, and continuing life of this incomparable One is the gospel" (1989: 1 1).

In Spiritual Entrepreneurs. Michael Slaughter underlines the Christ-Centered

Church concept and shares Ginghamsburg United Methodist Church's story of growth

from about 20 people in 1974 up to twenty-five hundred people, fifteen years later. What

he was able to identify as being the secret of the growth was "a theology of renewal that

had prepared [our] people for the fransforming work of God's Spirit" (1995:17).'"

According to him, "Renewal theology, reduced to the least complicated

denominator, is simply lifting up Jesus in every act of the church. When Jesus becomes

the focus of the life of the local church, new life comes to dry bones, and people begin to

stand up and become a vital army" (Slaughter 1995:45). Among the six theological

principles" Slaughter idenfifies, is "The Lordship Principle: a clear focus on Jesus Christ
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as the object of faith" represents the most important one. As he insists, "The church must

have Christ-centered pastors and leaders" (1995:18).

Michael Slaughter recounts the spiritual experiences of the first century church,

and the renewal that emerged from the personal conversion ofAugustine, Luther,

Ignatius Loyola, and Wesley.'^ "[The reformers] taught the church much about the

necessity of personal time spent with Christ in prayer and meditation. [They] clearly

understood that apart from a personal, dynamic growing relationship with Christ, the

Church has no life" (1995:33). His conclusion was that "renewal happens as the church

moves from a vague theism to a clear faith in Jesus Christ" (1995:32).

Christological Salvific Events Paradigm

As David Bosch suggests in Transforming Mission, one may see the mission of

the Church as related to the six major "salvific events" portrayed in the New Testament.

Since the Church is the present embodiment ofChrist, a Christian community should be

centered in: "the incamation ofChrist, his death on the cross, his resurrection on the third

day, his ascension, the outpouring of the Holy Spirit at the Pentecost, and the parousia"

(1991:512).

As Bosch continues, Roman Catholics and Anglicans have always taken the

incarnation far more seriously, Protestants and Evangelicals consider the essence of the

gospel being the crucifixion of Jesus, and The Eastem Orthodox Church views the

resurrection ofChrist as the salvific eventpar excellence. Next, the Calvinist tradition

focuses on the ascension. The Pentecostal and charismatic movements consider the

Pentecost as the most significant event while ever since the first century there have been

Adventist groups whose central focus is the parousia (1991:512-518).
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In order to be a balanced church, according to Bosch, a Christian community must

consider all six salvific events because. "Each of these events impinges on all the others.

Unless we hold on to this, we will communicate to the world a truncated gospel"

(1991:518). As one could observe, a Christ-Centered Church represents a sent out

commimity:

1 . To incarnate the good news of God's love for the sake of the world;

2. To proclaim the gospel and experience the power of the cross;

3. To celebrate and experience the presence of the risen Christ;

4. To exalt Christ as Lord by extending his reign into people's hearts and acting

in the society in his authority;

5. To witness and manifest Christ in the power ofGod's Spirit;

6. To anticipate and speed up Christ second coming.

Incarnation. A Christ�Centered Church represents a sent out community to incarnate

the good news of God's love for the salvation of the world. One of the most important

discoveries believers may find, is that God wants to love people through them as He did

two thousand years ago through Jesus. Mother Theresa understood her mission as a call

to incamate God's love. The incamational approach in mission means identification with

people. David Bosch writes that liberation theology viewed the Christian mission "in

terms of the incamate Christ, the human Jesus ofNazareth who wearily trod the dusty

roads of Palestine where he took compassion on those who were marginalized"

(1991:512).

John Wesley called preaching the gospel to the poor "the greatest miracle of all"

(See: Matthew 1 1 :4-5). Howard Snyder explains that: "It is more miraculous for the
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church to transcend in this way the laws of sociological dynamics than for the laws of

physics or physiology to be transcended in a healing or physical miracle" (2002:27).

Snyder stresses here that "preaching the gospel to the poor is essential to the church's

faithfulness" (2002:27).

However, if the mission of the church focuses only on the aspect of embodiment,

it can all be reduced to the extreme attitude of promoting a social Gospel and ofbeing a

simple presence in society. Vincent Donovan's experience among Masai people ofEast

Africa gives us a glimpse ofwhat it means to be just a presence without sharing the good
1 3 �

news. Unsatisfied with the present state ofmission from Loliondo, and having a burden

for lost people, Donovan was ready to act. His colleagues thought that it was impossible

to preach the gospel directly to the Masai. They considered that several preparatory or

preliminary stages are necessary in order to preach the gospel to them. "They are the

hardest ofall the pagans, the toughest of the tough. In all their hundreds ofyears of

existence, they have never accepted anythingfrom the outside" (1978:16). Donovan,

however, was ready to try and said:

I want to go to the Masai on daily safaris�^unencumbered with the burden
of selling them our school system, or begging for their children for our
schools, or carrying their sick, or given them medicine.
Outside of this, I have no theory no plan no strategy no gimmicks�no

idea ofwhat will come. I feel rather naked. I will begin as soon as

possible. (1978:16)

Therefore, it is not enough to implement and run missionary projects. As John

Stott imderlines, even in the West, "there is a need to enter in the other people's thought

world." John Stott believes.

We should be praying and working for a whole new generation of
Christian thinkers and apologists who will dedicate their God-given minds
to Christ, enter sympathetically into their contemporaries' dilemmas,
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unmask false ideologies, and present the gospel of Jesus Christ in such a

way that he is seen to offer what other religious systems cannot, because
he and he alone can fulfill our deepest human aspirations. (1992:360)

Crucifixion. A Christ�Centered church represents a sent out community to proclaim

the gospel and experience the power of the cross. Bosch writes, "when the risen Christ

commissioned his disciples to go on the same mission that he had received from the

Father, it was the scars of his passion that revealed to them who he was (John 20:20)"

(1991:513). Apostle Paul says: "Jews demand miraculous signs and Greeks look for

wisdom, but we preach Christ crucified: a stumbling block to Jews and foolishness to

Gentiles, but to those whom God has called, both Jews and Greeks, Christ the power of

God and the wisdom of God." (1 Corinthians 1 :22-24). And, "God was pleased through

the foolishness ofwhat was preached to save those who believe" (1 Corinthians 1 :21).

"Preaching" P.T. Forsyth affirms, "should be centered on the power of the cross ofChrist

to redeem fallen mankind" (Bloesch 1991:78). Karl Barth, however, asserts the content

of our preaching should be "the announcement of God's grace and judgment which has

taken place on behalfof all humankind in Jesus Christ�in his incamation, cmcifixion,

and resurrection" (Bloesch 1991:79).

In The Cross ofChrist, John Stott confronts the contemporary generation with the

central position of the cross in God's plan of saving the world. He points out that: "I

would have never believed in God, if there hadn't been the cross... In the real world of

pain, how could anybody worship a God who doesn't feel pain?" and that "By the cross,

'God commended His love for us' (Romans, 5:8). It is His own love, sui generis,

because there is no other love like His" (1986[1992]:21 1). In quoting Calvin, Stott refers

to the revelation we have in the cross of Christ:
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Because in the cross of Christ, as if on a splendid stage, God's

incomparable goodness is presented in front of the whole world. God's

glory shines indeed in all the creatures above and below, but never does it
shine more brightly as in the cross. (1986:21 1)

Another theologian, Emil Brunner wrote, "The cross is the symbol of the

Christian faith, of the Christian Church, of God's revelation in Christ... The whole

struggle of the Reform for sola fidae, for soli deo gloria, was simply the struggle for the

cross to be correctly interpreted" (John Stott 1986[1992]:42).

Also, the centrality of the cross in the Gospel is remarkably underlined by the missionary

Samuel M. Zwemer (1867-1952), who worked in Arabia, edited the magazine The

Muslim World for 40 years and is called �the Apostle sent in the Muslim world":

The missionary who works in the Muslim world (for whom the cross of
Christ is a stumbling block and the reconciling foolishness) feels everyday
the urge to meditate more and more profoundly at the mystery of
redemption and becomes more and more convinced that this is the essence

of our message and of our mission. . . Man comes to realize that literally all
the richness and glory of the Gospel is concentrated here. The cross is
both the pivot and the centre of the New Testament thinking. It is
exclusively the sign of Christian faith, ofChristianity and the centre of its
attention. (John Stott 1986[1992]:39)

Bosch writes, "The cross also stands for reconciliation between estranged

individuals and groups. . . The cross�missiologically speaking�also means a ministry of

love of enemies, of forgiveness" (1991:514) "His purpose was to create in himself one

new man out of the two, thus making peace, and in this one body to reconcile both of

them to God through the cross, by which he put to death their hostility.", ensures apostle

Paul (Ephesians 2:15-16). Without dying for ourselves, there is no true community. In

the Church, people come together in a genuine fellowship only to the extent to which the

cross makes its work of liberating them of egocentrism, in each of them. "I have been

crucified with Christ and I no longer live, but Christ lives in me" and "May I never boast
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except in the cross of our Lord Jesus Christ, through which the world has been crucified

to me, and I to the world," declares apostle Paul (Galatians, 2:20 and 6:14).

Resurrection. A Christ�Centered Church represents a sent out community to celebrate

and experience the presence of the risen Christ. Eastem churches regard resurrection as

the most important event and celebration ofChristianity. Since the resurrection is the

beginning of "hfe in incormption", Eastem Orthodox churches build on it the dogma of

theosis, or humans' divinization.

According to Busch, "The most common summary of the early church's

missionary message was that it was witnessing to the resurrection of Christ. It was a

message of joy, hope, and victory, the first fruit ofGod's ultimate triumph over the

enemy" (1991:515). Thomas Oden asserts: "With death of Jesus an old era ends. With

the resurrection of Jesus a new era begins. He who died rose. He who rose ascended.

He who ascended promised to retum" (1989:429). Apostle Paul defines the gospel as

both the cross and the resurrection of Christ (1 Corinthians 15:1-11). Thomas Oden

argues, "The tmth about Jesus was not finally revealed until his resurrection. The

resurrection was the seal and confirmation of Christ's saving activity on the cross. The

Gospels do not explain the resurrection. The resurrection alone is what can explain the

Gospels" (1989:45).

As Oden suggests, in the resurrection of Jesus Christ, God has spoken from the

end of history. "The moment the disciples were met by the risen Jesus, they understood

that they were already standing at the beginning of the end time, the last days, the general

resurrection" (1989:458). The God's plan for our future was revealed in the resurrection
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of Jesus. One day we will be like the risen Jesus. "By rising from the grave the Lord

raised human nature and honored humanity in an unparalleled way" (Oden 1989:453).

Every Sunday moming, the day of the resurrection. Christians celebrate together

not only his victory over death but with anticipation our own future victory through him.

"So central was the resurrection in defining the meaning of history that Paul wrote: 'If

Christ has not been raised, our preaching is useless and so is your faith' (1 Corinthians

15:14) (Oden 1989:472).

The good news entails that our salvation takes place not through approving of

doctrine but through union with the living Christ. Only the resurrected Christ can fill

Christian life and the community of faith, hope and love with joy, enthusiasm and power.

The resurrection empowers Christians not only to face the etemity, but to live this life.

"Etemal life in Christ begins in the here and now and hopes to be fully shaped by the love

of God in etemity" (Oden, 1989:463). Apostle Peter praises God for: "In his great mercy

he has given us new birth into a living hope through resurrecfion of Jesus Christ." (1

Peter 1:3).

As Dr. Samuel Kamaleson uses to say in his preaching: "The resurrected Jesus is

our greatest contemporary!" After his resurrection, Jesus usually appeared to small

gatherings in homes, on the shore, or in their journey. Sometimes the risen Jesus was

present there, but they did not recognize Him. This is why the apostle Paul prayed for the

Ephesians and asked that the God and Father of our Lord Jesus Christ will give them the

Spirit ofwisdom and revelation, so that may know him better. He also prayed that the

eyes of their heart may be enlightened in order they may know God's incomparably great

power that raised Christ from the dead and was at work in them (Ephesians 1 : 16-20). At
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the same time, we cannot make a program for Jesus. He does not belong to the church,

but the church belongs to Him. When we love and obey him. He reveals himself to us.

Jesus promise to us is:

Because I live, you also will live. On that day you will realize that I am in

my Father, and you are in me, and I am in you. Whoever has my
commands and obeys them, he is the one who loves me. He who loves me

will be loved by my father, and 1 too will love him and show myself to
him. ... If anyone loves me, he will obey my teaching. My father will
love him, and we will come to him and make our home with him. (NIV
John 14:19-23)

Ascension. A Christ�Centered Church represents a sent out community to exalt Christ

as Lord and extend his reign into people's heart ant act in the society, which is the arena

of God's activity. Calvin claimed that Christians live between the ascension and the

second coming of Christ.

The ascension is, preeminently, the symbol of the enthronement of the
crucified and risen Christ� he now reigns as King. And it is from the

perspective of the present reign of Christ that we look back to the cross

and the empty tomb and forward to the consummation of everything.
(David Bosch 1991:515)

God desires 'every knee' to bow to him and 'every tongue' to confess his

lordship. As John Stott writes, "IfGod has given this supreme honor to Jesus, and

desires everybody else to honor him, and then the people ofGod should share his desire.

This is sometimes spoken of in Scripture in terms of 'zeal', and even 'jealousy'"

(1992:367). Stott mentions that,

The primary motive for mission is neither obedience to the Great

Commission, nor even love for those who are oppressed, lonely, lost and
perishing, important as both those incentives are, but rather zeal or

'jealousy' for the glory of Christ. ... It is our worship of Christ which
impels us to witness to Christ, in order that others may come and worship
him too. (1992:368)
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From Revelation chapter 5, one may understand that the glory of the ascension is

closely bond to the cross. The Melbourne conference ofWCC states that, "The principle

of self-sacrificing love is. . .enthroned at the very centre of the reality of the universe."

And this principle, Bosch concludes, "has to be transparent in our missionary praxis"

(1991:516).

The Calvinist tradition, as Bosch observes, considers that salvation history is not

opposed to profane history. "To opt out of civil society and set up little Christian islands

is to subscribe to truncated and disjunctive understanding of God's workings. In the

Calvinist tradition there is, therefore, a positive attitude toward what may be achieved in

human and world history" (1991:515-516). Bosch summarizes,

Mission from this perspective means that it should be natural for
Christians to be committed to justice and peace in the social realm. God's

reign is real, though as yet incomplete. We will not inaugurate it, but we
can help make it more visible, more tangible. Within this unjust world, we
are called to be a community of those committed to the values of God's

reign, concem ourselves with the victims of society and proclaim God's

judgment on those who continue to worship gods ofpower and self-love.
(1991:516)

The Melboume conference stresses, 'The proclamation of God's reign is the

announcement of a new order which challenges those powers and stmctures that have

become demonic in a world cormpted by sin against God" (1991:516). Therefore, the

Church is called to act.

Pentecost. A Christ�Centered Church represents a sent out community in the power of

God's Spirit. The Church is the work of the Holy Spirit buiU on the Rock, Jesus Christ.

"The post-resurrection church, as Christ's continuing body, was effectively bom at

Pentecost," writes Thomas Oden (1992:279). He considers the Pentecost a kind of

second nativity, and the Pentecost recipients "a neonate body indweh by the Spirit"
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(Thomas Oden 1992:279). Quoting from Gregory ofNazians, Oden explains that to the

mystical body of the risen Lord, "the Holy Ghost is given more perfectly, for he is no

longer present by his operation as of old, but is present with us so to speak, and converses

with us in a substantial manner. For it was fitting that, as the Son has conversed with us

in the body, the Spirit should also come among us in a bodily manner" (1992:279). The

Holy Spirit unites the body ofChrist through one baptism. "The body is a unit, though it

is made up ofmany parts; and though all its parts are many, they form one body. So it is

with Christ. For we were all baptized by one Spirit into one body. . ." (1 Corinthians

11:12, 13). Stott writes, "Through baptism of the Spirit the faithful become identified

with the body of Christ, living with union with Christ's risen body" (1992:182).

The witness of Jesus par excellence is the Holy Spirit; without his witness, ours is

fruitless. "When the Counselor comes, whom I will send to you from the Father, the

Spirit of truth who goes out from the Father, he will testify about me. And you also must

testify. . ." (NIV John 15:26-27). Holy Spirit hfts up Jesus and glorifies him in people's

hearts and before their eyes. "He will bring glory to me by taking from what is mine and

making it known to you." (NIV John 16: 14) Thomas Oden asserts, "Every act of

worship in which the Son is fittingly adored points to the glorification of the Father by

the Son through the Spirit (Philippians 2:10, 11; Revelation 5:13, 14)" (1992:279). Holy

Spirit does the work of illumination; he brings conversion and gives the new birth.

"When he comes, he will convict the world of guilt in regard to sin and righteousness and

judgment." (NIV John 16:8). Only Holy Spirit can impart the new life in Christ to one

dead in sin.
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The Holy Spirit sustains and energizes the Church by its power. "You will

receive the power when the Holy Spirit comes on you; and you will be my witnesses in

Jerusalem, and in all Judea and Samaria, and to the ends of the earth." (NIV Acts 1 :8).

The Church was commissioned to continue and extend Christ's mission in the power of

the Holy Spirit. Bosch stresses, "The Spirit may not be held hostage by the church, as if

his sole task were to maintain it and protect from the outside world" (1991 :5 17). John

Stott exhorts contemporary churches to consider that:

There is an urgent need for us to humble ourselves before the sovereign
Holy Spirit today. Sociological knowledge and communications expertise
are important. Indeed, they are gifts of God to be used in evangelism. But

we have to beware lest they diminish our reliance on the power of the

Holy Spirit. Only the Holy Spirit of God ca take words spoken in human
weakness and carry them home with the power to the mind, conscience
and will of the hearers. Only he can open eyes of the blind to see the truth
as it is in Jesus, unstop the ears of the deaf to hear his voice, and loosen
the tongues of the dumb to confess that he is Lord. (1992:371)

One of the most controversial issues in the Evangelical churches refers to the

Spiritual Gifts. The Pentecostals and Charismatics emphasize the gifts of the Spirit.

Someone said that the Charismatic movement represents the problematical child of

Christianity. Nevertheless, it is better to have a knotty child than a dead one. Apostle

Paul declares, "Now the Lord is the Spirit, and where the Spirit of the Lord is, there is

freedom" (NIV 2 Corinthians 3:17). The Holy Spirit is a Spirit of freedom. Timothy

Ware argues, "While Christ unites us, the Holy Spirit ensures our infinite diversity in the

Church." And, "The Church, precisely because it is the body ofChrist, is also the temple

and dwelling place of the Spirit" (1963:246). Therefore, one may not forget or fail to

recognize the role of the Spirit. The unity of the Church does not mean uniformity within

the Church.
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The Holy Spirit equips and empowers people for service. Thomas Oden

organizes the varied lists of Spiritual gifts in terms of three broad functions of the church:

martyria, koinonia, and diakonia (See: 1992:189). There are only four passages

conceming the lists of Spiritual gifts: Romans 12:4-8; 1 Corinthians 12: 4-11; Ephesians

4: 1 1, and 1 Peter 4:10-11. Another way one may arrange the lists of Spiritual gifts

focuses on the participation of the triune God, Father, Son and Holy Spirit in equipping

the persons and Church. In 1 Corinthians 12:4, Paul writes:

There are different kinds of gifts, but the same Spirit (the Holy Spirit).

There are different kinds of service, but the same Lord (the Son).

There are different kinds ofworking, but the same God (the Father).

Although, the New Testament lists were not seeking to exhaust all possible gifts,

or present them in systematic series, one may see here three categories of Spiritual gifts.

First, the Holy Spirit imparts Spiritual gifts to people within the experience of salvation,

when He baptized them into the body of Christ. "We have different gifts, according to

the grace given to us" (NIV Romans 12:6). In Romans 12:6-8, Paul lists or illustrates the

'ordinary gifts', which enables members of the body to perform different functions.

Second, in Ephesians 4:11, Paul refers to the Spiritual gifts offered by Jesus Christ to the

Church, as 'special gifts or services': apostles, prophets, evangelists, pastors and teachers.

Paul exhorts Timothy, "Do not neglect your gift, which was given you through a

prophetic message when the body of elders laid hands on you" (NIV 1 Timothy 4:14).

These gifts are given to some in order "to prepare God's people for works of service."

(Ephesians 4:12). Thus, church ministers serve the Church, and the Church serves the

world. Finally, the Bible says that God testifies the Gospel by performing 'extraordinary
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gifts' such as "signs, wonders and various miracles" (Hebrews 2:4). A suggestive list of

these 'super-natural' works, one may found in 1 Corinthians 12:8-10). The Charismatics

make some of these 'works', the confirmation par excellence of Spirit Baptism or even of

salvation. In contrast, many Evangehcals consider the extraordinary manifestations of

the Spirit have quitted after the apostolic times.

A Christ Centered Church keeps balance between the two extremes. Usually, the

Holy Spirit uses 'ordinary' gifts and 'special' services to build the Church. Nevertheless,

God in his sovereignty manifests 'extraordinary' works through the same Spirit. Our

focus should not be as much on the gifts as on the Giver and his purpose for the Church.

Oden asserts, "The gift of the Spirit allow faith to be maintained through time in ways

that cannot be assured by human means" (1992: 190). The Holy Spirit uses the Church,

and it is not the Church that employs the Holy Spirit.

Parousia. A Christ�Centered Church represents a sent out community to anticipate and

speed up His coming. Bosch acknowledges that, "in this model the church is merely a

waiting room for etemity" (1991:517). We live in this age, but the fiiture age has akeady

invaded us. In the resurrection of Jesus Christ, God has spoken from the end of the ages.

"Christ is already reigning, although his enemies have not yet become his footstool"

(Stott 1992:381). hi this age, the Holy Spirit brings the 'first-fruits' in behever's lives

(Romans 8:23), represents the 'deposit' guaranteeing the inheritance (Ephesians 1:14),

and offers the 'foretaste' ofheavenly things. Stott underlines: "In this way the Holy

Spirit is both a fulfillment of the promise and the promise of fiilfiUment: he is the

guarantee that the new world of God has already begun, as well as a sign that this new
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world is still to come" (1992:382). We live in a tension, Stott asserts, between the 'now'

(present) and the 'not yet' (future).

Caught between the present and the future, the characteristic stance of

Christians is variously described as hoping, waiting, longing, and
groaning. For we are still suffering grievous trials and tribulations.

Indeed, we must see the reality of this sufferings as a concrete

manifestation of the 'not yet'. Meanwhile we must wait both 'eagerly'
and also 'patiently'. (1992:381, 382)

The second coming of Jesus Christ motivates churches and Christians to do both: to

be ready and to witness. Apostle John writes, "We know that when he appears, we shall

be like him, for we shall see him as he is. Everyone who has this hope in him purifies

himself, just as he is pure" (NIV 1 John 3:2, 3). Apostle Paul wams, "For we must all

appear before the judgment seat ofChrist, that each one may receive what is due him" (2

Corinthians 5:10). Jon Stott affirms, "To live, work and witness in conscious anticipation

ofChrist's parousia and judgment is a wholesome stimulus to faithfulness. Scripture bids

us remember that, from God's perspective, the time is short, the need is great, and the

task is urgent" (1992:373).

The Christian historian Kenneth Scott Latourette interprets history as the move of

the waves. He says that the Holy Spirit works in history bringing spiritual progress, in

the same way as the comb of the wave rises and makes for the shore. Concomitantly with

the movement of the Spirit, the mystery of the wrongdoing works as a force that pulls

towards the abyss. As we draw closer to the shore of etemity, the waves are bigger and

bigger and more and more frequent. This means the evil will be bigger and bigger; but, at

the same time, the Spirit will also work with more and more power.

In the Romanian Evangelical churches, there is this common idea that as we draw

closer to the end of history, the works of the Holy Spirit and ofGod's grace will be
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smaller and smaller. A spirit of resignation has been possessing most of the churches

during Communism. In the hymnology of Romanian Evangelical churches, there is a

song that says;

We feel that grace is taken from the Gentiles.
And the Gospel door is ready to be locked!
The joys are smaller than a quarter ofa century ago.
And smaller are the works that now are being done!

Once we understand that history flows in waves and the waves are bigger and

bigger and more and more frequent, we are motivated to commit ourselves to the work of

the Holy Spirit in order to be on the wave of God's grace. Thus, we wait for greater and

greater works of the Holy Spirit, despite the more and more unleashed manifestations of

evil in the world. The fall of the Twin Towers in New York, Katrina hurricane, the

floods in Europe and Latin America, the tsunami waves in South-Eastem Asia, terrorism,

the Iraqi war and the more and more worrying news about the global warming speak

about the intensification of evil waves in human history. At the same time, the

manifestation ofGod's grace in countries of the third world, in Islamic countries, in India

and China speak about the urgency of Christian missions. Parousia is a reason for

Christians to be ready, but also for urgent mission in the world.

Conclusion. These six Christological events motivate churches to holistic missions and

to build biblically balanced churches. A practical insight at this point is that a local

church could leam from different Christian traditions, regardless her denominational

affiliation. During Communism, I have leamed from the liturgy of the Orthodox Church

how important is to celebrate the presence of the risen Christ within our worship service.

One day, an Orthodox Christian, a friend ofmine, asked: "What is the reason behind

people's attending the church? Do they come in order to hear a good sermon and watch a
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satisfying religious program? Or, do they come to spend time with God?" Since then, I

do not perceive a Baptist worship service as a mere religious program, but a liturgy for

God.

John Stott invites churches to take a fresh look at Jesus Christ, rehearse the six

major salvific events, and notice the inescapable (though often neglected) missionary

dimension ofeach:

The model for mission is his incamation (identification without loss of
identity), its cost is his cross (the seed which die multiplies), its mandate is
his resurrection (all authority is now his), its motivation is his exaltation

(the honor of his name), its power is his gift of the Spirit (who is the

paramount witness), and its urgency is his parousia (we will have to give
him an account when he comes). (1992:373)

As John Stott suggests: "If only we could gain a fresh and compelling vision of

Jesus Christ, incamate and cmcified, risen and reigning, bestowing the Spirit and coming

again! Then we would have the clarity of purpose and strength ofmotive, the courage,

the authority, the power and the passion for world evangelization in our time"

(1992:374).
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' I shared my discoveries during nine meetings as it follows; September, 23-25, 2005, in Braila - Church

Growth Conference with 300 pastors and church leaders from Baptist, Pentecostal, Brethren, and Lord's
Army congregations; October, 16, 2005, in Brasov - The Annual Meeting ofRomanian Baptist Union
General Council attended by 33 pastors, all members of the council. November, 15-18, 2005; Bucharest

-

Church Growth Conference with about one hundred church leaders from different evangelical churches,
most Baptists; December, 9, 2005, in Galati with about 30 pastors; December 15, 2005, in Timisoara with
about 40 pastors; May, 9-12, 2006, in Sinaia, I led two seminars with about 300 pastors and church

planters; September, 5-8, 2006, in Constanta with about 400 church planters and pastors from Baptist,
Pentecostal, and Brethren churches. October, 3-6, 2006, in Vlahita with about 60 Baptist pastors and

missionaries. January, 25-26, 2007 with about 30 pastors from Oradea area.

^ One of the most loved Romanian songs of the last 150 years has been Hora Unirii. It invites all

Romanians to celebrate the union of the Romanian provinces by whirling in a brotherly dance all over their

native land. The historical movement of the unification of the Romanian principalities, Walachia and

Moldavia, which marked the foundation of the Romanian modem state (in 1859), was praised year after

year through the verses of the poet Vasile Alecsandri.

^ He writes, "The kingdom ofGod is not a matter ofeating and drinking, but ofrighteousness, peace and
joy in the Holy Spirit.... Let us therefore make every effort to do what leads to peace and to mutual

edification. Do not destroy the work ofGodfor the sake offood.
"

(NIV, Romans 14: 17, 19)

In the society and even in the churches, however, one can see many wrong reasons of unity, such as: (a)
Unity based on religious fanaticism (Acts 7:7); (b) Unity motivated by material or political interest (Acts
12:20); (c) Unity achieved through manipulation (Acts 19:29); etc.

^ A spirit of unity in the church represents God's gift for His own glory. We cannot create unity, but we
have to preserve it, however. Jesus prayed, "/ have given them the glory that you gave me, that they may
be one as we are one: I in them andyou in me. May they be brought to complete unity to let the world

know that you sent me
"

(NIV, John, 1 7:22-23). Not what we do in the world is important, but what God
does in us and through us in the world. Speaking of Church unity. Watchman Nee asserted that one

hundred pieces of a broken pot carmot hold as much water as the intact pot does. As the spokes of a wheel
or the flock of sheep, the closer we get to God, the closer we get to each other. We can assert that the

closeness to the unseen God is measured in terms of the closeness to our brothers and sisters. (1 John 4:20).
Apostle Paul urges us to walk worthy of our calling as Christians, "bearing with one another in love,
endeavoring to keep the unity of the Spirit in the bond ofpeace

"

(NIV, Ephesians 4: 1-3). He concludes

that "From him (Christ) the whole body (the church), joined and held together by every supporting
ligament, grows and builds itselfup in love, as each part does its work. " (Ephesians 4:16).

* The individualism is "a way of life that makes the individual supreme or sovereign over everything."
(Randy Frazee, 2001:42)
According to Randy Frazee, individualism exhibits several characteristics:

� Think ofMyself over Think of Others (IfI don 't who will?)
� Lawsuits over Reconciliation
� Individual Rights over Community Responsibilities
� Career Advancement over Company
� Cynicism over Tmst (Ifyou don 't know anybody, how can you trust them?)
� Relative Tmth over Absolute Tmth (tmth is defined by and for each individual) (2001 :43)

' In modemity, "individuals were expected to conform to the needs and practices of the congregation, not
the other way around" (Rendle, 1999:13). Beginning with 1960's, however, the process of secularization
and of changing community values has accelerated in the West. Since the individual became the central

entity to which the group would have to defer, "the individual no longer serves the needs of society; rather,
an obliging society is seen as serving purposeful individuals" (Rendle, 1999: 17). As Rendle asserts,

"(Westem) cuhural shift toward individualism with its emphasis on personal autonomy, reflects the belief
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that we live in a household with very few other members about whom we need to be concemed or whom
we need to treat with caring behavior" (1999:29). As one can conclude here, autonomy represents the first
step toward infirmity.

There is a fundamental difference between the Westem individualism and the Romanian one. As
Radulescu-Motm asserts: "In Westem Europe, individualism is manifested on the economic and social
level of Hfe, it generates institutions, while the Romanian individuahsm is only a subjective reaction..."
(1999 [1936]:98). Therefore, the Romanian person gets enthusiastic when he or she is in a group, but gets
discouraged when he or she remains alone and must act according to the assumed commitments. "There is
no one type of initiative that the Romanian would not take when he is in a group! [. . .] But when each
individual has to put into practice the decision taken by the group, tiien everyone postpones until tomorrow
or gets scarce" (Radulescu-Motm 1999 [1910]:5). Therefore, one may say that the Romanians find it hard
to separate from the collective opinion. Nevertheless, they need the continual support of the group to
achieve what they planned.

Coming out from a constraining system, Romanians experience today an unsettling individualism.
Since Romania has joined EU, Romanians are in a malicious competition of individualism. What must
churches do in these circumstances to bring about a real change in people's lives? First, "congregations
need to stand in a countercultural position, claiming values and practicing behaviors not strongly honored
in the larger public sphere" (Rendle 1999:26). The Christian faith boldly and counter culturally invites us

to think of others as more important than ourselves (Philippians 2:3). Second, congregations must provide
the environment in which people can develop a holy behavior. As Rendle underlines, "claiming to be
different from our culture, we should not accept insensitive, uncaring, or irresponsible behavior in our

congregations, even during anxious times of change when differences are most pronounced" (1999:35).
Moreover, "the manners of faith are to be found in covenants or promises to practice behaviors grounded in
the teachings of the congregation" (1999:34).
* As Gene Getz asserts, the measurement of a church should not be church programs, departments and
projects, but love, hope and faith (2000:35).
' One can mention here the illustration about a light boat that advances on the luster of a lake if one throws
stones in the direction of the shore.

'� He asserts the "church-growth techniques change with culture and historical time periods, but an
identifiable renewal theology has been universal to every revitalization throughout the history of the
church." (1995:17)
"

1. The Lordship Principle: a clear focus on Jesus Christ as the object of faith.
2. The Biblical Principle: scriptural tmth as the primary source for what we believe and do.
3. The Liturgical Principle: discovery of new worship forms.
4. The Covenant Principle: commitment to the integrity ofmembership.
5. The Priesthood Principle: equipping the laity for ministry.
6. The Leadership Principle: spiritual entrepreneurship. (Slaughter 1995:18)

After his conversion, Augustine saw Christ as more than a mere man or moral teacher, but 'that
He merited the highest authority.' . . . Augustine's clear Christ-centeredness spurred the renewal that
occurred during both the Protestant Reformation and the Counter-Reformation in the Catholic Church
during the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries. . . .

Martin Luther, felt that the focus and authority of the church had shifted from the person ofChrist to the
institution. Luther equated this realization to a Damascus-Road experience. Through his teachings, the
church began to experience transformational renewal by rediscovering the First Love.
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Ignatius Loyola was calling people back to following Christ in a radical way. The Jesuits and their focus
on Christ became the primary vehicle, both for carrying renewal through the church and for reaching the
imchurched. [Their] devotional method and idiom remained intensely Christocentric. . . .

John Wesley shifted his focus from a vague benevolent God to the living Christ.... Wesley was quickly
branded an enthusiast by the church for his zealous insistence upon conversion through personal faith in
Jesus Christ. Pulpit after pulpit was closed to him because he called the people to repent of their dead
institutionalism and retum to their first love in Jesus Christ. (Slaughterl 995:3 1-34)

In his letter addressed to the Bishop, Donovan talks about the one hundred years missionary
effort in East Africa:

There are four well-run, well-looked-after, expensive, non aided schools attached to the
mission. There is a small chapel. There is o hospital, extremely well built, fairly well
attended, bringing in some mission revenue.... Many of the Masai have been helped
materially by the mission. The are many instances ofstrongfriendship-relationship
between Masai and the priests in the mission. Masai kraals are visited very often. All
important events in Masai life, such as circumcision, are attended by the priests. Milk
and honey beer are di-unk. The priests even sleep in Masai kraals.

But never, or almost never, is religion mentioned on any of these visits. The best way to
describe realistically the state of this Christian mission is the number zero. As of this
month, in the seventh years of this mission 's existence, there are no adult Masai
practicing Christians from Loliondo mission....

That zero is a real number, because up until this date no Catholic child, on leaving
school, has continued to practice his (her) religion, and there is no indication that any of
the present students will do so.... Indeed I have heard one missionary say that it may
take one hundredyears before the Masai are willing and ready to talk with us about God,
but we must stay here so that we will be present when that day comes. (1978:14-15)



Chapter 9 � Toward an Indigenous Romanian Church in the Spirit of Apostolic

Christianity - The Ecclesiological Design

This chapter introduces the importance of having a comprehensive New

Testament ecclesiological design. The strength of this chapter, besides the theoretical

explanations, relies on describing Good News Baptist Church, which originated due to a

successful practical application of these scriptural and missiological principles.'

Since the Church represents a spiritual organism and a religious institution, its

renewal involves both, recovering the apostolic spirit and returning to the New

Testamental structures. Jesus said that a new content requires new wineskins and while

it is true that any structure could leave Jesus outside, as it happened in the case of the

Laodicean Church (Revelation 3 :20) the structure is important for the perpetuation of the

spiritual content. As a banana skin is necessary to preserve the fruit, in the same way the

structure of a church is necessary to preserve and transmit the spiritual life from one

generation to another. As Zunkel points out, "institutions are our vehicle for coming

together as humans to achieve a purpose. And the church, the ecclesia, the 'called out',

the 'gathered' is the institution for achieving God's will in this world" (1987:30).

The form must always serve the content and we see that the church of the

apostolic century originated the most efficient forms for experiencing genuine spiritual

hfe. Next we see that Christianity experienced its most successful and rapid growth in

the first three centuries of existence even though in the following centuries the Church

had many more human and material resources. Since, our postmodem century resembles

in many social and spiritual aspects of the first centuries, the Church can confidendy

retum to the apostolic models.

313
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The Importance of a Balanced Structure

In The SecondReformation, Beckham challenges church leaders to look at church

from a biblical and historical perspective. He argues that after Constantine (AD. 315) the

Church became more of a religious organization and less a spiritual organism. He

delineates several factors that in the previous centuries paved the way toward "an

institutional rather than an incamational wineskin" for the Church:

Christianity was more and more aligned with political systems;
Professional leaders were developing church stmcture;
Spiritual power had given way to human ability and effort;
Servant leadership was gradually replaced with authoritarianism;
Church stmcture was being patterned after the world;
The church was on the defensive rather than offensive;
The small group context of the church was suspect in the eyes of the

govemment. (1995:42)

As Rodney Stark asserts "Soon after the conversion ofConstantine, Christianity

shifted from a movement which was spread by rank-and-file members through their

social networks to a movement which was based on professional missionaries who were,

for the most part, content to baptize kings" (2001:107).

Beckham also explains that, "by building cathedrals and placing rituals and

leadership within those buildings, Constantine^ changed the very nature and life of the

church as originally designed by Christ." Thus, the characteristics ofConstantine's

cathedral paradigm are:

People go to a building (cathedral);
on a special day of the week (Sunday);
and someone a priest, (or today, a pastor);
does something to them (teaching, preaching, absolution or healing);
or for them (a ritual or entertainment);
for a price (offerings). (1995:43)
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Maior Components

A balanced structure involves public worship and small group meetings. As

Hunter notices, "In all apostolic movement. . ., people are reached, supported, develop in,

and deployed from, small groups." and "churches grow larger by growing smaller"

(2003: 1 15-1 16). The balance between public worship and small gatherings can be

maintained only ifwe have a Biblical understanding of small groups. As Hunter

observes, "Whitefield regarded Wesley's classes and his other structures for redemptive

fellowship as merely a means of preserving the victories ofpreaching. But for Wesley,

preaching and public witness were mere preamble. The redemptive action took place in

the lay led class meetings, and in people's hearts" (1987:126).

Also, in his study on Celtic Christianity, Hunter explained that "Celtic

Christianity prepared people in small groups at the monastic communities, reached out

through apostolic teams to tribal settlements, and (judging from their very small chapels)

raised up local churches composed ofmany intimate fellowships" (Hunter, 2003:1 17).

As the gospels tell us, Jesus' custom was to go into the synagogue (Luke 4: 16)

and into people's homes. After his resurrection, the disciples used to meet in the upper

room for prayer (Acts 1:12-14). What Galloway calls "20/20 Vision" represents the early

church's practice ofmeeting in small groups and we see in the book ofActs 2:46; 5:42;

8:3; 12:12, 17; and 20:20. Apostle Paul taught people about the Christian faith both

"publicly and from house to house". Priscilla and Aquila, and other Christians use to

have church meetings in their homes (Romans 16:5, 14, 15; 1 Corinthians 16:19;

Colossians 4:15; Philemon 2). Thus, the Early Church did not start a program of small

groups, but she originated as a community that met in small groups, in homes.
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The Role of Small Groups

As Hunter points out, John Wesley "observed that certain normative behaviors

were characteristic of life in the primitive church. They met together 'to stir up one

another to love and good works... encouraging one another' (Hebrew 10:24-25)"

(1987: 125). In the Anglican Church, Wesley did not see that kind of love, faith and hope,

therefore:

Wesley ventured a revolutionary hypothesis: . . . That is, as you gather
Christians and seekers together to confess their sins, encourage one

another, rejoice together, and so forth, the life, love, faith, hope, and
power of the Apostolic church emerges. He sensed that if he drew people
together in cells to challenge and encourage each other to live daily as

Christians, that, through their protracted experiences, the contagion and

power of the Apostolic church would move in human history once again.
(1987:125)

As Ralph Neighbour asserts in Where Do We Go from Here?, the main task in a

cell group church is to develop 'Basic Christian Communities'. He sees church based on

"large group
"

structure as mere "Program Base Design" church. Thus, he considers that

"Megachurch" represents the present-day "supermarket" for churchgoers. In quoting

Scott Peck, Neighbour writes:

Ifwe are to use the word [community] meaningfully, we must restrict it to
a group of individuals who have leamed how to communicate honestly
with each other, whose relationships go deeper than their masks of
composure, and who have developed some significant commitment to
"rejoice together, moum together," and to "delight in each other, make
others' conditions our own." (1990 [2000]:! 13)

The Transcendence and Immanence Factor

As Beckham argues, there is a theological foundation behind the small group's

strategy, which points toward the transcendence and immanence of God. He considers

that a church's stmcture should reflect God's transcendence which communicates how
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man relates to God in His Goodness, and His immanence which tells about how God

relates to man in his humanness. He also explains that a balanced biblical doctrine of the

transcendence and immanence ofGod should be applied to church ecclesiology. At this

point Beckham quotes Howard Snyder:

Believers need those times of solemn corporate worship in which the High
and Holy God is honored with dignity and reverence. But in the midst of
the dignity and reverence many a lonely believer inwardly cries out for the
warm, healing touch of koinonia. Believers need to know by experience
that the Most High God is also the Most Nigh God (Is. 57:15). If
fraditional corporate worship is not regularly supplemented with informal
opportunities for koinonia, believers easily drift into a practical deism
while the church becomes the sacred guardian of a powerless form of
godliness. On the other hand, form and liturgy take on new meaning for
Christians who are living and growing in koinonia. (1995:85)

In addition, regarding the aspect ofpublic worship, the focus most often begins

with franscendence, in view ofGod's greatness, and moves into immanence. In a small

group however, "Christ is in the midst of His people on earth, starting with immanence

and leading into transcendence," (Beckham, 1995:104). In Jesus Christ, we experience

both: the franscendence and immanence ofGod (Colossians 2:9). Jesus Christ is the

glorified Lamb ofGod from Revelation 5, Lord of Lords, and our Bridegroom.

An illustration of the six salvific events:

JESUS CHRIST

PAROUSIA \
PENTECOST INCARNATION

ASCENSION ' V/ ' CRUCIFIXION

RESURRECTION

Figure Nr 13 Six Salvific Events Paradigm
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At the same time, He is present in our midst and empowers us to fulfill his call

and will for our lives. Thus, He is with us. He is in us, and He is through us! As

Beckham summarizes:

The Presence of Christ: "What He indwells."
The Power of Christ: "He empowers."
The Purpose of Christ: "What He indwells and empowers, he uses"

(1995:102).

Jesus said, "For where two or three come together in my name, there am 1 with

them." (Matthew 18:20). These words point to the redemptive work of discipline through

genuine fellowship. According to the Mosaic Law, two or three witnesses were

necessary to condemn while in the New Covenant, the presence of Jesus among two or

three people redeems. In talking about Wesley's small group strategy. Hunter explains

that "the class meeting agenda was to 'spread the power of Jesus' name'" (1987:120).

Good News Baptist Church�A Church for the Unchurched

After finishing my studies at ESJ-ATS, I have returned to my church'^ in

Bucharest with a vision ofplanting a new church in the center of the capital city for the

unchurched people. Thus, in 1998, 1 shared my vision of a "sent out community" with a

group of about 30 people from the mother church, including a worship team^. I have

asked them to leave the comfort zone ofworship in a Baptist sanctuary and move into a

secular place in order to provide a safe place for secular people. I invited those who (1)

had a burden for lost people, (2) were willing to accept non-religious people as they are,

(3) were eager to serve others, and (4) were ready to give sacrificially.

We have rented Dalles Hall, a well-known building situated in the center of

Bucharest. We chose the center zone because this is accessible to all the inhabitants of

Bucharest, both geographically and socially^. In the following six months, the audience



grew to almost 100 persons. Most of them were Christian students coming from all over

Romania to sUidy in the universities of Bucharest. At that point, it seemed that through

them we could reach unsaved students. Therefore we have fixed our target population as

being formed by students. But the Chrisfian students who use to attend Dalles Hall came

from fraditional churches and they wanted a place were they could listen to contemporary

music and relevant preaching'. I also discovered that most of them did not want to

belong to a local church. I have become aware that it was relatively easy to gather

seekers and Christians with relevant messages and contemporary Christian music, but it

is difficult to build a community of faith. During the summer, the attendance at Dalles

diminished to 40-50 persons due to the imiversity summer vacation. Good News Baptist

Church officially started on December 15, 1999.

The "Oak Tree" Pattem

Inspired by scriptural and church growth principles and by the present

experiences of several North American apostolic congregations, I have concluded first

that a local church strategy should be based on three basic pillars: (a) public celebrative

worship�Church in Public, (b) discipleship small groups�Church in Homes, and (c)
o

oufreach ministries�Church in Society.

An illustration of the three pillars:

Figure Nr. 14 Good News Strategic Pillars
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Although the pillar of celebrative worship was growing strong at Dalles Hall^ and

the newly planted church was enthusiastic, some tensions originated bertween the pillar

of small groups and the one of outreach. Thus, the small groups' ministry was competing

with other church programs, such as evangelism explosion, hospital and orphanage

ministry, high-school students' tutorial, children ministry in Jilava village'", as well as a

support group for addicted people. Therefore, during the first five years. Good News

church operated as a Program Driven Church with the small group program being the

most important one.

During 2005, 1 realized that Good News church could become a confederation of

different programs in danger of loosing the sense of community. Encouraged by Larry

Games, an 1MB missionary in Bucharest, I have studied several books about the cell-

church. I also participated in two conferences on this topic, one with Dr. Joel Comiskey

in Greece, March 2005, and the other with Dr. William Beckham in Romania, October

2006. Dr. Beckham's The Second Reformation helped me understand the right

theological foundation behind the two major intemal ministries of the church: public

celebration and small groups. Dr. Joel Comiskey helped me to elucidate certain practical

aspects referring to the functioning, leadership and multiplication of small groups and

Ralph Neighbour convinced me through his book Where Do We Go From Here?, that

what defines a local church is community, not programs.

Although we did not entirely apply the cell-church model, Good News church

functions now on two major ministry principles: public celebration and discipleship small

groups in homes. Thus I replaced the concept of the three pillars (worship, discipleship,

and outreach) with the "oak tree" concept in which just as the roots and branches of an
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oak tree are inter-related to each other so are small groups and the whole growth of the

church. In order to imprint this concept more successfully, I also inserted an oak tree on

the first page of the church bulletin with the following explanation:

CHURCH in PUBLIC and HOMES

? The church
does not

experience
healthy growth

in public
without

multiplying
small groups

in homes!

Figure Nr. 15 Good News Church Oak Tree Pattem

This picture of an oak tree suggests the balance, stability and durability of our

church. The idea of strong roots is a Biblical concept borrowed fi-om Apostle Paul who

said: "So then, just as you received Christ Jesus as Lord, continue to live in him, rooted

and built up in him. " (Colossians 2:6). Thus while giving special attention to powerful

public worship on Sunday and during the mid-week service, we also focus on developing

small groups as they are vital to both outreach and discipleship.

The Vision ofGood News Church

I have envisioned Good News church as a biblical community sent out into the

Romanian society. This community provides a safe place for nominal Christians and

secular people where they are welcomed to listen to the message of the death on the cross

and resurrection of Jesus Christ, to experience the transforming power ofGod, and to

The oak tree
does not
add
a new

branch
in the crown
without adding
a new root

in the ground.
ACTS 20:20
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discover genuine Christian love. God gave me the vision to saturate the whole city of

Bucharest through himdreds of small groups, to celebrate the presence of God and

proclaim the Gospel on Sunday mornings in a secular large hall, and to originate a

movement of renewal among our Baptist churches all over Romania.

Here follows then our church's vision: GoodNews Church exists to promote in a

postmodern society a Scripturalmodel ofchurch based on building genuine

community, worshipingpublicly in a non-denominational hall, andmultiplying

through small groups in homes.

Figure Nr. 16 Good News Church's Small Groups in Bucharest

The discipleship small groups represent the basic structure of Good News Church

and through their continuous MULTIPLICATION, God penetrates Bucharest with seeds

ofhis kingdom.
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Growth through an Integrated System

The nahiral growth ofGood News Baptist Church takes place through

discipleship small groups and Sunday moming worship services at Dalles. If the small

groups represent the roots of the oak tree, and the public worship represents the crown,

the tmnk could represent the supporting systems for these two major components. As

Linus Morris points out "a system is a combination of the body's individual parts which

operate and function together"" (1993:275). As one may see, a normal system does not

exist for itselfbut for the whole body. As Morris remarks, "each system is vital to the

whole body and intricately related" (1993:275). As a living organism, the local church

needs not only "body members and joints", but a support system, too.

Good News church has developed a minimum support system that includes:

LEADERSHIP TRAINING (basic and advanced study programs, retreats, etc)

- WORSHIP (worship leader, choir, worship team, worship band, pianist)

- INTERCESSORY CONGREGATION (prayer meetings)

- CHILDREN AND YOUTH MINISTRIES

- LOGISTIC, FINANCIAL AND CHURCH ADMINISTRATION

The integration process of the support system into our church's vision and

stmcture represents a permanent and positive challenge. Thus, persons involved in a

support system must be active members in discipleship small groups and those who lead

a public ministry should be proved as leaders in discipleship small groups. Children,

teens, and youth assistance ministries go under children and youth ministries and the

Sunday school program is interrelated with our church worship services. Thus our

children between eight and fourteen years old participate in the worship service one
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Sunday and in Bible classes the other Sunday. Teens and youth ministries help our youth

to socialize and build contacts with unsaved teens and youth through special meetings

every Satvirday aftemoon. Their spiritual growth, however, takes place mainly in small

groups. In addition, the church organizes summer camps for children, teens, youth,

young adults, young families, and small group leaders.

In order to extend the kingdom ofGod beyond our geographic and social

boundaries. Good News church organizes evangelistic projects and special outreach

ministries such as: Christmas concerts, prayer breakfasts, evangelistic teams for student

camps, etc. The church, however, does not endure through these projects or by being a

religious agency sending out evangelists and missionaries but by being a community sent

out into the world to incamate the love and message of Jesus Christ. Our members feel

permanently connected to the church as they participate in public worship, special

meetings or events, and small groups, and their real sense of belonging becomes a reality

as they integrate in small groups.

/ PUBLIC W0RSHIP\

SUPPORT

SYSTEM

SMALL GROUPS

Figure Nr. 17 Good News Church's Integrated System

Thus, Good News's major ecclesiological foundation consists of: (1). Celebration

through public worship; (2). Multiplication of small groups; and (3). Integration of

support system's components into the church's vision.
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The Importance ofEmpowering Leadership.

Our Lord Jesus Christ focused on Gaining and commissioning twelve disciples to

take the message of the kingdom into the world and bring many to the Christian faith and

he knew that people in all nations would be the key element upon which His church

would be built. As John Maxwell stresses, "leaders who mentor potential leaders

multiply their effectiveness" (1995: 10). Unfortunately, Romanian (but not only)

theological schools train church leaders to maintain tradition roles, rather than to bring

and lead change.''^ As McManus observes "pastors were being equipped to preserve the

past rather than create the future. We became known for being traditional rather than

h-ansformational" (2001:25).

The "Backbone" Structural Design

The Small Group Leaders represent the "backbone" of our church and are vital for

pastoral ministries and leadership as well as for training and involving others in the main

ministries of our church. One may see the Jethro principle in the small group leadership.

Here follows some conclusions I arrived at about the relationship between the success

and growth of our church and its small group leaders:

� The spiritual maturity of our leaders determines the spiritual maturity of the church.

� The moral integrity of our leaders affects the church's spiritual state.

� The practical application of the Bible in the leaders' lives models the spiritual life of

the other members.

� The prayer life of the leaders models the prayer life of the whole church.

� The leaders' unity in spirit, vision, and doctrine represents the key for the church's

harmony. Church division originates first because of division among leaders. Paul
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the Apostle talks about the infilti-ation of "savage wolves" first among the church

leaders in order to hurt the flock (Acts 20:29-30).

In conclusion, the growth and well-being of a church is strongly related to the

quality, maturity, and dedication of the small group leaders. Next a leader should have

the following qualities: (1) Character; (2) Availability; and (3) Competence. The

leader's character involves: integrity; humility; compassion; wisdom and perseverance.

A leader should be open and willing to: leam, sacrifice, serve, progress, and form other

leaders. The competence of a leader is related to: personal talents, spiritual gifts, passion,

traning, and personal experience, and his whole personality is involved as he serves and

ministers.

The ongoing training of small group leaders represents the main method for the

spiritual development of the church and for outreach through the multiplication of small

groups. The weekly preparation of the small group bible studies is coordinated by the

sub-zone leader or zone leader. The Leadership Training Track includes training in basic

Christian doctrines and disciplines, personal spiritual consecration, personal and small

group evangelism, practical training in leading a small group, etc.'^ Appropriate training

is also provided for leaders at every level of responsibility.

Next, the ongoing training of leaders represents one of the most important

responsibilities of the senior minister. As Robert Logan observes, "lay leaders just don't

drift into success; they need constant encouragement and training" (1989:143). The

leaders also meet once a week for group evaluation, lesson preparation, and biblical and

practical training.
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Every group leader has one or two apprentices whom he mentors and trains to

become leaders of new groups. For every 25-30 small groups the church hires a full-

time coordinator who also has the role of forming future coordinators for a major city

zone that has at least 50 small groups. Here are the main responsibihties of leaders:

A. SMALL GROUP LEADER - Developed through active participation and service in

the small group and completion of the training track.

1. Coordinates the group meeting along with co-leader helpers.

2. Encourages prayer and service among members during the week.

3. Provides pastoral care to new Christians along with spiritual parents.

4. Selects potential new leaders and provides encouragement and support in their

formation.

5. Encourages and supports personal and group-based evangelism.

B. COACH (MENTOR LEADER) represents a mature small group leader.

He mentors new small group leaders.

1 . Provides guidance to group leaders in bible study preparation.

2. Models the dynamics of small group leadership among the group leaders.

3. Supports the group leaders in shepherding their group.

4. Organizes along with group leaders periodic "agape meetings."

5. Facilitates missions involvement of behevers from the sub-zone.

C. ZONE LEADER (ELDER) - Selected by the pastor with the agreement of the group

leaders from that respective zone and appointed by the board.

1. Oversees the dynamics of the groups in the zone.

2. Oversees and coordinates the preparation of group leaders for Bible study.
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3. Organizes periodic zone meetings of the church.

4. Oversees and supports the pastoral ministry for the respective zone.

5. Organizes mission projects along with other leaders from the zone.

The Freedom and Accountabilitv Factors

In my understanding, biblical church leadership involves the creative blending,

under the guidance of the Holy Spirit, of the two New Testament styles: Congregational

and Presbyterian; so the church should not be confiised with either a democracy or an

autocracy. According to Ephesians 4:1 1-16 the work of service in the world should be

done by the whole church. The freedom to take initiative and to minister implies to

assume responsibility and the senior pastor needs to have the freedom to guide, motivate

and lead the church towards the fiilfilling of its mission in the world. The Church

Committee (Council Committee) represents a means ofbalance in the coordination and

evaluation of church activities and administrates the properties and finances according to

the church's congregational meeting (business meeting).

Our church's Council Committee meets four times per year for strategic planning,

for discussing the budget, and for imposing church discipline if necessary.. The leaders

of the small groups however meet every week and sometimes bi-weekly and the members

of the Council Committee are elected from among them, since one major requirement for

serving on the Committee is serving first as a small group leader. Thus, I pastor our

church together with the small group leaders, and I noticed no competition among them

because every one is fulfilled by serving in his group.

The small groups are led according to a relational, not managerial model. In our

church every believer is invited to enroll in a small group as well as to host a group in his
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or her home ifpossible. Then, every believer can become a small group leader according

to his or her dedication, spiritual mahirity, talents and gifts, as well as to the fruit they

produce. Thus if one looks behind and sees no followers then one is not a leader, so being

a leader in our church is not determined by the Church or by the Council Committee.

Some churches believe that once they chose their own leaders then the church

should follow them anyway, but in our church we believe that we should follow the

leaders who serve first as genuine models of Christian believers. There are many

churches in Romanian where their leaders are trying to monopolize God's work yet they

don't realize that in reality they are stopping the kingdom of God from advancing. A

genuine Christian Church is lead by a pastor with a clear vision who follows himself the

vision and enables all members to serve and bring their contribution to achieving the

vision. If the small groups in a church are manipulated to control the members and not to

empower them to serve, that church will experience, tensions, quarrels, and fmally

division. All parts of the body called Church are needed to build up the Church and help

her fiilfill the mission God gave her and this should be done under the guidance of the

Holy Spirit and as 2 Corinthians 3:17 says, "Now the Lord is the Spirit and where the

Spirit of the Lord is there is freedom."

In promoting new leaders I broke certain well established Romanian Baptist

traditions (these can be seen in other countries too). Thus I opened the status of small

group leader to women and to newly converted members.

I noticed at this point that newly converted members coming from a non-Baptist

background are more open to invite unsaved people to their small groups than other

church members. Mrs. Cleo G. represents a relevant example in this regard. She
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received Christ in the spring of 2000 at the age of sixty and in the fall Cleo became host

of a discipleship small group. Two years later, she became the leader of a small group

that met in her house, and, in her apartment building today there are three discipleship

small groups. Most of their members came to know Christ in Cleo's small group. We

have seen that when church members are excited about their relationship with God and

one another, they are contagious witnesses into the society.

The Distinctiveness of Good News Church.

In a traditional Romanian Baptist Church the members gather in a specially

arranged church building with two pew sections, one for the men and the other for the

women. Usually, the women should have their heads covered and should not wear

make-up or jewelry. The Sunday moming program includes three parts: first prayer for

one hour, second Sunday school with the whole church as one group for another hour.

Here the Sunday school teacher explains the lesson for about half an hour and then

invites believers to share their opinions on the subject. Third, the worship service which

includes traditional choir hymns, poems, and the sermon. Our church has adopted a more

contextualized worship service targeted to minister to the style and needs of the younger

generations.

The Worship Style ofGood News Church

Every Sunday moming the church celebrates publicly God's presence,

worshipping Him through: (a). Praise and prayer: Drawing close to God with devotion

and joy; (b). Preaching that is biblical, prophetic, practical, and Christ-centered; (c). The

Lord's Supper - A solemn commemoration of the New Covenant.
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Worship that is non-liturgical offers the possibihty of spontaneous and diverse

expressions of the love, adoration, godliness, and the joy we feel for the Lord. Songs are

sung by a larger worship group, worship teams, orchestra, choir and other vocal groups,

as well as testimonies, and prayer all represent the means by which the entire

congregation is led in worship into the presence of God. The music style is both

traditional and contemporary with a focus more on the contemporary side.

The preaching of the gospel is based on the exegesis of the Word of God. The

Christ-centered messages reveal the grace ofGod unto salvation and growth in godliness.

The wisdom of the Holy Scriptures applied to everyday life is intended to originate

spiritual maturity. The worship service ends with the partaking of the Holly Communion

to commemorate the New Covenant made possible through the supreme sacrifice that

Jesus Christ paid on our behalf. This offers to everybody present the opportunity for

personal reflection, for repentance and for drawing closer to God through faith. In this

way, the worship hits the highest point in celebrating our communion with the Father and

the Son through the manifestation of the Holy Spirit.

As one may observe, the increase of the audience is due to the following factors:

(1) A relevant and practical expositive preaching, (2) An enthusiastic and unpredictable

style ofworship, (3) A friendly and gracious attitude toward visitors, and (4) A neutral

location used for worship where nominal Christians and secular people feel safe. Here

are several answers to the question: What was your first impression at Dalles?

My first impression was that it represents a total different world from the outside
one. The hours spent here are the most uplifting moments for me (S. N.).

Before Dalles, I knew nothing about Jesus Christ and very little about God.
Here I came to know God in a personal way. When I first attended Dalles, I was
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impressed by music and message. I have felt that God is present and He hstens

to my prayers (P. M.).

Here, I found acceptance, warmness, and love. My first impression was so

strong, that I never left this church (Z. L.).

At Dalles, the stage has changed into an altar and the performance hall into a

place where I feel God's presence (E. P.).

When 1 first came to Dalles, 1 was impressed that someone noticed my presence
and invited me to come again and to join a small group (A. D.).

Honestly, my first impression was that 1 attended a religious show. Soon, I gave
up that impression. Now, I see sincere enthusiasm, wisdom, lack of
exaggerations, joyfiilness, spontaneity, naturalness, GRACE (L. A.).

From the first moment, I was aware of God's presence. I experienced a

state of humbleness, emotions, and a sentiment of fear ofGod. Then, I
discovered that God loves me. Now, I am convinced that Jesus died on

Calvary for me and I believe in Him with my enfire being. I feel I belong
to this community, although I am still an Orthodox Christian (M. V.).

At the beginning, I was skeptical. Today, I love this church. Good News
Church gives me the feeling that I am a part of a family. I feel accepted and
loved. I feel closer to God (D.U.).

Here, I have found the home for my soul. The messages feed me and help me to

know and love God. 1 am grateful for optimistic, fiiendly, and warm
atmosphere at Dalles (C. G.).

I like this church because it focuses on inner change, not on extemal appearance.
Here, I have discovered genuine brotherly love. Here, God speaks to me (C. I.).

I feel that 1 am in God's presence and people are full of His love. The messages
answermy needs; they feed me and strengthen me (B. O.).
(The survey was realized in May 2004 at Dalles hall).

Many visitors shared with their friends and relatives about their positive

experiences ofworshipping God at Dalles Hall and in the following years, the attendance

grew with about 26% every year. Beginning with 2007, however, the limited space at

Dalles Hall hinders the increase of attendance.''* The adequate rooms for children's

ministry represent another barrier in our growth.'^
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The following graph shows the growth in attendance at Dalles Hall between 2000

and 2007:

2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012

Figure Nr. 18 Good News Church's Worship Service Attendance

We try to make the preaching of the Word of God a relevant and an essential part

ofworship, "even as the heart ofworship." First, we acknowledge the prophetic

dimension ofpreaching the Word ofGod, for He wants to reveal His will to a wicked and

lost world. Second, we want all participants to discover God's love through the

preaching of the gospel. Thus they have to fall in love with God, not with the sermon or

the preacher but with God. Preaching therefore should lift the whole community up to

God as they prayerfully listen to God's Word. As Saint Paul said, "Pray also for me, that

whenever 1 open my mouth, words may be given me so that 1 will fearlessly make known

the mystery of the Gospel." (Ephesians 6:19).

As one may conclude the main ideas and concepts of a sermon represent the

stones or bricks needed in building a bam or an expensive villa. That is why, for the
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present context ofRomania, preaching should be done under the inspiration of the Holy

Spirit, should touch the hearts of the listeners deep down, and should flexible, honest,

direct, and compassionate.

Good News a Small Group Church

In February 2000, we have organized four discipleship small groups in homes.

The Bible study and the fellowship in small groups have developed a strong sense of

mutual belonging among church members and have laid down the foundation of our

Christian community.

During the first three years, the number of small groups increased mainly due to

the Biblical studies. For example, in 2003, we studied the book ofRevelation and the

curiosity for this book led to a quick increase of small groups and participants. The

decline that followed proved that the initial increase did not represent a natural

multiplication of our small groups. The Bible study for the sake of study is really un-

Biblical, because, as Ralph Neighbour asserts, "Value systems are created in the context

of living, not studying.
"

(1990 [2000]: 120). Small groups therefore are for transforming

lives not for cognitive input. As Ralph Neighbour writes, "When we gather around the

Scripture, it should always be done expecting Christ to use it to cleanse and equip us for

His work" (1990 [2000]: 85).

A discipleship small group is formed from 3-12 persons'' and meets in homes

weekly for: (1) growing in the knowledge of Jesus Christ, (2) experiencing the filling of

the Holy Spirit, and (3) extending the grace ofGod into the world. Dale Galloway helped

us in understanding some other essential goals for the participants of a small group

focused on discipleship (1995:65-69). Thus, Good News' small group participants: 1.
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Leam to love the Lord Jesus more; 2. Leam to tmst God more; 3. Leam to apply the

Word to everyday life; 4. Leam from one another through the sharing of personal

testimonies; 5. Know one another better and pray for one another; 6. Encourage and edify

one another; 7. Care for one another in the context of a spiritual family; 8. Provide a

friendly atmosphere for evangelism; 9. Gain more boldness in their witness; and 10.

Leam to be accountable for the way they live.

The dynamics of the small groups followed approximately the same upward

curve:

150

2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012

Figure Nr 19 Good News Church's Small Group Dynamics

A small group for discipleship represents the core community where tme

relationships among the church members are formed and maintained, and while church

programs are measured through their level of efficiency, the degree of community in a

church is measured by her number of genuine relationships. The sense ofbelonging is
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nurtured through: (1) authentic dedication; (2) sincere communication; (3) serving one

another; (4) vulnerabihty and acceptance; (5) trust and responsibihty.

Wilham Beckham considers that small group dynamics release seven basic

concepts: conununity; equipping; accountability; leadership; evangelism; Christ in the

middle, and death. At Good News church one may see the following in our small group

dynamics:

Shepherding

1 Corinthians 2:2

Figure Nr. 20 Small Group Community

The thumb which in the above picture represents the Word and prayer, can touch

and influence all the other fingers. This is the same principle that Apostle Paul applies

when he says: "every thing must be accomplished by the Word of God and prayer"

(ITimothy 4:5). Thus, in the same way, the figure suggests the importance ofWord and

prayer in a small group life.

The church represents a spiritual community indwelt by God and where one is

able to experience a true sense of belonging, security, spiritual maturity, love, and true

relationships, and the small groups play an essential role at this point. According to

Larry Crabb, "One of the greatest needs in our modem society is that of authentic
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communities, where God's heart is present, where both the simple and the wise leam to

pastor those that are behind them, and where those who stmggle in life with different

hardships help each other and go shoulder by shoulder forward." (2007:15). The small

groups in a church can make that church such a genuine spiritual and human community.

Amold Jeffrey sees the small group as (1) A Studying Community; (2) A Worshiping

Community; (3) A Praying Community; (4) An Evangelizing Community; and (5) A

Mission-Oriented Community (1992:43-51).'^

Next, Ralph Neighbour helps to understand the dynamics of a small group as seen

in the graph from Where Do We Go From Here?
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Figure Nr. 21 Small Group Life Dynamics (Adaptation from Neighbour)

As Neighbour suggests, these dynamics includes four stages: Ice Breaker;

Worship; Edification; and Share the Vision (2000:264). In the context ofGood News

church, we call the stages as follow: Fellowship; Worship; Edification; and Motivation,

The hardest aspect, however, is the last dynamic namely motivation and often it is
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reduced to prayer only. Therefore, we try to challenge the participants to put in practice

what they have leamed, during the next week and to:

� WITNESS FOR THE LORD!

� PRAY FOR ANDWITH OTHERS !

� GET INVOLVED IN A COMMON ACTION !

Small Groups in the Romanian Context

The central aspect of a small group is the biblical study and I would like to show

here how implementing relevant studies should be done in the context of our local

culture. As Orthodox believers, the Romanians were leaming about Christian tmths

from seeing the icons and performing rituals. The reading of the Bible began to develop

with the origin of the Baptist movement in Transylvania during the 19^^ century. Only

after 1923, the Orthodox Church allowed regular members to own their personal Bible

and yet even today this Church encourages people to listen to what the Bible says only

during Church liturgy. Many Romanians however, would like to study the Bible,

especially in a more relaxed program, so in my church we have tried different ways of

involving members and new comers in studying the Bible within small groups. Here

follows the practical insights I concluded from this ministry experience:

(1). Due to a more laidback attitude toward a continuous program the Romanians

are not too willing to engage in such a program. We saw in this study that historically

and culturally the Romanians work hard for a short period of time but then they want a

long period of relaxation, so they lack the rigorous work discipline of the Westem person.

That is why they need constant encouragement and help along the way. In such a context

we have organized in our church periods of small group studies followed by breaks.
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Thus we have three major sessions from: (a) October 1 to December 15' (b) January 15

to April; and (c) May to June.

During breaks we have times of informal fellowships, visitation ministries,

retreats and seminars, leadership training and so on.

(2). The Bible Study Guide'^ should set the pace of study for the whole church.

The illustration about Esau challenging Jacob to maintain the pace that his warriors had

provided me with a practical tool at this point. Thus I designed a Guide simple enough

for the more elderly members yet challenging enough for the younger families and the

students in our church.

I also discovered that American Bible studies for example are too broad for the

Romanians, who prefer to read the Bible more than commentaries, discuss the deep

meaning rather than memorizing, and share their experiences and praying rather than

following several steps for solving their problems. The most efficient study guides were

those which provided enough relevant teaching within four A4 pages with spaces for

personal observations and questions.

Lastly our small groups are open for children too, a fact that young families

appreciate very much and allows them participate in the small groups. Our church

therefore has a large and sfrong number of young families.
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'
My fellow Baptist pastors and denominational leaders were very suspicious, and for the first three years,

they said Good News represents a "religious Christian gathering," but not a church. Then, for the next two
years they argued that even though Good News could be considered a church it does not represent a Baptist
church functioning in the usual Romanian Baptist tradition. For the last two years however, many Baptist
leaders have started to admit that although Good News is "different," she is a successful and relevant

Baptist church. Presently, Good News church is increasingly seen as an inspiring and relevant option for
moving Romanian Churches from tradition to mission.

Furthermore, The General Council of The Romanian Baptist Union appointed me to write the Baptist
Constitution and adapt it to the new Romanian Religion Law, promulgated on January 2007. Our Baptist
Constitution is essential in offering a relevant direction for our churches in the constantly changing context

ofRomania and I wrote it being guided by the same missiological principles 1 have been using at Good
News.The National Baptist Convention on May 17-18, 2007 has adopted the new Constitution of Baptist
denomination in Romania. The Baptist Constitution was approved by the Romanian Goverrunent on

January 16*, 2008.
^ One must consider several combined spiritual, political and social factors in emerging a new church

paradigm beginning with the epoch ofConstantine.

^ One may discover several similarities between Celtic Christianity and Romanian Eastem Christianity
where villages represented for centuries Christian communities build around small wood chapels.
"*
Between 1969 and 1999, 1 was the senior pastor ofHoly Trinity Baptist Church fi^om Bucharest. Since

1998, from Holy Trinity Baptist Church emerged ten new churches in the capital city of Romania. That

time. Holy Trinity Baptist Church numbered about 1,400 members and almost 300 children and teenagers.

' Thus, on 15th November 1998, 1 started at Dalles Hall Biblical lectures on the theme "The Bible and the

Contempory Man".

^ In Bucharest, all the means of access and the public fransport are organized radially, towards the center.

Whoever gets to the center by only one means of transportation can be considered in our neighborhood.
From a social point of view, the districts ofBucharest have a certain degree of exclusivism. The northem
part of the city is inhabited by the high class and upper middle class. The districts built in the Communist

period are workers' districts with a population from 100,000 to 300,000 inhabitants. Certain outlying areas

are real slums which are inhabited by the lower class and gypsies. Dalles Hall is a place accessible to all

people from Bucharest.

'
However, I noticed very soon that only two Christians used to invite unsaved people to Dalles Hall.

Most of the believers came to Dalles because they needed to be ministered. After only six months, the
worship team retumed to the mother church because they were uncomfortable with a secular place. I

assumed that it would be easier to plant a new church than to renew a traditional one. In planting a new

church, God taught me that for both, his intervention is vital. Someone asked rhetorically: Is it easier to
have a new baby or to bring to life a dead one ? If we think about Abraham and Sarah we can affirm that
both depend only on God's power.

* At that time, I was encouraged by the experiences of four US new paradigm churches. I have concluded
that a local church should focus on three factors in order to be efficient. First, the seeker targeted worship
services from Willow Creek Community Church and the seeker sensitive worship services from
Saddleback Church, CA have convinced me that, in Romania, we have to reconsider the traditional worship
services. Second, New Hope Community Church from Oregon and 20/20 Vision by Dale Galloway helped
me to understand the importance of small groups. Third, Frazer Memorial United Methodist Church and
Tried &Tme by John Ed Mathison caught my attention in the regard to ministries based on needs.

' Dalles Hall or "Sala Dalles" in Romanian is the name of a well-known public hall we rent for worship
from a University from Bucharest. Our church is therefore knovra as the church from Sala Dalles.
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A village ofapproximatively 9000 inhabitants. The ministry with the children led to planting of a filial
church. At the moment, we have full time missionary in Jilava.

" The human body's systems include respiratory system, nervous-system, circulatory system, etc.

By interviewing ninety known leaders from different areas, Bennis and Nanus discovered that they
were able to bring transforming leadership through four basic strategies:

1 . They got attention through vision�"vision grabs"
2. They brought meaning to people through communication.
3. They engendered trust m those who followed them through positioning�they had a

firm direction, but were also flexible.
4. They practice self-deployment through empowering�they did not try to do it all

themselves. They had sufficient positive regard for what they, personally, could do,
but also knew they needed others to share in the vision. (George Bama, 1997: 125)

Several church leadership books are helpful to our Leadership Traming Track:

Leadmg with Vision; Building Teams in Ministry; On Purpose Leadership, by Dale

Galloway;
Leadership Explosion, by Joel Comiskey;
Cell Group Leaders Training, by Scott Boren and Don Tillman;
A Training Manual for Small Group Leaders, by Julie A. Gorman;
Power to Follow, Grace to Lead, by David McKena

On some Sundays, we have to add 30-40 extra chairs to the 400 existing seats. At the present time we

are looking for a larger auditorium with about 600-1000 seats.

In 2000, we did not have any children or any children's ministry, yet today we have 70 yoimg families
and 100 children.

The very first Bible study was The Covenant, written by Kay Arthiu". Mia and Costel Oglice, Precept
Ministry leaders for Romania and Euro-Asia translated the study into Romanian language.

The dynamics of a small group interaction depends on the number ofparticipants. "N" represents the
participant number.

The Ways ofCommunication

NxN-N

Figure Nr. 22 The Ways of Communication

For fiirther readmgs see: Amold Jeffrey, Starting Small Groups: Building Communities that Matter.

" Our biblical studies are usually on and about the books in the Bible, but sometimes we also engage in

topical studies dealing with different issues such us "The Christian' Family Life, Money Stewardship, etc.



Chapter 10 � Toward an Indigenous Romanian Church in the Spirit of Apostohc

Christianity�Missiological Approach

This dissertation aims at suggesting a possible solution toward solving "the

Romanian spiritual paradox" by challenging our churches to initiate scriptural and

contextualized strategies ofministry and mission. In Chapter 8, 1 introduced the

Theological Perspective of such a possible strategy while in Chapter 9, we looked at its

Ecclesiological Design with examples from and parallels to Good News Baptist church,

which functions as a contextualized Christian church mandated to reach the local un

churched people for Christ and disciple them. God however, gave me a larger vision

namely that ofpenetrating the whole city of Bucharest through small groups, and

powerful worship services that can take place at a larger public hall. Next, 1 also hope

and pray that God will use the example and impact of Good News church to originate a

renewal and revitalization movement among our churches at a national level.

This concluding chapter suggests ten features of a church in the apostolic spirit

that could be applied in the Romanian Eastem Orthodox cultural context and may help

the existent churches from Romania and Eastem Europe to experience renewal.

Ten Essential Features of a Church in the Apostolic Spirit

Recently, a political science student' has asked in his interview: "Is there any

danger for the Romanian evangelical churches to lose their 'soul' as they win 'the

world'"? And also, "As they engage in a high activism focused on "doing things" can

they neglect "being" who they are supposed to be?" The answer is that religious activism

and quantitative growth at all costs might lead evangelical churches toward unhealthy

342
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manifestations. Activism, individualism, selfish compefifion, and the struggle for power

might lead them toward worldliness and create serious problems in the fiiture. As

Howard Snyder explains, "We know that healthy things grow. If the church is a healthy

organism, it will grow. But growth is not always a sign of health" (2002:65).

I would like at this point to suggest ten characteristics of healthy reproducible

church. In my evaluation, an apostolic church must be:

1. AN AUTHENTIC COMMUNITY

The question that many evangelical leaders ask is: Where do we bring the lost

people? The majority of the traditional pastors and church planters believe that those

who hear the Gospel need to be brought into a church building. The only biblical answer

is: we have to bring them into a community of faith, hope and Christian love. Therefore,

the question is "Are we offering an authentic community to an increasingly

individualistic society?" The multiplication of the Evangelical "liturgy" does not mean

the multiplication of the community.

On the other hand, more and more evangelical churches are reproducing the

Westem entrepreneurial models of doing church^ hopping to experience visible growth,

yet they miss contextualizing the principles and understanding that a tme church is more

than a growing institution. As Howard Snyder writes, "The church can leam many things

from successful business enterprises. The importance of a clear mission and of priorities

consistent with that mission, the approaches to organizational effectiveness, and the

insights about leadership and working with teams are often modeled by effective

companies" (2002:70). On the other hand,

Business enterprises do not make community a primary consideration.

Interestingly, some of the most effective, cutting-edge businesses today
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have discovered community as a means toward greater business

effectiveness. But establishing community is not their reason for

existence. Rather, they use community as a means to an economic end.

(Snyder 2002:71)

From the prison, Dietrich Bonhoeffer shared his experience and understanding of

Christian community: "Christianity means community through Christ and in Jesus

Christ." And "Christian brotherhood is not an ideal which we must realize; it is rather a

reality created by God in Christ in which we may participate" (1954:21, 30). It is so

simple: "The physical presence of other Christians is a source of incomparable joy and

strength to the believer" (1954: 19). A Christian community is a spiritual and not a

psychic reality based on human love. As Dietrich Bonhoeffer argues, "Human love

constructs its own image of the other person, ofwhat he is and what he should become.

It takes the life of other persons into its own hands. The spiritual love recognizes the true

image of the other person which he has received from Jesus Christ; the image that Jesus

Christ himself embodied and would stamp upon all men" (1954:36). Above all, "human

love lives by uncontrolled and uncontrollable dark desires; spiritual love lives in the clear

light of service ordered by the truth. Human love produces human subjections,

dependence, constraint; spiritual love creates freedom of the brethren under the Word"

(1954:37).

2. A CHRIST�CENTERED COMMUNITY

An authentic community totally depends on Christ. The worship, ministry,

testimony and mission of the church must be centered in the person of Jesus Christ and

modeled after the six major salvific New Testamental moments. Thus, a church must be

a community that embodies the Gospel, proclaims the sacrifice of the Lord Jesus,

celebrates the presence of the risen Christ, acts for the glory of His Name, seeks the
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guidance and the plenitude of the Holy Spirit and rushes the retum of the Lord Jesus by

preparation, testimony and mission in the entire world. More

than anything else however, the reliance on Jesus Christ means our need of His presence.

At Good News church, the vision of the risen Christ and full communion with

him represent the goal of our worship and preaching.'* By focusing on Jesus members of

our small groups avoid gossip and a judgmental spirit. They celebrate His presence,

intercede for lost people, serve one another, and apply the word ofGod into their lives.

As Scott Boren underlines, "to meet in the name of Jesus means that people die to their

own agenda" (2002: 132). Further, a Christ-centered community is not self-centered any

more. The next important question is: Why does the Church exist?

3. A COMMISSIONED COMMUNITY

There is a generally shared belief that Church exists in order to glorify God. The

question is, "How does local church glorifies God?"

In his High Priestly Prayer, Jesus tells the Father, "As you sent me into the world

so I send them into the world... " (John 17:18), and His first words after His ressurection

were, "Peace unto you! As the Father sent me so I sendyou...
"

(John 20:21). We are

commissioned to be the witnesses of his resurrection. The four Synoptic Gospels are not

simple texts for theological studies but documents ofmission for the commissioned

church: "Go into the entire world andpreach the good news to all creation
"

(Mark

16:15). The Great Commission is found at the end of the gospel ofMatthew where he

taUts mostly about the church. Therefore this missioanry mandate must be understood

within the context of the the sent community: "Iwill buildmy church,
" and "Go and

make disciples from all nations" (Matthew 16:18; 28:18-19).
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Therefore, the local church glorifies God as much as every individual believer and

the entire community is a testimony of the sovereignty and holiness of God and of the

manifestation ofHis love in the world. As George Hunter explains that the "church is

primarily a mission to lost people, not primarily a gathered colony of the faithful"

(1992: 146). If the church is a colony of individualistic religious people or if it is a

religious enclave focused on itself, it will stagnate and even decline spiritually and

numerically. As Bruno Betleheim writes in Home for the Heart, "a commimity can

flourish only if exists for an aim outside itself Community is viable if it is the outgrowth

of deep involvement in a purpose which is other than, or above, that of being a

community"^ (Neighbour, 2000:120).

In the New Testament Jesus commissioned the church as an entire community

(John 17:18; 20:21; Matthew 28:19-20; Acts 1:8). The church in the apostolic age, as

Hans Kung asserts "every community, indeed every member of a community, had to

stand in the 'apostohc succession'�in accordance with the message and action of the

apostles. Not just a few people, but the whole church was an apostolic church, as it

would be called in the creed." (Hunter, 2003:1 13). And as C.S. Lewis wrote, "The

Church exists for no other purpose but to draw men unto Christ, to make them little

Christs" (1943:169).^ Therefore, a local church represents a sent out community in order

to express the fullness of Christ in a society and in every generation. As George

MacLeod writes:

I simply argue that the cross be raised again
At the center of the marketplace (Burke 1966:5).'

From the beginning, I have envisioned Good News church as a sent out

community in order to reach secular people in Bucharest. While almost every new
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Evangelical church focuses on building a sanctuary, Good News church is dedicated to

meet in a public hall in order to be more approachable to secular people. As a local

church we are facing a permanent temptation to tum inward. Therefore, everyone needs

to constantly open his or her heart for lost people, bring witness in his or her social

network, and build relationships with unchurched people.

4. A COVENANTAL COMMUNITY

The essence of community is the reciprocal belonging of its members

(1 Corinthians 12:26), is built in a climate of love and authenticity (Ephesians 4:16),

and grows according to the development of the interpersonal relationships and the

involvement of the believers in ministry (Colossians 2:19). The programs of the chiurch

can be measured by efficiency and excellence, yet the community can only be measured

by the quahty of its members' relationships and their dedication to serve each other and

the Lord as a body united around the same faith and covenant. Next, while religious

programs and social projects lean toward the need of quantifiable success they do not

build the community by themselves.^ What builds community is keeping the covenant to

love the Lord and each other. Good News Church's covenant covers the essential areas

of community life. Thus, we commit ourselves:

1 . To make public worship a major priority every Sunday moming;

2. To value our fellowship within the small groups and meet together weekly;

3. To witness Christ to lost people and provide for them a community of love.

4. To practice mercy, mutual responsibility, prayer and Bible study in our

families;

5. To protect and promote the unity of the church speaking the tmth in love;
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6. To support by prayer, action and tithing the vision and mission of our

church.^

The covenant helps church members to experience that they belong to one

another. Thus, the church as a cohesive body is the proof that love, hope and faith are

possible in a materialistic, pluralistic, and individualistic society.'"

5. A BALANCED COMMUNITY

A church becomes a structurally balanced community when she celebrates in

public and experiences the presence of Jesus in small groups, in homes. The public

worship exposes the community to the scrutiny of the society and the small groups which

are open to accept the members of the society become spiritual "labs" for the believers

and for the seekers. The small groups should not become a simple program of the

church, but the way to express and build authentic community. Thus, they form the

primary spiritual community of a church. Also, the small group leaders must be seen as

servants ofChrist and spiritual "pillars" of the church.

In Good News church, the oak tree motif helps people to understand our strategy.

One of the small group leaders confessed that every Sunday moming, when he sees new

people at Dahes hall, he wonders whether those people are rooted in the fellowship of a

small group, or are they just migratory birds nesting for a while in the branches of our

church. However, it is not easy to perceive small groups as a way of Christian life and

not just one of the church's programs.

As I recount my childhood experience. Baptists met very naturally in small

groups in the mral areas, at least from November until April, when people came together

to help each other as they processed their crops and women were spinning domestic wool
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and white jute. During informal and pretty long night meetings, they used to sing, pray,

read the Bible and interact with unsaved people.

Today, in large cities where people are more estranged. Christians need to be

more creative in finding ways of building relationships with unsaved people and naturally

sharing in small groups. One Sunday night, a young family from my small group invited

their non-Chrisfian fiiends to celebrate their daughter's birthday. Their friends were so

impressed that they confinued to attend our small group.

6. A COMMITTED COMMUNITY to Prayer. Word and Actions of Love

As Mark Comner points out, there is right now a global focus on prayer." The

Orthodox Church, however, is a praying church with her liturgy focusing more on prayer

than preaching. In traditional Baptist churches, however, the prayer time became boring.

This is why many Baptist churches have replaced Sunday moming prayer time with more

worship. Good News church, however, tries to keep a balance between worship,

communal prayer and preaching every Sunday moming, and also the midweek church

meetings are dedicated exclusively to communal prayer and intercession.

In an Orthodox Christian family one may find an icon and not a Bible. It is the

mother that takes her children before the icon and teaches them to pray. The Orthodox

Christians consider the mother as the "priest" of the family. She is the one who attends

church and models piety for her children. The mother prepares special food for important

Orthodox seasons, the food is then blessed by a priest in the church.

On the other side. Evangelicals consider the father responsible for the spiritual

welfare of his family. The father brings the family together around the Bible for

devotional time. Unfortunately, in the South ofRomania where Orthodox men are not
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Usually, we preach against the icons, and instead put our emphasis on the Bible. Thus,

we loose the piety of dedicated mothers. Good News church models family devotion

through small groups by involving the whole family in it.

Regarding the Word ofGod, one may say that before 1923 (the year the Bible was

translated into the Romanian vemacular) Romanians were Christians without the Bible.

As the most famous Romanian Orthodox theologian, Staniloae asserts, "Romanians did

not read the Gospels and Paul's epistles in their language, but in a foreign language (the

Slavonic), and they did not understand it" (2004:65). In many situations, the Orthodox

priests and bishops preach eloquently but their applications are usually tendentiously.

Thus, they urge their parishioners (1) to confess their sin to the priest, (2) to fulfill the

penance established by priest, (3) to receive the Eucharist in order to receive Christ, (4) to

keep the rituals, traditions, fasting and festivals, (5) to submit to the priest their prayers

with a special offering. The Orthodox preaching stresses the need for church and priest

but not of a personal relationship with Christ.

In many Evangelical churches, however, the preaching does not systematically

build people in God's word. At Good News we found that expository preaching and

inductive Bible study following the same book help people to grow in their spiritual life.

While focusing on building community, we do not neglect the acts of charity and

compassion toward people in need. Good News church involves people in supporting

several social projects as (1) Abandoned children, (2) Single mothers in difficult

situations, (3) Poor families, etc. We encourage our small groups to take care of those in

needs and discover short term mission projects that they can be involved in. Besides,
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about 40% of our church's budget is designated to missions. Our philosophy is to invest

in people not in buildings.

Romanian people need to discover what it means to be dedicated to Jesus and not

to a religious structure. Apostolic congregations constantly build people in Word, prayer

and love, and help them become what our Lord wants them to be.

7. A CONTEXTUALIZED COMMUNITY

Ground in the Scripture a community needs to be sensitive to the local culture. I

have leamed from the Orthodox Church liturgy how important it is to celebrate the

presence of the risen Christ within our worship services. In many traditional Evangelical

churches Sunday programs are boring, while in numerous contemporary worship

services, one may get the impression of attending a Christian musical show and a

religious conference. Nowhere in there could people feel the powerful chill of God's

presence. At Dalles, the worship flow includes: joyful and reverential singing; moments

of communal prayer in small groups; preaching and the Lord's Supper. All parts of the

worship services are built toward celebrating God's presence.

In 2002 before Easter, when the Orthodox believers were observing the Lent by

fasting, some new converts in our church asked me how we as Baptists prepare ourselves

for Easter. In light of their question, I invited our church to observe a period ofprayer,

fasting, and personal examination, and to partake of the Lord's Supper on every Sunday

instead of once a month as the other Baptist Churches do.'^ The practice of taking the

Holly Communion every Sunday gave our worship services a deeper spiritual solemnity

that Romanians expect to see in church. Thus, the preaching represents the heart of our

worship, and the Lord's Supper represents the spiritual climax. Next, during the same
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time I attended a secular reception where 1 noticed that it began with a short message

followed by a joyful musical program. This inspired us to always try ending our worship

services in an atmosphere ofjoyful celebration and people leave the hall full of joy ready

for another week of labor.

As the previous chapter explains, the need of a continuing contextualization is

imperative in the changing society of Romania.

8. A CENTERED�SET COMMUNITY

A church in the apstolic spirit acts more as a centered-set community than as a

bounded-set one. A bound-set church maintains clear boundaries not only in doctrines

but in membership requirements and organizational chart. According to Paul Hiebert "Its

imity would be based on uniformity�all Christians would think and act alike," and a

boimd-set church acts like a voluntary association of like-minded people who share a

common interest and take a democratic approach to church membership (1999:1 16).

A centered-set church is defined by its center, the Jesus of Scripture, and

membership in the church is based on relationship with Christ. As Hiebert highlights,

"we must first carefully define that center in spiritual and theological terms," and then

"we would recognize differences in spiritual maturity among Christians, in the degree of

closeness to the center that defines the church" (Hiebert 1999:128). The centered-set

church focuses on people, fellowship and relationships of love and mutual submission.

"In church polity everyone's voice would be heard, but not all voices would carry equal

weight. The spiritually mature, who win the tmst of the people by putting aside their own

self-interests and serving the group, would be the elders who formulate decisions on the

basis of the discussions of the body" (Hiebert 1999:129). As Hiebert explains, the church
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would exercise discipline on members whose thought and behavior run contrary to

Scripture in order to restore them, not to ostracize them.

In a bound-set church, people are or only inside or outside the church and the

Kingdom. In a centered-set church people are going toward or outward from the center.

Not all Christians seen inside the circle of the church are inside the Kingdom (see: 2

Timothy 2:19).

At the same time, several people who are outside of the circle belong to the

Kingdom.

Bounded-set Centered-set

Figure Nr. 23 Bovmded-set vs. Centered-set Church

In regard to Good News church, it acts in many ways as a center-set church.

Thus: chiorch hitegration is accomplished through one's continual growth in faith and

dedication toward Christ and the church; new visitors are encouraged to come back and

are given special attention by both our leaders and other members. Those that have not

yet had a conversion experience or were not baptised, but became regular attenders, are

still considered part of the community,'^ and they are encouraged to attend a small group

Those that show their faith publicly in baptism are encouraged to get involved in a small

group as well as get ready to lead one. They also are encouraged to get involved in the

different ministries and missions of the church.
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From a spiritual perspective, people are invited to come to Jesus so close that their

personal life will become Christ-centered. A church community of faith is Christ-

centered in as much as their people are Christ-centered. Thus, outside and around the

church there are seekers. We are sent to invite them to Christ. Inside the community are

worshipers. Some of them are like the Samaritan women knowing very little about the

Messiah or having a misunderstanding of him. Others, like Comelius and the Ethiopian

eunuch are looking for God, but have not foimd him yet. Conversion seen as a process

goes well with the Romanian worldview and the sense of "becoming". The following

figure shows our church as a centered set communty.
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Figure Nr. 24 Good News Community Stmcture

People of the apostolic church would permanently move according to the two statements

of Jesus: "Come to Me!" and "Go into the World!"

Those who receive Jesus Christ as their Lord and Savior are spiritual babies or

toddlers. They might be new coverts or long term bom again Christians who do not show

progress in their relationship with Jesus (1 Peter 2:2; Hebrews 5:11-14). Those who are

in the process toward spiritual maturity are dedicated disciples of Christ. The servants

are those disciples who put aside their own agenda in order to obey and serve Christ.
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They experience what apostle Paul confesses: "I have been crucified with Christ and I no

longer live, but Christ lives in me" (Galatians 2:20). They are spiritual fathers and

mothers for those who follow them. They are servant leaders for small groups and they

serve according their spiritual gifts, abilities, knowledge, experiences and heart. Pastors

and church leaders should focus on their permanent training. They are key people for

general mobilization of the church.

9. A MOBILIZED COMMUNITY

In The New Reformation, Ogden advocates "the radical transformation of the self-

perception of all believers so we see ourselves as vital channels through whom, God

mediates his life to other members of the body of Christ and the world." (1990: 12).

Regretfully, one may observes that the leadership of Romanian Baptist churches, at least,

are still functioning according to Richard Baxter's paradigm exposed in The Reformed

Pastor, first published in 1656. As Hunter argues, "Baxter's paradigm allows laypeople

only a negligible involvement in ministry. For instance, 'masters of families' should

'carry on the work' that the pastor begins with their families" (2003: 106). One may

come to the same conclusion today in Romanian churches with George Hunter: "Baxter

was driven by, but also blinded by, his paradigm�that ordained people do virtually all

the ministry that matters�laypeople are essentially spectators" (2003:107).

In the Romanian context there are several aspects which church members need to

accept in order to overcome barriers that keep them far from small group experience: (1)

A Change in Mentality; (2) Acceptance ofVulnerabihty; (3) Leaving the Comfort Zone;

(4) Taking Responsibility; (5) Paying the Price of Serving; and (6) Getfing Free from

Struggling after Power.
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At Good News, however, our great effort is made to help people understand that

small groups do not represent a church program or activity only, but they represent a

natural manifestation of a genuine community based on acceptance and sacrificial love.

We always try to help them discover that the small groups are not church structures for

having control over them, but configuration essential for their involvement and

participation in the fellowship and mission of our church.

The participation in small groups is hindered by the fear of not being accepted or

ofbeing gossiped about. For this, we use the pulpit and counseling to build acceptance

and discourage the judgmental spirit. Although we desire to be a community sent into the

world, we discovered that it is much more comfortable just to enjoy each other. So, we

need a conscientious permanent effort to encourage and help each other as well as to

rebuke in love. The testimonies of those who leave their comfort zone and the personal

example of the group leaders are essential at this point.

In regard to assuming responsibility in our church, I could say that due to the past

Communist political and social system based on super-centralization the free initiative of

the Romanians was discouraged, and today it is still difficult to overcome this handicap.

The new converts and the younger generations however are more willing to assume an

increased number of responsibilities. This is one major reason for which young families

are interested in becoming part of the Good News church.

Next, another aspect specific to the south-eastern area of Romania is the lack of

involvement ofmen in religious practices as seen mostly in the practices of the Orthodox

Church, some ofwhich we discussed earlier. In the Romanian mentality, the women go

to church and men go to the bar; so the mothers take care of the children while the fathers
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discuss politics and sports. Also, paying the price for serving in a ministry becomes more

and more a challenge as the market economy grows and just as the people in the Westem

societies, Romanians too are becoming more and more attracted by the material things.

Many factors among which stress, an over-crowded city, uncertainty of a job, mountain

reh-eats, team-building and training times at one's secular job, TV programs, building a

new house, and the involvement in all sort ofprojects initiated by the parachurch

organizations, make it more and more difficult for regular church members to get

involved in the life, ministry and mission of their church.

Many churches are caught in an intemal personality conflicts among leaders as

existing leaders come together against promoting new leaders or more capable leaders in

certain ministry areas. At Good News, the unlimited possibility of leaders' affirmation

through the small groups in ministry saved the church from experiencing intemal

leadership conflicts. The persons and activities that form together the system support for

the main ministries of the church (children's teaching, youth, worship, etc.) are

vuhierable to intemal tensions, and we experienced some minor disagreements yet

without a general impact on the church as a whole.

At Good News the mobilization of the members for mission and ministry is not

done through entrepreneurial means but is a process that begins with the leaders and

extends to the small groups and to the whole church. Here are the main steps of this

mobilization process:

(1). The leaders' motivation takes place within the weekly leadership meetings as

well as through seminars and retreats. Here the role of the senior pastor and of presbyters

is essential for they are to mobilize all the leaders. Within the weekly leadership
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meetings the participants evaluates how the church vision has been implemented through

the ministry of the small groups as weU as discuss other practical and spiritual matters.

(2). The motivation of the small groups participants takes place toward the end of

every week when they discuss the problems they face as followers of Christ called to

reach lost people. They also pray for and help each other as well as discover together

ways of solving such issues. Seekers are also invited to participate in these meetings.

(3). The motivation of the larger audience takes place through preaching on

Sunday moming as well as through the leaders of the small groups who initiate contacts

with the visitors and the inactive participants. The practice ofbefriending the unsaved

and the inactive represents: the "fishing net of our Church."

(4). The entry points of our church are: a) the public worship services, (b) the

small groups, (c) the Saturday evening youth service, (d) the children's party on the last

Saturday of every month, (e) other special events such as camps, retreat seminars, etc.

10. A MOVEMENT�SEED COMMUNITY

One of the practical applications of this study is the inclusion in the Constitution

of the Bapfist Churches ofRomania voted by the Congress of our denomination and

approved by the Romanian Govemment on January 16, 2008, of the principle of

informal association of local churches that share the same vision. Historically and

officially, Romanian Baptist churches are organized in several zonal associations and

nationally in the Baptist Union with the central office in Bucharest. This organization

provides for the Romanian Baptists the legal context for representation before the

Govemment and for expressing doctrinal unity.
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The informal organization ofBaptist churches in national missionary circles,'^

without boards and leading positions, could represent the means for the spiritual and

missionary reinvigoration of the Baptist churches in Romania, because now each church

can try to implement missiological changes unrestrained. In the past we had the situation

in which those elected to run our Baptist Union threatened with expulsion the churches

initiating change and a retum from tradition to mission."

Spiritually, without power from above, any church institution or human strategy is

bound to fail. As A. W. Tozer writes in The Divine Conquest, we are wrong when we try

to win only by forming a "united front". The crosses in the cemetery, he says, are a

1 8united front, but they are mute and helpless, while the people walk by (2006:76).

During Communism, the representative denominational institutions were used

many times to suppress the spiritual renewal in our churches, yet we were tmly united,

but after the fall ofCommunism we have scattered in dozens of directions and it seems

that no denominational institution can effectively gather us together again.

Next while denominational institutions can enforce uniformity, they cannot create

the spiritual motivating unity for which the Savior prayed in John 17. Also our

traditional churches from mral areas do not understand the context of our urban churches,

so when both mral and urban leaders meet within our territorial associations' meetings,

there is tension in the discussions.

Therefore, we need to create a more informal environment. The representative

institutions, by their nature, are intended to watch for the keeping of the biblical values

and the evangelical tradition, even to sfrengthening the churches in face of threats, but

cannot birth vigorous spiritual movements. In Israel, the priest was leading the rittial
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worship and kept the tradition, the prophet, on the other hand, was challenging the people

for new horizons and was demolishing the religious formalism. The Baptist movement

needs both the institutional balance and stability and also the prophetic challenges and

spiritual mobilization from visionary leaders. Only when people come together because

they share the same vision is the flame ofpassion for God ignited. Also, a vision which

is shared together brings solidarity and motivation that unleashes spiritual energies and

draws resources. "Do two walk together unless they have agreed to do so?", the prophet

Amos asks (Amos 3:3).

The present Baptist Constitution offers the possibility of spiritual informal

coagulation "in national missionary circles ofchurches that share the same vision ".

These missionary circles could represent real engines to unleash the spiritual potential of

the Baptist movement. Excessive institutionalization on one hand, scattering or

competition on the other, will only bring spiritual regress in the Baptist movement.'^

The local church is meant to bring together as a family people who are "bom

again". The spirit of the world is making us mn each on his or her paths. When the

trophies are the positions and roles the spirit of the world is rejuvenated and the Spirit of

God is grieved and quenched.^" This is why the informal coagulation of the churches

around biblical vision and sacrificial spirit represents the only viable solution for the

spiritual and missionary rebirth.

The National Missionary Circles must be initiated by leaders with vision and not

by denominational institutions (territorial associations or the Union). When the priest

losif Trifa initiated the "Lord's Army", the hierarchy of the Orthodox Church asked him

to call it the "Church's Army" and the local priest to be appointed as the leader of a group
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of soldiers from a location, losif Trifa cried with sadness: "This wouldmean the end of

the Army! The Army is not a church organization, but a spiritual voluntary movement.
"

In this sense I have made a call to the leaders and the churches who want to share

the vision and the experience of the Good News Church."^^ Daniel Branzai, one of the

Baptist pastors interested in experiencing change and revitalization in our churches

appreciates that in such situation:

Church models will be diverse, the authority will be equally difftised, and
initiatives will be implemented faster, since they will not be that strongly
filtered hierarchically. The possibility ofmaking mistakes will be

accepted a priori and used as a positive experience which is to teach us

something good, and the failure will become the basis of another action,
which is highly probable to be successful. "Evaluation and correction",
"intensification and renunciation" will be words of the ministry
vocabulary, replacing other stafic terminologies like "meetings",
"penalties", "explanations", "election", "commissions", "committees" and
endless debates. The struggle among those with different opinions will be
replaced by the acceptance of the necessary differences for reciprocal
completion, ('http://vasilealexandrutalos.wordpress.com)

Final Remarks

This study offers several insights that can be applied in planting and growing

apostolic churches in the new cultural context of Romania. My plan is to continue

leading seminars for pastors and church leaders on these issues and write a practical

guide for church growth in Romania. Here, I will present four practical steps that I

consider helpful for my denomination and other churches willing to experience genuine

revitalization and growth:

1. Change Begins With the Pastor

In any institutionally organized church, the change should begin with the pastor.

Even if the initiative comes from somewhere else, the pastor has to embrace it^^ If he

doesn't, there will be tensions between the renewal spirit and the conservation tendency
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of the institution, between the pastor and the team that supports him on one side, and

those who sigh for renewal on the other. The changes could refer to the vision or to the

way church and its message relate to this generation and the next.

The pastor should be a visionary leader. The visionary leader sees things that are

not yet as if they already are, because God calls them into being. When God calls us into

ministry. He opens our eyes. "/� the year of the death ofking Uzziah, I saw the Lord! "

testifies Isaiah. "About noon, oh King, as I was on the road, I saw a light!
" saidApostle

Paul. The prophet Habakkuk complains: "Why do you let me see iniquity?
" and the Lord

answered him: "Happy are you because you see! Most people don 7 see!
"

The Romanian pastors need to make an essential change in their preaching. "Too

often today's preaching can suggest an elitist mentality that the insiders of the church

comprise the 'good people' and those on the outside are the 'bad people'" (Johnston

2001 : 127). In order to identify with listeners we may recognize our limits and our

humanity as Craig Loscalzo asserts^"*. Instead of judgmental or psychological

approaches, the pastors need a renewed spirit of joy and power in their preaching by

focusing on God's grace and by addressing real life issues. As Robert Duffett asserts,

"Those who speak to seekers need to be authentic and speak with heart, soul and passion"

(1995:45) and, "the only messages that will reach seekers are ones that connect to

relevant hfe issues" (1995:73). In this regard, George Hunter brings about several

suggestions:

First, engage and speak as though personally, to individuals, not as to an

audience en masse. As William Warren Sweet once observed, 'To
personalize religion is to emotionahze it.' Second, speak concretely, even
poetically and imaginatively, rather than in abstractions. Third, speak to
yourself as well as to auditors, so that the speech has the effect of the
audience overhearing the speaker addressing the speaker. Fourth, stress
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possibility; that is, what a person's life can become. If you tell stories of

heroes of faith, the goal is not for the people to admire the heroes (that is
counterproductive) but to glimpse what their own lives can become. Fifth,
reject all temptation to pressure people to decide now; respect their
freedom and encourage their free response in measurable time. (2000:62-
63)

The audience should fall in love with the God that one preaches about and not

with the eloquence of one's sermon. When speaking about sin, the preacher should

unveil God's concem for our failures and his available grace and power for our

forgiveness and dehverance.

2. Redefining Success is Needed

Apostle Paul says: "I press on toward the goal to win the prize for which God has

called me heavenward in Christ Jesus." (Philippians 3:14). He urges us: "Run in such a

way as to get the prize!" (1 Corinthians 9:24). Leith Anderson asserts that "success is

reaching the right goal, using our resources according to specified standards (1992:89).

Defining success has a lot to do with vision. If vision means authenfic

community through which God is glorified and through which He extends His grace in

the world, then the success of a project (program or department) which offers basis for

power stmggle, it is a failure not a success. Howard Snyder explains that: "Most non-

biblical models of the church are reductionist in some harmful way especially if they

reduce the church to only one part, or a few parts, of its reality, then blow those parts out

of proportion" (2002:36). I would like to underline here that if the functions or purposes

of the church become departments, then the competition is certain and the real sense of

community is destroyed. A church experiences real success "if it is changing people's

lives by bringing them into a deeper relationship with God, through faith in Christ and the

indwelling power of the Holy Spirit" (Bama 1991 :24)
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3. Freedom of the Spirit is the Key

The most difficuh question is: How can a church receive that powerful flame of

the Holy Spirit that only God can give? As John Stott argues, the Christianity of Christ is

supematural Christianity; "it is not a tame and harmless ethic, consisting of a few moral

platitudes, spiced with a dash of religion. It is rather a resurrection religion; a life lived

by the power of God" (1970:63).

Getting trained in the Bible and knowing well our Christian doctrines are

necessary but these do not represent the whole purpose of following and serving Christ.

As an apostolic community, a church must discover and fulfill the whole will of God for

her, act under the authority of the Son, and talk the talk of faith and walk the walk of faith

under the guidance of the Holy Spirit. As Francis Schaffer asserts, "there must be the

balance of form and freedom in regard to the polity and the practicing community within

the church. And there must be a freedom under the leadership of the Holy Spirit to

change what needs to be changed, to meet the changing situation in the place and in the

moment of that situation" (1970:96).

The vital factors in experiencing the flame of the apostolic spirit are: the freedom

of the Holy Spirit, the power of the Word ofGod, and genuine spirit ofprayer. As

25
Howard Snyder emphasizes, "The church is just as tmly prophetic as it is apostohc,"

and "faithfulness to the words, works, and life of Jesus Christ together defines the real

meaning of apostolic succession" (2002:26). The prophetic role ofGod's word should be

manifested in preaching, exhorting, and admonishing one another, in order to bring about

real change, genuine faith and repentance in people's lives.
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Next, just merely promoting a vision will not bring spiritual awakening and when

the vision is promoted by human means only, the result is religiosity void of spiritual

power.^^ The church is a spiritual body of believers, not a religious corporation. The

Christian character and community are vital in the life of a church and in its mission and

they are accomplished by the work of the Holy Spirit. In a more sophisticated world,

churches should remain very simple organized communities of faith and powerful

organism of spiritual life. As Snyder asserts, the church is not a linear cause-and-effect

system.

Far too much church programming assumes that the church is a linear
cause-and-effect system: Just adopt this or that program, and the church
will thrive. It may be a program on evangelism. Christian education,
worship style, small groups or anything else. Behind these proposals is
the faulty assumption that the church is like a machine and that churches
are pretty much the same everywhere, with interchangeable parts. Plug in
the right program, and off it goes! (2002:37).

Churches need spiritual leaders to inspire people, not managers ofprograms to

control them. PeterWagner argues that views of leadership and leadership authority

constitute the most radical change when we talk about the shift from traditional

Christianity. He observes "a transition from bureaucratic authority to personal authority,

from legal structure to relational structure, from control to coordination and from rational

leadership to charismatic leadership" (1998:20). Romanians love to follow leaders who

have strong convictions and know the way, leaders who inspire, but they reject those who

try to take control.

We must trust in the Holy Spirit for keeping, transforming, mobilizing

empowering ordinary Christians^'. As Johnson Ben Campbell writes, "The Holy Spirit

fimctions in individuals, groups, and the corporate spirit of the church. ... Groups within
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the body incarnate the presence of Christ more powerfully than individuals through the

complementary of gifts." And "The more nearly the church embodies Christ, the greater

will be its passion to reach out to the world" (1987:73-74).

4. Divine Perspective is Essential

Our perspective is always too limited. Therefore, we must be permanently

receptive to the move of the Spirit and open to new horizons. There is an undying

temptation in us to be satisfied with the success of the present vision. God's vision is

always infinitely larger than ours. A young Romanian pastor was disappointed because

almost all his young people went to Spain for work. "My church is empty now" was his

sad remark. "It is your town empty of lostpeople?" I asked him. In a difficult moment.

Apostle Paul decided to leave Corinth. "One night the Lord spoke to Paul in a vision:

'Do not be afraid; keep on speaking, do not be silent. For I am with you, and no one is

going to attack and harm you, because I have manypeople in this city. " (Acts 18:9-10).

It is generally accepted that people bring people to God. When we open our inner eyes

we may see that God brings people through people to him.

Let us here by faith the ancient promises ofGod: "Lift up your eyes and look

around; all your sons gather and come to you. . . . The children bom during your

bereavement will yet say in your hearing, 'this place is too small for us; give us more

space to live in'" (Isaiah 49:18-21). The Mission is God's mission, and we are invited to

step in. The price of obedience always must be paid.

5. Passion for God Fuels Compassion for People

The Christian generation ofRomania and other Communist countries that

experienced Stalinist terror in the 50's and 60 's showed genuine love and passion for
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Jesus Christ. One may remark that most Christian leaders who experienced Communist

prisons understood that God can love lost people through them as He loved people

through Jesus. Richard Wurmbrand writes, "True faith in Christ transforms stubborn

minds into genuine loving hearts" (1994:10). The more someone loves God, the more he

or she has a passion for lost people. When Moses came down from the mountain after his

encounter with God, he exclaimed: "Here, O Israel: The Lord our God, the Lord is one.

There is no other god than IHWH!" His passion for God moved his heart to intercede for

people when they failed. "O, God, give them another chance to know you!" All the

prophets showed passion for God and compassion for people. Jesus is our perfect

example. Our churches need to leam from him in how to approach lost people.

Some pastors and churches think that passion for God means a judgmental

attitude toward lost people. Paul Washer, an American missionary in Pem, shared his

experience and said that while he was preaching on the streets of Lima, someone spit on

him and threw down his Bible. As Paul Washer picked up the Bible, his first thought was

those people did not disserve his attention any more, but suddenly, he remembered that

he was there for the glory of Jesus Christ. Those people were ignorant about Jesus and in

that moment his heart was filled with compassion for them.

Finally, I would say that merely genuine compassion for God originates

compassion for people. Programs, projects, and tradifions are not able to ignite passion

for God. Romanian Christians should pray for communities of faith, hope, and love

where Jesus feels at home.

Now to Him who is able to do immeasurable more than all we ask or
imagine, according to His power that is at work within us, to Him be glory
in the church and in Christ Jesus throughout all generations, for ever and
ever! Amen" (NIV Ephesians 3:20-21).
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^ Ivan Andrei, student in Bucharest University, Political Science.

^
Good News Church does not have facilities at all, but her members feel they belong to. However, they

renovated Dalles hall on their expenses in order that people would find a welcoming facility, too.

^
B.I.G. Foundation or Churches with a Global Impact operates on these principles: seeks to develop a

network of local churches and Christian organizations that share a vision for global impact. This goal is to
be reached through formation of this organization and team, through promoting a philosophy ofministry
based on developing local churches to have a global impact, through developing a national network and a

team of pastors and Christian leaders, through constructing a national training center and regional centers,
through establishing a Master ofArts program in church leadership, through encouraging and training
people in local churches, and through the publication of educational materials (brochures, a website,
interactive CD's, books, audio-visual materials, etc.) www.big-impact.ro

"
In the book of Revelation, "The presence of God is the controlling factor of the dramatic action and full

communion with God the goal." (Dymess, 1983:174)

^
Randey Frazee suggests that a genuine Christian community focuses on common purpose, which

involves: "A clear understanding of and respect for the authority structure...; a common creed�a shared

understanding of the beliefs and practices. . . ; the presence ofstandards... ; traditions that impart [our]
purposes, values and behefs into [our] thinking...; and a clearly defined mission. (2001:57-64) The
members of a genuine Christian community embrace a common belief and purpose built on the teachings
of Jesus and the apostles. As Keneth Kantzer asserts, no church can be effective to bring clarity and

commitment to a world when it is ignorant of its basic principles of faith and life. (Frazee, 2001 :65).

* Peter Drucker asserted: "The non-profit organization exists to bring about change in individuals and in

society". (1990:3).

' I simply argue that the cross be raised again
At the center of the marketplace
As well as on the steeple of the church
I am recovering the claim
That Jesus was not crucified
In a cathedral between two candles,
But on a cross between two thieves;
On the town garbage heap;
At a crossroad so cosmopolitan
That they had to write his title
In Hebrew and in Latin and in Greek. . .

At the kind ofplace where cynics talk smut.
And thieves curse, and soldiers gamble.
Because that is were he died
And that is what he died about.
And that is where churchmen ought to be.
And what churchmen should be about.

* Some Romanian Churches which after 1990 got involved in social projects sponsored by forcing mission

agencies became controled by these agencies and now they esepreince intemal tensions and decline.

' COVENANT: We, the memebers ofGood News Baptist church knowing that we make the body of
Christ,and that God works in us giving us both the strenght and the will to serve him, dedicate ourselves

1 . To make public worship a major priority every Sunday moming;
2. To value our fellowship within the small groups and meet together weekly;
3 . To witness Christ to lost people and provide for them a community of love.
4. To practice mercy, mutual responsibility, prayer and Bible study in our families;
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5. To protect and promote the unity of the church speaking truth in love;
6. To support by prayer, action and tithing the vision and mission of our church.

�Now to him who is able to do immensuarably more than all we ask or imagin. according to his power that
is at work within us, to him be glory in the church and in Christ Jesus throughout all generations, for ever
and ever! Amen" (Ephesians 3:20-21).

Howard Snyder argues: "The biblical meaning ofmember needs to be rethought. Today 'member' has
an exclusively organizational sense for most people. One "joins" an organization and thus becomes a

'member.'... We speak today of 'membership' rather than 'bodyship'" (2002:52).
"
Quoting Frank Damazio {Seasons ofRevival), he summarizes:

We are in a battle against the spiritual forces of darkness;
We are living in days of extreme pressure and stress;
The problems ofmankind are becoming increasingly complex;
There will be times when our faith is severely tested;
Prayer will prepare the way for effective evangelism and mission. (Comner,
1999:37)

I invited the church to celebrate Lord's Supper every Sunday for six weeks. After Easter, when I
thought we have to tum back to our old practice, the church asked me to continue. When I asked them

why? Their answer was, we feel closer to God every week since we celebrate the Lords Supper.

" Affiliate members (apartinatori)

To cross Bucharest from one end to the other during the weekly peak hours can take between 1-2 hours.

The principle of "Association" included in the revised Constimtion says that:

The Baptist Churches from Romania are sister churches. They associate with each other
in order to support each other, to sustain together the Christian testimony, to watch for
the unaltered teachings of the Scriptures, to cooperate in missions and defend the
religious freedom. (Baptist Constitution, art. 1)

If during Communism the Baptist Union dictated the behavior of the local church, the new Constitution

provides their autonomy and freedom:

The Baptist Churches are organized andfunction autonomously. The other entities of the
Baptist Denomination have the role ofsupporting the Baptist Churches in fulfilling their

purpose andmission. (Baptist Constitution, art. 1)

The new Baptist Constitution stipulates:
Baptist churches that share the same missionary vision can organize in national missionary

circles, without the legal recognition of the Union 's office. (Baptist Constitution, art. 1)

" This was a practice in Communist time but even today one may see such attempts.

Tozer on Worship and Entertaimnent. Romanian translation, Inchinare si distractie, 2006, Oradea,
Lampadaml de Aur

" The wheat grains kept in a box are good even for "dead ancestors offerings" (wheat food distributed at

funerals in memory of the deceased), while those scattered on the roads and left alone are eaten by birds!
Only the ones who are planted in a field anticipating the future harvest, will make the harvest of the

Kingdom.

^�Those who consider the institution sa a tool for personal realization say that:"the wheel is tuming all one
has to do is hold strong to it. Thus the insimtion will help one get the long wished position!"
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^'
Here is a part of the appeal 1 have addressed to the Baptist pastors in Romania:

/ hereby urge those pastors or leaders who have a clear vision of their mission in the

church and in the world, to take the initiative and invite to cooperation in prayer,

evangelism, ministry and mission, otherpastors and other churches and so, form national

missionary circles (CMN). The denominational institutions have their role of
representation and conservation. Do not expect change and spiritual reinvigoration from
institutional organizations! The Kingdom ofGod is a "seed", not a "program "! "Break

up your unplowedground and do not sow among thorns. "

(Jeremiah 4:3)
http://vasilealexandrutalos.wordpress.com

^" Here is a part of the appeal 1 have addressed to the Baptist pastors in Romania:

/ hereby urge those pastors or leaders who have a clear vision of their mission in the
church and in the world, to take the initiative and invite to cooperation in prayer,
evangelism, ministry andmission, otherpastors and other churches and so, form national

missionary circles (CMN). The denominational institutions have their role of
representation and conservation. Do not expect change and spiritual reinvigoration from
institutional organizations! The Kingdom ofGod is a "seed", not a "program "!
"Bbreak up your unplowed ground and do not sow among thorns.

"

(Jer 4:3)

Warren Beimis and Burt Nanus observed that usually "the vision did not originate with the leader

personally but rather from others." (1985:95).

"When we recognize our humanity, we help those to whom we minister come grips with theirs."
(Loscazlo, 1992:68).

Howard Snyder considers: "First, the church is an actual community that visibly incarnates the prophetic
message of justice, mercy, and truth found in the Old Testament prophetic books and in the life of Jesus.

Second, the church is prophetic in proclaiming the good news of the reign ofGod within the present
world. . . . This always means holding up before people the joy, promise, and cost of the kingdom ofGod."

(2002:26).

As a way of illustration, in Muslim cities the locals hear every moming, "Prayer is better than sleep," as
the muezin calls them to pray.

In Good News church, every small group acts as a spiritual family helping one another, taking decisions
for themselves, developing their ministry, growing at their own pace. However, all small groups follow the
same Bible studies and teachings, although applying to their context. This way, we try to keep the right
path of doctrine and release people to their full potential.
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MAPS AND APPENDEXES

Map Nr. 1 - Romania and Neighboring Coimtries
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Map Nr. 2 - Romania

ROMANIA Source: www.romaniatouri sm .com

Greater Romania Source: http://ro.\\ 1k1pedia.0rg/wiki/Imagine:R0mania 1 930
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Appendix A - Worldview and Culture

Social Institutions

The way Paul Hiebert illustrates worldview and culture (1985:46).
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Appendix B - Interviewer Training Seminar

I trained ten university students from Bucharest that helped me in interviewing

people for this study. 1 used the following suggestions from Interviewing: Principles and

Practices, by Stewart and Cash, 1994.

The Interview Defined. Interviewing represents "a process of dyadic, relational

communication, with a predetermined and serious purpose designed to interchange

behavior, and involving the asking and answering of questions" (Stewart and Cash

1994:1).

1 . Dyadic. A dynamic interaction between an interviewer party and an interviewee

party (1994:1).

2. Relational. It involves an interpersonal connection and mutual interest in their

outcomes (1994:2).

3. Predetermined and Serious Purpose. The interviewer has a goal and focuses on

specific subject matter (1994:2).

4. Interchanging Behavior. Both parties use words and non-verbal signals that express

interest, concem, tmst, satisfaction, fear, anxiety, and so on. Each party speaks and

listens from time to time. The "participation should follow a ratio of 70 percent to 30

percent, with the interviewee doing most of the talking" (1994:3).

5. Asking and Answering Questions. Questions are the tools interviewers and

interviewees use to obtain information, check the accuracy ofmessages sent and

received, and verify impressions and assumptions" (1994:3). Successful interviewing

requires training, preparation, interpersonal skills, flexibility, and a willingness to face

the risks involved in intimate person-to-person interaction" (1994:10).
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Structuring the Interview

The interview contains three major parts:

1. The Opening. "The opening's primary function is to motivate both parties to

participate freely and communicate accurately" (1994:42).

Stewart and Cash recommend the following opening techniques (1994:44-46):

1 . Summarize the problem.
2. Explain how the problem was discovered.
3. Mention an incentive or reward for taking part.
4. Request advice or assistance.
5. Refer to the known position of the interviewee.
6. Refer to the person who sent you to the interviewee.
7. Refer to the organization you represent.
8. Request a specific amount of time.
9. Ask a question.
10. Combination opening. Two or more techniques can be combined.

2. The Body. I will use the moderately scheduled interview in which I list the major

questions with the opportunity for more spontaneous probing questions. For students

who help me, I will provide highly scheduled interviews containing all the questions to

be asked and the exact wording to be used with each interviewee.

An interview guide will be provided based on the six research questions as they

are presented in this proposal. Stewart and Cash explain that a guide is designed to "help

interviewers develop areas of inquiry (rather than random lists questions), remember

areas of information, record answers, recognize relevant and irrelevant answers, and

determine which probing questions to ask" (1994:48).

1 . The Closing. As Stewart and Cash observe, the closing is usually briefbut highly

important. It may signal the termination of the interview, but not the relationship. They

recommend the following closing techniques (1994:54-1 1):

1 . Offer to answer questions.
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2. Use clearinghouse questions.
3. Declaring the completion of the purpose or task.
4. Make personal inquiries.
5. Make professional inquiries.
6. Signal that time is up.
7. Explain the reason for the close.
8. Express appreciation or satisfaction.
9. Exhibit concem.
10. Plan for the next meeting.
1 1 . Summarize the interview.

The closing part, however, is not an entity unto itself, and the interviewer should not

introduce new topics or ideas.

Conducting the Interview

The preparation for conducting the interview requires at least two steps: pre

testing the interview and training interviewers.

1. Pre-testing the Interview. It is important to pre-test the interview in order to detect

potential problems and improve the proposed questions. Stewart and Cash suggest that

one may conduct complete interviews with persons from the target population and ask

several questions, such as (1994:126):

1 . How well did interviewees understand what was wanted and why?
2. Which questions required explanation?
3. How effectively did questions elicit the kind and amount of information

desired?
4. Which questions elicited information already obtained through prior

questions in the survey?
5. To which questions did interviewees react hesitantly or negatively?
6. How adequate were answer options?
7. Was interviewer bias apparent at any time during the interviews?
8. How easily and meaningfiilly can answers be tabulated?

2. Training Interviewers. Training involves written instmctions for interviewers,

observing interviews, and experiences in interviewing. Stewart and Cash offer a list of

instmctions provided for interviewers:
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1 . Study the question schedule so you can "ask" rather than "read" questions.
2. Record answers quickly and accurately.
3. Dress appropriately; do not wear buttons or insignia that may identify you

with a particular group or position on the issue being surveyed.
4. Be on time for all appointments.
5. Be friendly, businesslike, and sincerely interested in the interview and the

interviewee.
6. Speak clearly and loudly enough to be heard easily.
7. Maintain good eye contact.

8. Do not rush through the interview.
9. Do not pressure the respondent to take part.
10. If a respondent does not answer the question as asked, repeat the question

but do not rephrase it.
1 1 . Record answers as prescribed on the schedule.
12. Write or print answers to open questions carefully and clearly.
13. Give respondents adequate time to think and respond; do not fidget or

look at your watch. (1994:125-126)

In his dissertation. Griffin adds several valuable suggestions, such as:

1 . Introduce yourself.

2. Relax and smile.

3. Take the interview seriously; do not joke about it.

4. Be positive; do not apologize for the interview.

5. Do not be embarrassed.

6. Avoid biased questions.

7. Do not suggest answers if the interviewee hesitates.

8. Do not mention how others answered.

9. Do not cut people off in their answers.

10. Don't take to many notes.

1 1 . Don't talk about your personal life.

12. Sfick to the topic. (1995:220-221)
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Appendix C - Questions for Surveying the Rehgiosity ofRomanian People

A. Questions related to their beliefs

1 . What do you believe about God?

2. What do you believe about witchcraft, spirits, and paranormal activities?

3. What do you believe about UFOs?

4. What do you think about the Bible?

5. Do you think God (if he exists) has any interest in you?

What kind of people do you think God loves?

6. What do you believe about resurrection, final judgment, etemal life, and

reincamation?

7. What did you leam about God in your childhood? From whom?

8. What would you like your children to know about God?

9. Are you pracficing any spiritual disciplines? Please explain.

10. Have you ever read from the Bible? What was your response?

1 1 . Have you ever prayed to God or to saints? If yes, please give some details.

12. What have you ever had or heard about supematural experiences?

B. Questions related to their attitudes toward church

1 . What are your opinions about church and clergy?

2. What keeps you from attending church? Please give a few reasons.

3. What kind of liturgy and music would help you feel motivated to attend church?

4. What do you think about the existence of other church denominations in

Christianity besides the Orthodox Church?
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5. What do you think about those who worship God differently than the majority of

the Romanians? Would it be better if there was only one church?

6. Have you ever had the opportunity to attend churches other than the Orthodox

Church? If so, what did you like and what did you not like?

7. What do you think churches ask from people?

8. What do you think Christianity has to offer people?

9. What do you think the churches could and should do for the people?

10. What would you like the church to do for you personally?

1 1 . What do you think churches in Romania must stop doing?

12. What would to like to add or comment about religion or church?

C. Miscellaneous

1 . What do you like to read?

2. What TV programs do you enjoy the most?

3. What kind ofmusic do you love?

4. How do you like to spend your free time? What hobbies do you have?

5. Who are your heroes/idols?

6. What priorities do you have in life?

7. How do you relate to your friends, colleagues and neighbors?

8. What are your felt needs?

9. To whom do you tum for advice and help in a crisis situation?

10. What do you mean when you talk about a fulfilled personal life?
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Appendix D - Questions for New Converts

A. About their first visit/impression:

1 . What did you know about God before attending this church?

2. How did you find out about salvation through Jesus Christ?

3. Tell me the story of how you came and joined this church.

4. What was your image of this church prior to coming?

5. How was the possibility opened up to you?

6. Describe your first visit to this church�including your feelings and what might

have caused those feelings within you?

7. What /who got you here?

8. What stages/steps were involved?

B. About their conversion:

1 . What did you discover here?

2. How important was the faith baptism for you?

3. Why did you choose this church, rather than some other?

4. What was happening in your life that might have made you more receptive to

the appeal of the gospel?

5. What were your felt needs at the time?

6. What here has helped meet those needs?

7. What keeps you coming and involved?

C. About their belonging:

1. Do you feel now like you really belong? Are you included? Considered

important?
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9. What happens here that is very significant /important for your hfe?

10. What almost kept you from joining?

1 1 . What expectations are placed on you here?

12. What is this church's greatest strength, or assets?

13. What do you think is the greatest church barrier that nominal Christians and

secular people need to pass in order to attend this congregation?

14. If you could change one thing in this church, what would it be?

15. What observable differences has your experience in this church made in your

hfe?

D. About their social network:

1 . When you became a Christian, what was the reaction of your spouse? Your

friends?

2. How do your non-Christian peers view the Christian faith? How do they view

this church?

3. What does this church need to do to appeal to them and to communicate with

them?

4. Have you ever invited someone?

5. What very significant event or experience has happened to you that might not

have happened if you had not joined here?
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Appendix E - Questions for Church Pastors and Leaders:

1 . Tell me the story of your church for the past five years.

2. Why is your church growing?

3 . What is your philosophy ofministry?

4. What are your clear priorities?

5. What motivates you to be involved in evangelism?

6. What is your church's image in the community?

7. What attracts new people?

8. What kind of people are you reaching?

9. Do you ever invite people to this church or to faith in Christ?

10. What would have to happen here before you would feel free to invite people?

1 1 . How do you assimilate and disciple new members?

12. What expectations do you place upon members, especially new members?

13. How do you employ lay people in ministries?

14. What are the most meaningful moments, events, and experiences in this church?

15. How do you assure pastoral care for all members?

16. What does your pastor do best?

17. What does this congregation do best? What are your strengths, your assets?

18. In the last five years, how many new small groups have been launched? How

many classes? How many ministries?

19. How do you minister to children and teenagers?

20. How do you equip new leaders in this church?
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21. What goes on here that gives people an opportunity to talk about what they want

God to do in their life?

22. How has your involvement in this church changed your life?

23. What differences does this make in your family life?

24. What are you trying to do that you could only succeed in if God were with you?

25. How do you envision this church ten years from now?

26. What is one thing you would do differently if you had it to do over again-

knowing what you know now?

27. What would have to happen for pastors to become church-growth pastors?
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Appendix F - The Practice ofReligion/Faith

People practice religion/faith because:

INNER PEACE
42

HOPE
12

I
NO HOPE

29

God = Creator & Person
Jesus = Son ofGod

Prayer addressed to: God the

Father, Jesus and Mary
Fasting & confession
seldom only 4 people

25 p. - God = Creator & Person
4 p. - God = Creator & Cosmic Force
14 p. - Jesus = Son of God
15 p. - Confused about Jesus

Prayer addressed to God, to Jesus,
to Mary, to saints, to angels

15 p. - Fasting & confession

TRADITION
11

HOPE
1

NO HOPE
11

r ^
Confused about God
Jesus - just a man
Prayer without conviction
Fasting & confession

very seldom only 3 people
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STAGE IV

10%

STAGE III

30%

STAGE II

60%-70%

Appendix G�Galati Emanuel Church

CHURCH MINISTERS

ADVANCED TRAINING

for pastors, elders,
church planters, missionaries,
deacons, women and children

ministries, and others

through Closed Small Groups.

HERE

They are Sent Out

EQUIPPING
Disciple Makers

through Closed Small Groups
Bible Education by Extension

- Christian Life
- Evangelism and Consolidation
- Bible Study Methods
- Marriage and Family Life
- New Testament
- Old Testament
- Deductive Bible Studies
- Romans and Galatians
- Christian Doctrines
- How to Communicate God's Word
- Church Dynamics

DISCIPLING

toward Spiritual Maturity
through Closed Small Groups.
Following Jesus: Colossians 2:7
- Course 1
- Course 2
- Course 3

Course 4

HERE

THEY RETURN

to the Second

Stage as

LEADERS for
- Closed Small Groups
- Sunday School
- Youth
- Others

HERE

THEY RETURN

to the First

Stage as

- Leaders
- Apprentices
- Spiritual Mentors
Parents

EVANGELISM & BASIC CHRISTIANITY

STAGE I / through Open Small Groups
90% / Welcoming Seekers

The Four Spiritual Laws, and others

The Assurance of Salvation

Basics for Christian Life
- God's Plan for the Church

THEIR

Spiritual
Journey
starts

HERE
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